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ABSTRACT 
The standards of written literacy of teacher-education 
students at Edith Cowan University are perceived by many 
staff to be inadequate. The Faculty of Education's 
response to this perceived inadequacy is to carry out a 
mandatory skills-based remedial writing programme for 
students whose literacy competencies are judged to be 
deficient, The instrument used to assess the students' 
literacy competencies is the English Skills Assesament 
test. The students' performances in the various skills 
which the test purports to measure, also determine the 
area in which they are given remedial instruction if the 
results of the test suggest this is necessary. However, 
many Faculty of Education staff are concerned that there 
are important conceptual, structural, and organisational 
inadequacies in students' writing which are not 
identified by the English Skills Assessment test and, 
therefore, are not attended to in remediation programmes 
based on the results generated by this test. 
This study was an evaluation of the remedial literacy 
programme conducted by the Faculty of Education at Edith 
Cowan University. The programme was evaluated from two 
perspectives (a) a theoretical perspective and (b) a 
practical perspective. 
Firstly, the study evaluated the procedures used by the 
Faculty of Education to diagnose and remediate writing 
difficulties among its fir~t year student intake by 
comparing the assumptions underlying those procedures to 
the assumptions underlying a contemporary perspective of 
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writing and the teaching of writing. This comparison 
revealed that not only were many of the procedures used 
by the Faculty ineffectual, but also some of the 
procedures used had the potential to inhibit the literacy 
development of its students. 
Secondly, the study investigated whether the English 
Skills Assessment test was able to identify {a) all the 
areas in which students experienced Uifficulties in 
writing and (b) the students who were likely to 
experience the difficulties. The performances of 426 
first year primary and secondary teacher education 
students attending the Mount Lawley Campus of the Edith 
Cowan University in the English Skills Assessment test 
were compared with their performances in a research-essay 
assignment, carried out as a normal part of their course 
work. The results of this aspect of the study reinforce 
the findings of an earlier study (Holbrook & Bourke, 
1989) which reported that the English Skills Assessment 
test neither identified all the areas in which tertiary-
level students experience difficulty in their real 
writing nor the students likely to experience 
difficulties, This study shows that Holbrook and Bourke's 
findings, which related to narrative text, also applied 
when students wrote expository text. These results 
challenge the validity of the Faculty's use of the 
English Skills Assessment test as a means of identifying 
students with writing problems and show that any remedial 
writing programme based solely on the areas identified by 
the test will have a limited impact on the development of 
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students' written literacy. 
In addition to the data originally sought for this study, 
other information came to light which showed the 
limitations of the way in which the Faculty 
conceptualises students' literacy needs. The emphasis of 
tlns programme is diagnosis and remediation. This 
conceptualisation has produced a literacy unit which is 
peripheral to the mainstream academic programme and which 
teaches the surface features 
decontextualised, skills-based 
of language 
lessons. As 
in 
a 
consequence, the unit: (a) is accorded marginal status by 
lecturers and students alike, ( b ) bears little 
relationship to what is happening in other units of the 
course, and (c) contributes little, if anything, to 
students' literacy development. 
It is clear from the findings of this study that the 
Faculty of Educatior' s remedial .1 i teracy programme 
contains serious flaws which cannot be rectified by 
attempting to modify the existing programme, The study 
concludes by recommending that the Faculty of Education 
should abandon its existing programme, along with its 
remedial emphasis, and institute a new programme designed 
to cater for the literacy needs of all its students. 
That is, all incoming students should be required to 
undertake a foundation unit which outlines the Faculty of 
Education's requirements and expectations of students, 
and teaches them the structures and processes (reading, 
writing, and thinking) required for successful learning 
in Bachelor of Arts (Education) courses. 
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BACKGROUND, STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM, AND PURPOSE OF 
TRE STUDY 
Background 
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Anecdotal evidence indicates that there is a perception, 
among Faculty of Education staff at the Edith Cowan 
University, that the standards of written literacy of 
many of its students are inadequate. Staff feel that 
the school system has not adequately prepared students 
for the literacy demands of a tertiary institution. The 
view that schools have failed to produce literate 
students has widespread currency in the community, The 
teaching of English has received considerable criticism 
in the media because of the apparent inability of schools 
to produce students who understand basic concepts in 
English, such as: spelling, grammar, and punctuation 
(Brandeth, 1988; Back to Basics, 1988; Brock, 1990). 
The criticism levelled at schools has in turn been 
blamed on the low-level literacy competencies of 
teachers (Australian Education Council, 1990) 0 
Statistics relating to tertiary entrance examination 
scores indicate that this perception of teachers may have 
some veracity. A literacy problem may be manifest more 
in the case of students enrolling in teacher education 
courses than in other courses at tertiary institutions 
because teacher education students have amongst the 
lowest scoring-profiles in tertiary entrance examinations 
14 
conducted throughout Australia (National Board of 
Employment, Education and Training, 1990; Prichard, 
1990), The problem of relatively poorer credentials of 
prospective teacher education students in comparison with 
prospective students in other tertiary courses, is not 
limited to Australia. Prospective students in teacher 
education programmes in the United States reflect similar 
characteristics, Consequently, staff of education 
faculties have noted significant numbers of students with 
serious problems in writing, The problems are of such a 
magnitude that most of the faculties of education in 
Universities in the United States either run across-the-
board literacy programmes for all incoming students or 
run mandatory remeqial writing programmes for the 
students diagnosed by the faculties as being at risk 
{Duke, 1985; Schewebel, 1985; Carpenter and Johnson 
1990). 
The gulf between the understandings of incoming 
undergraduate teacher education students and the 
requirements for successful academic learning is in all 
probability higher at Edith Cowan University than at 
other Western Australian Universities because of the 
nature of its student intake. The students enrolling in 
a Bachelor of Arts (Education) at this University have 
the lowest scoring profile for their tertiary entrance 
examination (TEE) scores of all the four tertiary 
institutions offering teacher-education courses in 
Western Australia (Higher Education in Western Australia: 
A Status Report, 1989). 
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Table 2.1 indicates that commencing students in the 
Faculty of Education at Edith Cowan University have 
significantly lower Tertiary Institutions Service Centre 
{TISC) aggregates than commencing students in the 
faculties of education at the other Western Australian 
universities, The significance of the gap between Edith 
Cowan University students and students at other 
Universities is even greater than indicated by Table 2.1. 
For example, an analysis of data related to student 
enrolments shows that the bulk of Edith Cowan education 
students have aggregate scores around the 40th percentile 
whilst the bulk of Curtin education students have 
aggregate scores around the 60th percentile (Higher 
Educa·tion in Western Australia: A Status Report, 1989) 
UNIVERSITY 
Edith Cowan 
Curtin 
Murdoch 
UWA 
PROPORTION OF TOTAL 
STUDENTS (%) 
15 
24 
56 
89 
Table 2.1: Proportion of commencing education 
students in 1987 with a TISC aggregate within the 
top 30% of all aggregates, 
The concern shown by Faculty of Education staff at Edith 
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Cowan University over the issue of literacy standards is 
not new. In order to compensate for the perceived 
inadequacies of the literacy standards of its students, 
the Faculty has instituted various measures. 
Initially, students experiencing language difficulties, 
were identified by lecturers or by teachers with whom 
students were placed on teaching practice, They were 
then referred to remedial courses to deal with the 
particular difficulties identified by the lecturers. Now 
the School of Education administers a screening test to 
all students in the first year of their Bachelor of Arts 
(Education) course. Students, whose literacy skills are 
considered to be deficient because of their test 
performances, must attend sessions in a remedial writing 
unit, Communications 0101 (COM0101). 
The Problem 
The written literacy standards of education students are 
perceived by the Faculty of Education at Edith Cowan 
TJni versi ty as being inadequate. The Faculty's response 
to this perceived inadequacy is to test the entire 
student cohort using the English Skills Assessment 
(ACER, 1982b) test. Students are selected for mandatory 
remedial courses based on an analysis of their 
performances in this test, The Faculty uses the English 
Skilla Assessment test to identify both the students it 
believes require remediation and the areas in which they 
require remediation. 
However, many staff have expressed reservations about 
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the Faculty's use of the English Skills Assessment test 
to screen students for possible written literacy problems 
because this test measures the students' performances in 
only a limited range of writing-related skillsl, Staff 
are concerned that there are important structural and 
organisational inadequacies in students' writing which 
are not identified by the English Skills Assessment test 
and, therefore, are not attended to in current 
remediation programmes. 
There is ample evidence, derived from the literature 
pertaining to writing, which indicates that the task of 
writing is far more complex than is suggested by the 
writing related skills measured by the English Skills 
Assessment test, Not only are the aspects of writing 
assessed by the English Skills Assessment test limited, 
but it also appears from the literature that some of the 
aspects of writing not assessed by the test represent 
some of the major problems in students' writing. 
Nightingale (1988), Parry (1989), and Taylor & 
Nightingale (1990) identified the lack of understanding 
of the underlying content, and the structures and 
organisational formats needed to express that 
understanding, as being the problem rather than the 
mechanics of tertiary students' writing. This literature 
supports the perception of Faculty of Education staff 
that students' major writing problems are not only to do 
1The test measures a student's ability to detect and correct 
errors in spelling, punctuation, sentence structure and usage, 
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with surface features, such as, grammar, spelling, and 
punctuation but also with the production of meaningful 
and coherent text and casts doubt on the use of the 
test as an adequate means of diagnosing students' writing 
difficulties. A study comparing the performances of 226 
tertiary-level students in the English Assessment test 
with their performances in the writing of a narrative was 
carried out by Holbrook and Bourke (1989) at the 
University of. Newcastle. The results of their study 
showed that the skills tested by the English Skills 
Assessment did not identify all the areas in which 
students experienced problems in their writing, e.g., 
paragraph construction and essay coherence. The study 
also showed that the types of errors made by students in 
the categories measured by the English Skills Assessment 
test did not necessarily equate to the kinds of errors 
made by students in the same categories when writing a 
narrative, e.g., students who performed poorly in the 
spelling component of the English Skills Assessment test 
did not necessarily manifest poor spelling in their 
narrative writing. 
In summary, the Faculty of Education perceives that the 
literacy standards of some of the students enrolling in 
its undergraduate courses are inadequate, However, a 
problem exists because the Faculty's response to this 
perceived inadequacy is to run a mandatory remedial 
programme based on its analysis of students' performances 
in a test which (a) many lecturers believe to be 
inadequate for the purposes for which it is used, (b) 
appears to be flawed from the perspective of writing 
theory, and (c) the research evidence also shows may be 
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inadequate for the tasks for which the test is used, 
The Purpose of the Study 
The English Skills Assessment test is an integral aspect 
of the approach used by the Faculty of Education to meet 
the literacy needs of its students. Given the criticisms 
that have been levelled at the test, the general purpose 
of this study was to investigate the Faculty's diagnosis 
and remediation practices and to evaluate their 
usefulness 
development. 
in contributing to students' literacy 
To meet its general purpose, this study was planned to 
achieve the following specific purposes: 
1. To describe the Faculty of Education's diagnosis and 
remediation practices in relation to the literacy 
standards of its incoming undergraduate students; 
2. To identify and analyse the assumptions about writing 
underlying the Faculty of Education's practices; 
3, To evaluate the Faculty of Education's assumptions by 
comparing them to a perspective derived from a synthesis 
of the literature pertaining to writing, the teaching of 
writing and tertiary literacy; 
4. To evaluate how useful the English Skills Assessment 
test is in identifying (a) the crucial variables in 
writing where students experience problems, and (b) the 
students who are likely to experience writing 
difficulties; 
5. To design an alternative instrument to the English 
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Skills Assessment test, for screening students which 
more closely reflects the most important attributes of 
tertiary, academic writing as identified in the current 
literature; 
6. To evaluate the usefulness and practicality of the 
alternative instrument. 
Research Questions 
These purposes were reformulated into general research 
questions. Thus, the study was designed to provide 
information relative to nine general questions. In the 
following section, the research questions are listed. 
The manner in which the information, needed to answer 
each of them was obtained, also is outlined. 
Question 1 
What are current concepts about the nature of writing? 
Methods for collecting data. An extensive examination of 
the relevant literature was carried out to est~blish a 
perspective on the nature of writing and writing teaching 
derived from a "state of the art" point of view. 
Question 2 
What are the procedures used by the University to assess 
and remediate student writing difficulties? 
Methods for collecting data. The instrument used by the 
University to assess students' writing difficulties, 
outlines for courses run by the University to remediate 
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those difficulties, and course materials were obtained 
and analysed. 
Question 3 
What are the assumptions about the nature of writing 
underlying the procedures used by the University to 
assess and remediate students' writing difficulties? 
Methods for collecting data. 
conceptualization of writing was 
The 
inferred 
University's 
from its 
existing practices relating to the assessment and 
remediation of students' writing difficulties. 
Question 4 
What is the match between current concepts of writing and 
the assumptions about the nature of writing underlying 
the procedures used by the University to assess and 
remediate students' writing difficulties? 
Methods for collecting data. The perspective on writing 
derived from a synthesis of the literature was compared 
with the perspective of writing inferred from the 
University's practices. The comparison of these two 
perspectives highlighted the inadequacies inherent in 
the University's perspective of writing. It also 
suggested how the University's perspective of writing 
should be modified to reflect a more appropriate view of 
writinn. 
I 
f 
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Question 5 
What are the crucial variables which contribute to 
successful academic writing? 
Methods for collecting data. An extensive review of the 
literature was be carried out to establish the factors 
contributing to the cohesion and coherence of the text 
types used by students in their writing for course-
related tasks. 
Question 6 
Does the English Skills Assessment test adequately 
identify all the variables where the breakdowns in 
students' written texts can occur? 
Methods for collecting data. The performances of 
students in the English Skills Assessment test were 
compared to their performances in an essay assignment 
carried out as a normal part of their course load, to 
ascertain if all the areas in which students experienced 
problems in their "real" writing tasks were identified by 
the test. 
Question 7 
Does the English Skills Assessment test adequately 
identify all the students who are likely to 
experience problems in real writing situations? 
Methods for collecting data. Students' English Skills 
Assessment test and essay writing performances were 
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compared to establish if the areas identified in the test 
as problems areas are reflected in students' real writing 
performances. 
Question 8 
Does the evaluation of an essay-assignment task carried 
out by students' as part of their course-work provide a 
suitable alternative to the English Skills test as a 
means of diagnosing student writing problems? 
Methods for collecting data, A comparison of the quality 
and breadth of data supplied by analyses of students' 
performances in an essay-assignment task with the quality 
and breadth of the data supplied by analyses of students' 
performances in the English Skills Assessment test and an 
assessment of the practicality of the two forms of 
assessment were used to determine suitability of the task 
as an alternative means of assessing student writing 
problems. 
The Significance of the Study 
The significance of the study is fourfold: 
1. It has provided a conceptual framework within which 
the writing needs of first year pre-service teachers can 
be examined. 
2. The 
relevance 
study has generated data which allow the 
of the Faculty of Education's current 
assessment and remediation programme to be assessed. 
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3. Some of ~he data needed by the University to produce 
effective procedures for assessing anrl remediating the 
difficulties experienced by students in their writing 
have been provided by this study, 
4. This study has provided data about student writing 
which could form the basis from which a uniform set of 
expectations for students' writing could be developed in 
the Faculty of Education. This set of expectations 
could then be used to develop criteria for the setting 
and marking of written assignments in all 
Arts (Education) units. 
Definition of Terms 
Coherence 
Bachelor of 
Coherence in writing is a global quality which arises from 
the writer's understanding of the content and her/his 
systematic communication of that content to an audience 
using organisational formats which meet her/his purpose 
for writing and the needs of her/his audience. 
Cohesion 
Cohesion is an intersentential property of text in which 
connections between ideas are created within and between 
sentences to help make a sequence of sentences a text. 
Macrostructure 
Macrostructures are the "higher-level semantic or 
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conceptual structures that organise the local 
microstructures of discourse" (van Dijk, 1980, pV), 
Macrostructures are formed through the application of 
macrorules (deletion/selection, generalisation and 
construction) which "reduce and organise the more detailed 
information of the microstructure of the text" (Kintsch & 
van Dijk, 1978, p366). 
Superordinate Framework 
This term refers to the globhl organising framework of a 
text. Different purposes for writing generate different 
organising framework$ for texts. For example, the two 
types of writing commonly used in tertiary institutions, 
i.e., the essay and the report, have different frameworks 
for organising th~ information contained within them, 
High Literacy 
This term refers to the linguistic and verbal abilities, 
the literary standards and sophistication, and the moral 
values and precepts appropriate to leaders of a society, 
It represents the tradition for educating elites all over 
the world (Resnick & Resnick, 1977), 
Low Literacy 
Mass education, according Resnick & Resnick (1977), grew 
out of a "low literacy" tradition. In the past, low 
literacy referred to the minimum levels of reading needed 
for religious practice. Low literacy now refers to the 
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minimum levels of literacy required for people to function 
in modern mass society and to be able to contribute to its 
maintenance through work. 
Surface Features 
The apparent features of language as opposed to the 
semantic content underlying those features, These include 
grammar and the mechanics, i.e., spelling, punctuation, 
sentence structure, and word usage. 
Process-Oriented Models of Writing 
Process oriented models of writing describe the processes 
used by expert writers to produce good writing. These 
processes include planning, 
editing. 
drafting, revising and 
Cogpitive Process Models of Writing 
Cognitive process models of writing describe how the 
interaction between an individual writer's thought 
processes and the context in which s/he is operating 
regulate her/his writing. 
Product-Oriented Models of Writing 
Product-oriented models of writing are concerned with 
correctness of form. Good writing is seen as a product of 
a writer's understanding and control over all the surface 
features of writing. Teaching practices derived from 
product-oriented models focus on teaching aspects of 
writing in skills-based decontextualised lessons. 
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Plan of the Study 
There are two major parts in this study. The first part 
analyses and evaluates the theoretical underpinnings of 
the Faculty of Education's remedial literacy programme. 
The second part examines the usefulness of the English 
Skills Assessment test as a means of identifying students 
experiencing writing problems, Chapters 2 and 3 relate to 
the first part of the study and Chapters 5 and 6 to the 
second part of the study. The study is reported 
according to the plan set out below. 
Chapter 2 deals with empirical and theoretical work 
related to writing and the teaching of writing. 
Cognitive process models of writing and the relationships 
that exist among reading, writing and thinking are 
discussed. This chapter concludes by proposing a set of 
principles which are believed to underly the successful 
teaching of academic writing. 
Chapter 3 outlines how data pertaining to the diagnosis 
and remediation procedures used by the Faculty of 
Education at Edith Cowan University, were collected. 
These data are reported and the assumptions underlying 
them are deduced and described. These assumptions are 
then compared to the principles proposed in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 4 contains a theoretical discussion of coherence 
and cohesion and outlines the characteristics of 
successful academic writing. The characteristics 
established in this chapter form the basis for the 
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development of a marking key which is used in the 
investigations relating to the English Skills Assessment 
test. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to a description of the methodology 
used to investigate the usefulness of the English Skills 
Assessment test and a proposed assignment-essay 
alternative. 
Chapter 6 reports the findings of the investigation 
of the English Skills assessment test and the proposed 
alternative. 
The last chapter, chapter 7, reports the overall 
conclusions and recommendations for action ·that are drawn 
from these. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE: 
WRITING AND THE TEACHING OF WRITING 
There are three elements in the literature dealing with 
writing 
part of 
theory which are directly relevant to the 
the study: 
1. Literature relating to the composing process. 
first 
2. Literature which explores the reading, writing, 
thinking connection, 
3. Literature which explores the relationship between 
teaching students formal grammar and students' writing 
performances, 
Literature Relating to the Composing Process 
The purpose of reviewing the literature relating to the 
composing process is twofold: (a) to develop an 
understanding of the nature of writing which is not 
exclusively product-oriented but which views writing as 
arising from the interaction of the four cognitive 
processes of researching, planning, composing, and 
reviewing within a specific context; and (b) to show the 
relevance of this broad understanding of the nature of 
writing to the diagnosis and remediation of the writing 
problems of students at Edith Cowan University. 
Literature on the Reading, Writing, Thinking Connection 
The literature exploring 
writing, and thinking 
the connections among reading, 
is reviewed to develop an 
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understanding of the connections among reading, writing, 
and thinking, and of the relevance of these connections 
to the teaching of writing. 
The 
Literature on the Teaching of Grammar and Writing 
Performance 
literature relating to grammar and writing 
performance is reviewed to assist in the evaluation of 
writing remediation procedures which focus on teaching 
students the surface features of writing, such as 
grammar, in decontextualised skills-based lessons, 
These three elements of the literature dealing with 
writing theory are combined at the end of this chapter to 
develop a set of principles which underpin a contemporary 
pe1•spective on the teaching of writing. These principles 
are subsequently applied in Chapter 3 to evaluate the 
principles underlying the procedures used by the Faculty 
of Education at Edith Cowan University to assess and 
remediate students identified as having difficulties with 
written language. 
The Nature of Writing: The Composing Process 
Introduction 
Cognitive process models of writing have made two 
important 
theory. 
contributions to the development of writing 
Firstly, along with other process models, 
cognitive process models have produced a shift from a 
product orientation in which writing is examined and 
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taught in isolation to an orientation which 
contextualises writing and highlights the importance of 
the cognitlve processes involved. Secondly, the 
methodology used to gather data for cognitive process 
models has highlighted the differences between expert and 
novice writers' understanding of the nature of writing 
and the differences in their control over the processes 
involved in successful writing. These differences have 
important implications for the kinds of understandings 
and processes that need to be taught and developed in 
programmes designed to improve students' writing. 
The purpose of this section is to: (a) survey some of the 
major developments over the last decade in cognitive 
process theories of writing, (b) evaluate their strengths 
and wealmesses on the basis of conceptual and 
methodological considerations, (c) propose a model of 
writing which capitalises on the strengths of existing 
theory and eliminates any major weaknesses that have been 
identified, and (d) show the relevance of this model to 
the diagnosis and remediation of the writing problems of 
Faculty of Education students at Edith Cowan University. 
Cognitive Process Models of Writing 
One of the most influential developments in the last 
decade of research into writing has been the Hayes and 
Flower cognitive process model of writing as shown in 
Figure 2.1 (Hayes and Flower, 1980, 1983; Flower and 
Hayes, 1981). Data for this model were provided by think-
aloud protocols as writers worked. These protocols 
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consisted of writers' descriptions, transcribed from tape 
recordings, of what was going on in their minds while 
they were carrying out the various tasks associated with 
writing. Hayes and Flower developed, from a synthesis 
of the information gained from the writers' descriptions, 
a model which isolates three major variables in the task 
of writing. These three major variables are (a) the task 
environment, (b) the writer's long-term memory, and (c) 
writing processes. 
Figure 2.1 
Hayes and Flower Cognitive Process Model for Writing 
TASK ENVIRONMENT 
THE RHETORICAL TEXT 
PROBLEM PRODUCED 
Topic SO FAR 
Audience 
Exigency 
WRITING PROCESSES 
THE WRITER'S LONG· PLANNING TRANSLATING REVIEWING 
TERM MEMORY ~ 'j I Organisin!jl 
Knowledge of (a) topic I Evaluating I i!! (b) audience, and (c) ' 
.. 
.. 
writing plans. c Goal !Revising .. I (!) Setting 
-
t I t 
I MONITOR I 
(Flower & Hayes, 1981) 
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The Task Environment 
The task environment includes all factors outside of 
writers which affect their writing, e.g., the nature of 
the writing task set, the text as it evolves, writing 
tools, and sources of information to be used in writing. 
Writer's Long-Term Memory 
The writer's long-term memory includes knowledge about 
the topic, audience, writing strategies, and writing 
processes, 
Writing Processes 
Within the task of writing, Flower & Hayes describe 
three major processes which they regard as specific to 
writing: planning, translating, and reviewing. They also 
believe that a writer's store of knowledge and her/his 
interpretation of task demands, guide and control 
(monitor) these three processes, 
Planning 
Planning refers to the process of working out preliminary 
decisions about purpose, major ideas, and organising 
strategies, Hayes and Flower divide planning into three 
sub-processes: 
Getting ideas. This includes accessing information in 
the long-term memory or gaining ideas from sources. 
Organizing. This involves giving a meaningful structure 
to the ideas which, in turn, may result in more new ideas. 
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Goal setting, This includes setting a purpose for 
writing, defining the writing task, and generating and 
revising goals and sub-goals for the text. 
Translating 
Translating involves turning ideas into written language, 
and is subject to constraints of linguistic form, e.g,, 
spelling, syntax, and other constraints such as 
organisation by time and/or logic. 
Reviewing 
Reviewing is the process of going back over the text and 
involves two sub-processes: 
(a) Evaluating, This involves judging outcomes at the 
planning or translating stage against task requirements. 
(b) Revising, This involves making changes to the 
products of the mental processes of writing, e.g., text, 
goals, or ideas. 
Monitoring 
Monitoring is the complex executive process that oversees 
writing processes and allows the writer, for example, to 
decide when to move from one process to another, e.g., 
when to stop translating and to start reviewing, 
Differences between Novice and Expert Writers 
According to Hayes and Flower (1983), the chief 
distinction between novice and expert writers is the kind 
of prose they produce. Their researches have led them to 
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conclude that novice writers produce mainly writer-based 
prose and expert writers produce mainly reader-based 
prose. 
Writer-based prose is produced in a linear non-reflective 
fashion. The focus of writer-based prose is on the text 
in isolation. Novice writers tend to be tied to the 
topic and less concerned with the needs of their 
audience. Bereiter and Scardamalia (1983i 1985) describe 
writer-based prose as a "knowledge-telling" strategy 
which involves the presenting of ideas by recapitulating 
their development in the mind of the author. However, 
writer-based prose, whilst it may be a useful step in 
producing a first draft, does not communicate well with 
a reader. Writer-based prose is characterised by 
ambiguous referents, words with special meanings to the 
writer that are not made precise to the reader, and a 
lack of a hierarchical organisation. 
In contrast, the focus of reader-based prose is on the 
text in relation to its intended audience. Expert writers 
are far more concerned than novice writers with finding 
effective means of conveying their messages to their 
readers. 
Hayes and Flower (1983) suggest that one of the major 
problems that novice writers experience is difficulty in 
converting writer-based prose into reader-based prose. 
Stein (1985) argues that this problem arises because 
writing for an audience cannot really proceed until 
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writers have constructed a meaningful representation of 
the content for themselves, She believes that novice 
writers not only lack structures for organising writing 
but also lack structures for organising their thinking 
which would permit them able to assimilate and understand 
the content. 
As well as differing in the kinds of prose they produce, 
expert writers differ from novice writers in their 
composing processes, i.e., they have better and more 
sound procedures for getting their ideas down on paper. 
Expert writers differ from novice writers in the three 
components of the writing process described in the Hayes 
and Flower model. 
Planning, Novice writers have difficulty in finding a 
focus for their writing. As a consequence, once they have 
generated their ideas they have problems organizing them. 
Their texts and text-production processes reveal little 
evidence of pre-planning. Explicit writing goals are 
rarely set, and if set, are rarely revised (Perl, 1979). 
In contrast, the think aloud protocols of skilled writers 
include reflective statements on goals, anticipations of 
difficulties, conflicts between alternate schemes and so 
on (Hayes & Flower, 1983). In their research into the 
processes used by writers when composing from sources, 
Spivey and King (1989) found that time spent on planning 
and the elaborateness of students' written plans were 
highly correlated with the quality of the written reports 
they had produced. 
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Translating, Novices create text in order of recall, 
paying little attention to their potential effect on the 
reader. They also overemphasise correcting 
grammatical, or word-choice errors during 
generation process (Hayes & Flower, 1980), 
any 
the 
spelling, 
text 
Revising. Novice and expert writers exhibit different 
revising behaviours. Expert writers focus on content and 
novice writers focus on surface form. Novice writers 
have limited understanding of text structure and have 
difficulty in finding the higher order organisational 
parts of text when reading, The novice writer's mental 
representation of the text is often limited to the text 
itself, unlike the skilled writer, who thinks in terms of 
gist, goals, organisational structure, and content, As a 
consequence of their limited understanding of text 
structure, novices rarely reorganise higher level text 
into organisational structures such as paragraphs, They 
restrict their revisions to local mechanical corrections, 
e 'g. ' word/phrase substitutions and deletions rather 
than macrostructural changes (de Beaugrande, 1984; Flower 
et al., 1986). 
Monitoring. Novices have difficulty in assessing their 
problems, and lack access to techniques and methods for 
overcoming and managing them. Bereiter and Scardamalia 
(1985) and Stein (1985) suggest that an important barrier 
to the development of novice writers' competence is the 
lack of an executive structure for applying evaluative, 
diagnostic and remedial strategies, 
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The Advantages of Cognitive Process Models 
In summary, the work of Hayes and Flower, Bereiter and 
Scardamalia, and others with cognitive process models of 
writing have made two important contributions to the 
understanding of writing, Firstly, cognitive process 
models show a range of complexities involved in the 
production of a written text which are not shown by 
product-oriented models, 
process models to the 
The relevance of the cognitive 
diagnosis and remediation of 
writing difficulties is that they highlight the areas 
where problems can occur for students in their writing 
which can contribute to a breakdown in their texts. A 
product-oriented approach to writing highlights the 
symptoms and not the causes of writing failure. The 
subsequent treatment of symptoms, based on a product 
approach to the diagnosis and remediation of writing 
difficulties, may not necessarily attend to the causes 
of writing failure nor even identify them. Secondly, 
the think-aloud protocols used by the researchers have 
highlighted the differences between novice and expert 
writers in their understanding and control over the 
processes involved in writing. The latter has important 
implications for the teaching of writing particularly to 
students experiencing difficulties. The resolution to 
some of these difficulties may well lie in 
students the behaviours of expert writers. 
teaching 
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Criticisms of Cognitive Process Models of Writing 
In spite of these two important contributions to the 
development of an understanding of the nature of writing 
and the nature of writing problems, cognitive models of 
writing have been criticised on both theoretical and 
methodological grounds. 
Theoretical Criticisms 
The theoretical base of cognitive process models of 
writing has been criticised for underplaying the place of 
audience and content in the writing process, 
Audience. Nystrand (1989, p.70) argues that cognitive 
models of writing depict writers "as solitary individuals 
struggling mainly with their thoughts", He believes 
that, whilst "audience" has been viewed as a relevant 
constraint by some cognitive composition theorists, 
audience has not usually been seen as central to the 
writing process. An important assumption of writing 
theory is that writing differs significantly from speech 
as writers, unlike speakers 1 cannot interact lvi th their 
audience. Writers do not have access to yawns, raised 
eyebrows, or other conversational cues. They must rely on 
the text itself to sustain their intentions. Nystrand 
(1989) cites two theorists, Kroll and Olson, who argue 
that learning to write requires learning to produce 
"autonomous" texts that somehow have meaning independent 
of the writers' interaction with readers. 
However, Nystrand (1989) believes that all language, 
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including writing, is inherently interactive and social. 
He argues that writers do not produce texts in isolation 
but are members of discourse communities which establish 
parameters within which writers work. He viet.,s a text as 
a communicative event rather than just a logical form. 
Thus, the structure of any text is open to analysis only 
insofar as the contexts of its production and reception 
are taken into consideration. The shape and direction of 
written discourse are established by writers balancing 
their own purposes and intentions with the expectations 
and needs of their readers. Nystrand concludes by 
postulating that one of the functions of the monitor in 
Flower and Hayes composing process is to ensure that 
texts are mediums of communication which take into 
account writers' purposes and readers• needs and effects, 
Content. Cognitive process models have also been 
criticised for underplaying the importance of content. 
Stein (1985} examines the role of three different kinds 
of knowledge in the composing process. She identifies 
these as, 
"knowledge about the goals of composing, 
knowledge about the different discourse forms, 
and knowledge about the belief systems of 
different audiences" ( p. 247). 
She also believes that there is a further type of 
knowledge that has rarely been discussed in the 
literature. This is the knowledge of specific domains 
or discipline or topic knowledge. She argues that a lack 
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of information in any of these areas might preclude the 
production of coherent texts. Stein contends that 
process approaches based on the work of Flower and Hayes 
have not provided explicit descriptions of how knowledge 
interacts with processing strategies or exactly what 
types of knowledge are necessary to construct written 
texts. 
Stein (1985) and Landis (1990) claim that researchers and 
teachers, adopting a process approach to writing, often 
believe that writers have acquired most of the necessary 
topic knowledge needed to complete the writing task. As 
a result, difficulties in writing have been attributed to 
the lack of strategies necessary to translate conceptual 
ideas into verbal form. Stein, however 1 believes that 
many writing difficulties arise from a lack of specific 
content knowledge. Stein (1985) cites her own research 
and the work of Bransford and others all of which show 
that differences, amongst writers on a topic, are more 
likely to arise because of varying degrees of familiarity 
with the topic rather than differences in strategic or 
organising processes, Stein believes that content 
knowledge is probably the most essential knowledge to 
the production of discourse, Without knowledge about a 
particular topic and without access to information about 
specific events, writing "cannot proceed" (p.247). 
Whilst content knowledge is important for writing to be 
able to "proceed", Baker's (1979) research indicates 
that good writing also requires an understanding of that 
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content. She reports that adults are not able to either 
abstract important information or write cogent summaries 
of texts when they have difficulty in understanding the 
subject matter described in a text. 
Stein and Baker acknowledge that process is important in 
understanding composing behaviour. However, they show 
that process is not content free, and access to 
different content domains changes the type and quality of 
the process used during 
composition. Thus, if 
both comprehension 
knowledge acquisition 
and 
and 
integration are ignored ~n favour of teaching isolated 
skills or generic strategies, there is a danger that the 
skills and strategies will not transfer. Peters (1990) 
believes that the acquisition of knowledge ought not 
be divorced from the process or strategies in the 
teaching of writing. 
Mett~odological Criticisms 
The methodology used in the research which gave rise to 
the cognitive process models for writing has also 
attracted criticism. The validity of think-aloud 
protocols, involving subjects self-reporting, has been 
questioned and the lack of adequate definitions for the 
components of the cognitive process model have been 
criticised. 
Think-aloud protocols. Bereiter and Scardamalia (1985) 
question the reliability of the self-reporting procedures 
used by Flower and Hayes for getting at writers' mental 
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processes during composition. They believe that self-
reports give only a limited picture of what goes on in 
the mind of writers. They also point to evidence which 
indicates that self-reporting alters the processes it 
purports to describe. 
Conceptual ambiguities. Stotsky (1990) levels a general 
criticism at all cognitive process researchers for the 
"conceptual ambiguities" contained within their research. 
She believes that many of the theoretical constructs 
contained within, for example, the Flower and Hayes model 
have not been adequately defined, She surveyed the 
various definitions that researchers have given "plans", 
"goals", and "strategies" over the last decade and finds 
that they are ''conceptually practically 
indistinguishable from each other" 
and 
(1990' p,43). She 
argues that the key elements of a particular phenomenon 
must be distinguishable from each other in a consistent 
way in order to determine correlations or causal 
relationships among them. Using the example of planning, 
Stotsky shows examples from the work of Flower and Hayes, 
Scardamalia, and others in which the definition of 
planning moves from concrete artifacts such as notes and 
outlines to mental constructs. Sometimes aspects, such 
as notes, are seen as a positive indicator at other times 
as a hindrance. She believes that inadequate definitions 
have weakened the explanatory power of cognitive process 
models of writing. As consequence, she states that 
research and the development of knowledge in the field of 
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writing have been hindered as differing definitions have 
made it difficult to compare results across studies. 
She also claims that some individual studies may have 
been invalidated. 
Stotsky (1990) believes that one of the reasons that 
researchers have had problems defining planning is 
because the nature of planning changes according to the 
writing task. Thus, while many school-level writing 
tasks may only require a brief mental plan, a tertiary-
level research essay may require extensive searching, 
finding a focus, notetaking, categorizing, organizing, 
re-categorising, and reorganizing. Stotsky proposes that 
a conceptual difference should be made between the 
writing process and the research process to distinguish 
between the nature of the planning (largely mental) 
required by short, impromptu essays and the nature of the 
search process required by the research-based essays in 
tertiary institutions. Stotsky suggests that present 
theories on writing process need to be extended to 
include, as part of that process, the development of the 
underlying content understanding, through internal verbal 
thinking or through notetaking, outlining, scribbling, 
talking to others and so on. 
Cognition and Context: Hayes and Flower Revisited 
Flower (1989a) acknowledges that, although the Hayes/ 
Flower Cognitive Process Model suggested places where the 
social and contextual knowledge operate within the 
cognitive framework, it failed to account for how the 
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situation within which the writer operates may shape 
composing. She posits the notion that cognition and 
context "may in a sense construct one another" (p, 287) 
and derives, from this notion, a more interactive model 
based on two principles: (a) cultural and social context 
can provide direct cues to cognition, and (b) context is 
mediated by individual cognition. Therefore, a writer's 
intent or 
interaction 
purpose for writing is shaped 
of individual cognition and the 
within which the individual is operating, 
Context Cues Cognition 
by the 
contexts 
Past experiences form a context which provide the writer 
with prior knowledge, assumptions and expectations. 
Context can cue action by selectively tapping prior 
knowledge and triggering specific processes which can 
influence a writer's goals, criteria, and strategies. 
Context also sets the criteria by which a text or 
writer's thinking processes are monitored and evaluated. 
(Flower, 1989a, 1989b) 
Cognition Mediates Context 
Context is a source of signs, not a program for action. 
Each student's representation of a writing task is, to a 
certain extent, idiosyncratic. The fact that context is 
mediated by cognition is evidenced in students' responses 
to assignment tasks in that a group of students will 
usually p~oduce a variety of responses to a common 
writing task (Flower, 1989a, 1989b). 
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Interaction between Cognition and Context 
Purpose in writing according to Flower is always 
constrained {bounded), whether by cultural assumptions, 
the demands of the job or the specifications of an 
assignment. However, writers still have two critical 
choices: they can choose to make some of the given 
purposes their own or they can choose to ignore given 
purposes (Flower, 1989a, 1989b). 
The Importance of Context in Developing an Understanding 
of Student Literacy 
The notion of context cuing cognition has important 
implications for understanding students' writing 
problems. The discussion, thus far, has focused on the 
strengths and weaknesses writers bring to the writing 
process. It has not considered how the context in which 
writers are operating may be contributing to their 
writing problems. Various writers (Taylor, 1978; Meyer, 
1988; Ballard & Clanchy, 1988; Clanchy, 1985; 1990) have 
suggested that some of the reasons for students' poor 
performances in course-related writing tasks may be found 
in the context in which the students are operating. 
One of the aspects of the context in which students 
operate which can act as an inhibiter to students' 
literacy development is lecturers' expectations. Donald 
(1988) and Meyer (1988) point out that many lecturers 
expect that students, who have been accepted into a 
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university, have or ought to have the understandings that 
will enable them to succeed. Three understandings, which 
lecturers commonly 
understanaing of 
believe students have, are 
the purpose of academic 
(a) an 
writing 
(Donald, 1988; Clanchy, 1990), (b) an understanding of 
the relevant forms of academic writing (Ballard & Clanchy 
1988), and (c) an understanding of the language used to 
frame assignment questions ( Clanchy, 1985; Meyer, 1988) , 
However, Donald (1988) and Meyer {1988) argue that there 
is a serious mismatch between the lecturers' expectations 
of students' competencies and their actual competencies. 
According to Donald (1988) and Meyer (1988), students, 
guided by their high school experiences where writing is 
used to explore ideas rather than to communicate, enter 
university with significant misconceptions about the 
purpose of academic writing. Incoming students are also 
largely ignorant of the forms of academic writing. The 
language used to define writing tasks, such as, argue and 
compare, are often misunderstood by students because 
their common sense interpretations of these words do not 
match their meaning in the context of an academic 
assignment question. The latter problem is compounded, 
according to Clanchy (1985), as expectations for written 
assignments are rarely made explicit and the assignment 
questions themselves are often unclear and ambiguous. 
As a consequence of lecturers' expectations of students' 
competencies, the teaching of understandings that would 
greatly enhance the students' potential to write 
successfully in an academic environment is haphazard or 
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non-existent. The value of cognitive process models, in 
comparison to product-oriented models, is that they show 
that an adequate resolution of the problems faced by 
students in their academic writing may need to deal with 
the students' understanding of the requirements of 
context in which they are operating as well as the 
superficial, mechanical features of written language, 
The fact that the former is often unclear and not 
explicitly 
development. 
taught can impede students' literacy 
A Contemporary Perspective of the Nature of Writing 
A synthesis of recent literature pertaining to lvriting 
indicates a need to go far beyond a conceptualization 
which views writing as simply a product. To derive an 
adequate understanding of the causes of writing problems, 
as they are manifested in the product, requires an 
examination of the processes involved in the production 
of that text. An analysis of a student's written text, 
may reveal a particular problem, for example, the lack of 
an appropriate introduction which sets the context for 
an essay. However, the causes of this problem may be 
many. The problem may arise from the student's lack of 
understanding of the structure of an essay, or the 
student may not have synthesized the relevant background 
material sufficiently to enable her/him to write an 
appropriate introduction, or the student may have 
misinterpreted 
misinterpreting 
the nature of the task 
the assignment question 
either 
or 
by 
by 
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misinterpreting the expectations of the marker, and so 
on. 
To overcome the limitations of product oriented models, a 
model outlining the processes involved in writing essays 
at university has been developed from the current 
literature. The development of appropriate writing 
remediation procedures which meet the needs of students 
requires a conceptualization of writing which includes 
the processes involved in writing, Process factors are 
important because breakdowns in different components of 
the writing process may manifest themselves as similar 
problems in students' essays, however, the different 
causes for these problems are likely to 
different methods of remediation, 
require 
A range 
quite 
of 
possibilities may be inferred from the essay as to where 
or why the breakdown may have occurred but the reason for 
breakdown cannot be pinpointed without analysing the 
processes used by the writer. 
The process model for university research assignment 
writing (see figure 2.2) has been derived from the 
cognitive process model of writing proposed by Flower and 
Hayes (1981), However, the derivative model takes into 
account the criticism advanced by Nystrand (1989), that 
cognitive process models underplay the importance of 
context and audience and adopts the later theoretical 
refinements suggested by Flower (1989a), It also 
acknowledges the importance, suggested by Stotsky (1990), 
of the researching process as part of University writing. 
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Finally, it accepts the view that 
means of developing thinking 
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written language is a 
rather than a product 
(Tierney, Soter, 0 1 Flahavan, & McGinley, 1989; McGinley & 
Tierney, 1989; Stein, 1989b), According to this view, 
there is no dichotomy between process and product or 
planning and composing. All these are seen as part of a 
process where thinking is extended and/or refined by the 
goal-directed activity of writing, 
particularly important part in 
Writing can play a 
the development of 
thinking about a topic as writing allows the exploration 
and re-examination of ideas. The organising process 
involved in writing also allows 
meaningful connections 
within the topic 
between 
through 
items 
the 
superordinate/subordinate categories. 
writers to make 
of information 
creation of 
The process model for research-assignment writing at 
Edith Cowan University developed from the literature 
consists of four major components: (a) the general 
University environment, (b) the specific task 
environment, (c) the writer's long-term memory, and (d) 
the components of searching/writing processes, 
General University Environment 
The Edith Cowan University assessment system forms a 
context which affects the way in which University 
students respond to the writing tasks they are set. 
Students' performances in research writing tasks are 
assessed and their performances are scored or quantified. 
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The scorel given indicates whether students have passed 
or failed, and how well students have passed. However, 
the effect of the University assessment system is 
mediated by the motivation of individual students towards 
assessment. Some students are satisfied with just 
passing their assignments. Other students aspire to 
achieving A's and B's, The levels of students' 
aspirations will affect the time and energy they put into 
the researching/writing process. 
Specific Task Environment 
There are a number of elements within the specific task 
environment. 
The nature of the assignment. What is the topic of 
the assignment? What kind of response is the assignment 
seeking? 
The audience. Who is the lecturer marking the 
topic? What are her/his needs and demands? 
The evolving text. The evolving text o~ens or closes 
options that control how a text may proceed according to 
!Letter grades are given as follows: 
A (80% - 100% of the total possible mark) indicates a 
distinction. 
B (70% to 79% of the total possible mark) indicates a 
credit. 
C+ (60% - 69% of the total possible mark) indicates a 
pass. 
c (50% - 59% of the total possible mark) indicates a 
pass. 
N ( <49% of the total possible mark) indicates a 
failure 
The letter grades A and B are given to 35% of the 
students with the proviso that there must be more A's 
than B's. 
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a vast array linguistic and rhetorical conventions, For 
example, a topic sente~~e serves to limit and refine a 
paragraph's possibilities. 
The resources and tools, This includes the resources 
that are available to writers, e.g., books 
reference materials, computer data bases, 
and other 
lecturers, 
and other students. It also includes the tools that are 
available to writers, e.g., example, computers and word 
processors. 
Writer's Long-Term Memory 
Within the writer's long term memory, there is 
information about content, 
forms. 
audiences, and discourse 
Researching/Writing Processes 
There are five major processes (see figure 2.2) within 
this area: 
Researching. This involves the initial interpretation of 
the task, the preliminary setting of goals, and the 
retrieval of relevant information from the long-term 
memory. It also involves the search for information 
through, viewing, reading, discussion, and questioning. 
At the same time thinking, diagramming, listing, and 
notetaking are taking place. 
Planning. 
task and 
information 
Planning involves the reinterpretation of the 
goals based on data gathered. Relevant 
from the long-term memory together with 
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externalisations of thought in the form of notes is 
organised. Organization involves classifying, creating 
hierarchies, ordering by time and/or logic, Frameworks 
for composing a response to the assignment are generated. 
Composing, In composing, data from various sources, such 
as memory and notes, are turned into meaningful written 
discourse to meet the purposes set by the assignment 
specifications and by the writer. 
Reviewing. Reviewing involves the writer in the 
systematic examination of the text. The aim of reviewing 
is to improve the quality of the text. The text is read 
and evaluated against the standards set by the writers' 
interpretation of the response required by the assignment 
and is also evaluated in terms of the achievement of any 
special goals set by the writers for themselves. 
Reviewing involves both revision and editing. Revision 
involves the changing of the text by deleting 
extraneous material and elaborating on important points 
that have been addressed too briefly or where the meaning 
is unclear. It also includes reorganizing text and 
providing links to enable the writer's message to be 
I 
communicated clearly to the intended audience, Editing 
involves changes to the surface structure of the text 
involving spelling, syntax and word choice. 
Monitoring. Monitoring is the process by which writers 
monitor their progress within the overall task, 
identifying problems and refining goals to meet 
exigencies as they develop or 
example, a writer becomes 
become 
aware 
apparent. 
that s/he 
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For 
has 
insufficient information to justify a particular point of 
view that is emerging from her/his writing so s/he may 
decide either to carry out further research to discover 
the additional information needed or change the emphasis 
of his/her writing. 
Limitations of the Process Model for University Writing 
It must be emphasised that the model proposed is not 
meant to represent a staged view of writing in which 
writers work through the various components of the 
researching/writing process in a linear fashion. Expert 
writers do not apply the five major processes involved 
writing in a strictly linear fashion. Many good writers 
employ a recursive, non-linear approach, e.g., writing a 
draft may be interrupted by more planning, and revision 
may lead to reformulation, with a great deal of recycling 
to earlier stages. The manner in which the model has 
been represented may appear incongruent with a holistic 
conceptualisation which views writing as an extension 
and refinement of a writer's thinking. However, it is 
useful to break the model up into a number of processes 
to highlight particular needs of writers which would not 
be shown in a holistic representation of writing. The 
model shows the components involved in the process of 
essay writing where breakdowns can occur. If the area 
where a breakdown has occurred can be identified then it 
is possible to teach/model to students appropriate 
strategies which can improve their 
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writing, e.g., the 
explicit teaching of strategies for collecting data, 
planning devices, strategies for revising and editing, 
and so on. The model also demonstrates how the nature of 
the task, as perceived by the writer, can influence both 
the research and the composing processes. The former 
influences the selection of the materials to be reviewed 
and the latter involves the writer fulfilling the 
implicit and the explicit expectations of the audience, 
i.e., in the case of University assignments, the marker. 
The Cognitive Process Model and Content 
Stein's (1985) criticism of cognitive process models of 
writing for underplaying the importance of content has 
not been addressed within the proposed model. The 
resolution to Stein's criticism lies largely outside the 
cognitive models. This can be resolved by 
where the aspects of writing highlighted by 
should be taught. Osland ( 1986, p. 170) 
determining 
the models 
calls for a 
rejection of a "narrow perception of writing teaching as 
a separate skills service ,,, in favour of a programme 
which makes the teaching of writing central to the 
learning of each discipline," Osland's argument may be 
separated into two elements. Firstly, the acquisition 
of content knowledge ought not be separated from the 
processes, including writing, by which the content 
knowledge is acquired. Glaser's (1984) studies of the 
development of problem solving and critical thinking 
skills have rE!Vealed a distinct need for context. His 
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studies have shown that process-centred pedagogies which 
ignore the role of knowledge are less effective than 
those which embrace it. Glaser's view is supported by 
Keil (1984, p.96) who concludes that "Humans are capable 
of engaging in complex chains of processing, but when 
they do, the processing is embedded in, and done in 
reference to, a specific knowledge structure". According 
to Biggs (1989), the process is guided by and is a 
derivative of the structure of knowledge, rather than 
being an independent set of "boxes" with patterns of 
information flow. Secondly, writing is a valuable tool 
for both acquiring knowledge and developing more 
sophisticated 
understandings 
understandings. More 
are developed because the 
sophisticated 
emphasis of 
written language on structure, organisation, and syntax 
forces writers to organise their ideas about a topic and 
show the relationships among the ideas 
Jackson 1991), 
(Hayes, 1990; 
Writing shapes knowledge and knowledge shapes writing. 
In light of the relationship between knowledge structures 
and cognitive processes, the processes and forms of 
writing required at a university should be taught in 
conjunction with the course content in units that are in 
the centre rather than at the periphery of the academic 
curriculum (Marshall, n.d. ). 
The Nature of Writing: The Teaching of Writing 
Not only should writing be taught in the context of the 
various disciplines rather than in isolation, but as 
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academic writing involves frequent reading-based 
research, it ought also to be taught in conjunction with 
reading. This view is supported by the growing body of 
evidence which points to a strong connection between 
reading and writing processes. An important outcome of 
the last fifteen years research into writing is the 
suggestion that reading and writing are mutually 
reinforcing and should be taught together. This research 
also indicates that the conjoining of reading and writing 
instruction would lead to an improvement in students' 
thinking and reasoning abilities (Krashen, 1984; Tierney, 
Soter, O'Flahavan, & McGinley, 1989; Whyte, 1985), 
Another important outcome of the research into writing is 
to show the limited impact that the teaching of grammar 
has on writing performance. 
The purpose of this section of the chapter is to (a) 
establish the connection between reading, writing, and 
thinking, (b) show the limitations of remediation 
procedures which focus on the mechanical aspects of 
writing, by providing a brief overview of the literature 
exploring the relationships between grammar and writing 
performance, and (c) argue that writing remediation 
procedures, suitable for University students, should not 
focus on the mechanical aspects of writing and should 
encompass the reading/writing/thinking connection. 
The Reading, Writing, and Thinking Connection 
The genesis of the idea that reading and writing may be 
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connected began at least as early as 1912 with Baker and 
Thorndike who believed that reading and writing were 
symbiotic (Whyte, 1985). Since that date, numerous 
researchers have tested the relationship between the 
reading and writing processes. Squire (1983) argued that 
reading and writing are two complementary, reciprocal 
processes. Table 2.1 presents an adaptation of Squire's 
view of the similarities of the processes of reading and 
writing, Tierney and Pearson (1983) argue that reading 
and writing are 11 acts of composing" (p. 568) that share 
five cognitive and metacognitive subprocesses: planning, 
drafting, aligning, revising, and monitoring, 
Other researchers have tested the notion that proficiency 
in one of the language modes under consideration often 
means a proficiency in the other. Stotsky (1983a) 
synthesized the research carried out on reading/ writing 
relations. She found that these studies consistently 
indicated that: (a) better writers tend to be better 
readers, (b) better writers tend to read more than poorer 
writers, and (c) better readers tend to produce more 
syntactically mature writing than poorer readers. 
Writing and Reading for Pleasure 
Krashen (1984) reports on seven studies dealing with 
high school students and college freshman which indicated 
that voluntary reading contributes to the development of 
writing proficiency. Similarly, Whyte (1985) discusses a 
study by Barbig and La Campagne (1968) which concluded 
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Table 2.1 
The Relationships between Reading and Writing 
Reading 
Before Activating relevant language 
schemata. 
During 
Activating relevant content 
schemata. 
Establishing purpose. 
Activating prediction 
strategies. 
Active engagement in the 
construction of a 
representation of meaning, 
After Evaluating. 
Studying parts in relation 
to the whole. 
Analysing how effects are 
achieved. 
Making independent judgements, 
e.g., preferences, ethics, and 
aesthetics. 
Writing 
Securing ideas. 
Organising ideas. 
Determining point of view. 
Considering audience. 
Active engagement in the 
construction of a 
representation of meaning. 
Evaluating, 
Revising. 
Applying outside standards 
of correctness, 
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that better writers do more voluntary reading, 
Relationship between Reading and Writing Proficiencies 
Whyte (1985) mentions a study by Zeman in 1969 which 
found that the best readers used more complex written 
sentence structures. Birnbaum (1982) also relates how 
a thirteen year study by Laban (n.d.) found that children 
who were achieving well in one language process were 
achieving well in the other. 
In the 1980s a number of studies were conducted which 
observed subjects' behaviour during the act of reading 
and writing. A study by Bissex (Stotsky, 1983a) found 
that good writers think more about meaning while poor 
writers concentrate on neatness and avoiding errors. 
Atwell found similar results in 1981 when she observed 
that better writers did more re-reading and planning 
(Stotsky, 1983a), This was confirmed by Birnbaum (1982) 
who found, in a study of selected fourth and seventh 
graders, that the best students know just how and what to 
think during both reading and writing. 
The results of the research carried out into reading and 
writing have not only shown the relationships which exist 
between reading and writing, but also provide a strong 
rationale for teaching reading and writing together, 
The studies, cited above, indicate that appropriate 
reading instruction/ practice can have a positive impact 
on writing and that appropriate writing instruction/ 
practice can have a positive impact on reading 
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comprehension. 
Effects of Reading on Writing 
Krashen (1984) discusses three studies which compared the 
effects of reading and writing on the development of 
writing proficiency. In each case, a group of students 
who wrote frequently was compared to a group that wrote 
less (in one case not at all) and spent more time 
reading. All groups showed improvements in writing 
proficiency. However, in two studies the reading group 
out performed the writing group in a post-test essay in 
all the categories, i.e., content, mechanics, 
organisation, grammar, wording, and phrasing, used by the 
researchers to assess their subjects' writing. In the 
third study there was no significant difference in the 
performance of the two groups. Not all studies report 
gains in writing ability with increased reading, however, 
it appears that increased practice in writing may not be 
as effective as increased reading. 
The Effect of Writing on Reading 
Much of the research on the effect of writing on reading 
comprehension comes from researchers on sentence 
combining, Sentence combining is the act of combining 
several short sentences that have been derived by 
transformational analysis from longer ones O'Hare 1979; 
Nugent, 1983). Many studies have shown that sentence 
combining has a positive effect on reading comprehension 
(Evans, Venetozzi, Bundrick, & McWilliams, 1988; Neville 
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& Searls, 1985; Searls & Neville, 1988), These studies 
have also shown that the greatest gains in reading 
comprehension appeared to be among poorer and average 
readers, 
Stotsky (1982) also found other types of writing had an 
impact on reading comprehension. Paraphrase writing, or 
students putting a subject in their own words, requires 
them to transform ideas that have been presented to them 
in a text. Similarly, precis writing involves both 
comprehension of and attention to importance, at the 
expense of trivia. According to Hidi and Anderson 
(1986), there are at least two sets of cognitive 
operations at work in precis writing: (a} a selection 
process in which conscious judgements are continuously 
made, and (b) a reduction process in which propositions 
are deliberately condensed through a variety of higher 
order transformations. Both paraphrase and precis 
writing force students to go beyond a superficial 
understanding of a text 
find and demonstrate 
as they require the students 
relationships that are 
necessarily explicitly stated the text. 
to 
not 
Differing forms of writing have also been found by 
researchers to have differing effects on comprehension. 
Studies by Langer and Applebee (1987), Marshall (1987), 
and Newell and Winograd (1989) indicate that rather than 
having a general effect on writing, specific writing 
tasks foster specific kinds of learning. The studies 
examined the interaction between the nature of the 
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writing task and the level of recall. They found that 
students responding to questions and engaging in 
analytical essay writing were able to recall more of the 
overall organizing frames of the original passages more 
often than when they engaged in notetaking or in 
answering short answer study questions. Studying course 
content by taking notes or answering short-answer study 
questions leads students to focus attention on specific 
pieces of information and to remember them very well for 
a short period of time. However, these forms of writing 
also lead to limited engagement with the material. In 
comparison, analytic writing encourages students to 
manipulate information in more complex ways, As a result 
of this manipulation~ students are able to demonstrate 
better understandings and remember that material over 
time. 
Reading, Writing, and Thinking 
Research conducted by Tierney, Soter, O'Flahavan, and 
McGinley (1989) with undergraduate students indicated 
that reading and writing in combination are more likely 
to prompt critical thinking than when reading is 
separated from writing or when writing is combined with 
knowledge activation or answering questions. Critical 
thinking is more likely to occur because the revising 
stage in the reading writing process leads to students 
engaging in a higher order synthesis and transformation 
of the ideas. 
However, in the final analysis, the goal is not merely of 
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writing affecting reading comprehension or reading 
affecting the quality of writing, but of reading and 
writing mutually affecting learning, Writing about 
reading transforms the words of another on a page into 
the thoughts and words of the active learner. Only when 
the words of others are translated and transformed 
through the thoughts, words, and syntax of the individual 
mind do those first words become truly original thoughts. 
Text Structure, and Reading and Writing 
The belief that reading and writing should not be viewed 
as separate, distinct processes, but should be 
considered as integrated and mutually reinforcing has 
received further support from studies exploring 
students' awareness of text structure. 
Various studies (Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978i Meyer, 
Brandt, & Bluth, 1980j Meyer, 1984; Meyer & Rice, 1984) 
have indicated that the reader's use of text structure is 
a necessary skill in comprehending text. A study carried 
out by Hiebert, Englert, and Brennan (1983) supported 
the previous findings related to reading and extended 
them to writers and writing, Their study indicated that 
sensitivity to text structure is related to performance 
in both reading and writing. In reading, sensitivity to 
text structure apparently elicits strong reader 
expectations which contribute to their successful 
identification and comprehension of textual ideas related 
to the text topic and structure. In writing, knowledge 
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of text structure apparently enhances performance by 
guiding the writer in generating sentences appropriate to 
the given topics and text structures. 
The ability to organise information in their own writing 
gives students insight into the writing of others. In 
order to fully comprehend how a text is organised, the 
student must begin as a writer, trying to organise 
information into a cohesive whole that is comprehensible 
to a reader. In attempting to write an expository text, 
students see the need for organisation and the need for 
using conventions of writing in order to produce a 
coherent text. When students do not organise their 
information, they realize, usually from the teachers' 
comments, that their audience does not understand them. 
Students acquire and develop schemata related to the 
organisation of language through writing, 
then transfer into reading situations. 
which they can 
When they are 
reading, students, as a result of their experience as 
writers, will understand that the information contained 
in the text they are reading will be presented in an 
organised format (Crismore, 1982; Flood, 1984; Flood & 
Lapp, 1986; Raphael, Englert & Kirschner, 1989). 
Grammar and Writing Performance 
Meyer, Youga, and Flint-Ferguson (1990) summarised the 
state of grammar teaching in American schools as follows: 
"Grammar is often taught but very seldom learned" (p.66), 
In Australia, as in America, the teaching of grammar in 
formal grammar lessons also receives widespread support 
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particularly amongst those in the community who believe 
that literacy problems could be overcome by a return to 
the basics. This support exists in spite of more than 
eighty years of research which concludes overwhelmingly 
that the study of formal grammar taught by traditional 
methods has very little or no effect on students' use of 
language. Braddock, Lloyd and Schaer (1963), reviewing 
studies from 1945 to 1962, stated that, "the teaching of 
formal grammar has a negligible or, because it usually 
displaces some instruction or practice in actual 
composition, even a harmful effect on the teaching of 
writing" (pp. 37-38). Sherwin (1969), reviewing 25 
studies carried out between 1906 and 1968, concluded that 
"after a tally of procedural and other limitations, the 
research still overwhelmingly supports the contention 
that instruction in grammar is an ineffective and 
inefficient way to help students achieve proficiency in 
writing" (p, 168). More recently, Foster (1983) and 
Hillock (1986) surveyed the considerable body of 
research, carried out over the last two decades, which 
compared the effects of teaching grammar (traditional and 
transformational) with the effects of not teaching 
grammar at all on the composition performance, Subjects 
of the various studies ranged from primary to tertiary 
students. Both Hillocks and Foster concluded from 
extensive surveys of the research that there is no 
convincing empirical evidence which shows a link between 
knowing grammar, traditional or transformational, and 
writing performance at any of the age levels researched. 
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Smith (1983) and Krashen (1984) believe that conscious 
knowledge 
help only 
of the rules of grammar and usage appears 
at the editing stage of writing, At 
to 
the 
editing stage, writers can apply the rules of convention 
relating to patterns of language which they already know 
in order to fine-tune their work. 
Sedgewick (1987) calls for a rejection of traditional 
decontextualised methods of teaching grammar and advises 
language teachers to teach grammar in context and in 
conjunction with teaching the writing process. He 
believes that students could be taught grammar in lessons 
where there is a context and an authentic purpose for 
writing. In these lessons students can be taught the 
conventions of grammar which they require in order to be 
able to proof-read and edit their own writing. 
A Contemporary Perspective on the Teaching of Writing 
Research conducted over the last decade has shown that a 
significant knowledge transfer takes place between 
reading and writing in both directions, reading -> 
writing and writing-> reading (Krashen, 1984i Whyte 
1985). The work of Braddock, LLoyd and Schaer (1963) 1 
Foster (1983) and Hillock (1986) also shows the relative 
futility of the teaching of grammar in decontextualised, 
skills-based lessons and suggests that gains in the 
quality of writing may best be achieved through 
instructional foci which: (a) exploit the interconnected 
nature of reading and writing, and (b) emphasize the 
• 
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development of ideas and structures to organise and 
sequence them rather than on the correctness of surface 
features such as, grammar. 
The Principles Underlying the Successful Teaching 
of Academic Writing 
There are five principles which underlie the successful 
teaching of academic writing. They can be derived from 
the contemporary perspective on writing and the teaching 
of writing. These are: 
1. The requirements for academic writing should be 
taught in the context of a course and not in 
decontextualised skills-based lessons. 
2. Writing should be taught in units that are a major 
focus rather than a peripheral element of the academic 
curriculum. 
3. Students need to be taught the processes underlying 
successful academic writing. 
4. Reading and writing should be taught in conjunction 
as reading provides the content and structures for 
writing and writing can provide structures for absorbing 
new information being read. 
5. The context in which students write can have an 
important bearing on their literacy development. 
Consequently, within units at university: 
(a) Expectations for writing must be made 
explicit. 
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(b) The writing tasks set must be clear and unambiguous. 
(c) Writing teaching should concentrate on structural 
and organisational factors rather than surface features. 
(d) Assignment tasks should be set which require 
students to analyse and synthesise rather than simply to 
recall and list facts. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHOD AND RESULTS OF PART I OF THE STUDY 
The first section in this chapter outlines briefly the 
nature of the data collected for the first part of this 
study and how it was collected. The second section in 
this chapter describes and analyses the information 
relating to the original purposes of the first part of 
this study, The third section in this chapter presents 
and analyses the implications of additional information 
collected which was not sought when the study was 
originally conceptualised but which is thought to have a 
serious effect on the value of the Faculty of Education's 
current remedial writing programme, 
Method 
Nature of the Data Collected 
The original purpose of the first part of this study was 
to determine the assumptions about writing which underlie 
the procedures and practices used by the Faculty of 
Education at Edith Cowan University to diagnose and 
remediate the perceived writing problems of its first 
year students and to compare these assumptions to a 
current conceptualisation of the nature of writing and 
writing teaching. However, in the process of collecting 
data concerning the the Faculty's diagnosis and 
remediation practices, additional information came to 
light which has a serious impact on Faculty of Education 
students' literacy development. This additional 
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information, and its impact on student literacy, will be 
discussed in the latter part of this chapter. 
In order to achieve the original purpose, data were 
collected pertaining to: (a) the current methods of 
diagnosing 
education 
writing problems of first 
students, and (b) the current 
year teacher 
methods of 
remediating writing problems of those students. 
In addition to the above areas, data relating to the 
structure and organisation of the remedial writing unit 
were also collected. 
Methods of Data Collection 
Data relating to the selection procedures and remediation 
practices were collected on the Mount Lawley Campus of 
Edith Cowan University in second semester 1990. There 
were two sources for these data: open and semi-structured 
interviews and document analysis. The first part of the 
study relied heavily on the information supplied by the 
lecturers and tutors involved with either the 
organisation or teaching of COM0101 at Mount Lawley. 
Numerous discussions were held with the Faculty staff 
over a period of six months. Discussions were held with: 
the Dean of the Faculty of Educationj the COM0101 course 
coordinator, who was responsible for administrative 
aspects of COMOlOli and the lecturer and three tutors 
involved in teaching components of the remedial writing 
unit. Records of the salient points from the discussions 
were kept in field work diaries, 
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Various documents were also collected. The documents 
collected include copies of the screening test used, 
copies of unit outlines, weekly breakdowns of the content 
of classes, and copies of unit exit tests. However, the 
number of documents collected was limited as some 
tutors/lecturers kept formal written records such as unit 
outlines others kept few written records and tended to 
work on a week-by-week basis, e.g., only one of the three 
tutors kept extensive written records. 
Diagnosis and Remediation Procedures 
All students enrolling in early childhood, primary, or 
secondary teacher education programmes in the Faculty of 
Education are tested for "acceptable standards of 
literacy" and if necessary attend regular instruction in 
areas of weakness established. The vehicle for testing 
and remediating students' literacy needs is the written 
communication competence unit COM0101 1 • COM0101 is a 
non-award unit which is a compulsory co-requisite to 
study in the Bachelor of Arts Education. Students are 
expected, on completion of the unit 1 to be able to: (a) 
"interpret questions, locate resources, research a 
variety of topics, and demonstrate comprehension of 
material; and (b) write expository essays at a level 
1COM0101 originally included both oral and written 
communication. These two aspects of communication 
have now been separated and COM0101 deals with written 
communication and COM0102 deals with ora! communica-
tion. 
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appropriate to tertiary studies" (see COMO! 01 Unit 
Description Appendix A) The content outlined in the 
unit description reflects these objectives and includes 
both reading and writing skills. However, data collected 
for the first part of this study, described later in the 
chapter, reveal a substantial discrepancy between the 
content described in the outline and the actual content 
taught in COMOlOl courses. 
COM0101 must be completed by all students enrolled in a 
Bachelor of Arts (Education) prior to entering the third 
year of their course, However, students can complete 
the unit without attending any formal lectures. The unit 
COMO!Ol is unique in the Faculty of Education because 
students can sit a literacy test prior to the 
commencement of formal lectures. Any student passing 
this test is deemed to have met the unit's requirements 
and need not attend lectures. Taking this situation into 
account, Communication 0101 consists of the following 
components: 
procedures 
(a) procedures for screening students, ( b I 
for remediating students who have been 
identified as being at risk because of their performance 
in the screening test, 
students at the 
procedure. 
and (c) procedures for re-testing 
completion of the remediation 
The nature of the screening test and the three procedures 
used in establishing and developing written communication 
competence are discussed below, 
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An Overview of the Screening Test 
All undergraduate students in the Faculty of Education at 
Edith Cowan University are required to complete the 
English Skills Assessment test (ACER, 1982a) in the first 
semester of their first year. The English Skills 
Assessment test {see Appendix B) is a combination of two 
tests intended for use with students in Years 11 and 12 
of secondary school and the first year of post-secondary 
education. It was adapted from two American tests: the 
Sequential Tests of Education Progress Series I, for 
grades 10-12, and the Descriptive Tests of Language 
Skills for College Freshman (ACER, 1982b), 
The English Skills Assessment test is a standardised test 
consisting of two parts. Part 1 of the test consists of 
three timed tests: spelling, punctuation and 
capitalization, and long comprehension, the last test 
contains passages of 400-500 words in length. Part 2 
consists of five timed tests: paragraph comprehension 
(short passages), usage, vocabulary, sentence structure 
and logical relationships. All items are of the 
multiple choice type. In turn, each of these tests is 
broken down into diagnostic groupings of items or sub-
tests. Each item is classified according to the skill it 
purports to measure. The sub-tests contained within 
each test are as follows: 
Spelling Test 
This test asks students to detect four categories of 
spelling errors: (a) initial syllable or 
medial syllable or sound, (c) final syllable 
and (d) consonants (ACER, 1982a; 1982b), 
Punctuation and Capitalisation Test. 
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sound, (b) 
or sound, 
This test asks students to identify, within sentences, 
errors in the use of capitalisation, apostrophes, commas, 
semicolons, periods, hyphen, question, and quotation 
marks (ACER, 1982a; 1982b). 
Comprehension I test. 
Students are asked to read passages of 400-500 words and 
answer multiple choice questions. Skills that the 
questions purport to cover include (a) understanding 
main ideas and direct statements, (b) translation and 
inference, and (c) analysis (ACER, 1982a; 1982b). 
Comprehension II Test 
Students are asked to read short passages of 60-70 words 
and answer multiple choice questions. Skills that this 
component of the test purports to cover 
understanding main ideas, (b) understanding 
statements, and (c) drawing inferences (ACER, 
1982b). 
Usage Test 
arc (a) 
direct 
1982a; 
This test asks students to identify parts of sentences 
which are incorrect according to the test designers' 
perception of standard written English. The test is 
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broken into four sub-tests and contains items testing 
the use of pronouns, modifiers, diction and idiom, and 
verb tense and agreement (ACER, 1982a; 1982b). 
Vocabulary Test 
Students are required in this test to choose, from four 
alternatives for each, the synonyms for twenty given 
words (ACER, 1982a; 1982b). 
Sentence Structure Test 
This test requires students to find and correct errors in 
sentences, and to rephrase sentences mentally and to 
create new, acceptable sentences. The test is broken 
into three sub-tests and contains 
students' abiliti~s to (a) use complete 
items testing 
sentences, (b) 
use coordination and subordination appropriately, and (c) 
place modifiers appropriately (ACER, 1982a; 1982b), 
Logical Relationships Test 
Students are asked to identify relationships between 
words, sentences and ideas. The test is broken into 
three sub-tests and contains items testing students' 
abilities to (a) use appropriate connectives, (b) draw 
analogies, and (c) recognise principles of organisation 
(ACER, 1982a; 1982b). 
The Procedures for Screening Students in 1990 
In 1990, Faculty of Education students at Mount Lawley 
Campus sat the English Skills Assessment Parts I and II 
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during their first semester exams in June. Students were 
obliged to attempt all nine tests, In order to pass, 
students 
the tests, 
for each 
were required to score 75% or above in each of 
The decision to choose 75%2 as the pass mark 
of the tests was entirely arbitrary as the 
English Skills Assessment is a standardised test and not 
a criterion referenced or mastery test. The choice of 
75% as a pass mark did, however, create some 
consternation initially, as more than 90% of the Faculty 
of Education students at Mount Lawley Campus fell below 
the 75% mark in one or more of the tests. As a 
consequence of the large number of students identified as 
having some deficiency with respect to literacy when 
using all nine tests, the Faculty of Education decided 
to consider students' performances in only four of the 
components of the English Skills Assessment test. The 
four components chosen by the Faculty to assess its 
students' writing competency were punctuation and 
capitalisation, spelling, word usage, and sentence 
structure. These components of the English Skills 
Assessment test were chosen because they were felt by the 
Faculty to represent the skills most directly related to 
writing. Students achieving a score of 75% or more in 
each of these tests were deemed to have met the 
requirements of Communications 0101 and were passed from 
the unit, Students achieving a score of less than 75% in 
any of the tests were deemed to have failed that test. 
2In 1991 the pass mark was set at 65% 
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Procedures for Remediating Students Identified as Having 
Weaknesses in an Aspect of Written Language 
Students, who were deemed to have failed the test, were 
required to attend remedial lessons covering that test's 
content. For example, a student failing spelling and 
word usage attended the spelling and the word usage 
components of the unit Communications 0101. 
There were formal classes held dealing with the content 
of each of the four tests used by the Faculty of 
Education to assess its students' writing competence. 
Thus, remedial classes were held in spelling, word usage, 
sentence structure, and punctuation and capitalisation. 
Procedures for Remediating Students Perceived As 
having Spelling Weaknesses 
The spelling component of COM0101 consisted of one mass 
lecture, where spelling 
procedures were outlined. 
rules and self-monitoring 
At the completion of the 
lecture, students were also given handouts (see 
Appendix C) which outlined some of the common sources of 
error in students' writing and provided a list of 
spelling generalisations which could be of assistance in 
overcoming some of these errors. For example, doubling 
the consonant to keep the vowel sound lax when adding 
suffixes beginning with vowels to words that have a 
consonant--lax vowel--consonant pattern, The lecture 
provided the only contact the students had with the 
lecturer. There were no follow-up workshops. In the 
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place of workshops, students were given a collection of 
spelling activities. The collection of spelling 
activities included a marking key, The students were 
then left to complete and mark the spelling activities 
without assistance. The completion of these activities 
by individual students was not monitored or assessed in 
any way. Students were also given a list of five hundred 
common words to learn. 
Procedures for Remediating Students Perceived as Having 
Punctuation and Capitalisation Weaknesses 
The punctuation/capitalisation component of COMO!Ol was 
run along lines similar to the spelling component of the 
unit. It also consisted of one mass lecture, where 
punctuation rules were outlined. At the completion of 
the lecture, students were also given handouts (see 
appendix E) which outlined some basic rules relating to 
the use of fullstops, question marks, exclamation marks, 
apostrophes, commas, colons, and semi-colons. Again, the 
lecture provided the only contact the students had with 
the lecturer. There were no follow-up workshops, In the 
place of workshops, students were given a collection of 
punctuation activities. The collection of punctuation 
activities (see Appendix F) included a marking key, The 
students were then left to complete and mark the 
punctuation activities without assistance. The 
punctuation activities involved rewriting sentences and 
paragraphs inserting appropriate punctuation. Again, as 
with the spelling component, the completion of the 
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punctuation activities by individual students was not 
monitored or assessed in any way. 
Procedures for Remediating Students Perceived as Having 
Usage Weaknesses 
The usage component of COM0101 consisted of weekly, one 
hour tutorial workshops lasting for a semester, There 
were approximately 12 tutorial groups with between 6-15 
students in each group, 
up between three tutors. 
The tutorial groups were split 
During the tutorial workshops, 
students were taught various technical aspects of the 
written language relating to conventional usage. The 
approach to teaching used in the workshops and, to a 
lesser extent the content of the workshops, varied 
according to the perspective of the tutor taking it. 
Tutor 1's perspective of how writing should be taught was 
holistic. In contrast, the perspective of Tutor 2 and 
Tutor 3 on the teaching of writing was to deal with the 
the elements of language in a discrete fashion in 
decontextualised skills-based lessons. However, all the 
tutors were constrained by the fact that the content of 
the component of Communications 0101 they were taking 
could not overlap with the content of the other three 
components as there were some students who had to attend 
all four components. In other words, the tutors felt 
that, irrespective of their theoretical perspective, they 
had to adopt a decontextualised skills-based approach 
dealing with discrete elements of written language in 
their workshops because of the way in which the remedial 
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writing unit was organised into four discrete components. 
Though she felt constrained by the organisation of the 
unit, Tutor 1 attempted to apply her perspective of the 
teaching of writing by trying to create a context for 
the parts of language she dealt with in her sessions. 
Instead of dealing with aspects of language at the 
sentence level, she tried to use larger chunks of 
language such as paragraphs so her students could see 
the patterns of language. For example, subject-verb 
agreement was dealt with by asking students to change all 
the verbs in paragraphs from the past tense to the 
present tense and all the subjects in other paragraphs 
from singular to plural (see appendix G), On the other 
hand Tutor 2 and Tutor 3 taught aspects of language using 
examples at the sentence level. 
The content of the workshops also varied according to 
tutor. Where topics were similar, the depth of treatment 
sometimes varied. The topics dealt with by Tutor 1 in 
the usage workshops included subject-verb agreement; 
noun-pronoun agreement; formation of the 13 verb tenses 
and consistency of tense in writing; the appropriate use 
of the pronouns I, me, mx, mine, he, him, his, she, her, 
hers, it, its, we, US 1 ..Q.Y.r. 1 .Q.l!.!:..§ 1 YOU 1 YOUr 1 ,Y.OUrS 1 they, 
them, their, theirs, who, whom, and whose; the appropriate 
use of the relative clause markers that and which; the 
use of first, second, and third person and consistency of 
person in writing (see weekly outline of 
sessions in appendix H). 
workshop 
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The topics dealt with by Tutor 2 and 3 in their usage 
workshops were similar and included identifying parts of 
speech, nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and 
prepositions; subject-verb agreement; formation of the 
past (simple) tense, future (simple) tense, present 
(simple) tense, and past perfect tense, 
Procedures for Remediating Students Perceived as Having 
Weaknesses with Sentence Structure. 
The sentence structure component of COM0101 also 
consisted of weekly, one hour tutorial workshops lasting 
for a semester. Again, there were approximately 12 
tutorial groups with between 6-15 students in each group, 
The tutorial groups were split up between the same three 
tutors who were taking the usage component. During the 
tutorial sessions, students were taught various technical 
aspects of the written language relating to sentence 
structure. As was the case with the usage workshops, the 
approach to teaching used in the sentence structure 
workshops and the content of the workshops varied 
according to the perspective of the tutor taking it. 
The topics dealt with by Tutor 1 often went beyond the 
constraints of sentence structure and dealt with writing 
at the paragraph and whole text level. Topics dealt with 
by Tutor 1 included: organisational and linguistic 
devices contributing to text coherence; simple, 
compound, and complex sentences; adjectival and adverbial 
modifiers; coordinating and subordinating conjunctions; 
• 
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and the use of transitional words and phrases and other 
linguistic devices to contribute to text cohesion, These 
aspects of written language were taught and practised in 
workshops using increasingly more complex sentence 
combining exercises (see appendix I). The sentence 
combining exercises moved from combining sentences to 
make a single sentence, to combining sentences to make 
paragraphs, and finally, combining sentences to make a 
number of paragraphs dealing with a topic. 
Topics dealt with by Tutors 2 and 3 included 
the subject and predicate in sentences, 
identifying 
the use of 
coordinating and subordinating conjunctions to combine 
two sentences into single sentences, correcting ambiguity 
in sentences through the appropriate placement of 
modifiers, and correcting ambiguity in sentences through 
the appropriate placement of transitional words and 
phrases. Tutors 2 and 3 used editing exercises at the 
sentence level to teach and provide practice in these 
aspects of written language for students in 
workshops. 
their 
Procedures for Re-Testing Students at the Completion 
of Remediation Courses 
In 1990 the assessment procedures for the four components 
of COM0101 
of each 
concerned. 
were designed and implemented independently 
other by the individual tutors/lecturers 
Different tutors of the same unit also 
des1gned different tests to reflect the different content 
and orientations of their units. 
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Procedures for Re-Testing Students at the Completion of 
the Spelling c~~ 
Spelling tests were held at intervals of seven weeks. 
Students could sit these tests when they judged 
themselves to be ready. At the test, students were 
asked to spell 15 words selected from the list of 500 
words that had been given to them on the occasion of the 
mass lecture in spelling (see Appendix D). Students 
achieving a perfect score would be passed from the 
spelling component of COMO!Ol. Students failing to 
achieve a perfect score would re-sit the test until they 
passed. 
Procedures for Re-Testing Students at the Completion of 
the Punctuation/Capitalisation Course 
Students undertaking this course were also tested at 
intervals of seven weeks, At the test, students were 
presented with a variety of un-punctuated texts which 
they were required to punctuate. The test was based on 
the application of the rules they had been given in the 
handout 
perfect 
and in the mass lecture. 
score were passed from 
Students achieving a 
the punctuation/ 
capitalisation component of COM0101. Students failing to 
achieve a perfect score had to re-sit the test until they 
passed. 
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Procedures for Re-Testing Students at the Completion of 
Usage Courses 
At the completion of the usage courses students were 
required to complete an editing test which assessed the 
students' ability to identify and correct the problems 
relating to conventional usage dealt with in the workshop 
sessions. The students attending the course run by Tutor 
1 were required to complete a two hour test consisting 
of five sections (see Appendix J). In section 1, 
students were asked to edit a story correcting any errors 
in subject-verb agreement and tense shifts. 
required 
choices, 
sentences 
students to identify, from among a 
the correct pronoun required to 
(multiple choice). In section 3, 
Section 2 
number of 
complete 
students 
rewrote ambiguous sentences. Section 4 required students 
to complete three cloze exercises filling in the spaces 
with the appropriate tense formation of given verbs. In 
the final section, students were asked to edit shifts in 
person and errors in noun-pronoun agreement in a short 
essay. Sections 1, 3, and 5 of the test used chunks of 
text rather than sentences. The test was a mastery test 
requiring students to show that they had mastered the 
course content. Students scoring 80% or more in at 
least four of the sections were deemed to have passed the 
usage component of COM0101. 
The students attending the course run by Tutors 2 and 
were required 
sections worth 
to sit a 45 minute test consisting of 
a total of 100 marks (see appendix 
3 
7 
K) • 
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The content of each section and the marks assigned to 
that section were as follows: Section 1 required 
students to nominate the verbs, adjectives, and adverbs 
corresponding to a given list of nouns ( 4 2 marks). 
supply 
In 
the section 2, students were asked to 
prepositions that were missing in six sentences (14 
marks). Section 3 involved students finding and 
correcting errors in subject-verb agreement in five given 
sentences (five marks). In section 4, students were 
asked to supply the antonyms for a list of adjectives (20 
marks}. Section 5 required students to list appropriate 
adjectives to describe five phrases ( 10 marks). In 
section 6, students were required to find and correct 
errors in the placement of adverbial modifiers in five 
sentences (five marks). Students had to provide the 
appropriate verb tense formation for verbs in five 
sentences in section seven (4 Marks). Students 
achieving a total mark of 80 or more were deemed to have 
passed the usage component of COM0101. 
Procedures for Re-Testing Students at the Completion of 
Sentence Structure Courses 
Procedures for re-testing students at the completion of 
their sentence structure course also varied according to 
the tutor taking the course. Tutor 1 required students to 
complete a sentence combining activity (see Appendix L). 
Students had to combine the ideas and sentences in a 
given text using adjectival and adverbial modifiers, 
coordinating and subordinating conjunctions 1 transitional 
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words and phrases, and other cohesive ties, to create a 
cohesive and coherent text consisting of between four and 
five paragraphs. Students were allowed three one-hour 
sessions to draft, revise, and edit their texts. The 
students' texts 
discontinuities 
were read by the tutor who 
in the flow of the 
identified 
text. The 
discontinuities were then analysed to discover the source 
of the error. Serious discontinuities were given a score 
of three and minor discontinuities a score of one. In 
order to pass the sentence structure component of 
COM0101, students were required to achieve a scor.e of six 
or less. 
Students attending the sentence structure workshops run 
by Tutor 2 were required to sit a 45 minute test 
consisting of four sections (see Appendix M). The four 
sections were worth a total of 100 marks. In section 1, 
students were asked to identify the predicates of five 
sentences (10 marks). In section 2, students were asked 
to identify errors a.nd correct the placement of modifiers 
in 8 sentences (36 marks). In section 3, students were 
given eight examples in which they were asked to use 
coordinating and subordinating conjunctions to combine 
two sentences into a single sentence (24 marks), In 
section 4, students were asked to identify and correct 
the ambiguities contained in 10 sentences (30 marks). 
Students achieving a total mark of 80 or more were deemed 
to have passed the sentence structure component of 
COMOlOl. 
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Discussion 
In the following section of this chapter, the Facult~ of 
Education's assumptions about writing and the teaching of 
writing are derived from its diagnosis and remediation 
procedures and then compared to the contemporary 
perspective on writing and the teaching of writing 
established in the previous chapter. 
Assumptions about Writing Underlying the Faculty of 
Education's Diagnosis and Remediation Procedures 
Despite some inconsistencies in remediation practices 
arising from the idiosyncratic theoretical perspectives 
of the COM0101 tutors, the Faculty of Education's view of 
writing is readily apparent from its testing procedures 
and the manner in which it organises its remedial writing 
programme. 
Assumptions about Writing Underlying Testing Procedures 
There are four assumptions about writing underlying the 
Faculty of Education's use of the English Skills 
Assessment: 
(a) Coherent writing and, therefore, the assessment of 
coherence in writing is concerned with surface features. 
(b) Students' performances in real writing situations 
can be assessed by extrapolating from their performances 
in a test involving the application of a limited range of 
English skills at the sentence level. 
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(c) Potential problem areas in students' writing can be 
identified from their performance in such a test. 
(d) Competence in reading is not related to competence 
in writing in spite of the fact that much of academic 
writing involves reading-based research. The latter view 
of writing is shown by the exclusion by the Faculty of 
the comprehension sections of the English Skills 
Assessment from its assessment of students' literacy 
competencies. 
Assumptions about Writing Underlyjng Remediation 
Procedures 
There are four assumptions about writing underlying the 
Faculty of Education's remediation procedures: 
(a) The requirements of academic writing can be met by 
teaching students how to control the surface features of 
their writing, 
(b) The deficiencies identified in students' control 
over the surface features of writing, can be remedied by 
directly teaching students about those features in 
decontextualised skills-based lessons. 
(c) The various aspects of writing can be 
independently of each other. 
taught 
(d) The 
product 
writing. 
teaching of writing 
of writing and not the 
is concerned with the 
processes involved in 
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Faculty of Education's Assumptions about Writing Compared 
to a Contemporary Perspective 
There is a significant mismatch between the assumptions 
underlying the Faculty of Education's writing diagnosis 
and remediation procedures and the principles underlying 
a contemporary, informed perspective of writing. This 
mismatch is evident when each of the major assumptions 
underlying the Faculty's procedures is compared to the 
contemporary perspective. 
Writing is Concerned with Surface Features 
As the various linguistic and semantic elements 
contributing to coherence in writing are elaborated in a 
later chapter, comment will be brief here. This 
assumption presents superficial aspects of form as the 
main concern of writing and not meaning, This view, 
however, is not commensurate with the purpose of academic 
writing. Academic writing engages in reasoned and 
substantiated explanation or argument, the purpose of 
which is to convey meaning to an audience. In order to 
convey their meaning effectively, writers organise their 
ideas at both global and local levels. 
for academic writers to master all the 
It is important 
conventions of 
writing as even surface level errors can divert the 
readers' attention away from their messages. However, the 
global forms of organisdtion and deep-level semantic 
structures are more important than the local forms for 
the successful transmission of meaning. For example, 
spelling or punctuation errors, or errors in usage or in 
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the structure of individual sentences are unlikely, in 
isolation from other problems, to render an entire text 
incomprehensible. In contrast, writing that lacks a 
clear focus or an organisational format appropriate to a 
particular purpose can be incomprehensible to a reader. 
Students' Real Writing Performances Hatch their 
Performances in Skills-Based English Tests 
The extent to which students' performances in the English 
Skills Assessment in spelling, punctuation and 
capitalisation, usage, and sentence structure match their 
performances in the same categories in ~heir assignment 
writing is dealt with in part two of the study. 
The Problems Identified by a Skills-Based English Test 
Match the Problems that Students' Manifest in Writing 
Assessments that deal with the surface features of 
writing exclusively are ignoring important aspects of 
writing which often cause problems for novice writers. 
These aspects of writing are far more important to 
conveying meaning succes·3fully than the aspects of 
writing related skills tested by the portions of the 
English Skills Assessment used by the Faculty for 
assessing students' writing competencies. The extent to 
which there is a match between the students, identified 
as having problems in the technical and mechanical 
aspects of their writing by the English Skills Assessment 
test, and the students who also experience more global 
problems in their real writing is the subject of the 
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second part of the study. 
Competence in Reading is Not Related to Competence 
Writing 
There is no evidence that the aspects of reading 
performance measured by the two comprehension components 
of the English Skills Assessment test reflect the aspects 
of reading required to carry out the reading-based 
research that underpins much of the academic writing 
that undergraduates are required to carry out as part of 
their course assessments. The reading comprehension 
components of the test, as they are conducted in 
isolation from writing, also may not be a very accurate 
measure of the reading-writing relationship. However, 
the Faculty of Education's elimination of these tests 
from the procedures it uses to assess its students' 
literacy competencies for pragmatic reasons rather than 
because it has evidence to show that the tests are 
inadequate, indicates that the Faculty does not recognise 
sufficiently the important part that reading plays in 
successful academic writing. This lack of recognition 
persists despite the considerable 
(Crismore, 1982; Hiebert, Englert 
Flood, 1984; Flood & Lapp 1986; 
body of research 
& Brennan, 1983; 
Raphael, Englert & 
Kirschner, 1989) which indicates that reading provides 
the content and language structures for writing and that 
writing provides the structures for organising and 
assimilating information from reading. The Faculty's 
position also ignores the research evidence (Baker, 1979; 
Stein 1985; 
that many 
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Landis, 1990; Peters, 1990) which indicates 
of the problems students have with writing 
arise from an inadequate conceptual base, Students have 
not understood the content of their reading and, 
therefore, find it difficult to write about the content 
in a coherent fashion. 
Teaching Academic Writing Involves Teaching Students 
Control Over Surface Features 
Surface feature writing errors such as punctuation, 
grammar, and sentence structure are often manifestations 
of deeper 
organising 
problems to 
ideas at the 
do with understanding and 
global level (Stein, 1985), 
Students, who lack control over the content of their 
assignments, tend to fill them with direct quotes and 
paraphrased text. These students depend heavily on their 
source materials for their writing as they are unable to 
synthesise what they have read and apply the 
understandings derived from that synthesis to their 
writing in order to meet the needs of an assignment 
task. Their writing often appears purposeless and 
lacking in a clear focus, Students lack control over 
the subject matter and, therefore, lack control over 
their writing at all levels. Ideas are poorly developed 
and paragraphs and sentences are poorly structured. 
Often markers return these assignments to students 
pointing out a myriad of errors in expression and syntax. 
However, the students' problems will not be solved by 
teaching them about the appropriate placement of 
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modifiers, or about verb tense and agreement. To resolve 
many of the problems that students are exhibiting at the 
paragraph and sentence levels, students will need to be 
taught strategies and organisational structures which 
will give them control over the content of their writing. 
Limiting the teaching of writing to the mechanical and 
technical or surface features of language can cause 
difficulties particularly when dealing with weaker 
students. Focusing on these aspects of language can 
distract students from concentrating on the purpose of 
writing which is to create and communicate meaning. 
Teaching students about the mechanical and technical 
aspects of their writing will help stronger students to 
fine tune their work in the editing stages. However, the 
latter will only be of benefit if the underlying 
coherence of the writing is already established. 
Writing Can be Taught in Decontextualised Skills-Based 
Lessons 
Eighty years of research into the teaching of grammar 
reported earlier shows the relative purposelessness of 
decontextualised skills-based lessons. 
Aspects of Writing can be Taught Independently of Each 
Other 
Even the limited aspects of writing taught by the Faculty 
of Education in the remedial writing programme are taught 
independently of each other. The difficulties inherent 
in this approach are obvious when considering the 
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relationship between punctuation and sentence structure. 
Punctuation cannot be dealt with separately from sentence 
structure as punctuation deals with meaning. When the 
underlying sentence is intact, it can be punctuated 
appropriately. Students' sentences are unclear and often 
ambiguous because they write sentences that are too long, 
that contain too many ideas which are inadequately 
explained, There is often also a problem with 
punctuation as it is difficult to punctuate sentences to 
enhance their meaning where the meaning does not already 
possess the potential to be clear. 
The Teaching of Writing is Concerned with Products and 
not Processes 
Often problems occur in student's writing because they 
are unaware of the processes of successful academic 
writing. Therefore, if the problems are to be 
rectified, the processes of successful academic writing 
also need to be taught. 
Placing the emphasis on the teaching of the processes of 
writing also highlights the importance of students 
understanding the context in which they are operating, 
for example, the meaning of an assignment question, and 
of the need of the Faculty to clearly explicate this 
context. 
Deficiencies in the Current Operations of COM0101 
In addition to the inadequacies of the assumptions 
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underlying the present procedures for assessing and 
remediating writing difficulties, there are also a number 
of structural and organisational difficulties in the 
operations of COM0101 which affect its ability to make a 
positive contribution to the literacy development of 
students. 
These problems, elaborated on below, relate to: (a} 
inadequate staffing, {b) limited student commitment, and 
(c) the limited relationship of COM0101 to other units. 
Staffing 
Problems with respect to the staffing of COM0101 relate 
to: (a) continuity of staffing, (a) expertise of staff, 
and (c) the lack of common direction and purpose, 
Continuity of Staff 
COM0101 has traditionally been staffed in two ways: 
Firstly, staff who have a low lecturing load may be 
asked to assist by taking workshops or lecturing in the 
unit. Secondly, sessional staff are employed on a 
semester-by-semester basis to tutor and run workshops in 
the unit. The system, by which the unit is staffed, 
leads to a lack of staff continuity as lecturers who are 
taking the unit in one semester because of low lecture 
loads, may not be available in another semester. 
Similarly, sessional staff may also vary from semester to 
semester. The lack of staff continuity leads to a lack 
of planning which in turn is reflected in haphazard and 
inconsistent programmes. 
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Expertise 
Generally, staff taking components of COM0101 lack an 
understanding of the students' writing needs and the best 
way to meet them. Permanent employees of the University 
are allocated teaching responsibilities in COM0101 
because of their availability rather than because they 
have a particular expertise in the area of tertiary 
literacy. Sessional staff are also selected largely on 
the basis of their availability, The Faculty of 
Education, in general, and the Department of 
Communications Education, specifically, have been 
experiencing problems with finding suitably trained staff 
to run all their courses. All the sessional staff 
involved in the teaching of COM0101 are primary-trained 
teachers, With the exception of one tutor who was 
carrying out post-graduate study in an area of tertiary 
literacy, none of the sessional staff had any particular 
expertise or understanding of the writing needs of 
tertiary level students. The lack of expertise of staff 
was revealed in the opinion that was often expressed by 
two of the three tutors involved in the teaching of 
COM0101, and the course coordinator, that these students 
had missed out on a 11 few rules" whilst at school and any 
deficiencies in their writing would be overcome by 
teaching them those rules, 
Common Aims and Objectives 
Staff in the unit also lacked common goals and direction 
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with respect to the content and objectives of the unit. 
Sessional staff were given no guidance as to what content 
they should teach, how they should teach it, and how they 
should assess the students' progress, The only 
information given to staff was the names of the students 
and the area(s) of writing in which the students were 
identified as being deficient by the English Skills 
Assessment test. There was also very little coordination 
between staff regarding the content and delivery of 
programmes. Tutors were employed on an hourly basis to 
take a set number of classes. They were not paid to take 
part in planning and organisation. Consequently, most 
planning occurred on an individual and on a weekly basis 
without regard to over-arching aims and long-term 
goals. The lack of coordination and planning led to 
large variations in content and expectations for the same 
components of COM0101 from different tutors. For 
example, in the usage component of COM0101, Tutor 2 
passed all but six of her 51 students, whereas Tutor 1 
passed only 13 of her 79 students. 
Student Commitment 
A number of factors also affected the seriousness with 
which students applied themselves towards meeting the 
requirements of COM0101. These relate to the process 
used to select the students for the remedial classes and 
the fact that COM0101 is a non-award unit. 
r 
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Selection by Failure 
The present selection process used for COMO!Ol relies on 
selection by failure, This process engenders a high 
degree of antagonism among students selected to 
participate in COM0101. Students, who have passed 12 
years of schooling and who in some cases have received 
high marks in English and English Literature, suddenly 
find that their competencies in one or more aspect of 
writing are judged as deficient, All tutors 
lecturers in COM0101 have reported antagonism 
and 
and 
hostility from a significant number of students attending 
their classes. 
Non-Award Status of COM0101 
Not only do teaching staff have to contend with 
antagonism from students, but as COM0101 is a non-award 
unit, lecturers and tutors also find it very difficult to 
engender any serious commitment to learning from many of 
the participants. Staff report sporadic attendance at 
classes particularly as the pressure for students to meet 
assignment deadlines in other units builds up over the 
semester. As there are no marks or graded compulsory 
assignments involved, usually the first unit to be 
neglected is COM0101. As has been previously stated, 
students are expected to pass COM0101 prior to being 
admitted to the third year of their course. However, 
this extended time frame contributes to the lackadaisical 
approach taken by some students towards COM0101. 
Students repeatedly ignore notices from the course 
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coordinator because they believe they have a year and a 
half before they have to pass COM0101. Many students do 
not contact their lecturers or tutors until almost the 
end of second semester in the second year of the course, 
This causes more antagonism and arguments between staff 
and students. Students claim that they were not informed 
that their attendance at classes was compulsory. However, 
sessional staff do not have sufficient time to deal 
adequately with these students' perceived problems as 
their contracts are, by this stage, almost finished, 
Students become agitated because they are faced with the 
prospect of not being able to enrol in the third year of 
their course. 
Relationship to Other Units 
The antagonism towards the unit is further exacerbated by 
the fact that often the expectations set for passing 
COM0101 bear very little relationship to the expectations 
set in other units. This is evidenced by students who 
are not only passing assignments in other units but in 
some cases they are receiving credit grades although they 
have not yet passed COM0101. This situation causes 
frustration among students and contributes to their 
perception of COM0101 as a unit which seems to serve no 
relevant purpose. 
Summary 
This chapter described and analysed, from a contemporary 
perspective, the procedures used by the Faculty of 
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Education at Edith Cowan University to assess and 
remediate the writing needs of its first year Bachelor of 
Arts (Education) students. The results of the analysis 
show the assumptions underlying the procedures used by 
the Faculty to assess and remediate its students' writing 
difficulties are seriously flawed when compared with the 
principles of the successful teaching of academic writing 
derived from a contemporary conceptualisation of writing 
and the teaching of writing. The main assumptions about 
writing and the teaching of 1vriting underlying the 
Faculty's procedures are that writing is concerned with 
surface features and that the teaching of writing 
involves giving students control over t:1ose surface 
features. However, the Faculty has ignored, or is 
unaware of, the considerable body of evidence which shows 
the strong interconnections between the surface 
correctness of writing and the writers' control over 
meaning. 
writing 
This evidence shows further that students' 
cannot be assessed adequately using 
decontextualised, skills-based tests and that the 
development of students' writing will be limited if 
writing 
lessons. 
is taught in decontextualised skills-based 
The procedures used at present by the Faculty of 
Education 
students' 
to remediate perceived 
writing may be hampering 
difficulties in 
its students' 
literacy development. Writing is presented in COM0101 as 
a set of facts to be learned and mechanical processes to 
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be applied instead of as the development, refinement and 
the communication of thought. It was established in 
chapter 2 that one of the features which distinguishes 
novice writers from expert writers is their behaviour 
when revising, Novices make few alterations to the 
semantic content of their text and spend most of their 
time attending to technical aspects of their work such as 
spelling and punctuation. Experts on the other hand will 
make substantial changes to the content of their text to 
achieve better their own goals for writing and/or to 
produce a better effect on their audiences. Rather than 
showing students the relationships that exist in written 
language, and developing the reading/writing/thinking 
connection, the current model for the remediation of 
writing difficulties in the Faculty of Education at Edith 
Cowan University, reinforces the writing behaviours of 
novices and hampers students' development into expert 
writers. 
It has been established that the Faculty of Education's 
remedial writing unit COM0101 is limited because of the 
flawed assumptions upon which it is based. In this 
chapter a number of problems arising from the manner in 
which COM0101 is currently organised have been 
described. These problems include the way in which the 
unit is staffed, the attitudes of students towards the 
unit, and the relationship of COM0101 to other units. 
These factors further limit the usefulness of COM0101. 
l 
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CHAPTER 4 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE: THE CHARACTERISTICS OF COHERENT 
WRITING 
This chapter has three major purposes. The first purpose 
is to examine linguistic and semantic elements in writing 
which contribute to writing quality and text coherence. 
In particular, the relationship between cohesion, 
coherence, and writing quality are explored. The reason 
for exploring this relationship is to establish the 
difference between the textual properties of cohesion and 
coherence. These terms are often used interchangeably in 
the literature rendering their application to the 
analysis of discourse difficult. 
The second purpose is to establish the characteristics of 
academic writing which may differ from other forms of 
writing, 
The third purpose is to develop a model portraying the 
major factors contributing to the writing of ·coherent 
academic essays. In a subsequent chapter, the components 
of the 
marking 
model are used to develop a marking 
key is applied in an analysis of 
key. The 
students' 
responses to a research essay assignment in order to 
identify areas where students are experiencing 
difficulty with their writing. The areas of difficulty 
identified in students' essay writing are then compared 
to the areas of writing difficulty identified by the 
English Skills Assessment test. 
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Cohesion and Coherence 
Cohesion 
Cohesion is an intersentential property of text and is 
defined by Halliday and Hasan (1976) as the linguistic 
features that help make a sequence of sentences a text. 
Linguistic devices, called cohesive ties, help link 
ideas within and across sentences (Chapman, 1983; Speigel 
& Fitzgerald, 1990), Cohesion is achieved through the 
use of referential relationships in which the 
interpretation of one idea in the text depends on the 
successful interpretation of another (Halliday & Hassan, 
1976; Fahnestock, 1983), Consider the following 
sentences: 
Mary went to school, She took her lunch with her. 
In the second sentence the pronouns "she" and "her" have 
been substituted for the noun "Mary", The successful 
interpretation of the meaning of "she" and "her 11 in the 
second sentence requires the reader to refer back to the 
previous sentence. The use of pronominal substitutions 
in the second sentence has provided links back to the 
first sentence. 
Cohesion may also be viewed as a redundancy which links 
one sentence or part of the sentence to another (Moe and 
Irwin, 1986; Cox, Shanahan, & Sulzby, 1990). Cohesive 
ties are devices in the text which writers can use to 
exploit the potential of readers to be able to render 
repeated visual information redundant. For example, a 
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writer may in a subsequent sentence group a number of 
related concepts into one superordinate category instead 
of repeating the same information contained in a previous 
sentence. This is illustrated in the following two 
sentences, where the substitution of "these factors" acts 
as a superordinate category which subsumes the concepts 
of soil, temperature, rainfall and humidity. 
The nature of the soil, temperature, rainfall, and 
humidity were all important in determinin~ the 
success of the project, These factors led to the 
plant's spectacular growth. 
Cohesive ties are one of the devices, signalling 
relationships within a text, which writers use to 
provide their writing with texture, i.e. 1 a sense of 
connectedness. These devices are important writing tools 
that can help change a collection of sentences, loosely 
related by topic, 
cohere if some 
into flowing 
element in 
discourse. Two sentences 
one sentence cannot be 
understood without recourse to another; such reference is 
usually anaphoric, looking back to the previous sentence, 
but occasionally it can be cataphoric, looking forward. 
Halliday and Hassan {1976) identify five basic sources of 
cohesion (a) reference, which includes many types of 
pronouns, (b) substitution, which involves the 
replacement of one word with another, (c) ellipsis, which 
involves the omission of a repeated word or phrase, (d) 
conjunction, which includes additive, adversitive, and 
temporal links, and (e) lexical cohesion, which includes 
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reiteration, i.e., the repetition of words and phrases, 
and collocation, i.e., co-occurrences of words which 
regularly co-occur in the language or a specific semantic 
domain (see Table 4.1). 
Table 4.1 
Sources of Cohesion 
Source Example 
Reference The results of the study were significant. 
They indicate a strong positive relationship 
between the age of the questionnaire respondents 
and their understanding. 
Substitution Dogs and cats showed similar reactions when 
Ellipsis 
Conjunction 
Lexical 
Reiteration 
Le,dcal 
Collocation 
tested. Both animals reacted to the lig~t. 
There were three important factors contributing 
to the development of the shearers' strike in 1891. 
The first, ••• was the leadership of William Lane. 
War broke out before either side had consolidated 
their positions. 
Neither of the two interpretations were supported 
by the text. The first interpretation •.•. The 
second interpretation .••. 
Each unit cost 49 cents to produce. The units 
were subsequently sold for two dollars. 
Coherence 
In contrast to cohesion which operates within and between 
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sentences, coherence is perceived as a global property of 
text (Bamberg, 1984; van Dijk, 1980; Hasan 1984). It is 
the overall discourse property of unity, 
text holds together (Fahnestock, 1983; 
or how well 
Spiegel 
a 
& 
Fitzgerald 1990). A text holds together because the 
concepts in the text are subsumed within a global 
meaning reflecting the writer's purposes for writing (van 
Dijk, 1980). Van Dijk (1980) argues that to be coherent 
a text's propositions (microstructures) must be linked 
together into a network that establishes the global 
meaning (macrostructure) of the text. The coherence of a 
text is a reflection of how well the author has been able 
to achieve both a unity and sequence of ideas. Any 
writing that lacks coherence will almost certainly fail 
to communicate its intended message to the reader. The 
importance to coherence of overall plan, structure, or 
schema is emphasised by many theorists and researchers 
{Bamberg, 1984; Mosenthal & Tierney, 1984; McKenna, 1988; 
van Dijk, 1980). In addition, many theorists view 
coherence as partly residing in the reader's mind. That 
is, coherence does not arise solely from textual factors 
but also from the reader's own schemata and expectations 
(Bamberg, 1984; Mosenthal & Tierney, 1984i Spiegel and 
Fitzgerald, 1990}. 
The Relationship Between Cohesion and Coherence 
Both the nature of the relationship between coherence and 
cohesion, and the usefulness of cohesion analysis as an 
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index of textual coherence have been the subject of 
debate among reading and writing considerable 
researchers. Views vary between those who believe that 
cohesion is the basis for coherence (Hasan, 1984) and 
those who believe that cohesion is the linguistic 
consequence of coherence (Carrell, 1982). 
This section of the chapter: (a) explores the 
relationship between the level of use of cohesive ties 
and text coherency, (b) examines the contribution of 
different cohesive devices to cohesion, (c) considers the 
debate concerning the relationship between cohesion and 
coherence from the perspective of schema theory, and (d) 
concludes with a redefinition of the terms cohesion and 
coherence. 
Cohesive Ties: Level of Use and Text Coherency 
Tierney and Mosenthal (1983) examined the essays of grade 
twelve students and found that cohesive ties are 
pervasive in all texts, ranging from coherent to 
incoherent. Their study showed that a simple statistical 
accounting of cohesive ties can not be used as an index 
or predictor of a text's coherence. Some of the 
incoherent essays contained many cohesive ties and some 
contained relatively few, Similarly, some highly 
coherent essays contained many cohesive ties and others 
few. Consequently, they were unable relatively 
establish a pattern in the number of cohesive ties 
and text coherency. 
to 
used 
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The findings from Tierney and Mosenthal's study are 
supported by studies conducted by Roen and Piche (1984) 
and Neuner (1987). Neuner (1987) found that cohesive ties 
could not be used to distinguish good and poor writing 
among college freshmen. Roen and Piche (1984) found that 
micro-level cohesive devices did not enhance the 
discourse coherence of college students. Both studies 
were unable again to demonstrate a direct relationship 
between the level of use of cohesive ties and text 
coherency, 
The findings of these three studies were unable to prove 
the assertion that cohesive ties facilitate 
comprehension. Instead they give support to a view, 
expressed by Carrell (1982), that, rather than surface-
level linking structures being the cause of coherence, 
they are a symptom of the underlying coherence of the 
writers 1 text knowledge and topic knowledge, Thus, it 
may be reasonable to suggest that overall text/topic 
comprehension may be the cause of the recognition of 
cohesive ties by readers rather than the cohesive ties 
being the primary factor in the level of text 
comprehension. 
TYpes of Cohesive Devices and Text Coherence 
Counting of the number of cohesive devices used by 
writers does not provide a useful means of predicting 
text coherence. However, some cohesive devices are 
believed to be more important to cohesion and ultimately 
to text-coherence than others. Fahnestock 
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(1983) 
believes that Halliday and Hasan's fifth category, that 
of conjunctions, is more important to cohesion than the 
other categories because of their importance to the 
making of meaning. Rather than deriving cohesion from 
lexical items in the surface structure of sentences, 
conjunctions relate meaning over several sentences, 
Fahnestock equates Halliday and Hasan's use of the term 
conjunctions to the term transitions. There are numerous 
sys t.ems (see table 4, 2 for one of the systems) used to 
categorise transitional words and phrases and there is 
also, within each system, a considerable overlap between 
the categories. 
relationships 
Transitional words and phrases signal 
between sentences where semantic 
relationships already exist. 
Cohesive ties, in the form of transitional words and 
phrases, not only operate at the sentence but also at the 
paragraph and inter-paragraph levels. At the inter-
paragraph level, cohesive ties are often used in 
conjunction with paraphrased reiterations of the main 
idea of the previous paragraph. 
McCulley (1985) investigated the relationship among 
features of textual cohesion and the writing quality and 
coherence of 17 year old students. McCulley reports that 
his study supports the conclusions of a previous study 
conducted by Witte and Faigley (1981) in which it was 
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Table 4.2 
Transitional Words and Phrases 
Type 
Affirmation 
Negation 
Concession 
Illustration 
Addition 
Examples 
in fact, actually, indeed, certainly 
nevertheless, on the contrary, notwithstanding, on 
the other hand, despite still, however, but, 
conversely 
although, though, granted that, no doubt, to be 
sure, whereas, of course, doubtless, c0rtainly 
for example, for instance, to illustrate, in 
particular, specifically 
and, also, moreover, or (nor), furthermore, next, 
again, too, second, third, etc., another, finally 
Qualification frequently, often, usually, in general, in case, 
Summation 
Sequence 
occasionally, provided, unless, when, because, 
since, for, if 
therefore, thus, in conclusion, to sum up, so, 
consequently, all in all, in short, on the whole, 
in other words, then 
then, after, since, before, when, whenever, until, 
as soon as, as long as, in (1989), at (the end of 
term) 
Note Classifications for transitional words and 
phrases derived from Neman (1983). 
found that three cohesive features: lexical synonyms, 
!13 
hyponyms1 , and collocations2 contribute most to 
judgements of writing quality and coherence. 
Writing for Readers 
Fulcher {1989) believes that the disagreement among the 
researchers is fundamentally theoretical and not 
empirical, He states that critics of Halliday and Hasan 
are "upset" not because of the suggestion that cohesion 
exists or that it is related to coherence, but that 
Halliday and Hasan h&ve claimed that cohesion is the 
basis for coherence. 
Schema-theoretic or concept-driven explanations of the 
reading process view a reader's mental representation as 
the emergent product of the interaction between text-
based information and pre-existing knowledge (Anderson & 
Pearson, 1984; Rumelhart, 1984), Schema theorists 
believe that the coherence of a text comes first, and 
cohesion is a linguistic consequence. In their view, 
readers assume coherence and so make sense of cohesion. 
1Hyponymy refers to two entities belonging to the same 
semantic set within the context of a particular text, 
For example, bird and dog may be viewed as hyponymous 
because they belong to the same set animals within the 
context of a text. 
2Collocation: a type of cohesion in which one 
element is related to a previous one through 
co-occurrence in similar contexts by: 
lexical 
frequent 
1. Association with a particular topic (e.g., Goodman, 
whole language, psycholinguistics, meaning) 
2. Opposition or contrast (e.g,, influence/counter-
influence) 
3. Membership in ordered sets 
4, Membership in unordered sets 
Halliday and Hassan have been, by 
characterised as belonging to the data 
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implication, 
driven camp 
because they believe "cohesion to be the foundation of 
coherence'' (Hasan, 1984, p.l81). 
However, in the interactive view of reading 
comprehension, readers vary their focus along a continuum 
from primarily text-based processing, concentrating on 
getting the writer's message straight, to primarily 
reader-based processing, concentrating on what the 
author's message ought to be. This variation in focus is 
determined by a number of interconnected factors: reader 
purpose, topic familiarity, interest and motivation, and 
discourse type and complexity (Stanovich, 1980}. Meaning 
arises from a reader's effort to construct meaning and to 
integrate the details in the text into a coherent whole. 
Coherence is an aspect not only of texts as written, but 
also of texts as read. Readers fill in any gaps in the 
text with inferences and combine the textual elements 
into a coherent representation. Irwin (1986) argues 
that the degree to which a reader will have to engage in 
text-based processing will depend on a reader's 
expectations and prior knowledge. The reader's prior 
knowledge will, in turn, determine the importance of 
textual cues. 
Bamberg (1983) believes that failures in coherence are 
contributed to by writers undercuing i.e., providing too 
few cues for readers to be able to perceive relationships 
between the text or because they miscue, thus, giving 
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the reader conflicting or misleading cues. 
Cohesion and Coherence Redefined 
The importance of the work of Tierney and others 
considered in previous sections is not that it negates 
the work of Halliday and Hasan but rather that it shows 
that the relationship between cohesion and coherence is 
complex and coherence cannot be arrived at simply by a 
simple statistical accounting of ties within a single 
text. 
A synthesis of the research to date seems to indicate 
that cohesion and coherence are related but different 
properties of text. The research shows that although 
cohesion is not a sufficient condition for coherence, 
cohesive ties do contribute to the coherence of a text, 
and that some forms of cohesive ties, particularly those 
which embody semantic relations in a text, are more 
important than others. However, whilst it appears that 
the use of cohesive ties at the local level contribute to 
readers being able to construct a coherent representation 
of a text particularly in the case of texts where the 
reader's background knowledge is limited, coherence is a 
much more global function of the text. 
It appears from the literature that the fundamental 
prerequisite for a coherent text is that the writer has 
an adequate conceptual or content base for his/her 
writing, 
A second prerequisite for a coherent text is that the 
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writer has a clear purpose for writing. The view that 
textual coherence is largely the function of the clarity 
of authors' purpose and a strong organisational structure 
to carry out that purpose is supported by Mckenna's 
(1988) study examining some of the variables involved in 
the production of coherent text by incoming college 
freshman. 
determined 
coherence. 
The coherence of students' texts was 
using Bamberg's (1984) scale of text 
Six variables which McKenna believed would 
determine the presence of coherence in a text were also 
rated and the results correlated with the ratings for 
text coherence, The six variables and their definitions 
appear in Appendix N. She found that intent, context, 
structure, and focus have similar and high correlations 
with coherence. In contrast, cohesion was found to have 
the lowest correlation with coherence. 
A third prerequisite for a coherent text is that writers 
are able to generate structures for systematically 
organising the content of their writing such that it 
meets their communicative purpose and the needs of their 
audience. This systematic organisation will contain a 
macrostructure which equates tv a superordinate framework 
for the overall text. The superordinate framework 
organises 
divisions. 
the content of the writing into major 
Within each of the major divisions other 
macrostructures organise the content at the paragraph 
cluster and paragraph level. 
In summary, coherence in writing is a global quality 
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which arises from the writer's understanding of the 
content and her/his systematic communication of that 
content to an audience using organisational formats which 
meet her/his purpose for writing and the needs of her/his 
audience. At thP local level, writers provide textual 
cues as to the relationships that exist between the ideas 
contained in their texts through the use of cohesive 
devices. The relationships between these ideas are 
available and useful to the reader because they have 
already been established by the way in which the text has 
been 
Thus, 
structured and organised 
whilst textual cues 
to present 
can assist 
these ideas. 
readers in 
reconstructing the main ideas of the text, texts which 
lack adequate conceptual or content bases cannot be made 
coherent through the use of textual cues. That is, 
semantic relationships cannot be expressed where they do 
not exist. 
The Characteristics of Academic Writing 
The main feature of academic writing which separates it 
from other forms of writing is that it consists of 
reasoned and substantiated explanation or argument. The 
substantiation for statements or propositions made can 
take two forms: (a) data which have been collected by 
the writer and offered as evidence, and (b) the use of 
references to show that the idea being proposed has some 
currency in the general community or in the specialist 
community to which the writer belongs (Burdess, 1991i 
Osland et. al. 1991). 
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Academic writing differs from high school writing in its 
purpose (Donald, 1988; Meyer 1988). The purpose of high 
school writing is to explore ideas. The purpose of 
academic writing is to communicate a message. The focus 
of the former involves writers using their writing to 
make connections between various ideas and to develop a 
synthesized conclusion The focus of the latter is to take 
the synthesized conclusion and to argue or explain it to 
an audience (Flower, 1989b; Flower, 1989c). Therefore, 
academic writing must be more structured towards meeting 
the needs of an audience. 
The Characteristics of Successful Academic Writing 
Successful academic writers organise their writing at a 
global and a local level to help convey their meaning. 
At the global level, data are presented in a sequence 
governed by logic and/or time in a manner which is 
consistent with the writers' purposes as well as the 
needs of their audiences. At the local level, writers 
provide textual cues to guide readers in their 
construction of text meaning, The less explicit the 
cues in the written text, the greater the demands placed 
upon the reader. Consequently, skilled writers provide 
textual cues to guide the reader in constructing a 
meaning which reflects the authors' purposes. 
Successful academic writing exhibits two main features 
(a) the purposeful structuring and organising of 
content at the whole text, paragraph cluster, and 
paragraph levels, i.e., coherence, and (b) the 
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deliberate use of linguistic devices to signal the 
relationships between ideas contained in the text, i.e,, 
cohesion. 
The Structural and Organisational Features of Coherent 
Academic Writing 
The content of coherent, academic writing is organised 
at three levels (a) superordinate, 
cluster, and (c) the paragraph. 
(b) the paragraph 
Organisation at the superordinate level. The 
superordinate level of text organisation is the level 
that can most readily be identified with the notion of 
global coherence. At the overall discourse level an 
appropriate organisational framework, reflecting the 
author's purpose for writing, is used. The 
organisational framework will help the writer categorise 
and organise the information into an appropriate sequence 
reflecting logic and/or time order. Different purposes 
will generate different organisational frameworks. At 
most universities, students are required to respond to 
written assignment tasks using one of two organisational 
frameworks: the academic essay or the report. An 
academic essay may be distinguished from a report in that 
the ideas contained in an essay are integrated through 
the use of continuous prose. In contrast, the ideas 
contained in a report are presented under a series of 
discrete headings and sub-headings. Whereas the 
relationships between ideas in an academic essay are 
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clearly signalled, the relationship between ideas across 
the headings and sub-headings in a report need not 
necessarily be signalled. 
As well as choosing between the report and essay 
frameworks, students may also have to select a form from 
within those frameworks which is appropriate to the task 
set and which is appropriate to their purposes for 
writing. For example, three different forms of reports 
undergraduate students are asked to write at Edith Cowan 
University appear in Appendix 0, P, and Q, The forms 
vary according to whether the purpose of the report is to 
investigate a situation, describe and analyse a 
situation, or to outline some form of action to be taken 
in response to a problem. 
In the case of an academic essay, the overall organising 
framework remains the same irrespective of whether the 
task set is to argue, discuss, contrast, and so on. The 
framework (see Figure 4.1) of an academic essay consists 
of: 
1. An introduction which sets the broad context for the 
essay and leads to the focus, theme, or thesis of the 
essay. The introduction contains relevant background 
material which establishes the importance of the topic. 
2. A focus statement which, given the context 
established by the introduction, clarifies the particular 
purpose for writing. The focus statement outlines the 
scope of the essay and delineates the main segments of 
the discussion, explanation, or argument. 
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Figure 4.1 
The Framework of an Academic Essay 
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3. A main body, consisting of an orderly sequence of 
paragraph clusters and paragraphs which elaborate on the 
main points contained in the focus statement. 
4. A conclusion which ties the ideas contained in an 
essay together. The conclusion usually contains a 
summary of the main ideas linked back to the focus 
statement or an evaluation statement. 
An academic essay can be thought of as a hierarchy of 
main ideas. At the uppermost level is an overall main 
idea which reflects the writer's purpose for writing, 
Support for the overall main idea or an explanation of 
the overall main idea is then expressed in a number of 
sub-ideas which are explored in paragraphs or paragraph 
clusters. Within each parc.graph or paragraph cluster a 
sub-idea is further developed, explained, refined, and 
illustrated, 
Organisation at the paragraph cluster level. A 
paragraph cluster consists of a number of paragraphs 
dealing with a single idea. The purpose of a paragraph 
cluster is to elaborate on a main idea that is too 
complex to be dealt with in a single paragraph, 
The main idea or topic of the paragraph cluster is 
usually expressed in general terms in the first paragraph. 
The subsequent paragraphs then either deal with the topic 
in increasingly more specific terms or each of the 
subsequent paragraphs deals with a part of the main idea 
expressed as sub-main idea (see Figure 4.2}. 
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Figure 4.2 
Two Types of Paragraph Clusters 
TOPIC PARAGRAPH 
General statements 
used to outline main 
idea. 
TOPIC PARAGRAPH 
General statements 
used to segment main 
idea into a number of 
· sub-main points. 
ELABORATIONS 
Main idea explained 
in detail. 
SUB-POINT 1 
Explained and 
illustrated. 
SUB-POINT 2 
Explained and 
illustrated. 
ILLUSTRATION(S) 
Example(s) of the 
practical application 
of the main idea are 
outlined. 
SUB-POINT 3 
Explained and 
illustrated. 
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Organisation at the paragraph level. A paragraph 
consists of an idea which is explained or supported and 
sometimes illustrated. Well organised paragraphs in 
academic writing should contain the following (see figure 
4. 3 ) : 
1. A topic sentence in which the main idea of the 
sentence is expressed as a generalisation. The place of 
the topic sentence can vary, but in paragraphs that are 
not introductory, the topic sentence ordinarily occurs at 
or near the beginning. In the case of introductory 
paragraphs, subsidiary sentences are often used to lead 
the reader to the main idea or topic. 
2. Explanatory sentences in which the meaning of the 
generalisation expressed in the topic sentence is 
elaborated on, explained, and/or supported. 
3. An illustration in which the practical application 
of the generalisation is shown by reference to an 
example. 
Paragraphs in expository writing are characterised by 
increasing specificity. That is, they move from the 
general to the specific thus increasingly refining the 
reader's underst~nding. 
The Features of Cohesive Academic Writing 
As well as providing readers with an underlying coherent 
framework, writers provide readers with cues that help 
them connect the ideas expressed in the major divisions, 
Figure 4.3 
Three Elements of a Good Exoository Paragraph 
A TOPIC SENTENCE 
A main idea expressed as a generalisation. 
AN EXPLANATION 
The meaning of the generalisation is 
elaborated on and explained. 
AN ILLUSTRATION 
The application of the generalisation is 
shown by example. 
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i.e., paragraphs and paragraph clusters, of the essay. 
Sequencing ideas across paragraphs. Interparagraph 
cohesion is achieved through the writers' use of 
restatement and transitional devices. Sentences 
beginning a new paragraph in expository writing can often 
include old material as well as new material. The old 
material is necessary to provide continuity of thought 
and to prevent confusion. The new material is needed to 
develop ideas and to avoid monotony. The old ideas and 
new ideas are related through the use of transitional 
words and phrases. Transitional devices help writers not 
only tie ideas together but also point to particular 
relationships between the writer's ideas thereby cuing 
the reader to expect certain kinds of information to 
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follow. For example, the following paragraph beginning 
mentions not only the content of a previous paragraph, 
but also signals that the information contained in the 
present paragraph will provide an alternate point of 
view. 
Although the economic arguments favouring mining at 
Coronation Hill are numerous, they are far 
outweighed by the social and environmental costs 
that would be incurred should mining proceed. 
Although is the signalling word which indicates that a 
different point of view is about to be presented and the 
economic arguments favouring mining at Coronation Hill 
are numerous represents a paraphrased reiteration of the 
content of the previous paragraph(s), 
Sequencing ideas within paragraphs. Relationships 
between ideas within paragraphs, between sentences, and 
within sentences are established through the use of 
transitional words and phrases, and through the use of 
cohesive devices such as, reference, substitution, and 
ellipsis. The set of transitional words that can be 
used within sentences to show relationships is greater 
than the set that can be used across sentences or across 
paragraphs because the set includes conjunctions such as, 
because, but, and, and so on, which, by convention, 
cannot be used at the beginning of sentences. 
Summary 
The purpose of this chapter has been to outline some of 
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the characteristics of successful writing, The 
definitions and roles of cohesion and coherence in 
successful writing have been considered and the 
relationships between these two aspects of text have been 
explored, 
of these 
As there is much confusion surrounding the use 
terms, coherence and cohesion have been 
redefined, Coherence is seen to be the global property of 
unity of a text which arises out of the purposeful 
structuring and organising of content successively at the 
whole text, paragraph cluster, and paragraph level. In 
contrast, cohesion is seen to be a property of text 
operating at the sentence and inter-sentence levels 
arising out of the deliberate use of various linguistic 
devices to indicate relationships between ideas between 
and within sentences. 
The features of coherent and cohesive essays have also 
been discussed. The structural and organisational 
features of coherent essays have been outlined. The 
structure of a coherent essay is described as a hierarchy 
of main ideas. To achieve this hierarchy, it has been 
argued that the content of coherent essays is organised 
at three levels (a) the overall text, (b) the paragraph 
cluster, and (c) the paragraph. At the uppermost level 
is an overall main idea which reflects the writer's 
purpose. Support for the main idea or an explanation of 
the overall main idea is then expressed in a number of 
sub-ideas which are organised into paragraph clusters and 
paragraphs. 
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The cues that writers provide to help readers connect the 
ideas in essays together have also been outlined. In 
particular, the writer's use of restatement and 
transitional words and phrases are felt to make an 
important contribution towards a cohesive essay. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DESIGN OF PART II OF THE STUDY 
The second part of this study involved a comparison of 
students' performances in an assignment requiring an 
essay response, carried out by students as a normal part 
of their course work, with their performances in the 
English Skills Assessment test. 
second part of the study was 
investigate the usefulness of 
The purpose of the 
twofold: Firstly, to 
the English Skills 
Assessment as a screening test for writing difficulties 
by establishing whether it (a} identified the students 
who are likely to experience problems in their essay 
writing, and (b) identified all the areas in which 
students experienced problems in their essay writing, 
Secondly, if the English Skills Assessment test proved to 
be inadequate, to establish if the evaluation of an 
assignment essay, carried out by students as a normal 
part of their course work, provided an alternative means 
by which students could be screened for writing 
difficulties. 
Population 
The sample was derived from the population comprised of 
first year students enrolled in the Faculty of Education 
at Edith Cowan University in the first semester of 1991. 
The sample initially was to be comprised of all the 
first year primary and secondary teacher education 
students attending the Mount Lawley Campus of the Edith 
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Cowan University. However, there was a mismatch between 
the number of people sitting the English Skills 
Assessment Test: 460 and the number who completed the 
assignment: 492. Even though the total number of 
students who completed the assignment was greater than 
the number completing the English Skills Assessment, the 
final sample did not include all the 460 students, Some 
students were repeating first year and had sat the 
English Skills Assessment test the previous year. These 
students were included in the assignment numbers and not 
the English Skills Assessment numbers. Other students 
were enrolled in second year but were taking the English 
Skills Assessment test for the first time. The latter 
students were included in the English Skills Assessment 
totals but not in the assignment totals. The final 
sample, used for comparison, included 426 first year 
primary and secondary teacher education students enrolled 
at Mount Lawley Campus. 
Research Instruments 
English Skills Assessment test 
The English Skills Assessment test, Part 1 and Part 2 
(A.C.E.R, 1982), is a standardised test, which purports 
to measure 
relationships, 
punctuation 
comprehension, 
competency in identifying logical 
correcting spelling errors, correcting 
and capitalisation errors, reading 
word usage, and command of sentence 
structure. A detailed examination of this test appears 
in chapter 3 which outlines the methodology used and the 
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results of the first part of this study. 
Research-EssaY Assignment Writing Task 
ValiditY 
The purpose of the investigation carried out in part II 
of the study was to compare students' performances in the 
English Skills Assessment test with their performances in 
real, academic writing situations. The possibility of 
asking students to participate in a separate essay 
writing exercise and using their performance in this task 
as a basis for comparison, was considered and rejected. 
It was considered that the artificiality of the task and 
the consequent lack of student motivation would affect 
the validity of using the task as a measure of students' 
writing ability in an academic context. Therefore, it 
was decided to measure students' writing performances in 
in an assignment requiring an essay response. An 
assignment requiring an essay response was chosen as most 
Faculty of Education staff prefer students to use an 
essay format for assignments requiring extended writing. 
As the essay was assessable and already part of students' 
coursework, problems involving motivation and application 
to the task were minimised. An assignment common to all 
first year primary and secondary teacher education 
students was identified in the first semester core unit 
Education 1100. An assessment of students' performances 
in the second assignment {see Appendix R) in the unit 
Education 1100, due 13/5/91, was considered to be a 
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suitable writing task to use in this investigation. 
The task was considered suitable because: (a) It involved 
various attributes of academic writing such as, research 
and extended writing, (b) the task was common to all 
students in the sample investigated, and (c) students had 
a real purpose for carrying out the task since it 
constituted an assessable part of their course work. 
The Research Assignment Harking-Key 
The researcher worked with the fourteen members of the 
Education 1100 lecturing team to develop a suitable 
marking key (see Appendix S) for the assignment. The 
marking key was broken down into a number of categories 
and sub-categories including aspects of structure, 
organisation, cohesion, grammar, writing conventions, and 
content. As well as marking the content of the 
assignments, lecturers were asked to rate as excellent, 
!;atisfactory 1 border! ine, or unsatisfactory the level at 
which the students were operating in each of the writing 
sub-categories. 
Lengthy discussions were held with the marking team about 
the nature of writing and academic writing. Specific 
definitions and meanings were established for the various 
items on the marking key and a marking guide developed to 
help ensure consistency among markers. The marking guide 
included: (a) a general description of the ratings, and 
(b) a description of each item on the marking key and an 
explanation of how the ratings would be applied to those 
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items. 
Ratings 
The general definitions for the four ratings were as 
follows: 
Excellent. Excellent did not equal good but instead 
equated to perfect or near perfect, e.g., 1 minor mistake 
was allowed. 
Satisfactory, Satisfactory meant a few minor problems in 
an area of writing. Minor problems in turn were defined 
as problems which did not interfere with the coherence 
and cohesion of an essay. 
Borderline. Borderline was defined as a generally 
cohesive and coherent essay with a few larger problems 
which on occasion interfered with a marker's ability to 
make sense easily of an essay. 
Unsatisfactory, Unsatisfactory meant that it was 
difficult for the marker to make sense of the essay in 
terms of the question, An unsatisfactory score in the 
essay structure category of the marking key could include 
cohesive and coherent sub-sections, listings or 
explanations, which were internally cohesive, dealing 
with content relevant to the assignment question which 
however, appear to have no purpose. In other words, the 
connection between the listings and explanations, and the 
assignment question was not made explicit in the 
student's essay. 
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Items Included in Marking Key 
The marking key consisted of 12 variables. The nature of 
the variables included in the marking key was determined 
through a process of negotiation between the researcher 
and the lecturing/marking team. The researcher wished to 
include two types of variables in the marking key: (a) 
those variables, derived from the literature, which 
appear to contribute significantly to the cohesion and 
coherence of a text; and (b) those variables which 
correspond to the variables in the English 
Assessment test. 
Skills 
The first three variables: essay structure, paragraph 
sequence, and paragraph structure were felt by the 
researcher to contribute significantly to the cohesion 
and coherence of a text and were, therefore, included in 
the marking key. The four variables sentence structure, 
usage, spelling, and punctuation were included in the 
marking key because they correspond to sub-tests in the 
English Skills Assessment test. These variables needed 
to be included in the marking key to enable the study to 
establish if students identified by the English Skills 
Assessment test as having problems in the areas measured 
by these variables also manifested the same problems in 
authentic writing situations, The five variables, 
consistency of person, consistency in tense, agreement, 
referencing, and essay length, were included because the 
lecturers/markers thought that they represented important 
aspects of academic writing in which students often 
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display deficiencies. 
A description of the variables in the marking key and an 
explanation of the application of the ratings! to each 
variable follows, 
Essay Structure. There is an overall organisational 
framework which directs the student's writing towards 
meeting the tasks set by the assignment questions, The 
manner in which responses are constructed focuses on 
answering the assignment questions in a clear and 
efficient manner. In the response to each question, the 
main ideas are introduced, logically developed and 
concluded. 
Paragraph Sequence. The paragraphs contained in the 
response to each question are sequenced by time and/or 
logic. The student facilitates the marker's integration 
of her/his ideas across paragraphs through the use of 
devices such as paraphrased restatements and transitional 
words and phrases. 
Excellent ~ relationships between ideas always 
clearly signalled. 
Satisfactory ~ on more than 90% of the occasions 
Borderline ~ on more than 75% of the occasions 
Unsatisfactory ~ less than 75% of the occasions 
1 In the grammatical features and technical 
conventions all repetitions of the same error were 
treated as a single error when determining a rating 
except for where otherwise indicated. 
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Paragraph Structure, Students structure their 
paragraphs around a main idea expressed as a general 
statement. The rest of the paragraph explains or 
supports the general statement. Where appropriate, ideas 
are illustrated through the use of examples. Paragraphs 
deal with only one main idea and within paragraphs, ideas 
are sequenced by time and/or logic. 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Borderline 
= Paragraphs dealt with one main idea. 
Main points always clearly stated, 
explained, and illustrated when 
required. 
= Paragraphs almost always dealt with one 
main idea. Main points almost always 
{i.e. >90%) clearly stated, explained, 
and illustrated when required. 
= Some problems with the clarity and 
organisation of paragraphs 
(i.e. 75%- 90%), 
Unsatisfactory = A number of problems relating to the 
clarity and organisation of paragraphs 
(i.e, <75%). 
Sentence Structure. Students' writing indicates that 
they have a good sentence concept. Sentence meanings 
are clear and unambiguous. Coordinating and subordinating 
conjunctions are used appropriately. 
placed appropriately. 
Excellent = 0-1 errors 
Modifiers are 
Satisfactory 
Borderline 
= 2-4 errors 
= 5-8 errors 
Unsatisfactory = >8 errors 
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Usage, Students are able to follow the conventions of 
standard written English, 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Borderline 
= 0-1 errors 
= 2-4 errors 
= 5-8 errors 
Unsatisfactory = >8 errors 
Consistency of Person. Academic essays should be 
written in the third person. A rating of excellent is, 
therefore, given only to students who write consistently 
in the third person. 
Excellent ; third person, 0-1 shifts in person 
Satisfactory ; third person, 3-4 shifts in person 
Borderline ; third person, 5-8 shifts in person 
Unsatisfactory ; first person, second person, third 
person with more than 8 shifts in person 
ConsistencY of Tense. 
Excellent = 0-1 inappropriate shifts in tense 
Satisfactory = 2-4 inappropriate shifts in tense 
Borderline = 4-8 inappropriate shifts in tense 
Unsatisfactory = more than 8 inappropriate shifts in tense 
Agreement. Two forms of agreement were examined: ( a) 
subject/verb agreement, and (b) noun/pronoun agreement. 
Excellent = 0-1 errors in agreement. 
Satisfactory = 2-4 errors in agreement. 
Borderline = 4-8 errors in agreement. 
Unsatisfactory = more than B errors in agreement. 
Spelling. 
Excellent = 0-1 errors. 
Satisfactory = 2-4 errors. 
Borderline = 4-8. 
Unsatisfactory = more than 8 errors. 
Punctuation. The accuracy of students' use of 
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capitalisation, fullstops, commas, colons, semicolons, 
and question and quotation marks was assessed. 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Borderline 
= 0-1 errors. 
= 2-4 errors. 
= 4-8. 
Unsatisfactory = more than 8 errors. 
The accuracy of students' use of Referencing. 
appropriate "in text" and 11 end of text" referencing 
conventions was assessed. 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 
Borderline 
= 0-1 errors. 
= 2-4 errors. 
= 4-8. 
Unsatisfactory = more than 8 errors or a majority wrong. 
Marker Consistency 
Structured samples of essays were taken from each marker 
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after they had completed their marking. These were used 
to establish the degree of inter-rater reliability. The 
zample consisted of 84 essays: two high, two medium, 
and two low scoring essays from each marker. Comments 
were removed and photocopies were made of each essay. 
Instruction was given on the use of the marking key to 
an expert in the field of writing. The expert then 
independently re-marked each of the essays and completed 
a second marking key for each essay, 
Intra-R~ter Reliability 
The consistency of the expert's ratings was assessed by 
obtaining two independent ratings of a sample of six of 
the essays, The procedure used to obtain the independent 
ratings involved randomly selecting two essays from each 
of the following categories: the first ten papers 
marked, between the 37th and 47th papers marked, and 
last ten papers marked, after the expert completed his 
initial marking of the 84 essays. The six papers were 
then randomly ordered and remarked by the expert. The 
total score for the first rating of the sample, 
calculated by adding together the ratings for eleven 
components of the marking key for the six essays, was 
then compared to the total score obtained for the sample 
in the second rating. The correlation between the two 
independent ratings shows a high degree of intra-rater 
consistency, £ = .99121, ~ = .001. 
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Inter-Rater Reliability 
Table 5,1 shows the correlation of the markers' rating of 
the essays with the rating given to the essays by the 
expert. Correlations between the markers' ratings and 
the expert's ratings range from~ = .34195, R >.6577 to 
~ = 1.000, R < .001. The ratings of 10 of the 14 markers 
showed a significant (p =,05) and moderate or high 
positive relationship with the ratings of the expert. 
The ratings of all the markers were also totalled to 
compute an overall estimate of the correlation between 
the markers' ratings and the ratings given by the 
Table 5ol 
Correlation Between Individual Markers' ratings 
and the Expert's Ratings 
Marker !l E 
1 6 o67763 ol391 
2 6 1. 0000 oOOl 
3 5 o96115 o0091 
4 6 o39399 0 5117 
5 7 o79693 o0319 
6 6 o86588 o0258 
7 6 o84021 0 0371 
8 6 o34195 o6574 
9 6 o90113 o0191 
10 6 o85349 o0306 
11 6 0 97264 oOOl 
12 6 o49965 o4356 
13 6 o98974 oOOl 
14 6 o79104 o0387 
independent expert, The result of this computation 
indicates a statistically significant (~ = .76291, R = 
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.0001) moderate positive association between the markers' 
ratings and the ratings of the independent expert. 
Limitations 
The methodology employed to gathe; data for the second 
part of the study had three major limitations, 
limitations related to: (a) the design of the 
key, (b) the lecturers' understanding of some 
These 
marking 
of the 
variables contained in the marking key, and (c) the 
nature of the assignment task. 
Design of the Marking Key 
Some of the variables of the marking key did not match 
exactly the equivalent tests in the English Skills 
Assessment. Lecturers wanted to highlight some aspects 
of writing which they regarded as being deficienct in 
students' assignment writing such as; consistency of 
tense, consistency of person, and agreement, by treating 
them as separate variables. However, consistency of 
tense, consistency of person and agreement were all 
components of the usage test in the English Skills 
Asssessment. Therefore, it was necessary to collapse 
the students' essay performances in these variables into 
one variable for usage prior to its comparison with the 
students' performances in the usage component of the 
English Skills Assessment test. 
Lecturers' Understanding of the Variables 
Table 5.1 shows that there were some differences between 
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the lecturers in their application of the marking key, 
These differences arose in spite of the considerable time 
devoted to the discussion and development of a common 
marking procedure. 
Table 5.2 compares the expert's ratings of the various 
writing components in the sample of essays with the 
ratings of the markers. The biggest source of 
discrepancies between the ratings occurred with the 
marking key components essay structure, paragraph 
structure, and sentence structure, Lecturers tended to 
over-estimate the performance of the students in their 
structuring of their essays, 
In the discussions, prior to the marking of the 
assignments, some lecturers indicated that they look only 
for content when they are marking essays. These 
lecturers were concerned only that the content, relevant 
to the assignment question, was included in students' 
responses. The fact that the manner in which the content 
was presented may not meet the requirements of a specific 
assignment question was not considered relevant by the 
lecturers, They felt that the purpose of an assignment 
was for students to demonstrate their mastery of the 
content, not of "English". The same lecturers also 
displayed a reluctance to mark students down because of 
poor essay organisation. 
In the case of the ratings for sentence structure, some 
lecturers tended to wrongly diagnose the source of the 
Table 5.2 
Correlation Between the Markers' and the 
Expert's Ratings of Components of the 
Marking Key 
Componenta 
Essay Structure 
Paragraph Sequence 
Paragraph Structure 
Sentence Structure 
Usage 
Spelling 
Punctuation 
Referencing 
.54505 
. 73096 
.59966 
.61812 
.76132 
.85478 
.78304 
.83885 
an = 84 for each component 
.0001 
.0001 
.0001 
.0001 
.0001 
.0001 
.0001 
.0001 
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problem. Some of the problems that were attributed by 
some lecturers to sentence structure were a manifestation 
of a much larger problem. It was clear that some of 
these students lacked control over meaning. It is hard 
to organise and express ideas that have not been 
understood in the first place. 
students lacked structure and 
The writing of these 
focus. This lack of 
structure and focus was, in turn, reflected in inadequate 
sentences and paragraphs. However, since the most 
obvious problem was the large number of poorly structured 
and meaningless sentences, lecturers sometimes identified 
the problem at the sentence level but not the larger 
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structural and organisational problems at the essay and 
paragraph level. 
Nature of the Assignment Task 
The task set by the assignment did not require students 
to write a single coherent and cohesive essay. The 
assignment was based on a general question framed by the 
assignment writer. However, the assignment question 
itself was expressed as a number of specific questions. 
A general question requires research-writers to survey 
the literature relevant to a topic and to generate a 
structure for writing which will enable the writers to 
answer the assignment question. As the question set for 
the second assignment in EDUllOO was divided into a 
number of specific questions, some of the overall 
structure that would normally have been generated by 
research-writers themselves was provided for them. As a 
consequence of this, the competency with which students 
are able to carry out this task may not equate students' 
performances in an assignment requiring them to generate 
a structure for a single, integrated essay, 
The manner in which the essay writing performance of 
students would normally be assessed, e.g., context, focus 
statement, supporting statements, and conclusion, needed 
some modification. Nevertheless, a good response to this 
assignment still required that the ideas contained in 
each section (question) were organised in a hierarchical 
fashion. That is, in which a logical sequence of main 
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ideas expressed as general statements, were explained and 
illustrated in a format that met the purpose set by the 
assignment sub-question. The response to each section 
was required to have a communicative purpose, this 
purpose should have been readily apparent to the reader, 
and the manner in which the ideas were conveyed should 
have been clear and precise. 
Discussion 
The purpose of the second part of the study was to 
evaluate the usefulness or otherwise of the English 
Skills Assessment test and a proposed assignment essay 
alternative as means of screening students for writing 
difficulties. However, in the process of settin~ up the 
study, two important issues surfaced which could impact on 
the literacy development of students undertaking the 
first year of their course in the Faculty of Education at 
Edith Cowan University. 
type of assignments 
These issues relate to: (a) the 
set for students undertaking 
education units in their first year, and (b) the lack of 
consistency among lecturers in their expectations of 
students' writing. Chapter 2 considered, among other 
factors, the impact that context can have on students' 
writing performances. Both these issues affect the 
clarity of the context in which students' are operating. 
Nature of Assignment Tasks Set 
In order to carry out the second part of the study, it 
was necessary to identify an appropriate essay assignment 
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so that students' performances in the English Skills 
Assessment test could be compared to their performances 
in authentic writing situations. This procedure proved 
to be more difficult than originally anticipated 
particularly for students enrolled in the primary focused 
Bachelor of Arts (Education) course. A full first 
semester load for a primary-focused course consists of 
five units. Four of these units are compulsory units and 
are undertaken by all students. The fifth unit is in one 
of twelve areas of general studies (Edith Cowan 
University Handbook 1991). All primary teacher education 
studente undertake units in one area of general studies 
in the first two years of their course. Students are 
usually required to complete two assignments and one exam 
for each of the five units. Only four of the 12 general 
studies units require an essay response to any of the 
assignments set. Of the eight assignments set for the 
four compulsory units only one of the assignments, the 
second assignment in EDUllOO approached the required 
format for the study, Many of the assignment tasks set 
involved the mechanical application of formats outlined 
for lesson plans or required students to respond to low 
level assignment tasks which required students 
regurgitate and list information rather than 
to 
to 
synthesise information and to apply the understandings 
derived from this synthesis in new and unique ways. 
Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987} show that educational 
practices orientated towards a low form of literacy 
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produce self-fulfilling prophecies, i.e. students 
exhibiting low-levels of literacy attainment. They also 
demonstrate how the benefits of high literacy can be 
brought to students who do not come from highly literate 
backgrounds. Many of the assignment tasks examined in 
the initial phase of this study were orientated towards 
students demonstrating only low forms of literacy. These 
tasks were structured in such a way as to drive students 
away from synthesis and critical evaluation. Most 
assignment tasks examined required only a recall and 
listing of facts with, on occasion, some minor 
interpretation and application. The processes involved 
in identifying and developing an appropriate instrument 
for comparison with the English Skills Assessment have 
highlighted the fact that context is an issn.e that the 
Faculty of Education must confront when examining the 
ways in which to encourage the literacy development of 
its students. An issue which must be confronted is the 
aspects of the context in which students are operating 
which tend to encourage only low-levels of literacy 
attainment. The low-levels of literacy encouraged, in 
turn, prevent students from developing control over the 
content and processes required for them to 
independent learners. 
Lecturers' Expectations 
become 
The researcher's interactions with the lecturing/marking 
staff in the unit EDUllOO showed also how confusion is 
inherent in the context in which students are now 
operating, 
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In particular, the requirements of the 
context are unclear because of mixed messages conveyed to 
students. 
establish 
The results of the procedures used to 
the degree of inter-rater reliability 
demonstrate that lecturers' expectations vary even within 
the same course. These expectations are communicated to 
the students in the lecturers' comments and in the marks 
they award. However, because the expectations are 
inconsistent across lecturers, students may find it 
difficult to generalise, for example, the requirements· of 
academic writing. 
Similarly, in the course of developing the assignment 
marking key with EDUllOO staff, it was observed that 
lecturers varied widely in their interpretation of the 
assignment task. In some cases, there was a clear 
mismatch between the lecturers interpretation of the task 
and the meaning of the words used to frame the 
assignment. 
The differing interpretations and expectations cause 
confusion and inhibit students' literacy development 
because the mixed messages they receive make it difficult 
for students to be able to deduce the requirements of the 
context in which they are operating. 
Summary 
The inter-rater reliability measures obtained indicate 
that overall there was a moderate level of consistency 
among the assignment markers. It is believed that the 
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level of consistency was sufficient for the comparison of 
the students' performances in the essay with their 
English Skills Assessment test performances to yield 
useful data. 
However, though not an issue when the study was 
originally planned, it became apparent during the study 
that many aspects of the context in which the students' 
are operating have important consequences for students' 
literacy development. In particular, the low-level 
assignment tasks set and the variability of expectations 
and interpretations of assignment questions indicates 
that the context in which students are operating, insofar 
as it affects their literacy development, is problematic. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RESULTS OF PART II OF THE STUDY 
Procedures used to Analyse Data 
Grouping of Data 
The data collected from the English Skills Assessment 
test and the Essay marking key were categorised into four 
groups prior to the carrying out of any analyses. 
Students' were placed in remedial and non-remedial groups 
for each measure based on their performances. The manner 
in which the classifications were arrived at are outlined 
below. 
Essay Categories 
Remedial group. Students, who had been rated by the 
assignment markers as unsatisfactory in any of the 
aspects of writing included in the essay marking key, 
were considered to require remediation in that aspect and 
were placed in a remedial group, 
Non-remedial grgup. Students, who were rated by the 
assignment markers as borderline, satisfactory, or 
excellent in all the aspects of writing included in the 
essay marking key, were placed into a non-remedial group, 
English Skills Assessment Test Categories 
The classifications used to group students' on their test 
performances were based on the procedures used by the 
Faculty of Education to identify students requiring 
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remediation. 
Remedial group. Students achieving less than 65%1 in any 
component of the English Skills Assessment test were also 
considered to require remediation in that component of 
writing and were placed in a remedial group. 
Non-remedial group. Students achieving 65% or more in 
the various components of the English Skills Assessment 
were placed into a non-remedial group, 
Data Analysis 
After the data were grouped, four comparisons were carried 
out: 
1. The deficiencies in students' writing skills 
identified by the English Skills Assessment test were 
compared with those deficiencies identified by the 
assignment markers in their assessment of students' 
written essays. The purpose of the first comparison was 
to establish the deficiencies in students' essay writing 
which were identified by the markers but were not 
identified 
procedure. 
by the Faculty of Education's testing 
2. The students identified as requiring remediation by 
the English Skills Assessment test were compared to the 
students identified as requiring remediation by the 
assignment markers. The purpose of the second comparison 
1Cut off point used by the Faculty of Education in 1991 
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was to determine if the students identified by the 
English Skills Assessment test as having specific writing 
deficiencies in the areas of spelling, punctuation, usage 
and sentence structure displayed the same deficiencies in 
their assignment writing. 
3. The students' o'verall performances in the English 
Skills Assessment test, as measured by their total 
scores, were compared to the students' overall 
performances in their assignments, as measured by their 
final grades. The purpose of the third comparison was to 
determine if the students, who experienced problems in 
their assignment writing, could be identified from the 
total score2 they achieved in the English Skills 
Assessment test. 
4, The students' performances in all the components of 
the English Skills Assessment test and all the variables 
in essay marking key were compared with the students' 
assignment scores. The purpose of the fourth comparison 
was to determine the items in the test and marking key in 
which the students' performances showed the strongest 
relationship to their overall assignment performances. 
Results 
Writing Deficiencies Compared 
The numbers of students identified by the two measures as 
2This included all eight components of 
Skills Assessment test. 
the English 
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requiring remediation and the areas in which students' 
writing were considered deficient are shown in Table 
6 .1. Deficiencies in usage, sentence structure, 
spelling, and punctuation were identified by both the 
essay markers and by the English Skills Assessment test 
Table 6,1 
Numbers of Students Identified by their Essay and ESA 
Performances as requiring remediation 
ESSAY ESA 
Problem Identified Number % Number 
Essay Structure 86 20.2 
Paragraph Relationships 94 22.1 
Paragraph Structure 91 21.4 
Sentence Structure 88 20.7 73 
Usage !02 23.9 114 
Spelling 91 21.4 61 
Punctuation 71 16.7 !64 
Referencing 95 22.3 
Essay Length 54 12.7 
Note. Total number of students assessed = 426. 
% 
17 .I 
26.8 
14.3 
38.5 
as areas in which students required remediation. In 
addition to these four areas, the assignment markers 
identified students experiencing problems with their 
essay writing in five other areas which were not 
assessed by the English Skills Assessment test. Three of 
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these areas can have an important impact on the cohesion 
and coherence of an essay, These areas relate to: (a) 
students' abilities to provide suitable frameworks for 
their essays to enable them to meet the requirements of 
the task set by the assignment, (b) students' abilities 
to show relationships between ideas across paragraphs in 
their essays, 
correctly. 
and (c) students' abilities to 
The other two areas identified 
paragraph 
by the 
assignment markers, the appropriate use of referencing 
conventions and essay length, relate to technical 
requirements for writing essays in the Faculty of 
Education at Edith Cowan University. 
Discussion 
The English Skills Assessment test did not identify three 
areas, which are important to good essay writing and 
which were deficient in students' essay writing: essay 
structure, paragraph sequencing, and paragraph structure. 
Two less important areas which relate to the Faculty's 
technical requirements for writing, i.e. , referencing 
and essay length, were also not assessed. As the English 
Skills Assessment test did not identify all the areas of 
deficiency in student's writing, a remediation programme 
based solely on the areas identified by the test would 
have limited impact on students' assignment writing 
needs. 
Students with Writing Deficiencies Compared 
Two analyses were carried out to determine if there was 
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some relationship between the students' performances in 
the items that were measured by both the English Skills 
Assessment test and the essay marking key. Students' 
spelling, punctuation, usage, and sentence structure 
performances in their essays were compared with their 
performances in the equivalent components of the English 
Skills Assessment test, 
The students were divided into two sub-groups3 based on 
their test and two sub-groups based on their assignment 
performances in each of the previously mentioned 
component.s of writing. Then a chi-square test 
(Everitt, 1988) was applied, using the IBM statistical 
package SAS, to generate 2x2 contingency tables for 
each component. The chi-square procedure was used to 
test the association between the two variables 11 student 
performance in the English Skills Assessment test 11 and 
11 student performance in the essay assignment 11 for each 
of the writing components. A chi-square test compares 
the observed cell frequencies and those frequencies that 
would be expected when the variables forming the table 
are assumed to be independent. A statistically 
significant chi-square value would indicate that 
students' performances across the two measures were 
dependent and, therefore, related, 
Coefficients of contingency for each component were also 
derived from the chi-squares. These were used to 
establish the degree of correlation between the 
lremedial and non-remedial 
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students' performances in each component across the two 
measures. 
establish 
The contingency tables were then 
the level of match/mismatch 
examined to 
between the 
students' performances in the test and assignment for 
each of the four writing components. The level of 
match/mismatch was, in turn, used to determine the 
usefulness of the English Skills Assessment as a 
screening test for identifying students who were likely 
to experience particular problems in their assignment 
writing. 
The procedure used to establish the level of 
match/mismatch between the students' test and essay 
writing performances involved identifying the following 
categories of students for each of the four writing 
components displayed in the contingency tables: (a) the 
number of students identified by each measure as having 
failed to meet the prescribed level of competency, (b) 
the number of students identified by both measures as 
having failed to meet the prescribed levels of 
competency, (c) the percentage of students identified as 
having problems in their essay writing who were also 
identified by the English Skills Assessment test, (d) the 
percentage of students identified by the English Skills 
Assessment test who were not identified as having 
problems in their assignment writing, and (e) the 
percentage of students identified as having problems in 
their essay writing who were not identified by the 
English Skills Assessment test, 
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Spelling Performances Compared 
A chi-square test showed that students' spelling 
performances in the English Skills Assessment test and in 
their essay were not related. At a five percent level of 
confidence, the calculated value of the chi-square, 
X2(1, N = 426) = 2.813, ~=.094, is not significant. 
From the chi-square test results, it is possible to 
conclude that the students' spelling performances were 
independent of each other and thus, were dependent on the 
kind of measuring instrument being used. The 
contingency coefficient derived from the chi-square 
supported this conclusion, The contingency coefficient 
showed that the correlation (Q =.081, Q = .094) 
between the students' performances in the 
component of the English Skills Assessment 
between 
spelling 
and the 
students' spelling performances in their assignment was 
low and not statistically significant. 
The mismatch between the students' spelling performances 
in the English Skills Assessment test and in their essay 
writing is readily apparent in the contingency table. 
Table 6.2 shows that the English Skills Assessment test 
identified 61 students requiring remediation in spelling 
while the assignment markers identified 91 students 
requiring remediation. However, only 18 students were 
identified by both forms of assessment as requiring 
remediation. 
identified 
That is, only 19.78% of the students 
from their assignment performances as 
requiring remediation were also identified by the English 
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Skills Assessment test. Conversely, 70.49% of the 
students identified by the English Skills Assessment Test 
as requiring remediation in spelling did not appear to 
have problems wi1h spelling in their assignment writing, 
In addition, the English Skills Assessment test did not 
identify 80.22% of the students whose essay writing 
performances indicated that their spelling was below the 
prescribed level of competence, 
Table 6.2 
Spelling: English Skills Assessment Test Performances and 
Essay Performances Compared 
ESSAY 
Non-
Re•edial Reaedial Total 
Frequency 18 43 61 
% of Total 4. 23 10.09 14.32 
Re•edial 
% of ESA 29.51 70.49 
ENGLISH % of Essay 19.78 12.84 
SKILLS 
ASSESSMENT Frequency 73 292 365 
Non-
% of Total 17.14 68.54 85.68 
Re•edial 
% of ESA 20.00 80.00 
% of Essay 80.22 87.16 
Total 91 335 426 
21.36 78.64 100.00 
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Punctuation Performances Compared. 
A chi-square test showed that, at a 5 percent level of 
confidence, students' punctuation performances in the 
English Skills Assessment test and their essay writing 
were not independent, x2(1, N = 426) = 6.670, Q=.OlO, 
The contingency coefficient, derived from the chi-square 
also showed a low but positive and statistically 
significant correlation(~ =.125, E =.010) between the 
students' performances in the punctuation component of 
the English Skills Assessment and the students' 
punctuation performances in their assignment. 
In spite of the fact that the two analyses showed 
statistically significant results, table 6.3 shows that 
the level of the association between the students' 
punctuation performances across the two measures was too 
low for the English Skills Assessment test to be able to 
provide a useful means off identifying students with 
punctuation problems in their assignment writing, The 
English Skills Assessment test identified 164 students 
requiring 
assignment 
requiring 
remediation in punctuation whilst the 
markers identified only 71 students 
remediation. Thirty-seven students were 
identified by ~oth forms of assessment. Despite the 
statistically significant correlation between the two 
scores, only 52.11% of the students identified from 
their assignment performances as requiring remediation in 
punctuation were also identified by the English Skills 
Assessment test. Conversely, 77.44% of the students, 
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identified by the English Skills Assessment test as 
requiring remediation in punctuation, did not appear to 
have problems with punctuation in their assignment 
writing. The English Skills Assessment test also did not 
identify 47.89% of the students whose punctuation 
performances were below the prescribed level of 
competency in their essay writing. 
Table 6.3 
Punctuation: English Skills Assessment Test Performances 
and Essay Performances Compared 
ESSAY 
Non-
Remedial Re•edial Total 
Frequency 37 127 164 
% of Total 8.69 29.81 38.50 
Re•edial 
% of ESA 22.56 77.44 
ENGLISH % of Essay 52.11 35.77 
SKILLS 
ASSESSMENT Frequency 34 228 262 
Non-
% of Total 7.98 53.52 61.50 
Re•edial 
% of ESA 12.98 87.02 
% of Essay 47.89 64.23 
Total 71 355 426 
16. H 83.33 100.00 
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Usage Performances Compared, 
A chi-square test showed that students' usage 
performances in the English Skills assessment test and in 
their essay writing were independent. At a five percent 
level of confidence, the calculated value of the chi-
square, X'(1, N = 426) = 2.956, E=.086, was not 
significant. The contingency coefficient derived from 
the chi-square also shows that there was little 
relationship between the students' performances across 
the two measures. The contingency coefficient shows that 
the correlation between the students' performances in the 
usage component of the English Skills Assessment and the 
students' usage performances in their assignment was low 
and not statistically significant, Q =.083, E =.086. 
That is, the students' writing performances varied again 
in accordance with the measuring instrument being used. 
The mismatch between the students' usage performances 
across the two measures is also readily apparent from 
the contingency table. Table 6.4 shows that the English 
Skills Assessment test identified 114 students requiring 
remediation in usage and that the assignment markers 
identified 102 students requiring remediation. However, 
only 34 students were identified by both forms of 
assessment. That is, only 33.33% of the students, 
identified from their assignment performances as 
requiring 
English 
remediation, were also 
Skills Assessment test. 
identified 
Only 29.82% 
by 
Of 
the 
the 
students identified by the English Skills Assessment test 
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as requiring remediation in usage were also identified by 
the assignment markers, Conversely, 70,18% of the 
students identified by the English Skills Assessment test 
as requiring remediation in usage did not appear to have 
problems with usage in their assignment writing, The 
English Skills Assessment test also did not identify 
66.67% of the students whose usage performances were 
below the prescribed level of competency in their essay 
writing. 
Table 6.4 
Usage: English Skills Assessment Test Performances and 
Essay Performances Compared 
ESSAY 
Non-
Reaedial Re•edial Total 
Frequency 34 80 114 
% of Total 7.98 18.78 26.76 
Remedial 
% of ESA 29.82 70.18 
ENGLISH % of Essay 33.33 24.69 
SKILLS 
ASSESSMENT Frequency 68 244 312 
Non-
% of Total 15.96 57.28 73.24 
Re•edial 
% of ESA 21.79 78.21 
% of ESSAY 66.67 75.31 
Total 102 324 426 
23.94 76.06 100.00 
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Sentence Structure Performances Compared 
A chi-square analysis, testing the association between 
students' sentence structure performances in the English 
Skills Assessment test and their assignment writing, 
indicated that their performances in these variables were 
independent. At a five percent level of confidence the 
calculated value of the chi-square, X2(1, N = 426) = 
2.442, .~<=.118, was not significant. The contingency 
coefficient derived from the chi-square also showed that 
the level of competency shown by students' in sentence 
structure varied according to the kind of measuring 
instrument being used. The contingency coefficient 
showed that the correlation (~ =.083, E = .086) between 
the students' performances in the sentence structure 
component of the English Skills Assessment and their 
sentence structure performances in their assignment 
writing was very low and not statistically significant 
at a 5% level of confidence. 
The mismatch between the students' performances in the 
English Skills Assessment test and the students' 
performances in their assignment essays is clearly 
demonstrated in the contingency table. Table 6.5 shows 
that the English Skills Assessment test identified 73 
students requiring remediation in sentence structure. 
The assignment markers identified 88 students requiring 
remediation. However, only twenty students were 
identified by both forms of assessment as requiring 
remediation in sentence structure. That is, only 22.73% 
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of the students identified from their assignment 
performances as requiring remediation were also 
identified by the English Skills Assessment Test. Twenty-
seven percent of the students identified by the English 
Skills Assessment Test as requiring remediation in 
sentence structure were also identified by the assignment 
markers, Conversely, 72.6% of the students identified by 
the English Skills Assessment Test as requiring 
Table 6.5 
Sentence Structure: English Skills Assessment Test 
Performances and Essay Performances Compared 
ESSAY 
Non-
Reaedial Reaedial Total 
Frequency 20 53 73 
% of Total 4.69 12.44 17.14 
Reaedial 
% of ESA 27.40 72.60 
ENGLISH % of Essay 22.73 15.68 
SKILLS 
ASSESSMENT Frequency 68 285 353 
Non-
% of Total 15.96 66.90 82.86 
Reaedial 
% of ESA 19.26 80.74 
% of ESSAY 77.27 84.32 
Total 88 338 426 
20.66 79.34 100.00 
r 
i 
l 
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remediation in sentence structure did not appear to have 
problems with sentence structure in their assignment 
writing. In addition, the English Skills Assessment test 
did not identify 77.27% of the students whose sentence 
structure performances were below the prescribed level 
of competency in their essay writing. 
Discussion 
The comparisons showed that the students identified by 
the English Skills Assessment test as having deficiencies 
in the areas of spelling, punctuation, usage, or sentence 
structure, did not necessarily display the same 
deficiencies in their assignment writing, At a 5 percent 
level of confidence, there was no association between the 
students' performances in spelling, usage, and sentence 
structure across the two measures and only a low 
correlation 
performances. 
between the students' punctuation 
The significant mismatch between the 
students' test and essay performances places in serious 
doubt the value of using the English Skills Assessment 
test as a means of identifying the students who are 
likely to experience difficulties with spelling, 
punctuation, usage, or sentence structure in an 
authentic writing task such as essay writing. 
Students' Overall Performances Compared 
Two analyses were carried out in order to try to 
establish if there was any relationship between students' 
essay marks and their total score for all the components 
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of the English Skills Assessment test. 
The first analysis involved the calculation of a Pearson 
product-moment coefficient. The maximum score that could 
be allocated to students for their assignment-essay was 
40. The scores received by the 426 students included in 
the sample for their essays ranged from 6 to 36. The 
mean score for the students' essays was 23.46 with a 
standard deviation of 4.92. The maximum score that could 
be achieved by totalling all eight components of the 
English Skills Assessment test was 188, The scores, 
expressed as a percentage, achieved by the students 
ranged from 38.82% (73) to 95.74% (180). The mean total 
score was 74.66% (140.36) with a standard deviation of 
10.46% (19.67). The correlation between the marks 
achieved by students for their essays and the total score 
achieved by the students in the English Skills Assessment 
test was low but positive and statistically significant, 
~ =.189, Q =.0001. This indicates that there is a 
relationship between students' performances across the 
two measures and that students achieving high or low 
scores in their essays show a tendency to achieve similar 
scores in the English Skills Assessment test. 
The second analysis involved a chi-square test of 
independence. The students were divided into five sub-
groups based on their total test scores and essay 
marks. The five test sub-groups were based on the cut 
off point used by the Faculty of Education to identify 
those students whom the Faculty perceived as requiring 
remediation in writing. The first test 
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sub-group 
thez·efore, included all those who scored less than 65% in 
the English Skills Assessment test. There were four other 
test sub-groups: (a) those who scored 65% or more but 
less than 70%, (b) those who scored 70% or more but less 
than 75%, (c) those who scored 75% or more but less than 
85%, (d) those who scored 85% or more. The cut-off 
points between the sub-groups are arbitrary. However, 
the sub-group categories were chosen in an attempt to 
find a pattern where the students' essay and test 
performances might match sufficiently for the English 
Skills Assessment test to provide a useful screening 
device for identifying which students were likely to 
experience problems in their assignment writing. 
The five essay sub-groups represented the system of 
categories used by the University to grade students' 
assignment, exam, and overall unit performances. The 
grades used equate to the following scores: (a) N is 
equivalent to a score of between 0% to 49%' (b) c is 
equivalent to a score of between 50% to 59%, ( c ) C+ is 
equivalent to a score of between 60% and 69%, (d) B is 
equivalent to a score of between 70% and 79%, and ( e ) A 
is equivalent to a score of between 80% and 100%, 
A chi-square test was applied, again using the IBM 
statistical package SAS, to generate a 5x5 contingency 
table. The chi-square procedure was used to test the 
association between overall performance in the English 
Skills Assessment test and overall performance in the 
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assignment essay. A coefficient of contingency was also 
derived from the chi-square. 
establish the degree of 
The coefficient was used to 
correlation between the 
students' overall performances across the two mea~ures, 
The contingency tables were then used to establish the 
level of match/mismatch between the students' 
performances in the test and assignment. 
The chi-square test showed that, at a 5 percent level of 
confidence, students' overall performances in the test 
and essay were not independent, x 2 (16, N = 426) = 40.029, 
£=.001. The contingency coefficient derived from the 
chi-square also showed a statistically significant low to 
moderate correlation between the students' overall 
performances in the 2 measures, Q =.293, E =,001. 
In spite of the fact that three analyses showed 
statistically significant relationships between the 
students' performances, an analysis of the contingency 
table shows that the level of the association between 
the students' overall performances across the two 
measures was too low for the English Skills Assessment 
test to be able to provide a useful means of 
students who are likely to experience 
identifying 
problems in 
their assignment writing. Table 6.6 shows that there 
were 64 students who received a fail grade for their 
assignments. Seventy-eight students failed to achieve 
the standard set by the Faculty of Education in the 
English Skills Assessment test. However, despite three 
separate analyses which showed a statistically 
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significant relationship between the students' scores in 
the two measures, only 22 students were identified as 
failing by both measures. That is, only 34.38% of the 
students who failed their assignments also failed to meet 
the standard set for the Faculty's screening test. 
Table 6.6 
English Skills Assessment Test Total Score and Essay Grade Compared 
English Skills Assess•ent Total Score Essay 
(%) 
' <65% :ss- <7o%:7o- <75%:75- <85%: >85% Total 
' 
---+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
' 221 : 6 3 24 9 64 
' N ' 5.162 : 1. 41 0.70 5.63 2.11 15.02 
' <50%: 34.383: 9.38 4.69 37.50 14.06 
' 28.214 : 11.54 4.69 14.63 13.24 ' 
' ' ' 
---+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
' 26 20 31 55 19 151 
' c ' 6.10 4.69 7.28 12.91 4.46 35.45 
' so~:: 17.22 13.25 20.53 36.42 12.58 
<60%: 33.33 38.46 ' 48.44 ' 33.54 ' 27.94 ' 
' ' ' ' 
---+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
Essay ' 20 21 16 47 14 118 
' Total c+: 4.69 4.93 3.76 11.03 3.29 27.70 
Score 60%: 16.95 17.80 13.56 39.83 1]. 86 
(Grade <70%: 25.64 40.38 ' 25.00 28.66 20.59 
' ' ' ' 
---+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
' 6 4 12 30 21 73 
' B ' ]. 41 0.94 2.82 7.04 4.93 17.14 
' 70%: 8.22 5.48 16.44 41.10 28.77 
<80%: 7.69 7.69 ' 18.75 18.29 30.88 
' ' ' ' 
---+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
' 4 1 2 8 ' 5 20 
' ' A ' 0.94 0.23 0.47 1.88 ' 1.17 4.69 
' ' 80%+: 20.00 5.00 10.00 40.00 ' 25.00 
' 
' 5.13 1.92 3.12 4.88 ' 7.35 
' ' ' 
---+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
E.S.A. Total 78 52 64 164 68 426 
18.31 12.21 15.02 38.50 15.96 100.00 
Note. The following description for cell 1 applies to all cells in 
the contingency table: 1= Frequency 
2= Percent 
3= Row Percent 
4= Column Percent 
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Conversely, only 28.21% of the students who failed to 
meet the standard set for the test also failed their 
assignment-essays. Four of the 20 students who received 
A grades for their essays did not meet the 65% cut-off 
point for the test. Nine of the 68 students, who 
achieved 85% or better in the test, failed their 
assignment-essays. 
An examination of the contingency table demonstrates 
clearly that students' overall performances in English 
Skills Assessment test and overall essay performances are 
not sufficiently related for the test to provide a useful 
means of identifying students who are likely to 
experience problems in essay writing if the current cut-
off point for students' test performances is applied to 
the total score. 
The contingency table was examined further to establish 
if there were any other-cut off points which could be 
applied that would identify a greater number of the 
students 
essays. 
experiencing problems in their assignment 
As previously stated, the mean total score for 
the test was 140.36 and the mean score for the essays was 
23.46. There were 194 students who achieved a total 
score of 140 or less, i.e., less than 75%, in the test. 
There were 215 students who received a mark of 23 or less 
for their essays, i.e., received C or F grades. However, 
the mismatch between the students' performances over the 
two measures is too great for the English Skills 
Assessment test to be used to identify the students who 
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were likely to perform poorly in their assignment 
writing, Only 108 students performed below average in 
both measures, That is, 50.23% of students who received 
below average marks for their essays and 55.67% of the 
students who achieved below average scores in the English 
Skills Assessment test. Seven of the 20 students, who 
received A grades for their essays, performed below 
average in the test. Similarly, 28 of the 68 students, 
who achieved 85% or more in the test, received below 
average marks for their essays. 
Discussion 
A comparison of the scores received by students for their 
assignment essays and their total scores in the English 
Assessment test showed that the potential usefulness of 
of using students' total test scores as a means of 
identifying students who were likely to perform poorly in 
their assignment essay-writing was limited. This 
limitation was particularly apparent when the cut-off 
point currently applied by the Faculty of Education was 
used. A more useful cut-off point for the test seems to 
be a score of less than 75 percent. However, even at 
this point, there are considerable numbers of students 
who experienced problems in their assignment writing and 
were not identified by the test, and conversely, 
considerable numbers of students identified by the test 
who do not seem to have problems in their assignment. 
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Measurement Variables and Overall Essay Performance 
Chi-square tests of independence were carried out and 
contingency coefficients were calculated in order to 
determine if the students 1 performances in some essay 
marking key and English Skills Assessment test items 
showed stronger relationships to their overall 
assignment performances than in others. 
Students were again divided into five sub-groups based 
on the grades they received for their essays. Two sub-
groups, a remedial and a non-remedial group, were also 
created for each item of the essay marking key and 
component of the English Assessment test. Five by two 
contingency tables were generated for each item and 
component in the key and the test, The chi-square 
values and contingency coefficients for each of the items 
appear in Table 6.7. 
At a five percent level of confidence, there were only 
two components in the English Skills Assessment test 
where the students' performances showed a significant 
relationship to their overall essay performances. Chi-
square analyses showed that, students' overall 
performances in the test components vocabulary x 2 (4, N = 
426)= 10.493, E =.033; and comprehensiou I x2(4, N = 
426) = 12.893, Q = .012; were not independent of their 
essay grades. Contingency coefficients derived from the 
chi-squares also showed statistically significant 
positive but low correlations between the students' 
overall performances and their performances in the 
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vocabulary, Q =.155, E =.033, and the comprehension I, Q 
=.171, E =.012, components of the English Skills 
Assessment test. 
Table 6. 7 
Relationships Between Performances in Measurement 
Items and Essay Performances 
Instrument Variable df x' Q 
ESA Sentence Structure 4 4.202 0.099 0.379 
ESA Spelling 4 7.013 0.127 0.135 
ESA Logical Relations 4 8.557 0.140 0.073 
ESA Punctuation 4 8.590 0.141 0.072 
ESA Usage 4 9.135 0.145 0.058 
ESA Vocabulary 4 10.493 0.155 0.033 
ESA Comprehension II 4 10.975" 0.158 0.027 
ESA Comprehension I 4 12.893 0.171 0.012 
Essay Punctuation 4 33.664 0.271 <0.001 
Essay Length 4 37.402 0.284 <0.001 
Essay Spelling 4 43.488 0.304 <0.001 
Essay Paragraph Sequence 4 47.633 0.317 <0.001 
Essay Referencing 4 50.368 0.325 <0.001 
Essay Usage 4 76.377 0.390 <0.001 
Essay Paragraph Structure 4 82.052 0.402 <0.001 
Essay Sentence Structure 4 92.728 0.423 <0.001 
Essay Essay Structure 4 99.400 0.435 <0.001 
Note. *50% of the cells had expected counts of 5 or less. 
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The chi-square anlysis also indicated that, at a five 
percent level of confidence, the students' performances 
in the test component comprehension II may be related to 
their overall essay performances, x 2 (4, N ; 426) = 
10.975, 12 = .027. However, a chi-square may not have 
been a valid test for this component as 50% of the cells in 
the contingency table had expected counts of less than 
five. 
In contrast to the test, students' performances in all 9 
items assessed by the essay marking key showed 
significant {Q <.001) relationships with their overall 
assignment performances. Correlations between essay 
items and overall essay scores ranged from punctuation 
which showed the lowest correlation ~ =.271, Q <.001; to 
essay structure which showed the highest correlation; Q 
=.435, 12 <.001. 
Discussion 
An important motivational influence for this study was 
the view among some Faculty of Education lecturers, 
supported by recent research into students' academic 
writing performances, that students' major writing 
problems are to do with the production of meaningful 
coherent text rather than with surface features such as, 
grammar, spelling, and punctuation. The link between 
the underlying structural and organisational aspects of 
writing and the production of coherent text was 
established in chapter 4. The view that the underlying 
structural and organisational aspects of writing play a 
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greater role in the production of meaningful text than 
surface features is given some support by the 
relationships shown between the various components of the 
test and the marking key, and students' overall 
assignment performances. Support for this view is shown 
by three findings of the second part of the study: 
1. The three items shown to have the highest correlation 
with students' overall assignment performances were: 
essay structure, sentence structure, and paragraph 
structure. It can also be inferred from the procedure 
used to establi~h inter-rater reliability, that, given 
the tendency of the markers to over-emphasise problems at 
the sentence level and under-emphasise problems at the 
essay and paragraph structure level, the association 
between overall essay performance and essay structure is 
probably stronger than suggested by these results. 
2. There was only either a low or a statistically non-
significant correlation between students' overall essay 
performances and their performances in the various 
components of a decontextualised skills-based test which 
concentrates on assessing the students' 
with the surface features of writing. 
competencies 
3. It is interesting to note also that the two 
components of the English Skills test which show a 
statistically significant correlation with the students' 
overall essay performances are based on meaning, and 
students' understanding and ability to make meaning. 
Limitation, It could 
students' performances 
probably be expected that 
in the areas assessed by 
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the 
the 
marking key would show a closer relationship to students' 
overall essay writing performances than the English 
Skills Assessment test. Markers could have been 
influenced by the students' good or bad performances in 
particular items and these influences could have been 
reflected in the final mark allocated to the essays. 
Essay Performance: A suitable Alternative? 
A second important purpose of the second part of the 
study was to assess whether analysing 
assignment essay performances provides a 
students' 
suitable 
alternative to the English Skills Assessment test which 
could be used by the Faculty of Education to identify 
students who are likely to experience difficulties in 
their writing, 
Advantages from a Theoretical Perspective 
From a standpoint of writing assessment theory, assessing 
students' writing by measuring their performances in 
authentic writing contexts is more valuable than either 
an artificial task which seeks to approximate writng 
behaviours, or a procedure which makes judgements about 
students' potential performances in writing by assessing 
their performances in skills believed to be related to 
that task. In both the second and third forms of 
assessment mentioned above there will be some mismatch 
between the students' performances in these tasks and 
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their performances in authentic writing tasks. 
Limitations from a Theoretical Perspective 
Assessments of students' writing competency based on 
their performance in a single writing task may also not 
be entirely reliable. Students' performances may vary 
considerably between different writing t~sks. The 
factors which impact on students' writing performances 
were considered in the first chapters of both part I and 
part II of this study. In these chapters, it was 
established that students' writing performances, at all 
levels of their 
understanding of 
texts, reflect 
the content about 
their 
which 
underlying 
they are 
writing. Hence, a student's writing performance in any 
one essay writing task may not be an accurate reflection 
necessarily of her/his performance in other essay 
writing tasks dealing with different content. However, 
the assessment task is still considered valid as writing 
at academic institutions is part of a learning process 
which involves students in researching areas with which 
they may not be familiar. The success with which they 
have been able to learn about and understand a topic is 
demonstrated in their writing. 
Practical Advantages 
The great attraction of a test like the English Skills 
Assessment test is that it is easily administered to 
large groups of students relatively quickly and is easy 
to mark using optical scanning equipment. Similarly, the 
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assignment-essay has some attractions. Its authenticity 
makes it a valid test and, as it is part of students' 
normal assignment loads, there is no additional burden 
imposed on them, Markers are not required to mark a task 
in addition to their existing workloads, but can make the 
writing assessment part of their normal marking load. 
Practical Limitations 
The biggest drawback of using an essay assignment as an 
alternative to the English Skills Assessment test is the 
inconsistency of the marking. The English Skills 
Assessment test has a great advantage in that the marking 
of the test is objective. The analyses carried out to 
assess the degree of marker consistency demonstrated that 
the manner in which the marking key was applied varied 
according to the attitudes and understandings of the 
markers. It is possible to design systems which can 
ensure a greater degree of consistency across markers. 
However, these systems add to the time and effort that is 
required to use an assignment as a means of diagnosing 
students' with writing needs thus making the procedure 
less attractive in comparison to a test like the English 
Skills Assessment. 
Summary 
The purpose of the second part of the study was to 
establish the variables which contributed to successful 
academic writing and ascertain whether the English 
Skills Assessment test adequately measured these 
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variables or identified the students who were likely to 
experience 
important 
problems 
purpose of 
with their 
this part of 
writing. A 
the study 
second 
was to 
determine if the evaluation of an assignment provided a 
suitable alternative means of screening students for 
writing difficulties. 
All the analyses carried out in this study with respect 
to the English Skills Assessment test showed that it is 
not a useful instrument for screening students for 
writing difficulties. 
Firstly, the data pertaining to student's performances in 
the English Skills Assessment test and their assignment-
essays were analysed to determine if the test measured 
all the variables in which students' essay writing broke 
down. The results of this analysis showed that variables 
which were important to good academic writing and which 
represented deficiencies in students' essay writing were 
not assessed by the test. 
Secondly, the data were analysed to establish if the 
students identified by the English Skills Assessment test 
as having particular deficiencies, manifested the same 
deficiencies in their essay writing. The results of this 
analysis shc~"i'ed that in three out of the four areas used 
by the Faculty of Education to assess students, there was 
no significant association between students' test and 
assignment performances. In the fourth area there was a 
low positive correlation but the association was too low 
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for the test to provide a useful means of identifying the 
students who were likely to experience problems in this 
area of their essay writing. 
Thirdly, given the limitations of the English Skills 
Assessment test in being able to identify either all the 
variables of writing in which students are likely to 
manifest difficulties or the students who are likely to 
manifest particular difficulties in their essay writing, 
the data were analysed to establish if there were some 
overall association between students' test and essay 
performances which would enable the test to be used as a 
means of identifying students who were likely to perform 
poorly in their essay writing. Again, the results 
indicated that the English Skills Assessment test was not 
a useful test for this purpose particularly when the 
current cut-off point of 65% used by the Faculty of 
Education was applied, 
Fourthly, the data were analysed to discover the relative 
importance of the variables assessed by the English 
Skills Assessment test and the marking key to essay 
writing. These analyses were carried out to ascertain if 
the variables identified by the test, upon which the 
Faculty of Education's current remediation programme is 
based, are the most useful components to have in a 
programme aimed at developing students' writing 
proficiencies. The results of these analyses indicate 
the aspects of writing that are currently considered by 
the Faculty of Education at Edith Cowan University when 
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assessing and remediating students' writing contribute 
little to their writing development. 
In view of the above four points, this study is important 
because it highlights the limitations of using the 
English Skills Assessment test as a means of identifying 
students with potential writing difficulties and the 
limitations of basing a writing remediation programme on 
the areas assessed by the English Skills Assessment test, 
The findings of the study confirm the findings of a study 
carried out earlier by Holbrook and Bourke (1989). They 
reported that the skills tested by the English Skills 
Assessment did not identify all the areas in which 
students 
contexts 
in the 
experienced problems in authentic writing 
and that the types of errors made by students 
categories measured by the English Skills 
Assessment test did not necessarily equate to the kinds 
of errors made by students in the same categories when 
writing. This study extends the findings of Holbrook and 
Bourke's study by showing that findings about the lack of 
association between students' performances in the English 
test and their ability to write narrative texts also 
applies when they write expository texts. 
Unfortunately, the study also shows that diagnosis based 
on an assignment essay may not be a practical alternative 
to the English Skills Assessment test because of 
difficulties with marker consistency. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
Students' performances in tertiary entrance examinations 
indicate that there may be a larger gap between the 
literacy requirements of an academic culture and the 
knowledge, skills, and understandings of its newly 
enrolling students, in the Faculty of Education at Edith 
Cowan University than at other faculties of Education in 
other Western Australian Universities This situation 
makes it necessary for the Faculty uf Education at Edith 
Cowan University to undertake a programme aimed at 
developing the literacy standards of its students to a 
level perceived by the Faculty as being satisfactory. 
However, despite the fact that the Faculty of Education 
has an active literacy development programme to which it 
devotes time and financial resources, in reality, the 
context into which the students are entering does little 
to bridge the gap between the student's existing culture 
and an academic culture. The present 
remediation procedures used by the Faculty 
diagnostic 
fail to 
and 
have 
a real impact on students' literacy development for two 
reasons: (a) the theoretical and organisational 
inadequacies of these procedures, and (b) the 
concentration of these procedures on the perceived 
inadequacies of the students. With regard to the latter, 
the faculty neglects to address the inadequacies in the 
ways in which its other units are organised and 
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delivered, These inadequacies also impede the students' 
literacy development. 
Theoretical and Organisational Inadequacies 
The results of this study show that the procedures used 
by the Faculty of Education to diagnose and remediate the 
writing needs of its first year student intake are not 
effective. The English Skills Assessment test, used by 
the Faculty to screen its incoming students, fails to 
identify adequately either the range of writing 
difficulties experienced by students or the students who 
are likely to experience problems in their writing. As a 
consequence, the Faculty's remediation programme is also 
inadequate because it relies on the English Skills 
Assessment test to select students for the remedial 
programmes and to determine the content to be dealt with 
in those programmes. 
The remedial programme itself is ineffective because 
th~ underlying theoretical assumptions on which the 
programme is based are flawed. Instead of teaching 
students the underlying structural and organisational 
formats for writing and efficient processes for writing, 
the programme is aimed at teaching students about the 
surface features of writing, The former will assist 
students to understand the content of their course by 
{a) helping to structure and organise their thinking, (b) 
focusing their reading, and (c) giving them control over 
their writing, The latter may be of use during the 
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editing stage of the writing process, however, 
concentrating on the surface features of writing can also 
impede students' literacy development by directing their 
attention away from the purpose of writing which is the 
communication of meaning. The remedial programme is 
also theoretically flawed because it attempts to teach 
students writing outside of the context in which the 
writing is used. 
Not only is the remediation programme's effectiveness 
limited by its theoretical flaws and its reliance on the 
English Skills Assessment test, but also its 
effectiveness is severely affected by the priority given 
to the programme by the Faculty of Education. COMOlOl 
is poorly planned, poorly organised, poorly staffed, and 
exists at the periphery of the academic programme. The 
peripheral status accorded to COM0101 by the Faculty is 
mirrored in the low status accorded to the unit by 
students. 
In summary, the Faculty of Education has made a time and 
financial commitment to its diagnosis and remediation 
programme and many students are forced to make a time 
commitment to the programme. However, 
from this study that neither the 
it would appear 
Faculty nor the 
students can expect to receive any benefit from the 
continued existence of COMOlOl in its present form. 
Other Factors Affecting Students' Literacy Development 
The manner in which the Faculty of Education is 
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attempting to meet the literacy needs of its students 
shows a limited awareness of how context can affect 
students' literacy development. Literacy is contextual. 
A person is literate in a particular context if s/he is 
able to read and understand the context, and is able to 
operate successfully within that context. The extent to 
which students are literate in an academic context is 
determined by their ability to read and respond 
appropriately to this context. However, students' 
ability to read and respond appropriately to an academic 
context can be hampered if the messages transmitted by 
the context in which they are operating are unclear or 
contradictory. Many lecturers believe that the 
knowledge, skills, and understandings of an academic 
culture are a prerequisite to gaining a place at 
university and, therefore, do not explicitly teach these 
to incoming students. As a consequence, many students 
have to learn the requirements and expectations of an 
academic context through trial and error. However, their 
ability to learn through trial and error is affected by 
the mixed messages they receive. Although, this study 
did not seek to explore the misunderstandings and 
misconceptions that arise from the context in which 
students are operating, the important effect context can 
have on students' writing was considered in chapter 2. 
The importance of context was also highlighted for the 
writer in his interactions with the 14 Faculty of 
Education lecturers involved in the second part of the 
study, 
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In order to collect the data relating to students' 
assignment performances, the writer was required to (a) 
work with the Faculty of Education lecturers to identify 
an appropriate assignment, (b) develop an appropriate 
marking key, and (c) establish procedures which would 
ensure a reasonable degree of inter-marker reliability. 
During the process of developing the marking key and in 
the process of collecting the data, issues surfaced which 
could have an important impact on the development of 
students' academic literacy. These issues include: the 
setting of low-level assignment tasks which require 
students to list rather than synthesize and apply 
information, a mismatch between lecturers' expectations 
of how students ought to respond to an assignment task 
and the requirements of the assignment task as stated 
the unit outline, and the different expectations 
different lecturers for the same assignment. 
in 
by 
The 
differing expectations for essay writing among lecturers 
were shown in the analysis of the data relating to inter-
rater reliability which revealed 
lecturers in their rating of 
performances. 
inconsistencies between 
students' writing 
The manner in which marks were allocated for the 
assignments indicated some disturbing trends. Even 
though the independent-marker did not allocate final 
marks to the assignments, he pointed out some examples 
of what he believed to be very good work and some 
examples of very poor work. In some cases, students had 
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obviously created over-arching questions which subsumed 
the four parts of the assignment question. Many of these 
students wrote well and demonstrated that they had been 
able to synthesise the information from the texts they 
had read and were able to apply the information in a 
structured and organised fashion to meet the assignment 
requirements, However, these students tended to receive 
lower marks particularly from some assignment markers who 
appeared to favour listings of information. At the 
opposite extreme were two students whose work the 
independent-marker was unable to rate because their 
writing consisted almost entirely of quotes!. Both these 
students received credit grades. 
it would appear from this study that, not only are 
there problems with the procedures used by the School of 
Education to diagnose and remediate student writing 
difficulties, but also the environment or context in 
which the students are operating could be inhibiting 
their literacy development. Students' 
development may be inhibited because of (a) the 
of low level tasks (b) the confusion caused 
lQne of the students' essays, which consisted of 
approximately 1850 words, contained three original 
sentences. However, the student could not be accused 
of plagiarism as all the quotes were acknowledged and 
referenced according to the requirements of the 
University's referencing convention. 
literacy 
setting 
by the 
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conflict between the messages transmitted by the unit 
materials and the messages transmitted by lecturers, and 
(c) the conflicting messages sent by different lecturers 
of the same unit. The students' confusion is compounded 
further if the expectations of the other units in which 
the students are enrolled, also vary, 
A positive result arising out of the interactions betwe0n 
the researcher and EDUllOO lecturing team is a 
realisation by some members of the team that there are 
inadequacies in their present practices. Lecturers have 
accepted that the low-level nature of the tasks which 
they have been setting for students' assignments have 
been driving the students away from understanding the 
content and have instead been encouraging students to 
list and rote learn. Lecturers have realised that the 
teaching of content without structure and processes also 
encourages rote learning. Rote learning is encouraged 
as the jnternalised structures and processes which could 
be used to develop understanding have not been developed. 
Previously, lecturers felt that there is already too 
little time for the teaching of the content of units 
without having to take on an additional burden of 
teaching structures and processes. They now recognise 
that concurrent teaching of content and the structures 
and processes required to understand and absorb that 
content will enhance the learning of the content and will 
also provide the framework by which further content may 
be learnt. As a consequence of these new understandings, 
the members of the lecturing team have taken action to 
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modify their practices by (a) changing the nature of the 
assignment tasks they set, (b) making explicit their 
expectations for students' essay writing, 
incorporating the explicit teaching of the the 
and (c) 
processes 
and structures which are a pre-requisite to successful 
academic learning in their units. 
The first-year, first-semester education unit EDUllOO is 
followed by EDU1200 in second semester. The unit outline 
for EDU1200 in 1990 appears in Appendix T. A 
description for the major assignment for this unit 
appears in pages 12-17 of the unit outline. Students 
had to carry out two tasks in order to meet the 
requirements of the assignment. Students were given a 
choice of six assignment topics. Each assignment 
question consisted of a number of sub-questions. 
Students nominated a topic and were required to give a 
tutorial presentation on one of the sub-questions for 
that topic and write a tutorial paper answering all the 
questions set for that topic. The manner in which the 
assignment was set discouraged students from synthesising 
information gained from references and encouraged 
students to list information relevant to aspects of the 
topic. As result of the interactions that occurred in 
EDUllOO during the study, the course coordinator asked 
the researcher to rewrite the assignment questions for 
EDU1200 so there would be one over-arching question for 
each topic which required students to give a synthesised 
answer. The unit outline for EDU1200 for semester 2, 
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1991 appears in Appendix U. The assignment questions 
appear on pages 12-19 of the unit outline. The course 
coordinator asked the researcher to make explicit the 
requirements of the assignment to guide both the 
lecturers and the students. A statement outlining the 
requirements for each topic question is included after 
the question. An outline of the structure to be used to 
to write the assignment appear on page 10 of the unit 
outline and the criteria for marking the assignment 
appear on page 11. The marking key for the assignment 
can be found in Appendix V. 
The lecturing team has included in the course content for 
EDUllOO for semester 1, 1992 the explicit teaching of the 
processes and structures required for students to learn 
successfully in an academic context. 
In spite of the inroads that have been made in the manner 
in which the first year core education studies units are 
organised and delivered, the general context in which 
students are operating remains largely unaffected as the 
changes have occurred in only two of the 25 units 
undertaken by students during their undergraduate course. 
Whilst these changes are welcome, the changes made in 
these two units will need to be formalised by the Faculty 
of Education and extended into the other units within the 
course and other campuses of the University if the 
some of the factors inhibiting students' literacy 
development are to be overcome. Recommendations on the 
implementation of these changes are set out below. 
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Recommendations for Change 
The value of continuing with COM0101 in its present 
format is questionable given the inadequacies of the 
English Skills Assessment test as a means of screening 
students for writing problems, the inappropriate unit 
content, the peripheral nature of the course, the lack of 
student motivation, and inadequacies with staffing. As 
a consequence of these problems, the current COMOlOl 
testing and remediation programmes ought to be abandoned 
by the Faculty of Education, The Faculty also needs to 
re-think the way in which it views the literacy needs of 
its students, A change in emphasis is required from 
diagnosis and remediation procedures which attempt to 
identify specific students with specific difficulties in 
superficial aspects of their writing to developmental 
programmes which are designed to assist all students to 
develop literacy skills essential for success in an 
academic context. A programme which encompasses all 
students is justified because of the comparatively low 
entry scores of many of the newly enrolling students in 
the Bachelor of Arts (Education) course at Edith Cowan 
University. These entry scores suggest that there may be 
a substantial gulf between the understandings of newly 
enrolling students in the Faculty of Education at Edith 
Cowan University and those required to succeed in an 
academic context. 
Therefore, it is recommended that the present COM0101 
writing diagnosis and remediation unit be replaced by a 
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a compulsory orientation or foundation unit to be 
undertaken by all students in the first semester of the 
first year of their course. The foundation unit would 
deal with content relevant to the education course but 
would focus on providing a bridge between students' 
existing understandings and the requirements of studying 
at university by: (a) transmitting the Faculty of 
Education's requirements and expectations of students, 
and (b) teaching the structures and processes (reading, 
writing, and thinking) required for successful learning 
in the Bachelor of Arts (Education) course. 
The substitution of a compulsory award unit in place of 
COM0101 would address the first four deficiencies of the 
present system summarised in table 7.1. However, if the 
Faculty of Education wishes to improve its students' 
standards of written literacy, it will need to address 
not only the needs of its students but also attend to 
some of the deficiencies that exist in the context in 
which the students are operating as these are also 
impeding their literacy development. In particular, the 
Faculty must develop and enforce uniform expectations for 
the setting and marking of students' assignments across 
all units within the Faculty to overcome an existing 
problem where the information being transmitted in one 
unit or by one lecturer has little or no relationship to 
what is being taught or expected by other lecturers or in 
other units. All units offered by the faculty should 
also be changed to incorporate, in the first year of the 
course, the explicit teaching of the skills, knowledge, 
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Table 7.1 
Deficiencies in the present operations of COM0101 
Problem 
Staffing 
Selection 
Process 
Content 
Student 
Commitment 
Description 
Staff generally lack direction, skills, and understanding 
of what the problem is and how best to resolve them. 
The selection process relies on selection by failure. The 
the test used to screen students for writing difficulties 
neither accurately identifies the nature of the students' 
writing difficulties nor the students experiencing the 
difficulties. 
The current remediation programme generally deals with 
surface features only and does not attend to major the 
structural and organisational problems faced by students. 
As COMOlOl is a non-award unit, it is very difficult to 
engender any serious commitment to learning from 
participants in the unit. 
Relationship The expectations set in COMO!Ol bear little relationship 
To Other to the expectations set in other units. This is shown 
Units by students passing written assignments in other units 
in their course yet not passing COM0101. 
Limited 
Impact of 
COM0101 
COM0101 deals with students and not the problems arising 
from the context in which students are operating. 
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and understandings that are a necessary prerequisite 
for learning in an academic setting, The consistency of 
expectations across units will assist in overcoming an 
important impediment to the development of students' 
academic literacy because the skills, knowledge, and 
understandings being developed in a foundation unit would 
be reinforced in all the other units taken by those 
students. 
The establishment of a foundation unit, the 
standardisation of expectations and marking practices, 
and the explicit teaching in all education units of the 
skills, knowledge and understandings needed to bridge the 
gap between the culture of the incoming students and an 
academic culture will ultimately produce graduate 
teachers who are better equipped with the literacy skills 
heeded for personal empowerment in a complex society and 
who are also better equipped to cater for the literacy 
needs of their own students. 
Summary of Recommendations 
As a consequence of the problems being experienced with 
COMO!Ol, it is recommended that the Faculty of Education: 
1. Abandon the present COM0101 testing and remediation 
programme. 
2. Establish an orientation or foundation unit in the 
first 
should 
year of the teacher education course. The 
contain content relevant to the education 
unit 
course 
but focus on providing a bridge between 
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the 
understandings of incoming students and studying at 
University by: 
2.1 Transmitting the Faculty of Education's 
requirements and expectations of students, and 
2.2 Teaching the structures and processes (reading, 
writing, and thinking) required for successful 
learning in the Bachelor of Arts (Education) 
course. 
3, Appoint, in the interim period between the cessation 
of COM0101 and the commencement of a foundation unit, two 
Literacy Development Officers, one at Churchlands Campus 
and one at Mount Lawley Campus, to assist students with 
their literacy development and to assist in the 
transition to the foundation unit. The suggested duties 
of the Literacy Development Officers are: 
3.1 To identify students experiencing difficulties 
attaining appropriate standards of academic 
literacy. 
3.2 To assist students experiencing difficulties to 
attain appropriate standards of academic 
literacy, 
3.3 To develop a uniform set of expectations for 
student writing in the Faculty of Education for 
each year of the undergraduate course. 
3.4 To develop criteria, derived from the 
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expectations for writing, for the setting and 
marking of assignments in Faculty of Education 
units for each year of the undergraduate course. 
3.5 To assist academic staff in the implementation 
of new policies and practices pertaining to 
student literacy. 
3.6 To develop and apply means of evaluating the 
development of students' academic literacy. 
3.7 To develop and apply means of evaluating 
lecturers' achievement of objectives set by the 
Faculty of Education for the implementation of 
uniform criteria for the setting and marking of 
assignments. 
3.8 To develop and write a foundation unit, using 
content relevant to education, which aims to 
teach the skills, knowledge, and understandings 
required to perform successfully in an academic 
setting. 
An alternative but less favoured recommendation is that 
the Faculty of Education: 
4. Modify the existing structure and organisation of 
COMOlOl by: 
4.1 Finding an alternative means, from the English 
Skills Assessment test, of evaluating students' 
writing needs. 
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• 
4.2 Altering the content of COMO!Ol to include the 
structural and organisational aspects of 
writing. 
4,3 Improve the staffing of COM0101 by: 
4.3.1 Selecting staff with specific skills in 
the area of tertiary literacy to plan, 
organise and teach COM0101 courses. 
4.3.2 Providing for greater staff stability by 
offering longer-term contracts. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
There are two important aspects of the findings of this 
research project which require further examination. The 
first finding relates to the lack of an 
instrument for screening students for 
adequate 
literacy 
difficulties. The second finding relates to the 
important part that context can play in 
literacy development. 
students' 
Research to Develop an Adequate Screening Instrument 
The necessity for this research would arise if the 
Faculty of Education decides to continue with its present 
emphasis on diagnosis and remediation procedures. In 
this circumstance, there is a need to develop an 
instrument which (a) is relati ely easy to administer and 
score, (b) accurately identifies all the variables of 
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writing in which students are likely to experience 
problems or contains items in which the students' 
test performances can be used to predict their 
performances in real writing situations, and (c) 
accurately identifies the students likely to experience 
problems in real writing situations. 
The challenge of this research would be to develop and 
trial an instrument which can be used to predict 
students' performances in real writing situations but 
which is not rendered too unwieldy because of problems 
with marker reliability, 
Research Exploring the Interrelationships Between Context 
and Students' Literacy Development 
This study would explore the content and all facets of 
the organisation and delivery of courses in the Faculty 
of Education at Edith Cowan University in 
identify all the factors which contribute to 
order to 
or impede 
students' literacy development, The purpose of the study 
would be to theorise and facilitate the development of 
alternative curricula and alternative ways of organising 
and delivering courses to maximise literacy development 
of teacher-education students. 
It is envisaged that this study would employ an 
ethnographic approach involving: direct observation; 
participant observation; and the use of open-ended, 
focused and formal interviews, Regular contact, for 
extended periods time, would be maintained with a sample 
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of students and le'turers selected for the study, 
Relevant documentary information, e.g., unit outlines and 
unit handouts, would also be collected and analysed. 
Concluding Statement 
Initially, this study was concerned with evaluating the 
procedures used to diagnose and remediate the perceived 
writing difficulties of first-year undergraduate students 
by the Faculty of Education at Edith Cowan University. 
However, during the conduct of the study, it became 
increasingly clear that it was not possible to evaluate 
the impact of the Faculty's diagnosis and remediation 
practices in isolation from the other factors which 
impact on students' literacy development. The first part 
of the study showed the inadequacies of the 
underlying both the Faculty's diagnosis 
assumptions 
and its 
remediation practices from a perspective derived from a 
synthesis of a large body of literature relating to 
writing and the teaching of writing. 
the study investigated the English 
The second part of 
Skills Assessment 
test, used by the Faculty of Education to screen its 
first year students for writing difficulties, and 
concluded that the test did not achieve the purpose for 
which it was used. In addition, the study showed there 
were many factors relating to the general environment or 
context in which students were operating which (a) 
limited further, the impact of the Faculty's remediation 
practices, and (b) had serious consequences for students' 
literacy development. 
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Some of the conclusions arrived at in this study 
particularly in relation to the importance of various 
aspects of the context for literacy development or 
performance have been documented by others, notably, 
Taylor (1978), Meyer (1988), Bereiter and Scardamalia 
(1987) 1 and Ballard and Clanchy (1988). However, the 
study has made a unique contribution in that: 
1. It has caused some lecturers to reassess their 
practices in light of the potential impact of these 
practices on students' literacy. 
2. It has exposed the inadequacies of the Faculty of 
Education's response to a perceived literacy problem 
among its undergraduate students. 
3. It has highlighted some of the Faculty's practices 
which are inhibiting the literacy development of its 
students. 
4. It has produced detailed recommendations which, if 
implemented, have the potential to enhance the literacy 
development of all students enrolled in teacher education 
courses, both undergraduate and, ultimately, graduate. 
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Com0101 Unit Description 
• 
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TITLE OF UNIT: COMOlOl Commun:cation Co~petence 
PREREQUISITE: 
STATUS: 
HOURS/WEEK: 
DESCRIPTION: 
!til 
Bachelor of Arts (Education) 
Graduate Diploma of Education 
One/Two 
The unit introduces students to necessary communication skills which will 
be employed throughout their course. The first six weeks will be 
attended by all students. A diagnostic written test and an oral 
screening test will be taken. Students failing to meet acceptable 
literary standards will then continue in a needs-oriented part-unit. 
OBJECTIVES: 
On completion of this unit students should be able to: 
1. interpret questions; locate resources; research a variety of 
topics; demonstrate comprehension of material; 
2. write expository essays at a level appropriate to tertiary studiesj 
J, demonstrate non·verbal and verbal ~ommuni~ation skills appropriate 
to the teaching profession. 
!JWIT COII'TENT: 
1. LITERACY SKILLS 
1.1 Reading Skills 
Comprehension; vocabulary recognition; inference; 
prediction; and critical evaluation of texts. 
Use of features of texu and knowledge of library resource 
organisation. to identify and locate needed materials. 
Skim reading; competenct! in Cloze procedure; swmaarizing and 
note taking. 
Varying reading strategl.es and speed according to purpose 
and type of material. 
1.2 Writing Skills 
Production of samples of expository writing to demonstrate 
the ability to organise materials and ideas. 
Essay-writrhg methodolol,y: brainstormina, drafting, 
sequencing, logical dev~lopment, paragraphing. 
Referencing and footnoting. 
2 221 
Usage: vocabulat)l, h; .. ndwriting, pur.ctuation, spelling, 
gr~~ar, flu~ncy, 
Recognition: ability to proof-read and edit. 
2. ORACY SKILLS 
Clarity and usage: articulation, pronunciation, vccabulary and 
grammar. 
Vocal Tone: pitch, pace, tone, volume, intonation. 
Connected Speech: pause, phrasing, emphasis, stress 
Communication theory. 
Non verbal communication: paralinguistics, proxemics, orientation, 
gaze, kinesics 
Oral interpretation of prose: fiction and non-fiction. 
Use of voice for teaching. 
TEACRiftG AND LEAKBIRG PROCESSES: 
Lectures 
Tutorial Groups 
Workshops 
ASSESSIIEIIT: 
Essay 
Diagnostic Test: Oral 
Diagnostic Test: Written 
Murphy, Eamon (1985) You Can Write, Longman Cheshire, Melbourne. 
SIGIIIDCAI!t !!EfBI!IJICBS 
Bailey Ambrose, Audio Tape and Materials, Curtin University, Western 
Australia. 
Bailey, R.F., (2nd Ed) (1984) A Survival Kit for Writina English, Longman 
Melbourne. 
Burns, Q.C.,(l980) Assessment and Correction of Language Arts 
Difficulties, Merril~ Ohio. 
Jordan M. & McEvedy R., StudY Skills. 
King R. (1978) Articulation and Voice, MacMillan, N.Y. 
Kirby, D. & Liner T., (1981) Inside Out, Boynton-Cook, Montelair N.J. 
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3a~le:-, K. Sc '!:•Jc~er, K. (:.931) Car..'llO!'. Gro'clnd: A .:ourse :.:. :o::-.rn•Jnica<:.;an, 
MacMillan, Vicccria. 
Samovan, C.A. & ~ills, J, (1980} Oral Communication, Brown, Dubuque 
Stanton, Nicki (1982), The Business of Communicating, Pan, London. 
Strunk, W.(Jr), White E.B. (1972), The Elements of Style, New York, !he 
MacMillan Company. 
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Appendix B 
English Skills Assessment 
Directions to Students 
DO NOT TURN TO THE ARST PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO. 
English. Skills Aneument- Part I consists of three separately timed muhiple-choicc tests: 
Spelling 
PunciUation and 
Capitali1.ation 
ComprehenSIOn I 
A test whtch asb you to detect spelling crron 
A test which asks you to detect erTors in punciUation and 
capnahzation m th.e context of pven sentences 
A test of how wdl you understand what you read 
Totalumc allowed for Enghsh Skills As~sment- Part I 
224 
12 minutes 
20 minutes 
18 minutes 
1{1 minutes 
For each questton. there are four possible amwers marked A, B. C. or D. You must choose the answer you thmk 
corrc-ct and cnclc it on the answer sheet There ts only ONE correct answer to each quesllon. 
When you are told to bcgm. turn to the firsttc~t and read tile duecuons printed at the begmmngofthattcst. Then go 
on 1mmed1at~ly to answer th~ quest1om. If you tin1sh before 11m~ IS up, go back and check your work but do NOT go 
on to th~ next test 10 the test booklet unhl you are told to do so. 
Do not waste too much ume on anyone quesuon. lf)·ou find a qucsuon difficult to answer, go on to the ne~t one. You 
may have umc to return to the d1frtcult quesuon before )'OU arc told to move on to th~ next test. 
If you think )'OU know an answer, wruc 11 down even tf)OU are not C\"nain ilts correct. Your Kon: will be the number 
of correct answers. No markl.,.-111 be deducted for mcorrect an'iwcrs. 
lf;nu dcc1dc to change ;our am.,.cr. cross 11 out clearly and ctrclc your new answer !ike th•s: 
@•@o 
All answers must be marked 10 pcnctl on the $1'p.'irate answer sheet. 
1>0 :-.lOT MARK THE TEST BOOKLET. 
"'~ l<~ ~"'I « tR I"'! < ''""'"' , I 1\ 
" 
" ' 
rt.e1orical 
" ' 
iftl..l&i.natioa ,. 
' 
ompicioa 
Spelling • rh.apood~ • imedialdy • politician c rhetohuuon c immat= c 
-
D no trrO< D no emJ< D 00~· 
Time: 12 minutes 
Dirrctions u 
' 
apolon 
" ' 
~..,..... 
" ' 
omnipol~ 
In eoch aroup of words. tind <be m"-•P:h "'"rd 1f1he~ 1Sone and circle thecom:spondin&lener on theano>Oer oheel • approo.ch • ""'""" • -·~ If there i1 no m1s-1pch won!. co~Tie the knrr m""'pondinJ 10 lhean>wer 'no error' c aprn•imale c be!ilena c impcn.il!e!IQO 
D no error D 
'"' errnr 
D ,_ 
t:.<amplr ~"'"" 
' 
monne~ 0 • r D • funny 
" ' 
cdlcr ,. 
' 
accquoint 
" ' 
disq=al* 
c sunn} • rumuur • aceuslom • .,.. ... D no error r em pi<""' c 
""""' 
c •• .....-ble 
" 
nnemlf D no errnr 0 ··~ 
QlontloM I~ 
" ' 
JU<COtk 
" ' '""'' " ' 
mforn 
'· '""""'"' • ' 
J<><kc) 
" ' 
benefit • frmt•nmc • muW• • 
.,..-;n:;le 
• acru .. uon • r<><koy • mflnn ' dcg11c 
c lbimto:l c indudc 
c arrobalt< r hocke) r tranomtl 
" "" "'"" 
D no error 0 1>0 error 
D no .,,.or 
" 
nn error D no error 
,. 
' 
\nlcraiC 
" ' 
,_ 
" ' 
pri~lledl" 
' 
conlto•cr<tal • ' '""'"' " ' 
lnrrally 
' 
"-'f"'fOI< • dilptr • knOV<Ioc!Jo 
• boner,.,. I • '""«"« • """'') ' d·~·""'"''' ' diolute c ucrilttr r •~>«••' c onnalc c bnnp;onl, 
" "" '""' 
D no erTOr D no ~rror 
D no error D n<><m>r 
" 
OOOI'TOr 
" ' 
rl'el 
" ' 
hospiuble 
" ' ·-· ' ' 
>J<Iman<·r 
'" ' 
\Cherne 
" ' 
ra"''""'" • ""d • lkoibk • 1mpea<h 
• annoyon« ' 
><hnlar • ><>><pUbic c pml c indi•penoabl• c 
-· r ontolhson,·r ' •krlch r di,.,ophno D no error 0 no erTOr D MOI'TOf 
" 
nn Or<nr 
" "" ""'" 
D no enor 
M 
' 
pnmouve 
' ' 
toousht 
" 
,, amateur 
" ' 
J>'lrod)' • odmon>SI"'"'" 
• <nushl • '""""''"'"' • 
malad) c compa,...tive 
.. <<><>lhl .. phoi""'Ph<ur r "'"'"'fl' 0 no <ITOf D no"""' 
" "" ""'" " 
no error 
< 
' 
•hcpcrd 
" ' '""'"'"''""' " ' 
nlam>n> 
' d"h"""" ' """"""'''"'""' • "''""""' 
' 
urhnl<lor• 
' 
>n>nlvomonl c len lOll'< STOP! lrJODfinl•h bdoredlflt;. •p.<llt<k l"r•ork. Do NOT h1'1l o•ortH po. ... ntn l" .... told. 
" ""'""' " 
nn """ 
0 no <r<'>r 
• ' '''""""' 
... 
' 
curo<ulum 
'" ' """"'1 • ddrnco • '"'"'"' • lnbulOI) 
' 
............. r cuff<nr) .. ckmrnt<l) 
D nn onm D 
"""""' 
D no rrror 
' ' 
«>mr>anmrnl 
" • 
h<>r>trn 
" 
,, ar<aJo 
• cqu1ppmrn1 ' 
rrot<n • ar<h"·c 
"' c den1un r ar<>l«:l 
"' 
c oohocvcmcnl 
"' " 
no error D no <no• D nn cffor 
GO 0:00 TO TliE ~t-XT I'AG•: 
'" '••"""' "'" >W.:: <·<"-' I« 
'" '""'"'' -<H ""' '""""""" '" 
Punctuatioll'. and Capitalization 
Time: 20 minutes 
"'""""" The fDllOWinl senten<:O'< et>n\1111 problems m <:ap1tahzauon and pun<tu:nion. lftherc: "an error, select the one 
underlin<d r->1 tho\ must be than~ 10 make the ..,ntence coi'Ttt\and crrcle the rorrespondlllllener on the ans-r 
<beet. If there is no error. the anower " D 
n 
John Harm and llf<C JOIII!n& 
• the Bo~ Stouu 
B i: 
Thnt book .. ao .. en. """ 
• dollurc: her's. 
i ('"' 
no error 
--.-
"' 
Mr 8rnwn 11101111 ro Eur"pe n"'' ;; a r· 
••• 
no error 
-.-
""'1et~ ha•e muluph<d '" rap1<ll~. "n "'"' 
• r<all~ pos01bl< to &<t •"'at-from n all' 
110 erTOf 
--.-
ii f 
In !IS. IIC. Hanmhol, thr ~rrar ('anha~mlan 
A 8 
aenernl. cro'"'" the -'lip' 1<> <let rot the R<'mon 
no enor 
-.-
" 
'" ..... '"' 
@ 8 C D 
n A 8 © 0 
"' 
.... 8 ' @ 
l The ma<~mum. roour<led '"'"l »f1hC Emp1.-. 
• Stale ~u1ld1ng_ the world"• rallo•t ok)><rar""(· 
" aboul thf<e mche< 
4 The fi>IJlnate road ·o.oa1 fell''" June~ 1~44_ 
' ' the day of1hr normand' 111"'"'". f . 
no error 
-.-
GO OS TO THF- NfXT PAGE 
' ...... ~ '" 
S Because film,. wcd_bcnh co rc:-cn•1.1e hiJtory in 
' documentanes ar>d to rc:cord cu=nl even\1 in 
ne\OS filmsycople arc: no'" • ...,,.. tUttodafs 
• news,. tamorTOw's hi"ofY. 
i' 
no error 
--.-
6 A dramallt mttdent occurn-d dunns the Sernnd 
World ~or ..-hen the GnJ(Spn'. a German 
' l4Ul<'hip. was ocunled off the coast of South 
8 c 
Amenta 
no error 
-.-
7 Joe o;<>nsumed the t)p~tal breaHa1t of a hungr} 
foot hall player, a half-hi"' of Mana• JUI«'. twu 
' 1>.1"l< of ,......,al. a platr nf ham. and C!ll!' 
' on.! a lttrc of m1lk 
ttoennr 
--,-
B The o\rgonout• nf(;ruk m~th<>lng~ '"ll<d "'"h a 
' fa" ..-1nd awa) from Umno<. pa<1 moun! B C 
Pelton. and f>3<l lhe wo<>d<d h1lll of Alh<n< 
no errof 
-n--
Q In the M1ddlt Agtllht cuy wall SC<'ed •• an 
A ii 
open ~mmcnade fm rccn:auon 
f 
no error 
-.-
HI "No~ de<1&010& <pet~al-purpo~< d<&Ual tomputon 
' for 1he Atr Fo= t>'nten) worl<'. n:ph..:l the 
• en~,neer. 'but n'• crcau~e and rcward•n&". 
r 
no errot 
--n-
II Overwhelmed by the wlricty of ice ettam 
lllvouro,. Wally asked :..-btthcr M <OUid baYe 
' . plain wanilla. 
c 
ll Alana the soulh~..-n bo,.,.,_or Fra""' nse the 
A 
F....,.h alps. a miP,ty barritr that pmw1dt1 "'me 
B C 
of 1he moot spec!a<Ular scen<f)' in Europe 
no •=• 
--.-
13 The !::l,onh Amman oPQSsum. a member nf thr 
A 
D•olopca! orde< -'ttmupJd/11. hu a brood 
B C 
pouch in which 11< }'{IUn& dcwclop ann 
b1Mh 
14 Profeuor (lor\ .. ,d. 'Please bnng to clu< )Our' 
A i 
<OJ>) ofSandbut&"< fiO<'m "'1>11 hnUI!a"'" 
r 
no enor 
-.-
IS 'l>d1es' and gentl<mrn. wen"" s1and l>efnrr 
A 8 
M~thelanK<IO'< "'Bound Slawe~. "h>rh •lml•nh><' 
1he angu"h of the human <pint ""''"J for 
c 
f=dom· e•pla1ned the too• IU<de. 
no error 
-.-
16 Alphonse~ wha "a real pr<1cn1ng 
' cnthu<1HI al-}-s ston• plann1nl h1< <tnl" fnr 
• 1hc followin& year even before the ontumn 
harv .. l "1n . 
··~ 
--.-
' 
"' 
"' 
"' GO ON TO TilE SEXT P.\(;1' 
l>o ""'""'' MU ''"' ,,,__,~ • '" 
New Ytar'l Dly. 
""~ -D- " 
II Mn Raberu uktd lh< 1Dwt1Shlp ~mmiSSIOncn 
' iflh01r pllnnin1 board could mttl ap1n bc:fcre 
1hc end ohhc monlh 10 sc11lc 1hc d1Spu1c' 
no ....-or 
-.-
8 f 
19 In 1l>e lH£!: 1hc Bnllsh cclcnon on AmcnC> had 
' a popnlauon of c>cr one molhon proplc. a11hc 8 f 
somc umc. 1hc French numbc:rod lc.• <han a 
ICnlh of that 
no crro1 
-.-
:HI K1n1 E1hclred In«! In pul • ""P "' lhc ondlc" 
won bc:1Wttn En&land and Ocnm>r~ h) ~'""~on 
A B 
10 O.n,.b' dcmand> fnr loml ond ron"'m 
" no crror 
-D-
!IOU I hem pan nf 1h< ~udon. "pnmlll« and 
' 
hmulc. w1lh w>o:.olllc• lhra•hm~ alloul and 
ii f 
•O:VL>llon n ..... n, '" "'"" dounh"' lor~· .. 
ISlands 
"" ....... r 
-.-
HISionan. "·'"a l'uh11cr p.,,. foil h" 
A ii 
boop-.ph) of J"hn l'oul J""'"' 
< 
no crror 
--.-
'"' ' .. ~' .. 
.. 
U "h's not nccnsary 10 ru>h you're typon& ofth" 
• • repon.. Jcnn1fer". uid he< emplo)C'-
C 
no crror 
-D-
l4 Thc address by S<na1or Throdmonon wotl bc: 
A 8 
pnnltd 1n tomorrow"> nrwspaper 
c 
no crror 
--.-
25 Thc !!Yk"" (foreogn mvadm; who ruled mmc 
' tbn lh= mol\onnoa agol. onlrD<luccd lh< 
8 c 
ho= to Enpl 
no error 
-D-
nouon"s woodlands 
c 
no crror 
--.-
oo1<s lho lhrn" maon <hr.rto" of Gocthc"\ 
A 
col<hr.urd dr:1ma lil<"l•·hrn_ Moph1Sinphok\. 
• and Fau". hom\tl( 
1 
n.1 error 
-,-
"'"'· lho (iong< .. n,,., '"a '""'h<•<lctl) 
:.. B 
Jncouon. p;~r:lllcl nr lho ll•m•l•)• "'"""'"'"' 
" n~ <nor 
--.. -
GO 0:-.' Ill THE :>;p;1 I'AGt: 
29 Thc mapl{lcent frescoes by Giouo thai adorn 
A 
lhe Eaot wolb ofS..nt>. Croce in Aorcnce, 
i 
IL>ly, were d>.magcd '" t9b6 by heavy ncod• 
c 
, noctTor 
-.-
)(I 'ln 1111101 of danso:r", cmplu.sirtd lhc b1ologi01. 
"All vcncbra1n will respond onsuncuvc!y by 
A 8 
nce<n& or by fish11n1 on order to"""""'" 
thcmscl>n from harm"_ 
f 
no <rror 
--.-
31 The cura1or u1d,_:1ha1 many ofth«c mural• arc 
' wnnh) ofa placr In the bnl of our 
31 Judy a•ktd, 'Whal aro tho words 10 that 
pre11y OOo to na1ure <hal bc:pns -Hall to lhee 
A ii 
bhthe sponC.,._ 
c 
no <rror 
-D-
33 For lho lunchcon. Mn Gold uscd an lr><h 
' Ionon t>.blee!oth. srcrhnJ sil~cr fmm England. i 
and h<r favounro ch•n• leapol 
no""'" 
--,-
f 
J.4 Thc dolu:;uely balanced mob• I• en the l<rtaCC 
' of the New York pentbousc was 
called. "Th< lmaso: of EICmny" 
ii ("-
35 •Mcm !han any o1her 0";, 
' portulps. wrnl< RL Monokcn. 'Music i c 
dernal>ds brains'. 
""~ -D-
36 Som< Kl<n1ists1hmk 1ha1 there;, linlc 
A 
clwla: oflife on olh•:r plonct<;; 
• othon. ho..,.~er. fct:lthal bfe in l-0111< form m.-
--C--
U"l in Spaot. 
no =or 
--.-
37 Altho.p easily tra1n«< when youns. 
' chompon=' arc doffi<:uh 10 handle afior lh< ·~ 
of erVu. &onlt. .. on 1he olher hol>d. 
i 
are mislllirnly brh~vro 10 b< diffin.h 11 
no crror 
-D-
< 
311 ()per tho Dono" nol as fomoliar as nlhor 
A 
I<J<ndary heroes of early MC"diacvoJ 
.. 
romance. but his eoploiu are no Ins 
c 
mo,....el!nus 
""~ 
--.-
39 AI tho tum oflhc ccntut")-, tll< lfOCI:· 
fully cu,....tn& while plumn oflhe grot 
A B 
hquo:nlly omomrnttd !adi! ha" 
c 
no c~rnr 
--.-
«< Mrss And,......., uo<l. 'Avo1d OV<<"Orll«< 
A 
eoprcss1ons •uch as "a nash on 1ho p~~n·· · 
8 c 
noerrur ~ 
no ~rror --0- _, 
STOP! tr 1oollnlsb bofonlimeisap,obO<• yotrr•or•. Do NOT hlnl o .. r lhc l"'lr" •Mil )Oa o..- !old. 
'" ., .. , ... , ..... ~,,.,.. .. ,... "' 
Comprehension I 
Time: 18 minutes 
Uire-ctions 
f.arh p:l'""lel>.•lu'" "f<>ll<>-"c-d ~) <;ue<tlun. ha....-.1 <>n '" '"""""n\_ An""''' a \I queoUoM fullow•n&a p:~•>age on the 
ham llf .. hal ""ur"l "' ""1'1"'1 m lh•l l'<l"•g<" In~"-""" "'"' <h<>l<e of""'"'"' h) drawm& a wde around the 
<-onnpond•n~ lcnrr un the"""''"' <h<l'l 
Q.,...lln•• 1-!' 
Wbot k.nd ofmc·noJu -"< lh•ok the nw<hac<al kn•~llt< r.·~ll! ~er.·'1 ho<c olwal'"'"" them m a romantic l"h1. finer 
I han humon llul nnl) lh•• I'""'' ho1l~ lh" "'"" ,r kn,~h" ""' lhr SCbolor<. II ere. fm .. ampl<. ''a rold·h<anooJ 
...:holar. Mon""'" -\1!..-•1 ( ,,,.,.,oJ 11<" h" !..-en d•i~i"n~ '"'" lhc <>IJ m«<IOo\3! r-rrords """ an unromanll< C)'<. hang 
h1m. and he ha. <'ffi<"fi.'"d "' lh hi< hand< full ,f Ia•" lh"t prn-' c the h1~hl\ .,.. ... quite d1fforenr from what tho puc!\ 
lh,.ughl lh<~ ,.,.,.._thnu~h ffi<"-' <h<l haW\<Im<g<u.l 4""""''' Whrn m•adof'<Omcaround,lh< kt>IJitt•fnughr 1bom 
<1fT,, nub\) "' 1'""-"hlc· ''"'' lh<"-' "'""n """' ·'-"~) and lnu~hl ""'"'"""' '" ogr•• or our h. and "hen thu• cn13s<d lhC) 
13'~ huk lrnuhk"' th1" ~<hllul~ at h11111c• llut m 1>.·\,.<o"n '"""- n11tl>.••nJ rduratrd. the) rou\dn"< "t •1111 and be 
QUI<l h "~'dull m thc· h"""' 1 h•·• hl<cl "''"'" "'' th<") r<~k or .. und rhr "''"" '" a pugnOCIOU\ ""ld·wcllcm 
manner_d.,p,.mgan)<>nr "hurould r~ad and 11fl•n kn<>Clln~ h1m down. and mak1n1 frre With lhepcnonal propen) 
of merchan" and p<a<anto. "h" tho) thuughl had no spC<"Ial n&hl to propcny or e••n 10 life. Kn•gh" who felt 
cornball•< p~e '" l<> thelf li:chnJs. and lhr IOJUfl<"!o lh<\ lllfi1<l«l were ofien falll 
Sumr da) wh,·n ""' m,oJ,·rn "'"""'"'"'' _.,,. '"'""'' 1n '"''" wrn. <11ll future t><><l< <~ng uftho~r fino de<~< and 
m;lr )<><>ng r<aJ,·" J,..,..,-• l '"' "'"""l'"h•l• ~r.· nul l"•rula• '" ""' da). hul tho kn1gh1> '""'"""' '" the"'· and 
-" h<TI<"-"'' o1>u .... ,,.,,.' , . .,,.,,.. • ,. •• ,. """ -"11\lnllu~< < '"' '"t"-' dt><l r.·l\ormrT< lh1nk lh<! "'II 1..-lh< h<m•" o1f ">n~ 
hul d<> -'""""~ 111 , "'"' "h" '" nl "' lh<" ··~·- "' , h« ·''" ·• I h,-,.. "'"" h;,.· 1..-rn •<f<lrm<"" lhrn "hll rlradc·d thr c·ao<L· 
"I <I"" O·ll<ol<l•·n ''"""'" ·""' .1, ""'"" ,-,l.ln,l <"-'lk"<".l' o .,,., km~l"'- ~Ul ,_,,. do1n"1 knol-" lhc·<l nam<' ll 1\ lhC \.n1~hl-' 
-"<" f<"t>><ll>l>.-1 •""' """·""' tho·• '""" lh< oh•l• - ,11\ollh<· IH\'11 "Ill!<· fuhlf<• -"111 ld<,IIIT<' ""'> lh<" P<<·d~lol•) 
1n\<"f<"'l' ,( "'" l<lllo -" 11! '< 1-11< '" lh< n1 ~,1ll,llll .111<\ "'""~ II I>< 11 .I II<" l"lo."l< "niC\ al"nil- h< -" 1\j ne< <I hHI\. ur lh<" 
1h111~, "'nul 1'<""'1~'1'"" ho """' ,.,,.,. ,, .. ,.1 <hc· , . .,,.,,.,,~··h·• - !"><"" 1h>n"t llc• '"II ~··• h,. oun<"<'PliM "I 
"'"""!'"'"'' """' II" h,··'" 
I hc· n><n ,, tho· """"" "1ll , .• ,., .11><1 ''"~'-"·'•~- lh<"ll , . ., ·"' 1 """ ll>« h.1<1 h«cl1n lh•· "1ld da•l11ng ""'"' ,_,,. ha _,.. 
""" 1 h<"' ,.,11 "' '" ,.,,_,., lh< ''"'""""1•1·" ,-n,-,.. ,,,,,. " '·""'" <1.111) II-',., h• ~l"l!lng up nwmnnaii'O!"""''-" hm· 
Ill<'-' can <I<\"'-' up·" "'"""lk'("'' \uol 1<".><1<"" I' Ill "~h <I -'"""" h .. •l '-1-" \hOI "'"""f>"l"'' "Cf~ 01<1 >II nl'hl,•. hul .1 
"'""' """'''" '"' ~~~.- ,,,. '"'~'"' 
( "'"' ,.,,., W ~. I ''" ,,. ll.u I "'""''' '"' >• 'lkl ",,.-."1 1••1 I" ~"'" """ II ll>.< "'""''""" ,_, P."'"'""'" l'f \11..-d \ ~oorl !OK 
\,' "l<h<lf lu II«" 1'·"'-'"'" lho "'• '''·"-' .11 L "'fhl, 
'""' I>< <l<""'''""<l ·" .11\ "' '"' l••'h"-'"'• I ' ' I I' I 
\ """!<-""" 
" """~"''"'"'·-
II '"'"""'''"'·"' 
I h<' ~.11.1llo·l "'·'"" In llh ·""""' !~·1.-..-.·n 
,,.,,,,..,_,, '"'~'"' ·'"'' ,., ... ,.., .. "'"'"'''''"'' " !<.,.,.,, 111 P•lfl "" 
\ lhc•lf ,,,,,-,\ ,h,lol.o '"' ""' lh, "'·'I' 
H lh<" "·'" "' """" "''""•"" • .,.,,.,I lho" 
'"" <"'""' 
lho"l' hu,· "' hflllmf ·'"'' ',.,,,.,.,, 
II ''""" '"'1''""1·""' "''" "''" '''"'" "''""'·" '•' 
'"""""~ '"''" ·""""' "'"•'• ... ,, .. ,_,, ....... , 
""'" ..,,. ,.. ... ,,, """' h~ ••• 
" •u•e"" one" 
8 ph)"r31 mrn~lh 
c· """''"' 
11 """"~ 
"'··''''• 
4 -\"""!"'~ '" lhc· ·""""' -"hl<h <~llhl" lo>llol-"111~ 
" mmt 11\.d> '" !>.· "k-•hto·ol In fn1U1<" 
~,.,.,.,,,,,n,·• 
A a Unll>n nffi•·•al "h" fnr.·c• • <Utl"ltalll>n tn 
nnpm-'< -"Ork1ng .;<1ndn'""' f111 morn!><""' 
h" umnn 
II a g;ng.,<r -"hn n~>l.r< a fnrlonc ~y hu•IJmg 
up a t<rn>fl" "'PI"""'"'"'" •<••l•o~l h~ullt 
..,., .. 
c· a dl<"tdh>r -"h<> \.1-cl" 1hc• pupulo« cnnlcntc<l 
th•nugh lh< ..... nl l'">i"'gondo 
11 a nc-"<P>r<< c'dlh>l -"hn <00\C\ lh< dO-"nfall 
nf tho gn,rrnnwnl h-' '''~""'"& grafl ;nJ 
""''"~'""" 
~ lh,· ..... , ... "''''"'·"'" .... ~ •. , •. ,, ""'' 
' ,,,.,,,., .. ,~ '""'"'t""'" ·'~'-""" ,,,., "''"' 
1\ ,h.,. '"'"'• II'< chilo 1\"11<1"\ \<, •'<<"1"11 l.l\l~lo" 
''""'""~ ...... ,- """ """''" ··"~'"' 
•• -_,,"'"·'11' 
II "'·'''"~ .1 ,.,-,, '·''"·"""' .11""'' IHHII"II "'""'-
\,011 .... 1<1 IIH .... t\ll"\t;t 
Qwotlou 6-10 
S•gn• and symbol1. 10metimes Simple a!\d 10m~times complic:altd. wm: COftt:idoral ~to almO<t e•ef'l 
ma&ical incanl.ltian ar propbecy from lfthiotaric times da>m tltrollah lhc Middk,..,... and wm: 1bsa\urh 
•nd,.pcnuble in tummonina fonh dfmonund spirill. "The oldest diq;mn in '*..as lhc simple cin:le - the oh•l"' 
aflhe all-powerful oun. the~ the wheel. the lotus llo-""• the mcin:li"' horizon, and the all-oeeina eye'o iri•- ll>r 
1dea of etemily ..ao of\"" IYmboliu:d by a terpenl coik>d into 1 periiiCI cirele, bitilll its own tail. f'nlbobly the ne>1 
oldest sign ..asthetri.ona!e. It -•thouahtta be mqical beeallll! illthra: poinu had..., maar meaniftJS. Tt>~ roul<l 
otJnd for eanh.sky, and ..attr .•. father. mother, and dlild •.• body, 10111. &tid mind ••• put, P!f:OC'II. and future 
an •nfinity ofthrtt~. In the Chriotian n:b&ion it came to ~\the HatyTrinity ofGod lhc Father. Son. 1n<1 Hnh 
Ghost. The many m .. ninp of the tri.,a!e wm: responsible for the belief amona ~<~me people !hit tllree is 1 "'"'" 
number. and far the <~yinathat "Jood tllinp come in tllm::s'. "The fcar of'breslr.in&" tho myt~ic triiJIJ)e io 1110 th• 
rcason "'hY 10 mony ouperstitiOul people n:fuoeta ..allr. undora il.dder. 
S.veral of our presern-day n:liJjousoymbolswm: used in mqieal cen:manicl qn be !On: !hey xh•eved a hoi' 
signifi01n"". ll>e • mart. or • mark. "'hkh bcalme she Christian cross. wu OM of !he oldest m1111c IIJ'" It 
represented 'm"" 11andina 11 theoer>ueofnature"- the....tlolc: univeno ruetdli111011l bef...eand behind him and on 
en her 11dc. The maaiciano used the trO<S ltULtk to "pin doWI\" 1 SPirit or a wish or athouahlltthe inlfi1CC!ion oft he 
two l1ne._ Thll 11 why 10meone may otill eroos his finren when ltULkinsa wilh and cros:s his hc:an""'"" m•~·~~~' 
prom• .. 
The d•:oaram oft..., •nterloo;kin&trianpn. now knowt~ 11thc Star of David, h"' bec1l tile symbol of the Jo,.,.~ 
re!i&ion •into <he lime of<lu- G""'kund Roman•. Butlo111 before that it had been a m~ic diapm in a~"'~' ma~· 
.o<•<ll~ •. ··- ~··•·'•« Juda!Sm adopted it.tM oi&n ... s11ill a otJnd·by forltULJicj&ns and akhemist•- Tb<" "'="'" 
be!1evrd ,, reprr<tnted 1be footprint of a 1pe<ial kind of d<mon cant<! a trud and used,, in <eremonin both"' .-all ur 
demon• and to krep '' -;m >way.ln alchemical fom~ulu the StarofO...id m.IJically combined two hO<tile Ol'f""ll<• 
- 1he symbol for fire (a tnansle pointinJIIP\and the symbol for""''"' (a trianJ)e pointina do...,.). 
But lhr moOI powerful and n:operl«< of all ma&icalsymbols ""'' lhc pe-ntap:am - the fi&=offlve C'Qual "d" oo<l 
anglo<_ Sorterrn ela1m«lthat lbt Staroflkth!ehem . ..ttidl he.--.ldedJe>u1" binh. was a pe111&Jtlm. The hrhrf'"" 
th.ot 1fth" fiKurc were drawn wllh a !m&IC an1lc pomtinJ up. the 1ymbols1ood for God and 10 could he U11'1!1c 
consuiUnJ !be &ood op1n1.: pointin1 down. the "'"' repn:>dltrd Satan and thus wu used for invokinJ c•·,t 
'"'"" F"""' Rl.u-1 <to,...- 14"~"' Mopt_ b)o G•'l" )<0n1op C ...,-nah11'16< b)-Go" Jmn1np lld ... "'"""••ooofll.,publ......-. Tlw Pu<l"""' '"· 
6 Tho aulhofo mam pu...,.., 11 to 
A d'"'"" tho 1mpcnancr of magiC 1n reliJIOU' 
<cltmon•••-
8 <•plam !he mag1cal Olgnlficancc of •anou• 
gcamotne r.,ure•. 
\ quo•llon the hlltOrleal baoksround of 10me 
prescnl·da) •upentn•on•-
1) <mpha•lt< tho 1mpcnan1 rolo that ma&i< 
PIO)Od m >n<lcnl llm<1 
7 Aet:urt!ln~ lo 1he p••<>gc. the Sl:lr nf Dao1d ""' 
u«d hy alchem"" llc<au<t ofthe1r b<:l~tflh.ol 
,\ lho pO"er commandtd by a rri•&•OUI 1ymbol 
"ould a1d them In rb<lf "ark 
8 '"" tnangl<> would brinK them '"''""the 
good forlune !hal onr would. 
c· 1-"0 mlcrle<k•n& rnon&l« invoktd lhc pa""'r 
o(<h< '1>«'131 demon <all«! a lrtld. 
n '""' •nl«IO<kln&tflansl<' ..-epre .. nrcd the 
<omh•nar,on or<-"0 OPt><>''"& clements. 
1 h can be onfe~ lh.ol the tircl< wa1 lh< fir< I 
ma1ical •ign beelu<t 
,\ primitive man was no! able to dra'" mnrc 
comphca•«< fi&urc1 
8 <h.,.. natural phcnomen1 of&rral.,.r 
tmportan<e to primmvc man were'" the 
•hapc ofaeirclc. 
c· the c•rclc ,..., ea"ll· adaptable lo prlmlll-'o· 
rchJ•ou• nln 
n the a.n:atly •uctrd ..,..,n, frormrd a cu-.:1• 
,.ben billn& ;,. own ta1l. 
9 The aulbof• an nude to,..rt!• h" '"~Je<:l ron 1>.-
b<:<l dn<nbed as 
,\ apcl<>rell<" 
8 rnt•eaL 
(" ObJe<ll'e 
n d"'ll""onrd 
111 A<:<:<>rd•na 10 the •nformauon 1n the""'"''"'"· a 
wrccnr "'"h•nsto en1ure immonaht) fnr 
hlm .. lf would he mO<tlik<ly to •n•·nk~ !he 
powrr ofthr ""' or 
" thecin:k. 
8 the tnan~e 
(" the ero<S. 
I) the p<nta~r~m 
N 
N 
"' 
GO ON TO Til F. NEXT J'\1.1 
I_. ..... _, «U ,_, <·~·- • '" 
QoontkMtlll-15 
L\DV RUTLEDGE; My deaf M•Onky. ot" ''"""' of)nu (OJ Pin the rut at•o •hon nnHcr. Dorehootcr'sdfopp>ng 
out at the Loot moment 'brew l.md Rutloo.l~< on\" an ab)" of M•Patf 
ORTLEY· S1nce I Off»<d Ia" m1h1. ol's tohn all m\ urn< t<> fit ffi)'l<lf onlu ffi\ <o,.um< and kam m) lone> 
L\DY RUTLEDGE. 1 don't kn"" ,.hat"'" should ha>r dnne -..llhout )our soddau~htrr Our poar aunt lh< 
duch.-.s. was lh< mo\1 fanlo>H< ,·rea<ur<' Th10 odoa <of lea>~<>& u1 Hnerl) on condmon thai"" spond a month her< 
rver,- spnnJ wu. 1 must .a). rath<< louchtnJ The pia,. "o dc!ICrt "here she could n<•·or boar to h>< forlnngcr than a 
,...,k. She •pont oil "'>nt<r soshon& for n. and "h<n the li"' crocu• oppoarcd •h< Hod to the lonllncnL When >h< 
rotumod to Pans fot <hr winter_ >h< a!""" '"'ore thai the •<11- <><>1 "'pnlwould 'I<< her at Hnrrly When death called 
her. she kn" to "' tu loop her broken. pl<di<" 
ORTLEY Yo') deh<ato thou&ht. of I rna) <a) '" 
L\DY RUTUOGE· Wa•n"l 11" A munth on thomunn'}. -..othal>.lllortwo 10 ~akth< tcd>um. osquoe~l) "'"' llu1 
~· forlhoclou..,ubhgonJ "' '" r~ar a dMrn orphan><n th<·ea\1 ~otng- Ill) ,.ord ->he must ha•·olough<d when •ho 
wrol< that' 
ORTLEY Tho stnnnl' "' ( hr .. uon chon!• f"'thop' 
LADY R\IT!.UXOf M) aunt """<>nNun '"""""''"' lhh< felt thohdatl.'d urge t<•dna hulo ">mcthons forth<· 
Lurd. ,, Gir'l onl~ h<r hrcn nut nl f<o\nror" Sh~ lna1hrtl rhtl~r~n 5hr h~~ a fr~>tmon. Juk•. "'h""-'d<><l II""''" 
pn:o:odo her on puhh< pb<·e• ·'"" 'kor >hr mrrt• nf them 
llRTLE' .1, '"'"~'' nl "'m"'"' l"'doop\" 
I Aln II\ ITt [[")( ,), ' "" J11ln 1 I"'"' "" ~unt -.;,_ I ...-,-.>nl• ""'' "J\ 1<><"<1'~"" th,-,.fl' han""· lh,- Jc\11<' to> pi•> J 
l'f>Slhumuu• pr...-11<'0\ t"l< "" "" hu•h.ond Jnd me I mull '-'l· '-"'J Mulk<lg< ""'l n «>) ,.,-\1 It< ad"'"'' 
\Q<>>hh\ong ""h m) Junt '1 ... ,. '-'"1 h<· "Jt,-., tht· \""'l''' ho<l fon"h"-1 rc.ollons 1111· ">II ""h•· """t' ,,., • ., < "-'"""''"~ 
urchon< U>dn•o u• m><llnr '""' •-.~·k"·'~" "'·" d·~·"hr' w,··n,,,,,. ,,.,.,,.. hllk ,lraf-mut<~ ·I'm'"'" >~hen'"' 
aunt hoard that •h•• turn•·ol "' Jt,-, h>mh on the fomoh ••<>It 
I >R T1 [\' ' rt 1 "" .oh.on<l"'"''lthc· -.. h,·n><· I .,..,. I th,no~ht I h,·~rJ "'""8 '""''' '" I l'"'"-~lthr"u8b oh< "-''"!,-" '"" 
""" 
1 o\1H RliTI nxot ',., 1 'n'"'"'notd• the "'II '"P"'""''I '"l'h•n• fh,· ""'''' ma) t-.o.· l>nmmms ""'' ""h 
d«t""' hul ~ dutrn <kol-ntut•· .. rph.on<" roth,·r ,, toll nhl••r '" "'' 'l<lr<t<d h•<h ,. <>rphan• ""b \\uhly 'urol ch<'f~< 
ond lln•l <<(ug1• m tho"''" ~~·~ 11,.- "''" thon~ ""' '""''·'"""a I orond I ha"h l!alllnt lh>' onou~ut:tlo<>n .,[ th,• 
<'rphon>g< Thm~• """" ~""'~" uh • -~ '"' "ho•n the ,,.,,., ll><>rnonF - <'Oia\I"'Ph••' - tb,· "'phon• d,· ... rnd•••l "" "' 
we·~ fnr~utt<n oll•l>o•ut ,.,, . .,, I h•t"• .,h,•n 1-..·nl '"" n" to·l,-~'""' "nd "'" "'" lon,Jh l••nt u• '""' ~·Kld•ush11·o 
I,._,., •hr h>< •I h<'ll' ' 
1 -\In- Rl' 11 fll( ,[ It , ,,. ~·-~l .o hnhh1 •• om <otl"'' I "'1'1"'"' 1',·''""·'''' 1 l>r<k< "" ,.,,. ,,.,., lhn ,,.,,.t 
'""'I'I>On 
...... '"' ~ ............ ''" , ... , ''"""''' '" """ """''" . ""'"""' .... "' '"" ·~· ..... . 
II A<eord>n&to Lady Ruded~ 1M duchess made 
out ha ,.;:n in 1 manna calculated to 
A Sl!vo ba own <Gnlcionce. 
B be of1ho most bonofltlo tho most pMpl<:. 
C tau .. friC1ion boi>Ottn Lord Rut!od10 1nd 
his ... ,r •. 
D cou .. h<r bonofldanos diKOmfon 
11 It oan II< tnfcn-ed that Bnorl~ "a 
A tt>Ort. 
B small fann. 
C li'Jl' <Guntr,- bou..,, 
D lu•unou< aponment hou ... 
13 It can be mfcn-ed th•t Onley has come to Bri.,.-1~ 
m ordtr to 
A act tn a play. 
B help Utke care ofthe orphan<. 
(' ae1 as <A<a>tar fm the duchns's will. 
D help to propo>< tho hau .. for tho O.arity 
&" 
14 Acmnli111 10 t..c1y R"\lo:da:e. t11e l<dinp ror 
Brie>'ly ••~ by he< aunt _,., 
A bucd 01> ber reliaious boliol's. 
II similar 10 he< r.cHnp about childn:n. 
C incoalistcnl with her actoonl. 
D disoppmved ofby Lord and Lad~ Rutledro 
I! Udy Rutled# ttllstl\< anca:lotc aboln Juk< th< 
(oo\11W\ in order to 
A iUII!(tllte: tile "'"Yin wh1ch !he di>Cl><-u 
treated her scrvanl<. 
B pin Onley 'I support in bcr oampo., '" 
overthrow bcr a11111•s will. 
C support h..-lltcor,-o about tl>c: inclusion nf lh~ 
orphans in he< •unt's will. 
D emphuj'" 1 diff...-no:o b<l'*ttll her """' 
chuac\er and that ofbtr aunt.. 
~1111" n 1,..,r.nr.h r..-r ..... ,;..,.;,up. ,...,_~, •• ,. ,.....,._ 
N 
N 
"' 
10 ~" ,.,...,, ........................ s 
" 
Directions to Students 230 
DO NOT TURN TO THE FIRST PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO. 
English Skills Assessment - Part II consists of five separately timed multiple-choice tests: 
Comprehension II 
Usage 
Vocabulary 
Sentence Structure 
Logical Relationships 
A test of how well you understand what you read 10 minutes 
A test which asks you to show how familiar you are with standard 
written English by identifying problems in sentences IS minutes 
A test which asks you to show that you know what various 
words mean 10 minutes 
A test which measures your knowledge of the ways in which 
parts of a sentence are put together and of what makes 
a sentence complete IS minutes 
A test which measures your ability to relate ideas to each 
other logically 10 minutes 
Total time allowed for English Skills Assessment - Pan II 60 minutes 
For each question, there are four possible answers marked A, 8, C. or D. You must choose the answer you think 
correct and circle it on the answer sheel. There is only ONE correct answer to each question. 
When you are told to begin. tum to the first test and read the directions printed at the beginning of that test. Then go 
on immediately to answer the questions. If you finish before time is up. go back and check your work but do NOT go 
on to the next test in the test booklet until you are told to do so. 
Do not waste too much time on anyone question. If you find a qaestion difficult to answer. go on to the next one. You 
may have time to return to the difficult question before you are told to move on to the next test. 
If you think you know an answer. write it down even if you arc not ccnain it is correct. Your score will be the number 
of correct answers. No marks will be deducted for incorrect answers. 
If you decide to change your answer, cross it out clearly and circle your new answer like this: 
All answers must be marked in pencil on the separate answer sheet. 
DO NOT MARK THE TEST BOOKLET. 
A.I'-AIICU/876 
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Comprehension II 
Time: 10 minutes 
IJirections 
Eaclo !"'>,... l>cln"' I< foil"'""'~' que""'"' l>.t..'d em''' c<><>lcnl ol.n•""'r all quesuons follo"'lnga ~"'' .. ""on lhc 
h.t<" nf,.hal " 11~1nl nr ""'''"'/on lh"' pav••t< lndt<alc )our chmct of3<>"""' b~ dr>wing a mde around lh< 
eo""'pondtng len«"" lhc ~n'""' <h,.,., 
The ~tanl Of'<' ha> <>•'Hr <cO<Ih ''""<! t-;ong Kotng" 
l•IIC<J •l"'<n ~nd •!"'on "" •h•·•n"' """"""' ""'' nn ,,,. 
noghl lei<'"""" ><!lito· liln< ""·II'""''"'"'' In 
'"""" 11 """'' nllh< "'"'' ro•rulor ,.,., mol<!,• 
Kun~ ha• '"r'"'"'' •h•· '""'f'O''"'"" <>f ''""""' otf 
mh,•< mun•ICI\ - ncnh<'< 1 .. ~1,.11.1. ""r ~"'"' 
•r•d•'"- anh. "' """'~'""" h.-o '""" d""' '" la,,.ng 
pu~ulalll) Monc 1han lot<ll "';'" ;tll.-r hi>'"'"""'"'"" 
htnh_ t..<>n~" ,,.II "'" "'"' h ,,I,.,• 
lh< "'"'" '"~"~' "''h< """''~·-" 
\ "h) 81:tnl .,...., """ f<ogh!<"<>m~ 
B !h>' d>IT<noh) "I n.,lm~ ~·~~~ 0\o\0<1<"1 
(" lh<' dc:nh ul l>.1ng Kun~ 
\) lh<' l"un~ :tPI"":tl ,1 lo..on~ lo..nn~ 
~h .. h "' lht• 1<>11""'"~ f'O""'' ·h·· ,,,. ~'""''~'' 
m•l<' •l>o.•ul I ""'"11"-, 
\ u l>.>lllnl """ "-'"~ lo..un~ on .t lilno 
B '" ,-r•cat"'" "'·"k lo..m~ """~ ""''"' """" 
human 
'" ro•Pul:trn• h;" ""' mdur<',l "' lo..ong 
l>.nn~·, h:t• 
\) \1 ~pro<an"<\ otn lh< """""<'<> otl>o.>UI tho· "'"'O 
hm< "' lo..on~ "-""~ 
_l Wh,,-h <>I lh<· \"\1""'"& "<">piJono-.1 tn lh<· 
fi.''"'P'"' 
-' why peopl< w>ICh K1n1 l'ong 
8 ho" Krng Kon£ doN rn I he ftlm 
(' <<>whO I wa~ Krng Kong" "'II all>"< 
D why mo'le mon~1•r< art ""'"led 
'" '· ....... 
'\It hough mnre pcurl< than e<or arc gard••nmg 
l•><la). !hen: could >eo") I'CII be • dodtnc <n 
prdcmng «> 1hc ncar fuiU<<- Stud•c• •ho" • large 
numl>cr uf dropoul prdcne,.. mmt nf I hem people 
"ho>< hope, of large S>.'1ngs on food wrro fru,trated 
h• lh«r lack ofg:udemng knuw-ho,. 
4 AccMdtnglo 1he pa,,.,ge. lhc ma~n n:a"'n !h>l 
man) pcnp\e turned 10 garden•ng "''to 
\ n:lurn In 1he "''1. 
8 •ro-•nd k" money <>n f<MKl 
(" pon e•pcncn<"C m g;rdon<ng 
ll ha•e •uppll<'' nf frc<h food 
~ Ma<>) !"'r<l<'<><'" hrromc dmpuu" t>crau"· 
,\ lhq ~""" ""' hn!c at>.ml garJonmg 
s '"'' ,.,., .. r """'"nmg ,, ""' h<gh 
(' 11 la~c< 1<~> Inn& 10 learn at><>u1 g;rdcnong 
II garJcmng" 1uo mu,·h ><nrk 
6 The n>atn oJca "'the r»>:<!<"" that 
-\ i<"rdcnon'" a lh>ng of lh<' fulurc 
8 1'-'"1'1< h><r dt><>r<Cd th<m«l""' f<nm 
nalurc 
(" gardcmng dr<>P<>UI< arc pcopl< .. ho &«< up 
e"'" 
I) 1"'<-kmng" <><>\ a• \lnrrk a• man) people 
lh•nk 
. ....... ,,, 
Quor.tlon; 7-9 
YaS<mnc Park was ulen over by lhe Fclcral 
Govemmenl of!he Uniled S101n of America. under 
the Nati011.1ll'lrk Servia:. in 1896. For seven~! 
year<, bowevor. il continued 10 be Clplcned by 
prha1e mining and livntocl; inl=sts. In addilicn. 
unre<1ri<1ed hunung cau>ed the digppoarancc of 
!he 1m11y bear ond the bighorn sheep by •• earl~ 
a• 1920_ Lack1n1 Federal funds. the Park s.,...ict 
was JIO"'Orlc" 10 prtvent <uch uploi1a1ion 
7 lla«<all) 1ho p.lS'I310 "ducnbrng 
" !be hmcry oflhe Nallono! l'llrk Scrv11:<' 
B "'"" .. ' ofY,..mno Park. 
C' lh< nnhln•nn<ofhunlen 
D ciTon• to mamUin lhe oeology oflhc 
na1ional ,.,k,_ 
8 The ""' oflhc l<rm< 'nplollcd' and 
"e<pl<>\laUon' •uggesl< I hal 1he aulhor feel• 1ha1 
pr,.·atc huOlne<< mtcr<•lS and hunter> u"'d lhc 
pork 
-' "'kl~ for 1he1r awn pufi'O"'S 
B ""h """"'"""auon In mmd. 
(' '" •pile of Park So""'«' r<<lnrlton• 
D on !he pul>hc <<>l<re<L 
9 Thr ,.,,.gc tndtcal,.. thai ... nh regard to lhe 
Park Sor>"<«'. 1be Federal Go>emmem 
-' p>-o m<mng and h•e<to<k lnlere<l5 more 
JIO""'r lhan 11 hod s<•en pnor to 1896. 
8 p•·e the Parks.,...;.., only enough fund• lo 
hm<l minins and hveotock <<>lere<lS-
C' failed to provide lhe money""""'"'<)" 10 
prn1«1 tho p.ork pmperly. 
D should no1 ha>-e allowM !he l'ark Scrv<CC 10 
IOkc o•er the park_ 
o-tom 10..11 
No cumpk of human pnde rculd t.: more 
oumaodi111 than llu<t of the male Zulu<. lll,... Soulh 
African uibumrn art or<e of the world's mm1 
beautiful people<. al>d !hey po...u an unusual pr<dr 
in !hCir ph)sic:al beauly. For the Zulu'- a 
malfonnation of any •·isible pon of the bod)" 
unnatural and hidrcus. A Sercnd World War""" 
lolls of a woul>ded Zulu ooldiot ,..ho ~ • do<!<>< 
(o <hOOI him ra1hot !han kl him liv• wuh a l<>m 
'""'' 
10 The pnmaf) pu"""" oflhe ""'""~""I<> 
A imply lhll all people have their 
idiMyncr,.in. 
B ctkhr.01e 1he nohihly of trih>! cu<!nm• 
(' provtde an rllu<1ra1ion of unu•ual pmle. 
D •hov. !hal «>ldu•n n a 1roup an: mh«e<>ll< 
proud. 
II Ph}<ical beau" ""'"' 10 lhc male Zulu.-
A conccu 
B ,.l(...,.,ccm 
(' qUC<I for "'lf-rd""'")-
D cnur.>gmu•n"'' 
12 The tnformouon Jl><n <n 1hc pa,...,ge •~I'F'" 
lhal the Zulus eon•idercd a 
~ wounded ooldrc< lo he • ro.,ard. 
8 proud mate In be ~nu•uol 
(' l>caul<ful hod)" I<> 1>c beneflcral. 
D ma...ro hod~ (o be oiT•n.,•·e 
GO 0:'11 TO TilE ~a:-.;·r P u:f 
·~· ....... " ""' ""'' .. ,.. ...... '" 
Char.o<lo" 1n fanu""' ""non fnr ch1ldr<n d11Tor 11gn1f1Gtn1ly from nne h"1oneal pennd 1<> anolhor Each fan•a•) m 
"'me '"11Y hold• up a "'""" 10 lh•• cuhuro '"which 11 " produced. When""' e>am•nclil<r.l.')' fan13>). we look upon a 
r<H!Xt•on of the 1<><:111 pr<"u'"' oflhc fll:'""-1. prublcm• of~• mlc and personal 1dcnuty. and the chang~ng rule of tho 
•niOl. Wba! all ofthMc ehangml pau,•m< n>oon "!he <Uh)<"CI <>fan inter<•Ung soc-oolog1cal \Ill d). 
U Wh10h '-<ntcncc l>o<t <un>mar"'"' th•· ~"~'"'&•" 
A Littta')' fant.o•i"' ..-~cal the •ocut ..-ahh"' 
of their t•m•. 
B Wb:ot app!i .. to !he'""'« offani;I•J apph"' 
to olhcr anist• •• ,.-dl. 
C" Fantui"' communica1o soc-ial prn•urco 1o 
chlld..-n a! an unroMclnu• lr>cl 
D luttatur<and <he field ofsoc>DIOI) have 
much'" common 
I~ -\• 11"-"d >n !b,· ~'-""'~" >lhl<"h "t lh•· tnlhll'ln~ 
11'1'" "f "llrd< "~n '""llllpf.- nt J IIWIJphnr"' 
\ l~nla<""' •hold,.·n 
B """"r. r<H•~t"'n 
(" mk. •<kn1>1) 
n P"-"''"""'· ~"'""'"' 
,,, ····-~" 
I~ Wh1ch of tho follo...-ong "atomcn!O "nuld moo! 
,·karl)· be supponod b) the~"~""~~ 
A T""'nticth~nlu')' arti"' a..- free·•pmtod 
and then:fon: ""'not likely lo '""'" fanu""' 
B Histo')' is taught~~ through 1he "'"of 
fanla""'· 
(" Ninet..,nth-con<ury fantaso"' afl' likd~ 10 
have common feolurco no1 found in 
t""'nticth~n!U')' fanta""'· 
D A magical characteo r<vc-al• a wnler"• long~ng 
for J>0""''· 
···---·· '" 
Do NOT I om"'"' tH ~ qtll fOil-loW lo do oo. 
'"' ........ '""'~' .... -- "' 
N 
w 
N 
Usage 
Time: IS minutes 
Dirtttions 
R""" tt.eh ohJ><, oenten<e> below ond find theel'Tor >n •tandard wrmen E>or,holl 1n caoh. On your anower •heel. cm:lo 
the loner !hat marks whe"' the el'Tor appean. The"'" no more tban one erTOr in each «'nlrncr. 
Exampl~ 
He opoh blunU~ ond ananly to:! 
A • C 
II She wort• every doy .., thatohr ,.auld become 
A • C 
flnanc1ally Independent , h<r n!d are. 
D 
~lonl·lO 
Local poll"" olfL<en had anh<Lpalc-d 
A 
oome <rouble.~ there~ hordl) an 
' C D 
"''"dent dunns Lhe lunJ r.tll) 
1 B~ the end of Lhe tnol. "h>rh "'"' moro len&lh>cr 
A ' than any pre>-1ou•l) bold 1n the "•to. the'""' 
c 
had h>tenc-d aurnli•CI) In c••d<"·'«" fr<>m 
D 
LhiM)·oe•cn ""'""'""' 
3 llunng 1hr 1'<201. hu"' h<·rd\ <>I wold •aUk ~ 
A • 
tile oolt sourrr or "•ahh fur Lhr '""'" •allq y--.-
~The ne..-.paper kamc-d Lhothoofthot the 
-A-
Robinson• hod dcoed thm hou"' 
--,----c--
whlle they hotoda)·c-d in Jamaoca 
D 
S looliUnJI vtru>" usual!) tho fint •tep lo,.,ards 
A ' findinaa war 10 combat them. 
C D 
A B © D 
u@sco 
I> llefore d=nbona )O~r oW,..1LLftnl!!! )"OUr 
A ' notebook. one >hould be sure ID rompleiC th~ 
--c-- " 
c•penmcnl. 
1 &cau<t '-bra Anrelou ..-rue• w mnmateh ~bou< 
A ' hrr o..-n e•p:noncc>. •orne "'ado" 
ha.c be<:ame n mtcrc.tc-d '" h<r life a• 1n her 
c 
~·· 
D 
8 Tutankhal<n wn a ou1tabk huoband for thc 
A 
l'haraoh"• dauKhter. for be 3lonc had sho" n a 
--,---c--
rcdkn courage and • v>!aht) equal 10 bro 
-.--
9 P1p" net "'membered noorl~ 10 .,,.1d "' the 
--A--
=entn< Mou Hav,.ham. for wo rcmomber !>(<! 
B C 
tho"' DL<krns ch~ractor< thai arc unu•ual 
1n ocmr "'"' 
" 10 !!_the fame or a cla"ocal author dcp:ndcd on 
A • 
<he lolr>-I.,On •·croton• ofh" work. thO! f>me 
wauld no• l••t ba<dy • ••«k 
D 
c 
GO ON TO TilE NEXT PAGE 
1 1 '-•'"~" '"'" •~ ._,_. .• ~ 
• 
II lbod&n.!!! Ni&m•. issuikinf)y dilf=t from 
A • 
the kind of city familiar for mOl! Ausualians 
--c-- D 
and Europeans. 
ll llo...,vcr carefully wc m.1y be in I!!P""¥hina 
A ' tho 1ubjrct.,.. cannot daim that our 1nalyoi1 
of !he results !!_the only possible Lni<IP"'\lltion. 
C D 
13 Even thouJh Marie-ue h..,. that 
A 
opponunitin for fomalr CIVil ..,11.....,... ,...,., 
• l1mlled. W ~the cballenl" and 
c 
worked bard 10 obtain an mainttrmJ des= 
D 
14 In ht~le<:!O!"tl. telt¥111011 J~!)<1lll.nf..S. and 
-A-
ne..-.pap« an1des. he""~"' to 
--.-
tmprn• p:oplc about tbo 
c 
tmponance of en erg~ rnn .. ,..auon. 
D 
15 ~. ID I<CidCOtal mttiiDitn lht betel 
A 
pwc "'the oppcnunlly for ••kin& Mr Fosse for 
• c 
tkkcu to hio current Broad"") •how 
D 
17 The a<1ion of the eneymn assuf<' that !he 
--A--
hydrocen p<JCllde formtd '"the plant~ 
• c 
chao&:ed immediouly into wot..- and o•)"J<n 
o 
18 Ewm today. tJ><, Cllhiwation oftupr cane!!!! 
A ' la~~t planlltionl provide jobo ond onromr fat a 
c pat manx people on th<- ioland. 
D 
19 From an the octo11 1n the 1'1••- Fln)d Ram•• a. 
--A- . ·a 
1 ~•nlly mutine-er 101hr mmt br!ir~ahlc. 
CD 
lO The enonnous po~>Ulant~ or Thr H-,~ 
sugests tluot ill audience thofii<IJ)II) enjo•·• tho 
A • 
h•&h spinto thl1 chataC!CI11M thrs mu.,tal. 
c o 
"' w w 
'"I"'""'" U101""-'<· .. -· "' 
Vocabulary 
Time: I 0 minutes 
Dil"Kiions 
Clloo... 1ho ward or phra<t 1ha1 "clo'"" m mran•ng U> lho word '" capnallonors and C1rclo lho rorrnpondm& loner 
on tho """"'" sbttt-
t:tdmp/~ JnrMN 
CROSS 
' 
@ c D 
' 
•hk) c P<l"'<rful 
• '""' 
D ~mud 
~ltiml-10 
:'>lliN 
' 
lt.II'En'AlllE 
' """'"" 
c 
.. w-.-'""" ' 
_,, c 
"'I""" hi< 
• •nd•oall<>n " ""'"'"""" 
• ClfCUIIUU< " 
faulllr« 
!'ONTFNT~ll 
' 
f.ASE 
' 
.... u.n,·d 
' 
... , . .-
' 
ohhl< 'C all<""''' 
" 
U!<'ful 
" 
,mafl • cnn<nhul< D ro1nfomo 
·' 
1\RI·"'I<. • AI!ODE 
' 
,·haft 
' 
,,,,..., 
' 
lamoni c 
"'"'"' 
• r"""'"'" 
D ,,,,,. • d"'oll•ns " 
n>IJI!<' 
' 
STEAl • REIMilliR~E 
' 
park) 
' 
p<ddk 
' 
f<JC'CI c reappear 
• p•lf•• D P""' • tomfotc< D ·~· 
' 
SLTilllENlY 
'" 
I <l\11'1 -\1'\;l 
' 
1001<1)' c h"'kl) ' 8""'""'"'' ' ad"'"'" 
• ahrupl\j D 
hluntl) 
" 
d""'""" 
" """'"'"""" 
GOO~ TO TilE SEH P"'GF. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
("OM FORT 
" 
AFFRONT 
' """ 
c forvour 
' 
poljury c .npon ... 
• oquU} D ~~· • ,_,, D ln1Uh 
WANE 
" 
U.NGUID 
' 
d ......... c conceal 
' 
inopl c lis11.,..1 
• Ha>-ol D reconcilo • romanli< D rniJmalir 
AMITY 
" 
ENSUING 
' 
fn<ndUup c povorl} 
' 
folio""'"' c fon,.tllrnl 
• •nd•fTorrncr D 
1mpudoncr • Pf"''&in~ D impond1n1 
WINSOME 
" 
SPURN 
' 
doc• I< c du.nn1n1 
' 
punf) c d"""" 
• "'"'"'"' 
D n•k~ • rccjoel D 
.,., 
INTIMATE m INEBRIATED 
' 
•uporflu~u• c ICI'•al 
' """'"' 
c (tlncihatrd 
• '""'"'""' 
D fam1har • inhibited D •••o•inuod 
~TOP! If,.,. fiKllb btloro tlOMlo up, cbn:k JOtlr ltOI'lt. Do NOT nm a>orlh< pa~ ... rn ,,. oro told lo ~o "'· 
'" ................. ,, . .,..".~' '" 
' 
N 
w 
.. 
Sentence Structure 
Time: 15 minutes 
rnr«tions 
From ohe four allemall'"'· "''""'the t>tn ven1nn orohe part nr ohe "'ntence pnntcd 1n bold type and cucle Ihe 
oo~tnpondinJie\ler on thean~wtr ihetl. O.oice A is the same •• theoriainal scntenCt. If you think the criJinll 
o;enlen"' li be>1. rhO<H<" ani"""' ..\ 
f. •umpl~ 
Anr~eno (om:h ace""" 1h~1r tin~«>. ""lpcd ohem 
"" p!Ctt\ ofhread. and '""wd t~em tn the dnp !)In~ 
under the tahk 
A ,.,.,.ro lhrm 
D '""'"8 1hcn1 
(" 1u""" 1hr hreod 
() the• ""\l"\1 
:-;,,. tho\ he I• <ilM...-n h..·" '"II o~Lro~1d "' lh< 
<1.1rl. 
\ Nn" chao h,· "~~~hl<"<n 
D lla"ng """'"'-.! <>~l<"<"ll 
(" A.hh11u~h h,·" ""'" ,.1~h1wn 
11 lb·au"l< i>r " ,-,~h"·"n 
l It""' dlt'l. ond lh< 1·hild ••• non hnm<. "hi<h 
nONd ••• mnlh<r '" b«o1m< d,....P<note. 
\ h ""'' du\~. "'"'' lh•· <lilt,\ Q'" n"t hon,.·. 
.. h .. ·h """""" th.· ""''h··· II' ........ ,. 
"'"'"'"'""" D Wh<"ll du•lo~rn""\1 ,1nd th,· ,hll<l '"·" nu1 
hiiD><" lh<• moth••• t-.••··m"· '''"'I'<"'" I'" 
(" Wb,•n du<~ arn•rd lh< "'"lh,·t t-.-.an"· 
"'"'"'"'""" lhl' ""' 1>1-.·au"-" th,· dul<l "'"' n"l 
hom< 
II II ""' du>~ ,.h,•n th< ,·h1ld "'"' ""' h"m< 
ond th" n1atk lh•· mnlh« t>,~·,.,n,· '''"'1'1"'"''" 
.\ D 0 D 
\l•d• b) lh< npor" in thr rufi. '""'"''"be- •~« 
1ho1 in Lhl• farnlturr on!) lh< fi~W'>t hord""""'-' 
h•• be-on ....-d. 
\ Motk h) thr npom '" thr ,.,. .. n. )OU ran tor 
•uro thot '" 11>" fum1ture on!) thr fm<"">t 
hard"'"Jd' ho>r b.xn u!.Od 
R Ma<.lr h) t~•· C\per1> mohr cr:IO. onl) 1hr 
finr•t hanl"'>nd' ha>o been u"'d 1n lh" 
fuml!ure. ond )<IU can tor'""' ur thOI. 
{" \"ou '""tor'""' th01 th" furnnurr. madr b• 
lh< <•f"."M\ on 1hr nart ront"'"' ""'' th<" 
fin.-.< hord"•~Jd• 
U Y<tu oan t-.• >urr !hOI thl< fum11uro made"' 
the npo:n• 1n lhr rr:10 ond ron1a1n1n~ onl) . 
<h< fin'"'1 hanl .. ,>nd, 
4 ·\ftrr foohns threr O>ammOI~<>n•. Mr retr,.. 
11arnrd ~l&l"Jiffttlull •b• miKh' nnt •••duate 
.1. Mt l'ctr" »amrd MatJ;.I'1"1 thOI •hr mo~ht 
nnt gradua<r 
II Mr Polen""' »orn1ng ~la~gar<."l !hat •ho 
m•~h• nnt gmJua1o 
(" Mo.prr1 '""'"'' "'"arn~ng frnm Mr Pole,... 
<hat •he mo~ht not graduo1c 
D Ma.prot ""'warned h) Mr rotor• 1h•1 •he 
m1gh1 nol graduo<r 
GO 0:>1 TO Til f. ."if.XT PAGt: 
'"'·"'""'""'····· ... "·~··· 
5 Standina noar the d- ... • tall --. ...., .... 
d...s II DO!Miealy bo.llld ltla, willl • red 
""" A door "'" a taU man. who had dosed it 
noi .. le"'l~ behind him. 
D door. "'ho had cl<md it noi .. lenly behind 
him was a tall m111 
C door. which h~ had cl<md noi"'!.,.dy bc:h1nd 
h•m. wa• a taU mon 
D door""'' a oall man. "ho kad closed n 
behind h1m n01..,le"l~. 
6 Soon afL<r bftlhutloz t•• ~homlcalaul)•il. tn 
potle11t• ..... dl...,•ored b) lh< ocloatist ID loa•• 
a h11h ~onl<:nt or >UJ>< '" 1hm blood 
.-1. to.zinn1n1 tho chemu;·;olan.al)"'i~. '"" pou~n" 
we .. d10c~••~ b) tho ""<"1"t1o have 
D he bepn the chtm1cal analy<t .. the ..,;""t"t 
dr.,ovoml Lhll ten po1•rn11 had 
(" be1;tnn1ng the ohemocalanat~"'- tho 
d1"'0\"0JY ""'made I>) 1he 5<1<nll<t oba1 1cn 
"""'""bad 
D he bepn 111<- chem~eal anal)'"· 1cn potoen11 
wt« <lo«"n>rre<l h) 1ho "''"n"" """hod 
7 IJ>..n"> pia~ •. ~ D<lll"< 1/ou<~. dtoc:kcd aud1on= 
»hrn n wa< fi"t pnMI....-d btao..w i\111.11do an 
"'"" '''""men"• ""'"' ""'""'" "hrn r.,.. 
roopk C\On lhnuVn of1hr •ubJC"<t 
A prnduced beau..: n maM 
B prod!I<"Od. n made 
(" prod!>«'<~ ond n made 
D pmduccd. bee:~ usc or m•kma 
I Il<l"'Fn" ha\"0 pollutrd thr ••t•r 011 l..onJL 
i•lond. o•p<r1• J>ft'll<l a "a1rr •hnf1•JO <hetr 
wnh1n lrn 1~ars. 
A pollutC"d the,. .• ,., on long hl•nd. o•pcn• 
prediCt 
D pollu<rd 1he water on long l<land. ••pert> 
prrd1<11ng 
(" "'pollu1cd !he "'"ater on long hland. npen< 
prcdl<:! 
J) "'po\Luled lhr w;aler on long Island tbao 
o•perl• predic1 
'" ''"""'"" .,,.1 ... , .......... "' 
" 
'· -, 
.......,~--"-~""'-'--·~~__..__;_,_,-.~-- --·~ .. 
Dir~reliom 
In Qu.,tlon• 9-18. you af<' a>k<d to f<'·arrango .... ,..,. 1n )'OUt head. Th• bq1nn1ngofoaoh now .. ntona-" pnnt<d 
tn bold type Koop tn mtnd thot your now scntcnn- should have I he -~o~mo moaninJ as tho .. ntontl' gi~on to you. 
lndlcatr your cho1n- ofan<..,r b) draw1ng a <1f<'lt around tho corrrspondinz lou« on tho an•..,r shoot 
1-:"'~•pl.- Am .. ...-
lk1nJ a female i<><kry. '"" wa• on011 nd>oukd. 
Rownto. t.:pnnin1 wnh 
Silt •a• Dflra ridlt~~led ••. 
Tho nnt ...,rd• "'111 b<· 
.\ on a<Tount nf she "a' 
B hy h<r ~>ring (" ............ •h• .... 
D b<1n1,. she"'' 
Ql>r<llom 9-18 
9 Ciro'JO ''"' no famthor r ...... , "'hon ho ··~•k<d 
around tho room. 
Rcwntc. h<'gtnnon1 ""h 
l.oo\lntanMtnd lhr room 
The"'"' "or<h w11l I>< 
A. and ""''nl no fam•har fa<<"' 
B no fam1har fa,-.,, t·uuld I>< ...,.-n 
(• Grurgc uw "" fom>hot fa«< 
ll th<'fl (;"''"-" "'" "" fanuhor r,,,., 
10 Wh,•n tht· I'""'..._.,.,..,.,~ ""ntc-d '"all lid 
an""'""'"<!"'""""· '"'" ~'''."'"··1 ·~"'"""'"'" 
lk"'"'"- ht•g1nmng "''h 
fhr p..-.• ....,..,.1) plcod<d i~tnoron..., 
rh,· """ "'"'~< .. ,n ,.,. 
.\ and wanll to '""1d 
B thu< """dong 
(" tn onlo< In O'IIOd 
n h) '""d'"~ 
A 8 0 D 
II l)npla}lng a """""of tMpon>Jhoht~ a. woll a• 
1ncroa .. d l<arg:nnmg ""'ngth. tho un.,m< won 
l<"Pl """"niUnn '"Groot llnt01n m 1871 
Rc,.TUC. bcgonn1ng ..-ith 
Bmo ... tho union• dl<plo}<d a"""« of 
rflpo~•ll•llity a• ••II ._, lot«><«<! l>a11t0lninR 
"'""IIlith. . 
Tho D<C<t word< w1lll>< 
A. which won thrm 
B tho} '"'" 
C and thq """ 
II "'•• tn "''" 
LZ Although tho \Ondp1pct "oo"l)' lhJhl<nt·d 1'1) 
noo1.0 and l1ght. " w1ll h•a•oll l<"o"t an1 f<>rr< 
that lhtl<tlrn>"' ne<t 
Rcwnto. bq.1n~1ng "-tlh 
Tho .. ndplpu i• ... it) frlahton<d b) nol«" and 
u,ht. 
The •••t "'ord• .. ,n 1>: 
A ncHnhrlr« bra•dy <rmung 
B but u ,.,n hra~rty to<t\1 
{" and u w11l bra•rly '""" 
D r•on 1f hr..-cly ""'"'ng 
GO()~ TO TilE :"<;EXT PAGF. 
,_,, __ ,._,,,.,,,_ ·~---~ ,,, 
" 
13 A.lthDUJh loonardo da Vtnci is "'membered 
Pnmarily a• a 1iftod paint«. he is al\0 
re<Q&l>lnd "'a brilliant oc'let~<i<t 
Rcwrito. tqinninJ with 
ROIMillbotd pr\ .... tlly as • &!fled pa\OIH, . 
Tho no•twonh will b< 
A Loonon:to da Vonci is abo fttDIIIiud 
B Leonan:lo da Vinci"• bnlliaO>Ce i• abo 
fO«<IIIiz<d 
C tho world a[.., recozniw; 
D hr ;, &l\0 fO«<IIIilod 
1• Til~ Gmu GatJby by F. Scon FiU&t"rald shows 
Nick finllly "''molina to hi• nali~o amo. 
Rewrito. tqinnin& with 
I• F. Scott Fltqonld's n. Grnl" G~•ty. 
Tho noll words ""-ll he 
A. >howinz N>ck finall) """'"""& 
B N><k"• r.nall) "'tn:aung 
C "'hich showo Nick"• final ..,t..,at 
ll Nork r.nal1y rctn:a" 
I~ If ho had onnu1h mon<). Fml "'ould gn <o '"" 
'""""' ton1ghl. 
Rc,.,ntc. bcgmn1ng llllh 
Frod ca~not ItO to lbr mo•i" tnnltbt 
The no >I word< Will tx-
.\ whon larking 
B ho-.\u"" he 
C although then• 
[) wnhllul enough 
16 Tbe airline tick! 'fl'r.l ,..,. uprnsi...,. and I 
boUJht it ..,lucuntly. 
Rewrite. t>oPnnin& wi1h 
JIKI...,IIIe aitll .. tlckd _. OftJ n,..,._tR. 
The """' ... n:ts will be 
A my purchase _,. 
8 it wu bou&ltt 
c '""""'' D it wn nc~cnbrl""' pun:ha5ed 
17 E~.-.y dcafduld w1>o has leamod w <poak M• 
~helped b) a P"t"i"O<IIaduh. umall) a 
~=' R......,;-10. bqinnina with 
No .tar dtlkl Us..,_..... tD • ....,k 
The nnl ...,m, will be 
A. without boin& hdpod by 
B unt>l b<inJ holpod by 
(" only whet~ 1 pn-1i<l0111 adult 
D unn, the"'..._, ape-,.;.,.,, adull "'"" 
\8 Ra\pb Elltson added IO modem li\mtlUf<' 
b)· maotctfutly p:>rtrayina. the pmhlrt•l' or th< 
!>lark man in a ..-h>l~otninoi<d ooci<l~. 
R...-rit<. tt.~inning with 
Ralp~ F.lliooa"• ....,lriborlloa lo """'""' 
lltn:oloR 
Th< """ won:ls ,..,n"" 
.\ .. :a, tho ma<Iotful ponr:at-:al 
8 whiCh wn • ma.,rtful poMra)·•l 
c '" wh><h h< ma.,otfully ponra)'<"d 
D "'"'b) m•storrully ponr:a)in& 
STOP! II yoa fial•h brfon tloM n •P. cl>ook JCIOI" .,orlt. Do NOT~ onrlk- ..,,11 yoo an told to <1<1 ... 
"' ''"'""'" , .... ~, ........... I ]I 
" 
Logical Relationships 
Time: 10 minutes 
Diredions 
("11.,.,.. the word or phra'" \hot b<->1 compkl<" tho moanir.' of each of the following .. nlen<n and ein:lr the 
connpondtngleuor on the ans,.cr •heel. 
f:wmplc 
Mrs llrown w.lnlc"t! to cook a turkc). 
found .tor d1d not ha<e th< umc 
' .. , 
B whole 
C o• 
D con..:qucnll) 
Qwollon•l~ 
'"' 
The ~uhhc cot,~""" h>' 11..-cn m<><i<"m"cd and 
cnl.>fl<d. <<en the l<•unh·ll<•>r h~r:ory " 
hrtng "'"'"""'cd 
A hut 
B and 
c· on that 
I) ln'J.u!.C 
! The R~n~ hO>e '"'' '"" <>f th,·or t.. ... t rto)<!"\ 
hoc:au"" ofoOJUflO\ th<") '""'"'!'''''"" t<> "'" 
th<" pia) ·nih 
A '"her<":l< 
B thercfniT 
C" e>en '" 
11 oflcnoord 
.I lhO <<>:"1 <>1 l"h<OO ha< n<> p•nm,ulo• 
..., •• r.nng ""' ""' oppc:akd '" thc• l"h<n<""-' "'" 
h0< to P..~>pk hf <"<>Unlm""l """ ,., ... <lhnc"< m<>f< 
"~'~"''""""''" f.•r "''''"' ,~. When 
B Wh<l<' 
c· The fo<l !hot 
n n.,..,u"" 
-' the >ll<>rl:<go <>I ''"'"""· mn«crnlh-<"Cntu<) 
h<><l""' ,.CIT Dol d<""IOJOOd IU h.• c"<>O> CO <COl <>r 
"""')earN fnr 
A lksJ>II< 
B Dunna 
{"" llccalt'<" of 
0 W<th 
S lklh 1\.ld OOJO)Cd the n<>•rl. 
obout 1ho I<"< on II. 
,\ ond ><> 
B dc•pll< 1ha1 
C" unul 
D and yet 
6 The nomad"• 1en1 " '<"11 "mrlo in <II 
rnn.,rurllnn <O<) I<> crec:t and d"montk 
,\ t..~·au .. <1 " 
B e>en lhOUih 
(" ond lbefCfmc 
I> "k<lc al"' t><•n~ 
7 The r:t«<><>n,. a 1k>lful <hmb<r 
<>f '"I< me '" '"""' 
,\ but 
II •nd 
(" or 
II '""' 
•prnd• much 
R Th< pror<'"w<r"< ddin<I<On or an. n "h) no 
m'"""' ""'"· "n<>l nne !hot "mmmnnl} u .. ·d 
1>1 nthcr an onwu«ors 
"" .. h«h 
B hron1 
(" .. hen:o< 
II "h<lc 
'" '··-" ..... ~·' ..... ~~· '" 
Diredions 
(b.,.,.., the word or pbra .. !hat lx's< oompleiC:I the mt~ninJ of each ofll.e followina sent<fla'S and cin:le the 
connponding loner on the an'""'' '"""'· 
E.<ompl~ 
Pttrol provtd"' cnmy for a <ar jun n •upr 
pmv1dc• cne!JY for a . 
A doe\ 
B tooth~he 
(" human b<ing 
D cake 
9 Dt .. a><c can dam•£~ your hcalllc JUS\ a< 
damage your rcpu\al<on 
A =ndol 
II gnd 
C" modo"~ 
J) lrulh 
l(l l.lghthou!.C "to <h<P JU" a• 
.1. farm "oo lr;o<lnr 
B ,-.uuon "&"" 1<> <ar 
C" •kucropo::r" to «1) 
0 rhomnc)· "10 toof 
II llu"l< "to lm<kl) l"" •• da,.dlo "tn 
A elum.,\1 
8 ''""')· (" purpc,..dull) 
II <auhou•l) 
12 M<rty·go.mund "lo "'vol•< J"" a• 
A bicycle is IG pedal. 
8 prndulum islo '"'ni-
C ..-oo\er i< IO ....... 
0 <ailboal 10 tG niYip\~. 
13 A command calls for obedimec: '""as a rrq"'"'' 
nks for .. 
A tmpn.-nnrnl. 
8 submiwon. 
(" obltplion. 
D campliantt. 
GO ON TO Til F. Nf.):T PAC;t: 
'" .. ~ ...... .,,,,_ ...... _ .. ,, 
" 
• 
Directions 
In que<Hons 14•211. 1100 or lh= senlcncos•n bold \)"peal"< follo,.ttJ b) a quomon or >1•\l:mcntaboutthem. P.cad 
=h group ofsentene<s and !ben choose the besi ano...,r to tho queslion or !he be>! completion of the "atemtnl. 
lndio::ato ~our choi"" ofans""' b) dra"'"• a C11"Cic around lh< co~pondin~ lcuer on lb< anowor •h«l. 
f:.<t1mplc 
The MoliH I• nporlrndnR Its 11ors1 dn>11Rh1 io 
nrt..., , .. rs. 
W&nt prlcn ou npt<1rd lobe •<I") hiRb thl• 
tnr. 
Wha1 d""' the socond sent<"n«" do' 
A h rc>\al~ lho •doa found m tho fn,;t 
B It Olat<> an dfcrt 
C" hI"~ an o•ampto 
I> 11 anal)""'' 1hc >1atomon1 made m 1he lif"ll 
14 A bl.onbl of thi<"k fDII. tt>lt«d thr ar<o. 
VislbllltJ thrrr ""' olm"'t •uo. 
How arc the 1100 sen\00\"0' n.·lotetl' 
A Tho two 'ICniOO<"l""\ c.tahl"h a compomnn 
B The --cond "'otonn' rontradoc" tho fn'>t 
{" Tho !ir" 'ICnlcn<"<" •·•pla•n• lh•• m,•anm~ ,r 
visibllit~ 
D The """'"d "'"''"n··~ '"'"'"""'" d,.,.,., r.-..ull 
of the fi'"'t 
I~ l'idn.) l'oitier ""' noot and cl~on in 1ho mn•lo. 
In,...,;..._ •illain• ol11aJ• Mt"d • •ho><. 
Whot dn'" tht· ..,~·nnd '<.·nt•·nw d"" 
% 11 follm" l•'fh"all) t"mm th<· li"t 
B 11 pto>e> \he lir<tl<> 1-.; fal ... • 
(" 11 1mplo., <hot l'"''""r ""'nul a 'ollaon m 
the"'"'"" 
f) It •hm•• thai tho "'l ;n 3<"hll '""~' on a 
moi'IC "n! nn <•~nlfioan<"l" 
,. 
16 Tluot German iU!Ioii>Ohllr OMIII' much l' lhr 
l!alian one. 
n.. Uallon aatomobllr lo much bolter lookinK. 
Wbll do ch= !.Onlcnee. do' 
A Tho) ,·oml"'rc tho appcaran<e nf "'!uall) 
pri<cl automobiles. 
8 They make a "atomcnt ol>nut <ierman and 
\tahan nouon< of \tyk. 
<" The)",,.,.,. German and ltahan automotive 
•·n~IOCOflng. 
[} fhe< make a JUdgment about the qoalll) nf 
th1• (;orman automnhM 
l7 Rofarl dnn ""' li~~ •ot<r. 
lie don not like lo drink 11. <"1m in it. or ""'h 
in il. 
What di>C\ 1h< <C<und "'ntcncc d1>"' 
A lt"atcsthocauseoflhcfir<t 
B I! compare• •he lh"'< th1ngs that Rafad dllC' 
not hk< ab<>u\ wator 
(" II empha\ue• whal ""ated '" the fiN 
0 11 draw. a eondu"on al>nut Rafad 
GOON TOTIIF. Nf:XT PAGE 
II lloroocopn rorKaSI t"trlain •••"'" Ia a person's 
nr •. 
MOSf ~nlbiS do 1>0t boollue in Ulr"OI"IIk:ol 
predk:"llu .... 
What doelo tho """'"d sen ten"" do~ 
A h is an oumple of !he firs!. 
B h si~ a scirntilie e•planotion olwha1 " 
st&trd in !he first. 
C" h analyses !he val~ of what" SLO!td in the 
first. 
0 11 <Ommen!> on !he valid1ty of,.hat "oU\td 
in <her,,., 
19 Whrne•er lhf *<llhef ~.,, t<>ld. I 01an1 10 mn•e 
\o a 010rmrr dlm&lo. 
I« •kallnR i• fun. ho''"'"· and )nu eon"t •hte 
"ben it"o hot. 
11.1lo< doco !he "'cond !.On ten<"< do"' 
A It anal)""" the rca>Omng 10 the r,.,. 
B It 1mphc• thai tho lint "1ll<>g1oal 
{" It pro-.do• an o•n·puon to !he fin! 
D It dra"' a ronduSinn fmm 1ho fi"t 
20 o\1 the M.....,am of Mrl<u ,\11\bo rdacolionol 
pl"Olf1'm i• bold and •orird. 
On<O )ODOR •i<Uo" enlef tho m .... um <he) are 
lmmrdia!<l) rnnlronlrd •lib ma<1<. ri!uol 
liaun<. and O<"t<mnnial obji"CI•. 
What doc\ the """""d 'ICnl••ncc du"' 
,\ ltg,..,anc.ampknf,.hat">latcdmlhe 
r,,., 
B It repca" tho m~anmg of the fi"t 
C It drnv.< a rn~><Ciu"on. 
0 1t on•l)«"< tho lint 
STOP! If )OU !ioi<h beforr <irnc I• up. eh..:• )ODr "Drk. 
'" ............................ ~. '" 
" 
"' w 
"' 
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN COLLEGE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION 
SPELLING 
A systematic approach to the teaching and learning of spelling is 
essential. 
In responding to errors in student writing be aware of the: 
1. need to distinguish between auditory and visual errors; 
2. need to encourage students - they know how to spell most of the 
word so focus their attention on the part that is difficult; 
3. fact that errors are more common in unstressed syllables; 
4. fact that most errors can be grouped into categories: 
(a) consonants - to double or not to double 
e.g. occurred, 
travelled, 
(b) silent letters 
e.g. parl.!ament 
(c) homophones 
committee, 
offe.!,ed, 
beginning, 
diffe!,e'nce 
e.g. they're, there, their. 
stationery, stationary 
(d) words that look alike and/or are somewhat similar in sound 
e.g. legible/eligible/legal 
(e) unstressed syllable - mute 'e' 
e.g. def!~te, rel~vant, pri~lege, exist~nce, defens!ble 
(f) improper joining of words 
e.g. alot; infact, incase 
(g) auditory errors - poor pronunciation 
could of, secertary, somethink 
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2. 
SPELLING GENERALIZATIONS 
1. In root words such as ERECT and ACCURATE, normally one consonant 
follows a long vowel, two follow a short vowel. 
2. In compounds, double L usually becomes single L. 
e.g. fulfil 
3. 'CEED' or 'CEDE'? 
All words are ' - CEDE' 
except exceed, proceed, succeed and supersede. 
4. 'ICE' or 'ISE' 
Remember 'nice nouns'. or 'ice is a noun' 
music pracU£e 
I prclcti!_ed ••• 
Are you licen!_ed , •• 
5. ~en it sounds 'ee' 
'1' before 'e' 
except after 'c'" 
e.g. believe, chief, deceive, conceit. 
NOTE exceptions : seize, weir, weird, counterfeit, forfeit. 
for other sounds use 'ei' 
e.g. height, weight, sleigh, rein, reign, leisure 
neither. 
3. 
6. Diacritic final 'e' 
{a) omit final 'e' before suffix commencing with a vowel 
share + ing 
surprise + ed 
accuse + action 
virtue + ous 
picture + esque 
vice + ious 
grace + ious 
[note dyeing, canoeing] 
(b) Keep final 'e' before suffix commencing with consonant. 
amaze + ment 
hope + ful 
tune + less 
safe + ty 
exact + ly 
[note: argument, truly] 
(c) Keep final 'e' before 'a' 'o' 'u' after 'ce' and 'ge' 
courage + ous 
notice + able 
manage + able 
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7. Final consonant- guidelines as to when to double final consonant 
when adding a suffix beginning with a vowel. 
(a) When words end with CVC (consonant, vowel, consonant) 
pattern and the vowel is a short vowel, the final consonant 
is doubled. 
eve 
-· 
hoEE,ing 
tra.E£.ing 
4. 
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(b) \Jhen words of more than one syllable end in the CVC pattern 
we have to look at the stress patt~rn to determine whether 
to double the final consonant. If the stress is on the 
syllable with the CVC pattern the final consonant is 
doubled. If the final syllable is not stressed the final 
consonant is not doubled. 
eve 
begin 
oc~ 
defer 
diff~r 
de vel_~ 
beginning 
occur"Ted 
defe'Ued 
difference 
deve!O.e.ed 
(c) Do not double final consonants when 
(!) A VVC pattern ends the word 
vve 
preen 
be'i'in 
shOot 
preening 
beaming 
sho0£,ing 
(11) a vee pattern ends the word 
vee 
rent 
last' 
renting 
las!)ng 
(d) When words of more than one syllable end in 'L' preceded by a 
single vowel, the final 'L' is doubled when a single syllable 
suffix beginning with a vowel is added. This pattern ignores 
the rule of stress. 
ve 
reb!!, rebellion, rebe!!ing 
re~ reve!!ing 
fulfil fulfilled 
inslli instilled 
distil disti!!ing, distillation 
travel travelling 
e. 
5. 
[NOTE: parallel - paralle.!_ed) 
EXCEPT with 'ic.', 'ish', 'ism', ity', 'ise', 'ize' 
formal forma.!_ity formalise 
moral mora,!ity 
angel ange.!_ic 
NOTE: med~ist, med~ion 
metallic 
crystallize 
Words ending in 'Y' • 
(a) retain the final 'y' if it follows a vowel. 
vc 
gux.s 
trollei,s 
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8!!1: 
troll~ 
portr!X_ portrai,al (but portrait) 
Note: P!l-paid; 1!!-laid; &!l-gaily, gaiety. 
5. 
(b) change 'y' to '1' if it follows a consonant. 
cc 
shady 
lady 
cry 
tarry 
baby 
shadier 
ladies 
cries 
tarries 
babies 
EXCEPT with 'ing', 'ist', 'ish' and 'ism' 
marry-ing, lobby-ist, boy-ish, 
trendy-ism, cry-ing 
NOTE : (i} the role the sounds of the words play in 
determining except~.ons 
(11) ladyship, dryness, shyness, slyness 
(iii) dryer/drier, flyer/flier 
Appendix D 
Spelling List 
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ac.J.c!e~..:..:: 
ac::ess :,:;!,e 
a.c:::ct::cc!ac.:.on 
address 
a.f!' ec: ( •rer!l l 
alc::i':.cl 
a.ll :-i;ht 
,.. ... ,. ......... 
----
amonq 
ana.l:~se 
annual. 
a..r<;ui::.q 
a.~e:e: 
auxi!i...u'"/ 
awful 
4Wk:'olia.!':i. 
balance 
balloon. 
beqinninq 
belie•1e 
benefited 
brea~i.e (ver!:l) 
Curied 
business 
calc:ulator 
caacu:flaqe 
car!:::luret:.eor 
ca.tast:.:ophe 
chanqeable 
coconut 
commie:.ee 
---comparat:.ive 
conscience 
control 
cour:eous 
c:iticism 
cylinc!er 
depenc!ant C noun) 
depenc!ent (adjective) 
despair 
desperate 
develop 
diesel 
dietary 
dilemma 
dinqhy (boat) 
dispa.ech 
dia,aeis:ied 
drunkellQI!SS 
eU,ee1: (noun) 
eUiciency 
eic;hth 
eliqible 
eml:lauau: 
emiqrant (leaves a. 
country) 
environment 
exercise 
..... ' . 
~ss~.:.::.aea 
::e:r.~.arr 
~::rec.s.st:. 
!ull::.es.s 
qa::!ene.r 
qauqe 
grievous 
guard. 
qui de 
ha.:'!.SS 
hiccup 
ht::10rous 
hy;ocrisy 
i:llaqina.ey 
i=aediately 
immigrant (enters a 
country) 
initialled 
L-usta.lla.tion 
interpret 
interrupt 
ir:esist.ible 
irrib.ble 
jackeroo 
jeAlous 
jewellery 
judqement 
k.uosene 
kncwledqe 
la.Celled 
leisure 
liaison 
libro.ry 
liqh"ten.inq {reducinq 
weiqb:tl" 
liqhtninq (fiuh) 
liqueur (tlrambuie, 
tor example) 
liquor (alcoholic 
drink) 
litera-ture 
loneliness 
lyinc; 
maintenance 
manoeuvre 
medieval 
m.eteoroloqy 
methylated 
miniature 
mischievous 
misdemeanour 
m,.isspelt 
monastery 
mortqaqe 
mysterious 
nece!!arily 
neiqhbour 
o~asion 
;,mission 
omit 
oper3te 
or-~:.~opaedic 
pantom.i=e 
para.f:!i."l 
pa.r.sllel 
pa.r~.lyse 
.pa.rt:.i.:ularly 
peac.aDle 
per~;eive 
pel15t1ve%-anc:e 
personal (private) 
personnel (staf!} 
perspiration 
pneumonia 
possess 
principal {main) 
principle (rule) 
pronunciation 
psycholoqy 
quarrellinq 
- -que WI 
quiet 
racket (noi.se) 
racquet (used in 
tennis) 
:ec:eipt 
receive 
recommend 
-. reconn.&J.ssa..nce 
relevan-t 
relieve 
reliqious 
rhyUml 
ridiculous 
ric;orous 
satellite 
sca.rcely 
schedule 
seize 
_..,n:parate 
serqeant 
sincerely 
speech 
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t-ws!er=!ad. 
- -t:'Jly 
t•ofiel!t!l 
until 
vacuum 
venqea.nce 
verandAh 
villa.in 
vitfni.~ 
Wecfnesday 
weird 
whetl1er 
wholly 
wield. 
writinq 
written 
stationary (standing 
stUll 
sta.tionery (paper) 
st.:renqt.h 
succeed 
success 
surely 
surprise 
taxis 
technique 
teEDPerature 
temporarily 
thorouqh 
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s.bs<?nce ~ ...... ;.;_~'!:..;:::> ':-,:!-.,:..:'1.5 ... ·-J 
·'"'·I· 
'i.bSO!'jJtiO:l b·"' :::.:.;:;.s;:!-: ~;:;~~:.~a :-.e.'ll' 241::!.:-!':...:-,g:~ 
!lcci::.en.tal:y c::l.!.':"::.C.u .;:.isti:~.ctlc!l hei~ht :IJ.the::tatics 
&CCO!':I.':!Oci!lte ca:1 1 t tii •1ic.e hare meant 
g,cco:nplish careful :::i i.-1 ine her-:-es 11ecicine 
11che c3r:-;ing .:ioes heroine "Unis:ture 
achievement ceil~ng done ho:1rse :ni.:lute 
acq:Jire ce::1t~tery don't ho?i:l£ :~ :'3.le 
across cert3in doctor ':lour ::r,;,c~ 
Advice cha~e3.ble e:u-ly h•.•!ll.orous .~J.scle 
advise chief easily iuginar; -n·JSsel 
affect choose essy i!llagination rl.!l.ti.lrs.ll;r 
again chose effect i:n:neai3. te ly :1~cessary 
against clothes e:,ficient incid.e:1tally :teighbour 
all right colour eligible i:taepenaent ... :tel .. :1er 
9.ll:nost col ~'11ll e:nbarrass indispensaole :tic~el 
already coming ene:ny influential :1iece 
althougll CO!!I..'ti tted enough instead ninet,i 
::11 to get her committe'! every intellectual ninth 
alw&ys comparativelf environment i!'ltelligence none' 
.amateur conceive e~ui;:~peci intelligent notice a ole 
among conceivabl• especially interest obstacle 
analysis conscience etc. interfere occasion 
ana11se conscientious exaggerate irrelevant occasionally 
angel conscious excej_lent is lana occur 
annual consistent except it 1 s occurred 
answer continuous exercise its occurrence 
any control existence jealous official 
apparatus co!ltrolled expense judgment often 
apparent coavenience expei"ien.ce just o:uit 
appearance cough experiement :Cinde::garten of!l..itted 
appropri3.te could explanation knew once 
Arctic counsel extremely knov opinion 
arguing countr7 familiar knowleC:ge opportunity 
argument critic ism fascinatP. laboratory opti:nism 
around criticise Febrwu:y laid origin. 
arouse curiosity finally larynx original 
arran~re111en.t O]lioder financier later paid 
.9.rticle dealt foreign latter parallel 
ascend dear foresee letld ps.rticularll 
athlete decide forty led pastime 
athletic decision fourth leisure peaceable 
author definite friend length peculiar 
•ux1lia'7 desirable fundamental 1ibra'7 perceive 
been despair further licer.ce perform 
begin:U.ng des trot generally lice nee per:nanent 
believe develop government likelihood personal 
benefit development governor likely person:1el 
~nefited difterence gral!llll&r livelihood perspiration 
blue dir!eront grateful lone lines a persuade 
dining guarantee loose 
. 
break pertain 
breathe disappear guard lose piece 
brilliant disappoint guess magazine plan. .. 'led. 
bUilt diDastroUD guidance :nalntena.ace plOY" right 
business discioliae half manoeuvre pleasant 
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'Sossess -· · ser:;:e!ln1~ U:lusii:tl 
Dossession saveral useci 
i>ossible 'shepherd using 
pr:r.ctics.l shining usually 
orecede shoes vacuum 
Ore fer shoulder vegetable 
Preferred significant vengeance 
prejucii-:=e si::1llar v~ey 
preparation simile vill:1in 
!Jreps.re since villei!l 
prevJ.lent sort we.!lther 
!:Jrimitive sought wether 
princi?::~.l speclmeo. Vtednesd:ly 
principle speech wears 
privilege stopped weird. 
prob:lbly straight where 
procedure strength whether 
!=Jroceeci strenuous which 
9rofessor stretch wh.Ola 
prove studying wholly 
psychology succeed whose 
?Ursue sugar wo:nan 
pursuit suppress women 
quantity sure won 1 t 
quiet sw:prise would 
quite syllable write 
raise synunetri-:al writing 
reaci tear written 
realise temperam1!nt wrote 
receipt temperature you• re 
receive teaciency your 
recognise than 
recornmend their 
reed·. then 
regard there 
therefore 
relieve they 
·eligious they1re 
repetition thorough 
resittance though 
rey-me thought 
rhythm through 
ridiculoua tier 
rise tired 
sa.t'ety together 
said tonight 
seys too 
·-
tragedy 
so.Qedul.e tries 
science trouble 
seams tru1v 
seems Tuesda,y 
seize two 
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Appendix E 
Com0101 Punctuation Handouts 
8701A/0138A/KW:mhf/11.7.90/NE 
Updated 17.7.90/mhf/NE 
Printed 14.2-91/mhf/CH 
PUNCTUATI!lL~ 
1. FULL STOPS 
Full stops are used to mark the end of a sentence. 
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They are also used after abbreviations except when the abbreviation 
ends in the final letter of the word, and as a marker or decimal 
point in certain numerical measures such as time and money. 
Mr T.J. McArthur Supt M. Evans 
7.15 a.m. 25 Dec., 1990. $3.50 2.5% 
In abbreviations for organisations the practice is increasingly one 
of not using fulls tops so you will see UWA, WACAE and UNESCO 
written without fullstops. 
Currently there is a trend to extend this usage so you will see NSW 
and 7pm written without the full stops. Find out the policy of 
your organisation/department and use it. 
2. QUESTION MARKS 
Question marks are used to end a direct question but not an 
indirect or reported question. 
Did you win the game of tennis? 
"Do you know what happens to little boys on the streets?" 
but not 
One student asked if h~ could write on another topic. 
3. EXCLAMATION MARKS 
Exclamation marks are used to add emphasis to emotional statements 
or interjections. They shoulQ be used sparingly. 
What a pain! 
Please! 
4. APOSTROPHES 
Apostrophes are frequently misused and irritate readers. 
They serve two functions so learn how to use them correctly. 
2 
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a. Contractions 
b. 
When letters are omitted, an apostrophe is used to mark the 
omission. 
it's 
they're 
can't 
won't 
we're 
he'll 
she' 11 
it is/was 
they are 
cannot 
will not 
we are 
he will 
she will 
Note the following points: 
(i) apostrophes need to be used correctly otherwise 
meaning is lost. In the last three of the above 
examples~ if you leave out the apostrophe, you create 
three different words: were, hell and shell. 
(ii) learn to use "it's" correctly. It stands for the 
contraction and not the possessive. No possessive 
pronoun or adjective uses an apostrophe (its, theirs, 
his~ hers). 
The driver of the car demonstrated its power. 
Possessives 
Apostrophes 
possession. 
whether the 
correctly. 
are used to show ownership or 
You must be careful to distinguish 
noun is singular or plural to use them 
Singular 
Flural 
~= 
Jane's pen, the lecturer's study, the lady's keys, 
the child's book, the country's ~tports. 
the Jones's house, the lecturers' requirements, 
the ladies' bags, the children's bikes, 
the countries' flags. 
(i) The tail of the apostrophe points to the owner. 
(ii) To check if an apostrophe is required, and where to 
use it, re-phrase the statement using 'of' or 'of 
the'. 
the flags of the countries 
the exports of the country 
5. COMMAS 
3 
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(iii) where a word already contains two or more 's' sounds 
just add an apostrophe to show possession. 
Moses' commandments 
princesses' tiaras 
There is a trend to this usage for any word ending in 
's' such as James' wallet. Check the policy of your 
organisation/department. 
Commas are used to help make the meaning of a sentence clear. To 
be able to locate the main statement in a sentence - practise this. 
Any information which is not part of the main statement should be 
separated from it - usually by commas; occasionally by semi-colons 
or colons. 
a. Paired Commas 
Sentences frequently include information that clarifies, 
adds to, or comments on some element of the sentence. In 
effect, it interrupts the main statement. Such statements 
need enclosing in a pair of commas c:~ Jugh occasionally 
dashes or parentheses (brackets) may be more appropriate. 
The Governor of Western Australia, Slr Francis Burt, 
has agreed to open the carnival. 
Ansett, the main sponsors, have undertaken to provide 
four Perth-Sydney return airfares. 
The director, who has already been approached, has 
stated that the institution will provide assistance 
with postage and telephone expenses. 
b. Single Commas 
There are a number of occasions when single commas should be 
used. 
(i) When additional information precedes or follows the 
main statement (an introductory or concluding phrase). 
Before the introduction of television, more 
Australians read· afternoon newspapers than do 
now. 
The students will attend rehearsal, later in 
the day. 
6. ~ 
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(ii) When two main statements are joined by a conjunction, 
a comma should also be used. 
John has failed two subjects, so he has 
cancelled his skiing trip. 
The concert will be a fine one, but it will 
need a lot of publicity. 
The students will attend the graduation 
ceremony, and later in the evening they will 
attend a celebration dinner/dance. 
Many children do little reading at home, 
though they watch a lot of television. 
(iii) A single comma may be used to remove ambiguity, 
though it frequently pays to re-write the sentence. 
Use a comma or re-write the following sentences to 
remove the ambiguity. 
She mentioned that she had found some money 
yesterday. 
A person who lies frequently will also cheat. 
His leaving the country immediately made the 
police suspicious of him. 
(iv) Use single commas to separate items in a series of 
words, phrases, clauses. 
Students are required to purchase textbooks, 
laboratory manuals, and stationery. 
The chase took us across a park, into a side-
street~ through several backyards, and finally 
into a blind alley, where the thief was caught. 
Afflicted by poverty, stricken by illness, and 
ignored by the critics he still managed to 
write one of the great novels of the century. 
The colon has three functions. 
a. To introduce a list or series of items in a sentence. 
She was responsible for the sale of the company's 
products: children's books, educational texts and 
reproductions of artworks. 
5 
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Extended lists may be presented in tabulated form but 
essentially the same structure applies. 
On completion of the course students will be able to: 
1. write simple business letters; 
2. write a continuous piece or prose of 5-800 
words; and 
3. demonstrate an understanding of the correct 
use of capital letters, full stops, commas, 
colons and semi-colons. 
b. To indicate that an explanation will follow. 
Among WA forest trees the karri tree is matchless: 
its size and silver-grey bark give it breath-taking 
beauty. 
The committee faces a dilemma: to award the 
certificate to the candidate, or to be seen to break 
the rules governing the course. 
c. To introduce a quotation: 
7. SEMI-COLON 
The rules state: "On successful completion of the 
sL~ units in the course a Certificate of Competency 
shall be awarded." 
We all understand what Oscar Wilde meant when he 
said: "I can resist everything except temptation". 
The semi-colon has two main functions. 
a. To link two separate sentences or independent clauses. 
They were different personalities; yet they were 
close friends. 
Please turn on the air-conditioner; the room is 
stuffy. 
b. To punctuate items in a list when any of the items contain 
commas within them. The semi-colon is stronger than a comma 
and indica.tes the major break in the sentence. 
The lecturer encouraged students to write regularly; 
and to read articles in The Bulletin, The Australian, 
Time Magazine and The Economist. 
4958X:CH 
ABOUT PUNCTUATION 
A little revision •••••• 
INTHEBEGINNINGWRITINGWASDONEINCAPITALS 
03JJAJ2TIYAWR3HTI33JA,aJUOJOKA2IHT3~1J 
BOUSTREPHEDONORASTHEOXPLOUGHS 
but as it became more widely used the direction was determined: 
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Indo-European, usually left-to-right; Semitic, right-to-left. Spaces 
began to mark individual words. It helped, but it wasn't enough. 
When we speak, our intonation, stress-pattern, gestures, facial 
expression and the situation itself give clarity to our message: when 
we write we have only a few 'points' or 'stops' to indicate the way in 
which the text is to be interpreted. 
Early alphabet writing used only CAPITAL letters: small letters were 
developed later. We still use capital letters to mark the beginning 
of a sentence and for headings (Latin: caput - a head) or for 
emphasis. Medieval scribes decorated capitals to embellish the text 
and distinguish paragraphs and chapters. 
Initial CAPITALS also distinguish people. places and acronyms: 
Dr Jecks, Perth, W.A.C.A.E., UWA, UNESCO 
The letter I in isolation is always a capital - and note that it then 
has NO DOT. (Dots were introduced to identify the .§!Ilill 'i' in Gothic 
and cursive scriPts.) 
CAPITALS also distinguish between general and specific uses of 
language: 
Smitll is a .kflecific person, a .s.mi.t.h is a general term for a 
partic~r kind of worker. 
Th~colleges must be amalgamated into viable groups ••... 
~e are thinking of colleges as a general term of reference) 
The Colleie Council decided .•... 
(we are referring to a specific body) 
~L STQPS mark comolete sentences; 
dut- when is & sentence? A sentence is often defined. as 'a complete 
thought' - ~ subject of topic and something said about it. Properly 
speaking, it must have a finite verb and its subject, though some 
modern wr;t~rs try to reflect the casual nature of speech by using 
fragment.ary utterances. A sense of the subject-verb relationship is 
the safest guide. Beware, however, of the present participles (ending 
in -ing) without auxiliaries - they are not finite verbs and cannot 
make a sentence work. 
(c) GM Peel 1988 
4958X:CH 
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FULL STOPS mark omissions: 
We often abbreviate words to initials, and these should be marked by a 
full stop, though where acronyms develop the stops are often omitted: 
W.A.C.A.E., J.S, Bach, N.B., but UNESCO, RADAR (became 
"radar" eventually) 
•I 
Note: Dr Mr Rd (fin~ letter present). 
If we omit part of a quoted text we use three stops, and we mark 
similarly a break or interruption or tailing off: 
Whenever we saw him working •••. we applauded his efforts. 
He opened the door ..•.• 
COLONS introduce lists or examples; 
You will need the following: pen, pencil, ruler and eraser. 
and link antithetical statements: 
Man proposes: God disposes. 
Every man has his price: not all are prepared to pay it. 
SEMI-COLONS link closely-related clauses; they can substitute for 
conjunctions to give immediacy to the style; they can help to avoid 
the staccato effect of short sentences: 
He raised his revolver; the intruder fled. 
* they may indicate major groups in a list: 
He has lived in most states: 
Hahndorf, South Australia; 
Tasmania. 
Maryborough, 
Darwin, N.T.; 
Victoria; 
Launceston, 
COMMAS make clear the natural ~hrasing of a sentence, especially if 
there is a danger of ambiguity. They should be used sparingly unless 
they are essential. 
* indicate the insertion of additional information into a 
sentence; 
He turned, naturally, towards the East. 
He made an alteration, of course, towards the East. 
(try that without the commas) 
Compare also: 
The boys who did well were given certificates. 
The boys, who did well, were given certificates. 
The Prime Minister, who was standing near, denied the rumour. 
He said, "What's that?" and turned back. 
"What's that?" he said, and turned back. 
* replace 'and' in lists (but not between the final pair: 
He took tea, sugar, milk, bread, butter and jam. 
4958X:CH 
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APOSTROPHES basically indicate omissions: 
don't (do not), isn't (is not), it's (it is). 
* they indicate possession (they mark the omission of 
part of the case-ending we used to use): 
the man's hats 
the girl's bags 
the men's hats 
the girls' bags 
* they indicate plurals ONLY for numbers or individual 
lette.ta: 
Mind your "p's" and "q's 11 • 
Dot the "i's" and cross the "t's". 
Give me all the 2's and 3's. 
QUOTATION MARKS may be single or double. Most modern publishers use a 
single quotation mark for speech and double for quotations: where 
both occur toghether they alternate. Longer quotations are inset, 
with no quotation marks. 
Traditional practice (and that still suggested by the Ministry of 
Education (Guidelines, p80) is to use two for speech and to alternate 
for quotations within quotations. It is more important to be 
consistent with whichever you choose to use, and to ensure that the 
close is marked as well as the beginning. 
Quotation marks are not used in play scripts: stage directions, 
however, are italicised. 
Book titles should bg underlined: they appear in print in Italic 
script. (Quotation marks are no longer recommended in style guides. 
The underlining tells the printer to use an Italic font.) 
They indicate, therefore, that material has been borrowed from some 
other person, such as the actual words used in speech: 
'Where are you going' he demanded. 
Compare: He de~anded to know where they were going. 
'I'm going now,' he said, 'or I'll miss the train.' 
She replied, 'You'd better not!' 
They indicate the extent of the written text borrowed from some other 
author, and this must always be acknowledged. (See the current 
College R~ferencing Guide for details of the methods of acknowledging 
sources. It's free- at the bookshop). 
They indicate that a word is being used as an example or in an unusual 
sense: 
"cant" means an angle or slope. 
This may be done by underlining or a change of typeface, e.g. to 
Italic. 
These people are no longer "slaves" in the proper sense of the 
word but their conditions of work are no better. 
HE! calls it "work"! 
4958X:CH 
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QUESTION MARKS ? and EXCLAMATION MARKS ! indicate variations in the 
intonation patterns. They are always placed over the full stop at the 
end of the sentence or utterance, within the quotation marks if these 
are used: 
"What?" he shouted. "Get out of my sight at once!" 
Exclamation Marks are also used far effect, or to draw attention, but 
this is a stylistic device only and should not be encouraged. 
PARENTHESES or BRACKETS ( ) are used to show clearly additions to the 
text, such as references (Jones 1976) 
or comments: 
He said (and I agreed) that ..•.. 
Square brackets [ 1 are used to show an editor's insertions: either 
to correct when there is a palpable error (but the original must be 
quoted as written): 
From the Journal of 1887: There was [sic] no such great 
organizations for public singing as now exist in 1871, 
however, vocal music in elementary schools was introduced to 
the [Education] Code by Mr Forster. 
(Journal of the Royal Society of Arts, Vol. xxix, June lOth 
1887) 
or to indicate the editor's opinion: 
[?] doubt or [!] surprise or astonishment 
HYPHENS connect two words considered as a unit: 
red-letter never-to-be-forgotten 
May be Used instead of diaresis in words where affixes bring two 
vowels or consonants together with possible misunderstanding: 
Pre-eminent 
anti-Howard 
recover/re-cover 
re-echo 
pro-Whit lam 
remark/re-mark 
post-Fraser 
When a word is divided at the end of a line, use a hyphen there. 
DO NOT BEGIN a line with a hyphen. 
Dashes are longer than hyphens and indicate a break-off in the text; 
can be used as a spacer for effect; can replace parentheses; are used 
in dictionaries to avoid repeating the headword of an entry; are used 
in bibliographies where an author has more than one book quoted: 
'I was about to say 
'The way I see it 
this •.• 
and I'm sure you'll agree 
Williams, R. (1954). Drama in Performance. London: Hogarth 
(1966). Modern Tragedy. London: Hogarth 
is 
(1968). Drama from Ibsen to Brecht. London: Hogarth. 
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Appendix F 
Com0101 Punctuation Activities 
THE USE OF COMMAS 
The comma is used:- 260 
1. To separate lists of adjectives, nouns, verbs or adverbs:-
He bought eggs, tomatoes, a cauliflower and some carrots. 
This is the most complicated, intricate and remarkable piece 
of machinery I have ever seen. 
2. To indicate nouns or phrases in apposition:-
Miss Johnson, a trained nurse, attended the patient each 
night. 
Mt Etna, a volcano situated in Sicily, erupted last Tuesday. 
3. To make a convenient pause for reading in long, complex 
sentences. 
Although the winter had set in early, many roads were still 
passable, but by the end of July the heavy rains had practically 
reduced traffic to a standstill. 
4. After an introductory participial phrase:- . 
Having waited until the boat's departure, we waved our last 
farewell and left. 
5. In addressing envelopes, or putting your own address at tlie 
top of a letter:- (Remember the full stop at the end of the last line.) 
Mr Henry Collins, 
25 Paternoster Street, 
West Burlingham, 
England. 
Note:-Use commas only when necessary. 
Exercise 1 
Rewrite the following sentences, inserting the necessary commas:-
!. Having completed the experiments the boys tidied up the 
• 
laboratory before going home. 
2. This year the heavy frosts have made tomatoes. potatoes 
beans and peas very scarce in the local markets. 
3. Mr Sydney Baxter. an actor of international fame is to appear 
in the Shakesperian play, "The Merchant Of Venice". ' 
4. Although the most sensitive compass in the "Southern Cross" 
was out of order. Kingsford Smith was able to use the magnetic 
compass and by skilful navigation brought the 'plane to a success-
ful landing at Brisbane .next morning. 
;;. Remembering his father's instructions John began his descent 
from the mountain an hour before sunset. 
6. The noise which seemed to come from afar off and sounded 
rather frightening at least indicated that they were not far from 
human habitation . 
..., Th.-.,. ,.-1,..,.7,.,-t '111 thrnnnh th~ l0nCT hnt c:lrf'nV train iournev. 
Exercise 2 
· Commas arE misused or omitted in the following. Rewrite it, using 
them correctly:-
Seldom, had there been such a large crowd at the Mascot Nrport. 
Hearing that the "Southern Cross" was due there on Sunday after-
noon 300,000 people gathered, to greet these conquerors of space. As 
Kingsford Smith Charles Ulm Captain Lyon and James Warner 
alighted from the 'plane a tumultuous roar burst, from the waiting 
throng but all eyes were turned upon Kingsford Smith popularly 
known as Smithy. It was more exciting than a Royal Visit, a football 
final or a Melbourne Cup and when subsequently the Federal 
Government announced a cash award of £5,000 this was further 
increased to over £20,000 by public subscription. The two Americans 
Lyon and Warner insisted that the whole of this money should go 
to the intrepid Australian aviators Smith and Ulm. 
Exercise 3 
Rewrite the following, inserting commas where necessary:-
(i) They ransacked the city for two weeks but could find no 
trace of the missing man. 
(ii) The long dark-green leaves had a fern-like appearance. 
(iii) There is no reason of course wh~ yo~ should stay !'way. 
(iv) We may choose for example th1s ptece of matenal. If 
we do however we must use a different method of fixing 
it to the wall. 
(v) In the greengrocer's window were lettuces beetroot 
carrots onions and potatoes. 
(vi) Nothing is so attractive in summer as the cool invigorating 
breath of the sea breeze. 
(vii) The man tripped fell and lay flat on the ground. 
(viii) Misty rain fog and even falls of snow were reported from 
areas to the north south and east but to the west of the base 
camp the weather was uniformly fine. 
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COMMAS FOR CONYERS A TION 
Look at this sentence:-
"I don't recognize this part of the world," he commented. 
Notice the comma at the end of the actual words spoken and the 
full stop at the very end. Notice also that the spoken words are 
enclosed by inverted commas(") at the beginning and(") at the end. 
Exercise 1 
Rewrite the following, inserting a comma at the end of the spoken 
part and a full stop at the very end. Put in also the inverted commas 
needed to indicate the actual words spoken. 
· l. This is the most rugged country I have ever seen he said 
2. I have not heard from my son for many years remarked the 
old woman 
3. I am confident we shall win the cricket match said the coptain 
4. You may help yourself to the oranges said the farmer 
5. You will find their house just round the corner said tre old 
man 
6. We must hurry if we want to catch the train cried mothe.· 
7. I shall help you every way I can the boy promised 
8. No doubt he did his best the woman assured us 
When the "said" part comes at the beginning of conversation, 
it is followed by a comma. For example:-
The man said, "That is the best price I can offer you." 
Note the full stop at the end, also the inverted commas to indicate 
the actual words spoken. Note, too, the capital Jetter to begin the 
actual words spoken. 
Exercise 2 
Rewrite the following, inserting commas, inverted commas and 
full stops where necessary:-
-1. Mallinson said I very much doubt-if he can land here 
-2. The man said it seems too good to be true 
-3. The boy replied I shall be ready at half past seven 
-4. A gruff voice called please come in 
-5. The man paused before he answered I have not seen him 
for two weeks 
6. With a smile the woman said I am grateful to you for your 
help 
7. The man pointed to the hills and said there was gold found 
there .many years ago 
8. The. pohceman advised drive carefully and you will be all 
nght 
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QUOT_-\TIONS A~"D (,UOTATIO:l< MARKS 
Exercises 
1. Rewrite each of the following, using quotation marks to show the 
words actually spoken in ea.ch case. · 
(a} But what are they for 1 asked Alice. 
(b) I hardly like to thhlk so, said Tom. 
(c) The girl replied I am afraid I do not understand you. 
(d) Have you seen my pen said the boy because I left it here. 
(e) On Saturday he said I hope to go t<> the football match. 
(f) To arms! to arms! he cried. Will you still be slaves 1 
(g) I shall certainly come, replied he, unless it should rain. 
(h) And now tell me, said the man, his voice trembling a little, 
who has done this terrible thhig. 
(•) The boat is sinking the captain shouted. Save yourselves if 
YOU can. 
(j) W-hat is wrong with your car, said the ma1,1, is that it needs 
some petrol. 
2. Rewrite ea-ch of the following so as, to show the actual words spoken. 
(The first is done for you.) 
(a} The boy said that he was very sorry. 
(The boy said "I am very sorry.") 
(b) The man asked where the picture-was to be hung. 
(c) The girl announced that tbe rain was now falling heavily. 
(d) We inquired at the station if the bag had been found. 
(e) I askad him if he could tell us the way to the railway station. 
(f) He replied that it was several miles to the nearest railway 
station, but that a. bus would soon be passing which would 
take us t-here. 
26·3 
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THE ~ETIINr. OUT OF DTALOGUE 
Towards the end of the extract;tew and Rahilly speak to one 
another. Study the way their spoken words are set out and punctuated. 
Note especially:-
!. The beginning of each person's dialogue starts on a new line. 
2. These new lines are always indented as in ordinary paragraphs. 
3. Inverted commas enclose the actual words spoken. 
4. Punctuation is the same as for ordinary narrative. The final 
punctuation mark is placed inside the inverted commas. 
5. When people speak they often use abbreviations - "what's", 
"don't", "we'll", and so on. Note the apostrophe used to indicate 
an omission. · 
6. Notice, in particular, the sentence:-
Rahilly let the smoke trickle from the corner of his mouth. 
This is placed on a separate line and it is also indented. It is not 
part of the dialogue, so no inverted commas are used. 
EJC•.rcise 1 
The following is correctly punctuated but it is not properly set 
out. Write it as it should be. .. . lowered his heavy 
"Well here we are at last,·· sa1d Harry, as he "G lly" 
pack io !!'~ grs~~~d·1!:~~i~ef~Jct":,r f~~~ ~~::'rat~~;y~u ~hi~k 
he .S"'dhi •.kldmtoday~' Harry- did some calculations in his hea1d. \\·e ve e · . " h said present y. 
"Oh about eight and a half miles, I suppose, e lik 
Mariin looked disappo:!!ted. "Is that all? It seems more e 
eighty and a half to me· 
Exercise 2 
1n the lollowing, the setting out is correct but the punctuation 
marks have been omitted. Rewrite it, inserting the necessary 
punctuation marj<s. 
• 
Excuse me said the old man Can you tell me the way to the 
hospital 
Its about half a mile from here I told him Your best plan is 
to go along this road until you come to Webster Street and then 
turn left You will see it quite plainly as soon as you turn the 
corner 
Thank you my boy 
The old man peered earnestly at my face 
You know you remjnd me of someone I knew a long time ago 
he said Your name wouldn't be Woods by any chance would it 
Yes I said Trevor Woods 
Well well fancy that now Your grandfather and I went to 
school together in this very town Tell me is he still alive 
Of course ancf well too I replied Why here he comes now-
The aid man .turned in the direction I pointed His face lit 
up in a smile as he started towards my grandfather When he 
came opposite him I heard him say 
Well if it isnt young Harry Woods I bet you dont know who 
lam 
Exercise 3 
In the followin·g all punctuation marks and capital letters have 
been omitted. Rewrite it as it should be, remembering to observe the 
correct setting out. 
. good morning madame is there anything I can do for you the 
shop assistant was a young man indeed he was little more than 
a boy at first sight I was somewhat shocked by his appearance 
his hair was untidy his clothes were unusual and my first reaction 
was to go to another shop however there was something about 
him that attracted me he had a frank open gaze and his manners 
and speech belied his appearance yes I said I would like to see 
your range of curtain material we have a very large range 
madame I would like to show you our latest stock of nylon 
curtaining will you please step this way he led me to a corner 
of the shop and lifted down several rolls of material these are. 
all of first-rate quality he explained they hang beautifully and 
are easy to launder they will outlast ordinary curtains by several 
years your choice no doubt will depend on the colour scheme of 
the room for which they are required I saw at once that the 
quality was excellent and \'ery soon chose a piece with a pattern 
of small pink rosebuds I'll have six yards of this please I said he 
measured the material folded it carefully and wrapped it up I 
walked out of the shop thinking how well the curtains would 
match the pink carpet of my bedroom and also charmed by the 
young mans manners and speech next time I said to myself I 
shall not judge a person prematurely because he happens to be 
what they call a progressive dresser 
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PUNCTUATION 
.266' 
The following is a mixture of conversation and narrative. Rewrite 
it, putting in all necessary punctuation, and being careful to begin 
a new line when one or the other of the two characters begins to 
speak. 
how is this to be done I asked the old man smiled craftily 
looking at me as if he didnt know whether to trust me or not 
with his secret ifl tell you he said will y,ou promise not to mention 
it to a soul no I said I cannot promise you that then I cannot 
tell you he shook h.is head you see this is something which 
could be of great service to our country if it fell into a traitors 
hands he might pass it on to the enemy but I am no traitor I 
replied I am a loyal servant of the queen how can I be sure .of 
that he asked thereupon I took out my wallet and showed .hi~1 
my commission bearing the queens signature of course he sa1.d 
I should have known I could trust you now listen carefully tl1lS 
this is how it is to be done 
PUNCTUATION 
Rewrite the following, inserting all necessary punctuation mark; 
2··d cap1talletters. Begin each new conversation on a new line. 
white fang was a dog renowned for his fighting ability his 
owner grey beaver was prepared to back him against any other 
dog one day he met another indian named deerskin joe my do a 
1s better than yours said deerskin joe .the only way to prov~ 
that replied grey beaver is to set them at one another. so a fight 
was arra1_1ged and. p~ople came from all the near by villages 
to watch 1t at first 1t seemed that deerskinjoes dog was the better 
of the two but presently white fangs superior skill became 
apparent when he leapt upon the other dog and would haYe 
torn him to pieces grey beaver ran into the ring and dragged 
th_em apart youve a good animal there he said in a years time 
wJth proper training hell be a champion will you sell him-'to 
me its a deal said deerskin joe you can have him for a hundred 
dollars 
EXERCISE 1 
Language Study 
PUNCI'UATION EXERCISES FOR REVISION 
1. Write each of the following with the,necessa.ry stops and capita.ls: 
(a) ha.rtover place was really a grand place even for the rich north 
country with a house so largo that in the frame- breaking riots 
which tom could just remember the duke of wellingto!l and 
ten thousand soldiers to match were easily housed therein 
(b) i cannot stop to tell you of the adventures that befell theseus 
on the road to athens it is enough to say that he quite cleared 
that part of the country of the robbers about whom king 
pittheus had been so much alarmed 
(c) in that same village and in one of those very houses which 
to tell the precise truth was sadly time-worn and weather-
beaten there lived many yea.rs since while the country was 
yet a province of great britain a simple good-natured fellow 
of the name of rip van winkle 
2. The following are actually verses of poetry. Write them correctly. 
(a) what is so rare as a day in june then if ever come perfect da.ys 
then heaven t.ries' earth if it be in tune and over it softly 
her warm ear lays 
(b) they now to fight are gone armour on armour shone drum now 
to drum did groan to .hear was wonder that with the cries 
they make the very earth did shake trumpet to trumpet 
spake thunder to thunder 
(c) then round and round and out and in all day the puzzled sage 
did spin in vain i• mattered not a pin the pigtail hung 
behind him 
3. The following paragraph is written without capitals, stops, or 
spaces. Write it as it should be written. 
thatnightsuchafrostensuedaswehadneverdreamedofneitherread 
inancientbooksorhistories,thekettlebythefirefrozeandthecrockupon 
thehea.rtb,manymenwerekilledandoattleintheirheadrope!fheni 
hea.rdthatfearfulsoundwhichihaveneverheardbefor'l,thesharpyet 
solemnsoundoftreesburstopenbythefrostblow 
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Appendix G 
Tutor 1 Practice Activity for Subject-Verb Agreement 
3. VERB FORM. 
All verbs, except the various forms of be 
Wid some helping verbs, end in s or es in 
the third person singular of the present 
tense. That is, when the subject is 
singular, the verb ends in s; nos when the 
subject is plural. 
REWRITE THE FOLLOWING TWO PARAGRAPHS IN 
THE PRESENT TENSE. 
I found the old man at home. As usual, he was sitting on 
the front verandah waiting for me. We sat and talked 
awhile. He invited me to dinner. I decided to join him. 
His dog, Joe ate with us. John tossed him bones and 
some bread. Joe chewed the bones and also chewed 
my shoes. John ate slowly. He talked a great deal. We 
traded jokes and stories. We thoroughly enjoyed each 
other's company. John said goodbye glumly. I saw him 
through the window for the last time. He had filled his 
pipe and was sitting by the fire place rocking slowly back 
and forth. 
Evelyn chopped the wood for the stove. cooked 
breakfast. and kissed Randy goodbye. He went to the 
sawmill. He worked there everyday. For lunch she and 
a neighbour were planning to catch fish in the brook. 
After lunch she cleaned the cabin, chopped some more 
wood, weeded the vegetable garden, and set some 
rabbit traps. She brought home the rabbit caught the 
previous day, skinned it, and cooked it for tea. Later in 
the evening when Randy got home tired from work at the 
mill. He told her how easy she had it at home. 
REWRITE THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH SO ALL 
OF THE SUBJECTS ARE PLURAL 
The typical harbour tugboat has a crew of about six men 
besides the captain. The mate helps the captain. A 
deckhand takes care of the huge ropes used on a tug. 
The chief engineer has charge of the engines. The oiler 
oils them and keeps the engine room clean. The 
fireman feeds the engines fuel. The cook, of course 
cooks. The crew quickly learns the necessary teamwork 
to operate the boat efficiently. 
THE RULE REGARDING SUBJECT-VERB 
AGREEMENT CONTINUES TO APPLY EVEN IN 
SENTENCES WHOSE SUBJECTS AND VERBS ARE 
SEPARATED BY PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES. 
REWRITE THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH IN THE 
PRESENT TENSE. 
Computer specialist::; from many countries attended a 
conference in Sydney. The delegates at the business 
meeting voted on some important issues. Questions by 
one of the delegates confused the new chairman. Most 
of the delegates were bored by the speeches. One of 
them, over the objections of several diehards, moved a 
motion for an adjournment. The chairman, under 
pressure, called the question. Almost everyone in the 
room voted to end the meeting. The chairman, with the 
overwhelming support of the delegates, provided 
welcome news. Drinks were being served in the lobby. 
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Appendix H 
Tutor 1 Weekly Outline of Workshops 
USAGE 
WEEK I 
!. IDENTIFYING AND CORRECTING COMMON ERRORS IN ENGLISH SENTENCES 
2. ITS, fT'S 
3. WHO, WHOM, WHICH, THAT 
WEEK 2 
I. IDENTIFYING AND CORRECTING COMMON ERRORS IN ENGLISH SENTENCES 
2. INTRODUCTION TO SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT 
(A) PLURAL FORMATION * REGULAR 
* IRREGULAR 
* BOTH SINGULAR & PLURAL 
* SINGULAR ONLY 
(B) PERSON- FIRST, SECOND, THIRD (SINGULAR & PLURAL) 
(C) VERB FORMATION IN THE PRESENT TENSE. 
3. CHANGING PARAGRAPH FROM PAST TO PRESENT TENSE ENSURING 
AGREEMENT. 
WEEK 3 
SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT CONTINUED 
1. CHANGING PARAGRAPH FROM PAST TO PRESENT TENSE ENSURING 
AGREEMENT. 
2. CHANGING PARAGRAPH FROM SINGULAR TO PLURAL SURJ f:::...;TS ENSURING 
AGREEMENT. 
3. CHANGING PARAGRAPH FROM PAST TO PRESENT TEN>E ENSURING 
AGREEMENT WHERE SUBJECT AND VERB SEPARATED BY PHRASES. 
WEEK 4 
1. SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT- EVALUATION EXERCISE - EDITING A 
THREE PAGE TEXT ENSURING SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT. 
2. INTRODUCTION TO THE FORMATION OF VERB TENSE 
a. PRESENT TENSES PRESENT, 
b. PAST TENSES 
C. FUTURE TENSES 
PRESENT PERFECT, 
PRESENT PROGRESSIVE, 
PRESENT PERFECT PROGRESSIVE. 
PAST, 
PAST PERFECT, 
PAST PROGRESSIVE, 
PAST PERFECT PROGRESSIVE. 
FUTURE, 
FUTURE PERFECT, 
FUTURE PROGRESSIVE, 
FUTURE PERFECT PROGRESSIVE. 
3. IDENTIFYING AND CORRECTING TENSE SHIFTS IN SENTENCES. 
WEEK 5 
I. FORMATION OF VERB TENSES CONTINUED. 
2. IDENTIFYING AND CORRECTING TENSE SHIFTS IN SENTENCES. 
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WEEK 6 
WRITING EXERCISE 
"DESCRIBE AN ACTIVITY THAT HAPPENED IN THE PAST AND COMPARE IT 
WITH SOMETHING THAT HAPPENED IN THE MORE DISTANT PAST. FOR 
EXAMPLE, YOU MAY COMPARE TWO SPORTING EVENTS, TWO PICNICS, TWO 
CHRISTMAS OR BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS OR FAMILY VISITS." 
I. WRITE FIRST DRAFT 
2. EDIT. 
WEEK 7 
I. LECTURER CONFERENCE 
2. SECOND DRAFT 
3. THE SUBJUNCTIVE 
WEEK I 
SENTENCE STRUCTURE 
OVERVIEW - FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO TEXT COHESION AND COHERENCE 
a, WHOLE TEXT - STRUCTURE & FORM 
b. INTER-PARAGRAPH - REITERATION AND DISCOURSE MARKERS 
c. INTRA-PARAGRAPH - DISCOURSE MARKERS AND COHESIVE TIES. 
WEEK 2 
I. TYPES OF SENTENCES 
2. THE SIMPLE SENTENCE (SUBJECT - VERB - OBJECT/COMPLEMENT) 
3. THE USE OF ADJECTIVAL AND ADVERBIAL MODIFIERS (WORDS & 
PHRASES) 
4. COMPOUNDING SUBJECTS AND OBJECTS 
5. COMPOUND SENTENCES - COORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS 
6. COMPLEX SENTENCES - SUBORDINATING CONJUCTIONS 
7. TEXT CONSTRUCTION - EXERCISES AT THE SENTENCE LEVEL 
WEEK 3 
I. EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF TRANSITIONAL WORDS. 
2. OTHER AGENTS OF COHESION - DELETION & SUBSTITUTION 
3. ANAPHORIC CHAINING EXERCISE 
4. TEXT CONSTRUCTION - EXERCISE AT THE PARAGRAPH LEVEL 
WEEK 4 
TEXT CONSTRUCTION EXERCISI1 - liHOLE TEXT (RECOUNT) 
USING TRANSITIONAL, WORDS, COHESIVE TIES, ADJECTIVAL & ADVERBIAL 
MODIFIERS, ETC. STUDENTS COMBINE IDEAS AND SENTENCES TO PRODUCE A 
SINGLE COHERENT, COHESIVE TEXT. 
I. READ TEXT 
2. COMMENCE FIRST DRAFT 
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WEEK 5 
TEXT CONSTRUCTION EXERCISE - WHOLE TEXT (RECOUNT WRITING) -
CONTINUED 
!. COMPLETE FIRST DRAFT 
2. EDIT 
3. LECTURER CONFERENCE 
4. COMPLETE SECOND DRAFT 
WEEK 6 
TEXT CONSTRUCTION EXERCISE - WHOLE TEXT (PERSUASIVE WRITING) 
USING TRANSITIONAL, WORDS, COHESIVE TIES, ADJECTIVAL & ADVERBIAL 
MODIFIERS, ETC. STUDENTS COMBINE IDEAS AND SENTENCES TO PRODUCE A 
SINGLE COHERENT, COHESIVE TEXT. 
!. READ TEXT 
2. COMMENCE FIRST DRAFT 
WEEK 7 
TEXT CONSTRUCTION EXERCISE - WHOLE TEXT (PERSUASIVE WR!TING)-
CONTINUED 
!. COMPLETE FIRST DRAFT 
2. EDIT 
3. LECTURER CONFERENCE 
4. COMPLETE SECOND DRAFT 
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Appendix I 
Com0101 Sentence Combining Activities 
1. SENTENCE 
CONSTRUCTION 
The game was over. 
The crowd was excited. 
The crowd left the stadium. 
The crowd filled the streets. 
The streets were narrow. 
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The game was over, and the excited 
crowd left the stadium and filled the 
narrow streets. 
After the game was over, the crowd, which 
was excited , left the stadium and filled 
the narrow streets. 
The narrow streets were filled by the 
excited crowd who left the stadium after 
the game. 
2. PARAGRAPH CONSTRUCTION 
Title ................................................. . 
1. Sam is a pizza chef. 
2. The pizza chef removes the pizza. 
3. The pizza is hot. 
4. The pizza is steamy. 
5. The pizza chef removes it from the oven. 
6. The oven is oversized. 
7. The pizza chef removes it deftly. 
8. The cheese is yellow. 
9. The cheese bubbles. 
10. The cheese bubbles over the tomato sauce. 
11. The cheese bubbles over the pepporoni. 
12. The pizza cools. 
13. The waitress eyes the pizza. 
14. The waitress eyes it with hunger. 
15. The waitress eyes H: with envy. 
16. The waitress inhales the odours. 
17. The odours are delicious. 
18. The pizza is ready (finally). 
19. The waitress delivers the pizza. 
20. The waitress delivers it with resignation. 
21. The waitress delivers it to the customers. 
22. The customers are eager. 
23. The customers are accepting. 
SAMPLE CONSTRUCTIONS 
Sam, who is the pizza chef, removes the pizza deftly 
from the oversized oven. The pizza is hot and steamy. 
The cheese is yellow and it bubbles over the tomato 
sauce and over the pepperoni. As the pizza cools, the 
waitress eyes it with hungry envy. She also inhales 
the delicious odours. When the pizza is finally ready, 
the waitrees delivers it with resignation. The 
customers accept it eagerly. 
Sam, the pizza chef, deftly removed the hot, steamy 
pizza from the oversized oven. The yellow pizza cheese 
bubbled over the tomato sauce and the I>epperoni. 
While the pizza cooled, the waitress, hmlgrily ~yeing it 
with envy, inhaled the delicious odours. When the 
pizza was finally ready, the waitress delivered it with 
resignation to the eager, accepting customers. 
The hot steaming pizza is deftly removed from the the 
oversized oven by Sam the pizza chef. The cheese 
bubbles over the tomato sauce and pepperoni. 
Hungrily, the waitress enviously eyes it, inhaling the 
delicious odours, while it cools. Finally it is ready, and 
she resignedly delivers it to the eagerly accepting 
customers. 
Yellow cheese bubbles over the tomato sauce and 
pepperoni as Sam, the pizza chef, deftly removes the 
hot steamy pizza from the oversized oven. Hun~ly 
the waitress eyes the cooling pizza, and enviously ohe 
inhales the delicious odours. With resignation 11he 
delivers the pizza to the customers, who accept it 
eagerly. ..., 
..., 
"' 
SIIARXS" PIIRCEPTlONS 
1. Shub have a sixth ICJJSC. 
2. Tho ocose is electric perception. 
3. H1DD111B do not have this semc. 
4. This is • fl<:t. 
S. Tho fact baa been cOIIfumcd. 
6. Tbc confum.alion ia recent. 
7. ResearcbhascOJI!'irmedit. 
8. Scientists diocoveted sometlmg. 
9. Tho diocovery .... made neatly fifty yean aao. 
10. Tho diacovery was the follol>ing. 
II. Slwb avoid something. 
12. 1bey avoid something every time. 
13. Tho shart.s an: blindfolded. 
14. A steel wile is placed in their path. 
IS. Tho steel wile is rusty. 
16. 1bc ahub do not swim into tJe steel wire. 
17. Scientists were at a loss. 
18. Tho loss was for along time. 
19. They could not ""Plain this !Denomenon. 
20. 1ben Adrianus K•lmin and Kenneth Rose determined 
something. 
2 I. Thov determined it by experinenL 
22. sbaits n:apond to • field. 
23. Tho field is electric. 
24. Tho field is wesk. 
25. Tho field is put out by the wiJe. 
26. Virtually every living thing aeates an electric field. 
27. The electric field is wesk. 
28. The living things are in water. 
29. Scientists have reasoned something. 
30. Slwb have an ability. 
31. Shuts can sense something. 
32. The sensing is ofimpuiiCB. 
33. Tho impuiiCB ue weot. 
34. Tho impuiiCB ue electric. 
35. Slwb might use the ability. 
36. Tho ability might be ~doled to aeloction. 
37. Pos&ibleaoun:es of food uewbotmoybeoelected. 
38. Reaean:lu:n would toot this theory oot. 
39. They would cut up some fiah. 
40. Tho fish would be dead. 
41. Thoae fish would have a strong odour. 
42. These fish would not have a field. 
43. The field they would not have would be electric. 
44. Tho teBean:ben would place fish in a tonk. 
45. The fish would be dead. 
46. Tho tank would contain slwb. 
47. The reaean:ben would also place some electrodes. 
48. Tho electrodes would be live. 
49. Tho placement would be in the same tont. 
SO. The place!DODt of the elecbodea would be some distance from 
the fish. 
51. Tbe reseucben hypotbesia may be couect. 
52. Then the smell of the fish would lltlact the shut tint. 
53. But the shut would aUEt the electrodea. 
54. The slwb would preslliiiO somelhing about the electrodes. 
55. Tbe electrodes were its food. 
56. What did the hypothesis ptedict? 
57. That did in fact happen. 
58. More experiments showed something about shub. 
59. Shuts are attrac1ed. 
60. Tbe attraction is definite. 
61. The attraction is to electric fields. 
62. The electric fields can be produced by living creatuJes. 
63. Tho electric fielda can be produced by electric gadgets. 
64. Tho electric gadgets an: made by men. 
65. Then the reocarchem concluded somelhing about ahart.s. 
67. Shart.s use their sixth senae. 
68. The sixth seDBC is of clectric pcn::eption. 
69. They use it wherever possible. 
70. They usc it for this reuon. 
71. They find their prey. 
Appendix J 
Tutor 1 Usage Test 
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(1) EDITING 
THE FOLLOWING STORY SHOULD BE WRITTEN ENTIRELY IN THE 
PRESENT TENSE. CORRECT ANY ERRORS IN SUBJECT/VERB 
AGREEMENT AND ANY TENSE SHIFTING THAT HAS OCCURRED. 
Crime stoppers 
Current fashions fights crime. M1chael Harris discovers this one 
night while on h1s way to a Northbrldge Hotel after see1ng a 
movie 1n town. The mov1e ended at 12:15, and Mike leave the 
picture theatre alone. No tax1s are available, so after Mike 
waited a while he decide to walk. Seven blocks separate him from 
his hotel, and few lights illuminates the streets. 
As sinister shadows stretches across the pavement, hollow steps 
echoed beh1nd him. Mike hears the threatening sounds and 
quickened his pace. His pursuers quicken theirs. Mike prayed for 
a passing police car. Few cars passes; he's completely alone in 
the night. No saviour appear. He run into the alley. Ill-
tempered cats yowls as he passed. He try to elude i11s followers 
by hiding in the dark alley. Their patience matched his; they 
wait for him to come out. Mike decide to make a break for it. 
He streaks down the laneway and crashed into a rubbish bin. The 
three young larrikins almost catches him, but he escaped for the 
moment. M1 ke 
familiar street. 
lost his way until 
He hurry down it. 
suddenly he come out on a 
However, the youths persists 
in the chase. A block from the hotel they overtake him. 
Mike realize that he be no match for all three of them but offers 
to take one of them on at a time. The sporting offer amuse them, 
and they agreed. The first larrikin steps forward. Mike pull 
the thug's large hat over his eyes and delivered a hard r1ght to 
the jaw. The embarrass~d larrikin crash to the footpath. The 
second assailant. wearing silver studded, seven-inch platform 
shoes, approach him wanly, Before M1ke see an opening, the 
fe 1 1 ow topple off the curb and spra1ned an ankle. He curse from 
the gutter while the third would-be mugger pull a knife. His 
tight knit pants and long, vo ll..tml no us coat hamper Ills movements, 
and the knife became entangled 1n h1s coat. M 1 ~-e tnps hlm and 
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tied him up with his long silk scarf. 
A police car finally materializes, and Mike tells his story. The 
policemen haul the would-be muggers off to jail. Mike walks the 
rest of the way to his hotel unmolested and enter laughing. 
Jeans and a windcheater may not be elegant attire, but they has 
their advantages. 
(2) EDITING 
A. CHOOSE AND CIRCLE THE CORRECT PRONOUN IN THE 
FOLLOWING SENTENCES 
1. Maria, lucy, and (I, me, us) went to the dance early. 
2. They met all the bas~.etball players except those (who, whose, 
whom) had been injured in the fight. 
3. The family doctor, the radiologist, and (I, me) agreed that 
she needed the treatments. 
4. Ferdinand, Harry, and (he, him) never got there. 
5. They gave all of (we, us) students the wrong 1nformatiot1. 
6. The company sent the crate of coconuts to Suzie, Kate, and 
(she, her). 
7. The women (who, whose, whom) tools I borrowed is a fr1end. 
8. The house belongs to the ban~ and (I, me) 
9. I wanted to g1ve ev~ryone, but especially (she, her) a gift. 
10. (We, Us) teachers were also evacuated. 
11. Everyone kept (his, their) hat on. 
12. Each of the plans has (its, their) advantages. 
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13, Everyhor!;r who brings (her 1 their·) husband gets a prize. (She, 
They) will also be give a fr~e dinner 
15. Light beer· is obviously dPsigned for peoplt:> (~<.'ho, ~<.•hose, 
l>hnm) do11't likr:> beer. 
111. Tlw l'it·st ~r·our (~o.hn, l·•hich) :rnivPs at the airport will 
b~· gr(•Ptt>d by a sw~ci:r] cnmmittce. {It, They) will be gi,·en 
L!Jt:> hE•ys f.,) thE' cit_,_-, 
li. ~lembers of tl1e commitlf;'e nre .,.-orkill_g rtt (their, his) homes. 
(The ,1·, It ) h' i II meet on ~1onda~·. 
(its, their) rPport on Monda;.·. 
ThP commit tPe w i 11 make 
!A. The band travPlled to (its, their) destination. 
19. The members of lhE' bond l.uned (its, lhE'ir) instruments. 
20. E\·er;vone that comes l•'ith us must guard (its, their, his/her) 
belongings carefully. 
21. The arrangement must be agreed upun by you n.nd (I, me). 
22. ~o one was kinder· to the newcomPr than (h(' 1 him). 
23. (Who, Whom) passPd you the hot Sfluce. 
24. The polit:P officer ~>"as as anno~·ed as (1, me). 
25. (h'ho, Whom) dl(l you share yo11r lttrrch ~itl1? 
2i. Cit•tH'giu:L nnd {( , mP, mpwlf) 1•lll hrmd)f· lhr:. publicil~· for 
t.llt' < 'llll('Pr'l , 
28. It's (him, Itt•) {hltu, 1•hnmJ ~>·ill r·e:tp t.lu· twnPfit fr·om llnl'ry's 
misl'or·turw. 
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::!9, ~lnxint_, ~oo·nn't speak to either {you, ~-our·self) or (I, me, 
myself) . 
. '30. (1-<ho, Whom) did you ask tr.1 mai 1 ;\-·our leLV·rs? 
B. WRITE A CORRECT VERSION OF EACH OF TilE FOLLOWING 
SENT~:NCES. NOTE THERE MAY BE MORE TIIAN ONE CORRECT 
VERSION. 
1. lue\J,q tnld Linda that. she h;ul g:iveH Lucy lhe l>rnng .<tdvice. 
2. ~y grandfather· ~ano• my father tlds book ~>'hen he was thirty 
years uld. 
3. The l"idld huriPCI the toy at t.he flo\<.·er pot .•tncl broke il. 
-1. SomE'drt,V .vou may llE'E'd lo know hoh' to c·hang(' n t,\'r('. r t 
usuully happens 1dwn you havP a I imi t Pd amount. of time lo 
get whAr(~ you ~tre _going. 
5. Yuu car1 ask m~· friPncls l·•lwl I kno~o· about changing lyres. 
:·wem t.o ha\·P :m Ppidemi<' of lhPm. 
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( 3) TENSE 
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING IN THE APPROPRIATE TENSE USING THE 
VERBS IN BOLD ITALICS. THE VERBS APPEAR IN TflF. ORDER THAT 
THEY ARE NEEDED. 
A. Oi I in the North Sea 
increase become look for dri 11 discover UofJstruct 
drill use stop 
begin 
In t.h1· )ll!'>t 50 ypar~, {'Onsllmpt inll uf uil 
and no1> man;v gave rnm~n l s 
--------- g·reflll;.-, 
~<.·rJrried nb(•llt futurE' 
d~posits of the prr>cious ful:']. ..\s a result oil comr•antes nt 
oil de!Josits in ne~-o· areas. For ex:tmple, 
Phillips Petrolf:'um, 1•hich __ exploratory wells in the 
a large deposit of oil nPar ~orway in Kor·t h Sea, 
1969. soon a large platfor·m and 
I(> P\lract o i I f r•)m the well. SincP t.hen, many 
other countries oJl Hlld f,l;as k'E' lls Itt 1 he Nnrt h 
SPa, and 1101~ Great Britain and Nor·way this 0 i 1 
and gas insteml of expensi\·e i m[JO r t.ed fuels. Before long thl'SE' 
countr·ies importing fut?l from the MiddlE' East 
bPC~tuse of tiJP :-/orth St:'a discoveries. 
work bring flow lay die work break begin 
However, t]H-' tleposit.s in the North Sea are not easy to exploit.. 
Men --------on oil platforms 50 Ot' 100 kilometres from 
the shore, in the middle of a rough sea. Everyday hi:' 1 icopters 
equipment. 
men ami supplies from Scotland or Norway. The oil 
to the mainlllnd through underwater pipes. Divers 
t.h('RE' !lipf'S using spC'cinl undPrwnter welding 
R11l the ~>ork is dangerous, aud in the lnst t<•n ,vt'ars 
m1m~· d i verH 
Tht•re arP mnn,V diffPI't'lll kinds of prob!Pms r·Platf'd t.n lhis snr-t 
of oi I explorat.inn. ru !9i7, fnr PXamplP, ~omt• m•'n 
on n \ n 1 ve on 
" 
plnlfnrm 11•'1\1' t hf• ~orl~f'giltrl C(Jl\SI 1..-lwn suddt>nl ~-
the val\'P 
--------------
H!Ld n i I tn shoot into 
------·-
I. hi:' 11 i I' ~> i I h I /'!'ffiPIILiolls for'l'~"· I I \;'1\S impnssihlr-> I " slop I ]L P 
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arrive repair 
leak until the fnmous Rr~d Adair 
the valve. 
from Texas and 
B. 1\ngeJa Bertolini 
live want apply waiL know get 
AngPla llr-:>rtolini is nrn> 21 ,\·ertrs olrl. She has just finishE'd hPr 
first. df.'_gr·ee 
' " 
Archaeolog~· and io not sure • .. •hat to do next. At 
the ffil)ffil-'11 t she with her par ·nts 
'" 
Morley, but 
she (not) to stay there. She for a 
---- ---
job 
'" 
Sydney, af!d is for the answer llOh', She 
(not) l·>het.her she the job or not 
hut she's hop inS: rur· the best. 
leave go be work want 
Three years ago Angela secondary school nnd 
to thl':' University of Wf:>st.ern Australia. lt 
a strugglP , because• she needed to twrk part-
timE:' to help support ~~~~rse1 r. At tlw moment slw 
as a waitress at lhP D~'slPr Reds in Fremantlf', but this is cmly 
tE'mpnrnr·y; shf' t'E':tl] ~· ---·----·--- to ~o to Sydnt>~'. 
see writ,e plan change decide 
an advertisl:'ment for a job 
for n lempurar,\· reRt'nrch nfficPl' at the Westet·n .o'wstralian 
\luseum. 
~~\'en in~. 
but shP 
Slw 
Slw 
applicnl ion i n the 
to pm~t tht:> IPttPr in thf' morning, 
hl·r mind nnd t.o tnkf' I hP 
lelh'l' lwrsf'lf. lfpt•r• is Jlltr1 of [lt'r' illll"f'\it•~>· l•ilh th!' rtirPct.or. 
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finish receive study 
* Gnor! mornin!£, it'!-:\ -\n~Pl.<t BPrtolini, isrr't it? 
~ ''es, thnt's right. 
* --------~·ou --·----·--your studies at the uni\·ersity? 
Yes, my r't"Slllls last 1~eek. 
* \o.'hal (yolr) _____ ·~ 
:r ,\n~haenlng,~r. 
have llopf' stay offer sta.rt 1 ike 
' 
\oipj 1' to 1.:ork at 
th1, museum th~·rt'. 
* t s1•e. !101.- kn~ _______ (you) _____ ~ ~«ith us if T 
.~·ou a .jub? 
:: Wr>ll, at 1Pa!1t tht'P(' months. The job I applied for in Sydney 
___ {not) ___ _ 
* R i !.iht, think ~·ou 
~>.-o rl\ here tomorrm;, 
c. ,John Smith 
until Apr·il next year. 
the 1..-ork. Yon can start 
spend leave be gone st.udy lJecome work desc:ribe sell 
John Smith, t \il• 1111thor of I hi)<\ book , is 55 YPRI'S () I rl. lie 
his chi !dhoocl in lndin 
---------··-·· 
in the 1930s, but he 
I nd i :1 1-dlt"ll IH· 
--------------
1 :1 yPars old, He 
(not) \nwh ~ i llt'l'' 
Frnm l!J.]f; ''' \!l\!l lw ltt~« at tlrP t"rtivPrsitr of 
:tt'lt·r ~r·ndunlin~ lw ____ (not) ___ ·'l lnwypr, 
-'IS 11 sl••'-'ard 011 an oc•·mr lin~>r for 
lhnl 1'\pPrif'llCP, 
·\II Rmilh 1 !1 1\fl\t•l)-.; 1111\'1' bf•J>II \!•n· !-lll(Tt·S':'Iflll, and his rir"lt 
rrnv1• 1, "Tlw Tt)\\t'l'", u\Pr ''"' mi II ion ('r1pi~"H sirw" 
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mnrry liw~ have write play swim teach write work win 
Tf-·JJ years <~go, .Jnhn Smith ~--~~-~- \far·jorie ,Jones and tbfO'~· 
---·----
irr :1 fflr·mhoust:' on L]J(' C'Oilsl at ~argurr:>t Ri\'E'r. 
\.1>'0 children, ,John 
:rl l•·a"t :?,OOn t>or·ds 0\'o>t·,v mrornin~, nnrl then he 
1 11 the 'iE'fl and \]nr,jnr· it· 
in summt' r. ~(n.lso) _____ En~lic:h Lit.er·ature at the 
t hl'f-'1-' and he 
_ s! i I 1 --·- ______ _ .. , f, 111 r·t h. His no\.~ls 
(4) EDfTfNG 
THE FOLT.OWTNG ESSAY SHOULD BE RE-WRITTEN SO THAT IT IS 
TOLD IN THE THIRD PERSON AND FROM AN OBJECTIVE POINT OF 
VIEW. F.Df'r CAREFULLY AND ATTEND TO ALL PRONOUN SHIFTS 
AND ANY OTHER INCONSISTENCIES. 
Nolelaking 
Tht• ah i I i L;; to tnke good not P<:> 1 s PSSf'll t i a I tu tlw s t udt~n I ~.·ho is 
b{lffibltrded t•·ith ne..,· infllrmalion f-'\'~-"rrrln,v. Your success at colle~e 
may wP]\ d('pPnd on hot• pffkirorll]) ~·n\l cnn organize and learn 
rdw.t you r·ead in yo11r IP\Ihooks and "·hnt ~·ou lwunl in leclur,s. 
Tlu:• sturlPnt, l•ho \Pis lnform:ttion litts.h n\"er him 1dthoul cnpturin,g 
the impnrL;\Ilt d,~tlli Is in t.h(' form of car·pful notes, J.'ill not 
t'Pmt>mber ldlllt bf' \ins ht•nrrl or rr·ad. Thf'n, t•'hPn it c-nmPs time for 
~nil lu "rii.P as~il5nmPrds or -.;it P.\Hms, ,HHt have rPal pr0h\ems. 
SnmP sluth~rrt" fill noh•hnoks ,,ith tJnt'l'iaLNl hits of 
h'ltich pt'ti\P"l !r1 ht-' tl"lt'l'•ss ~>lwn ~·ou tr·y to rP\'iPI> 
lit• or sh1• t'iuds tht·~ ~o.·:ts\.-. morr• t \mt• trriu~ tu makl• 
infnrmat ion, 
,\'tl\11' nul.t:>s. 
RP!lSC' out of 
a c·nJtl it· rnt·~sn~t· than Itt-> dof'!,\ ~:tud~in~ til!:' m:tl<•rtHl. For 
P~umplt•, "1!105 l'fPORT\\'T n.\Tf. 
possihl,\' \£>11 from !Iris llf_d,, l>.']t~ 
'''' ..\bnr·isin~>s" 
l~Hl:i ''·'IS impnrtaut 
:\o rlJH' r:IUI 
to -\hor· i ~ i IH'!> 
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or an;rone f'lse. 
If yottr notes are to do you any good, it must tont.ain sufficient 
infnrmation lo enHblP yott to makt~ sense of them. On the othi?r 
hand, if yott trr to include all that is said by ;-.·our lecturer, 
thP.re is a drl.ll,ger tlvtt the student will hP so intent on ~>riting 
dot,n tlw supf~r·flttous df'lflils, that ~·ou t-'ill miss the important 
informatiott ~>hich \'OrHtf'ctS the details togethPr. 
Tht=- most importmtl thing for· you to r·emember about good nule 
taking IS to ttsf~ :t st.'l.ndat·d form .:md tl) put the notes In the 
sl.ttdents' u~o.·n t>(lt·ds. A st uck•nL shuuld lem·~· room in their lf'ft-
hllnd mar!5in ,,f th1· !J:ti.J:f' and ask yourse]\·es quE'stions tdten you 
rPview ~-our· nutPs after claos. 
WI/AT RESTRTCTTONS 
DTD THE !905 ACT 
PLACE ON 
ABORJGTNES? 
1905 ABORTGTNES ACT 
-concerned with economic & social status 
of W.A. Aborigines 
-prohibi u~d 
*movement 
*intermarriage 
*purchase & consumption 
of alcohol 
*e•ploy1wnt without a permit 
*ownership of guns 
-children mll.dc wards of the state 
Students, l•<ho llSP this fomnt 1 c1w re\-iPI.' quiddy and easil;.• 
important. inform<tlion the nJ~hl bf•fort-> you sit ll.ll exum. You will 
\i;n•p :1 t'Pr.ot·d tb11t 1d II st iII mak<" sense to you years later. He 
oJ' slw ~oo·ill also bt:' 11hlt~ to ~>Tih-' clt'<l/' 1 logical assignm('nls 
~<hich tw nt· shr> can l1tht> :dm1Jst dit·Pctly from their notec;, -\ 
studP!ll, ldtiJ d~•\'P]op.:; L'nnd noli• t.nkinl5 skills, ~oo·ill find thnt 
tlwit· ttosl and nsHi~nmt•nl mar·ks '-"ill impro\'(' significant!~·· 
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Appendix K 
Tutors 2 & 3 Usage Test 
j 
NAME: 
1. 
2. 
'OM 0101 WRIITEN 
USAGE ASSESSMENT TEST 289 
Give the verbs, adjectives and adverb corresponding to these nouns. 
NOUN VERB ADJECIIVE ADVERB 
heat 
length 
sleep 
beauty 
calm 
life 
expense 
pride 
fire 
marvel 
glory 
race 
quietness 
anger 
42 
Supply the missing prepositions in the following sentences -
a. I congratulate you your success. 
b. Once a person has had a taste the gaiety of Paris he 
develops a taste it. 
c. I feel very vexed John his work. 
d. I warned him extravagance and the danger of 
borrowing money, 
e, I look you as a friend who will look this 
matter me, look all the letters that have been 
written and look my interests properly. 
f. He is no longer dependent his father, but is 
independent everyone. 
14 
COM 0101 - WRITTEN 
-2-
USAGE (CONT,) 
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3. Are the verbs in the following sentences correct? If not, correct 
them, 
a. The man and his brother is here. 
b. Either this book or that are easy to read, 
c. A red wine or a white are supplied for dinner. 
d. Neither he nor his brother speak English well. 
e. A football team consist of eleven players. 
4. Give as many adjectives as you can that are opposite in meaning to 
the following. 
fierce 
clean 
hard 
strong 
poor 
wise 
generous 
thin 
new 
extravagant 
5 
20 
COM 0101 - WRITTEN 
-3-
USAGE {CONT.) 
5. What adjectives would you use to describe -
a. Daffodils in early spring. 
b. An autumn sunset. 
c. A racing car at full speed. 
d. The sea in fury. 
e. A fog. 
6. Correct the position where necessary, of the adverbs in the 
following sentences. 
a. He speaks very well English. 
291 
b. England will only remain prosperous as long as she maintains 
her export trade. 
c. I often have done that. 
d. He is at home rarely. 
e. They came yesterday to visit us here. 
10 
5 
COM 0101 
-4-
WRITTEN - USAGE <CONT.) 
7. Change the verb to the required tense. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
PAST PERFECT 
FUTURE 
PRESENT 
They (kiss) in the car before they saw 
everyone 
She (run) to the shop 
He (hide) in the cupboard 
We (laugh) yesterday. 
TOTAL HARK 
100 
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Appendix L 
Tutor 1 Sentence Structure Test 
The Abominable Snowman 
1. A amall number of creo.tures eoist In tbe Himalayan 1\lountam& 
2. 'lho mwn\Ain& are in Tibet. 
3. 'lho c:n!O.Iures ...,!Dgb up. 
4. 'lbeir oisteru:e is a~. . 
5. 'lb!8e creatures are~~ bnm.ana or ant.bropo1d apes. 
6. ']bey are celled Abnninahle Soowmen. . 
7. Mqr L.A. Wnddellfirst dE9cribed lix>lptmls. 
8. 'Die &Jotpri:nts ~ in the SllOW. 
9. The i>otJninm """'large. "cal ,__ 10. Mloj<r Vl'nddell""" a member cftbe India Army Medi ~ .... 
11. 'lho ~Oll,.. in 1899. 
12. 'lho li>otprinls mre mode by these .,....lures. 
13. 'l'hese creatures were hairy "!!d men. 
14. This was oroo:rding to tbe uative Tibebms. 
15. 'lho ,.;Jd,., &.. in tbe :a>OUDtaino. 
16. Waddelrsln-""" moused. 
17. Waddelissl<ed other 'libelans a~ 
18. Did they lro<m of such creo.tut.S 
19. '!be Tibetsns ell spo!Ie c:ssually about tbem. 
20. But DO Tibetan claimed anytbing. 
~:~~~~-;·oed. 
23. Olher reoorts mllawed. 
24. These other repa:rts were dismia&Ed. 
25. '!bey were dismilll!l!d by JD<JSt members. 
26. The members "W'ere froin the scientific CXDDID.unity. 
27 'lho reports-..- dismisoed as specu]atkm. 
28: '!be speculatinn may hue <mly be<m imaginative. 
29. The sj>eallatinn may have been caused by besra. 
30. '!be hesrs were br;!e. 
31. 'lho hesrs somoti:nes .....Iked upright. 
32. The speculation may have been caused by humans, 
33. '!be humans were $1;iws. 
34. The humans "'HS'e hi · in the mountains. 
35. '!be natives still insis on oomething. 
36. 'l1le insisting was neve:rt:heh!6a .. 
37. '!be ~m belong.A to a ~race. 
38 '!bey tbe hairy race Yeti. 
39. Only a few WEStezn men cWmed oomething. 
40. 'lbey have actually...., tbe Abominable Soawmen. 
41: One Westem maa told J""' Maxqui&Rivite this. 
42. Maxqui&Rhire ia a 1'n!nch aulbor. 
43. 'lho man aaw a group of Yeti. 
44. 'lho- was !.up. 
45. 'lho- was In a circle. 
46. 'lbey ....... beating tom-tom drums. 
47. '!bey were ...,ying back and mth. 
48. 'lbeevidenceia~ 49'lhoevidalce" . 
oo: '!be evidence :.'}Sen Tensing is mucl>. m<we reliable. 
51. Tensing ia a Sberpo.. 
B2. Tensing is a guide. 
53. TensiDI! guided tbe emma cCMt. Everest. 
54. 'l1>eae C!Jinbs were tbe moot fiuDous. 
55. Tensing sa:w a Yeti. 
56. Tem!ing was at a Tibeta.o &!stivol. 
57. A Yeti appeared. 
58. 'lho appearance was sudden. 
59. The Yeti was a llnman-apelike creature. 
50. '!be Yeti""" atanding1.75 m- tall. 
61. '!be Yeti"""' cave<ed with hair. 
62. '!be hair was reddish brawn. 
62. 'lho face was not cave<ed with hair, 
64. Eric Sbiplcn IDok a phoi>Jgraph. 
65. This was In recent ,.,..._ 
65. Shipton ia llD e>plater. 
67. '!be e>plarer ia renowned througbout the world. 
68. 'lho phctog.apb waaof~ Yeti tracks. 
69. '!be tracb proved something. 
70. 'lho proof is conclusive. 
71. 'lbe cre:ature is not a bear. 
'12. The creature is IJOt human. 
73. Most scientists have had a skepticism. 
74 '!be skepticism has been allayed. 
75. The scientists have ooncluded sometbi:Dg. 
76: Some human ape creature eJists. . 
77 Traveler& and scientismln that part cftbe -.I have a belief. 
78: '!be belief has t.bu.s been kept aliw. . 
79. Travellers and scientists wi}! tn:1tinue the ~
80. '!bey will nourish hope cf this. 
81. '!be enccunter will be <ne day. 
82. 'lho eample will be living. 
83 The esample will be of a miasing link. 
84: '1be link is in tbe eduticm. of' mankind. 
"' 
"' .. 
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Appendix M 
Tutors 2 & 3 Sentence Structure Test 
COM 0101 - WRITTEN 
SENTENCE STRUCTURE ASSESSMENT TEST 
NAME: __________________ __ 
1. In the following sentences which words form the Predicate? 
Underline. 
a. Go home at once, 
b. He often borrows my books. 
c. Churchhill was a gread leader during the war. 
d. You must do your homework regularly. 
e. Foreign students often do not like English food, 
296 
2. Two of the sentences in each of the following groups are correct; 
two of them contain errors. Correct the errors. 
1. 
a, Did you read the book to which he referred to? 
10 
b. The teacher was most understanding which pleased me very much. 
c. Frankly, I just can't believe that all that happened to one 
mant 
d. Ogden Nash is a leading American contemporary poet, 
2. 
a. While the game was being played, the coach refused to leave 
the arena. 
b. He plans to do four things while he is in the city: to visit 
thP. art museum; to have a physical checkup; inspecting the new 
school building; reporting to the local command. 
c. Driving all afternoon along the river, the time passed quickly. 
d. One hour is enough time for me to finish the painting. 
36 
- 2 -
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3. Combine each of the following pairs of sentences. Name the method 
that you used. 
a. Hank Greenberg was a famous ball player. He established most 
of his records during the trying years of World War II. 
b. I watched the long game, I felt the excitement that gripped 
each of the players, 
c. I ordered an ever-blooming rosebush. I also ordered a dwarf 
apple-tree, 
d. I had never seen Armando Perez. He sold my father his guitar. 
e. Hector wrote an exciting story. He sold it to Story magazine. 
f. The movie times were very late. The number attending the 
movies declined. 
4. Rewrite the following sentences in better English. 
a. On returning home, the motor of our car was allowed to cool 
slowly. 
24 
- 3 -
COM 0101- WRITTEN- SENTENCE STRUCTURE {CONT,) 
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b. At the age of fifteen, his first poem was published. 
c. Have you written up the report that you plan to hand in? 
d. When she was small she liked drawing pictures and to play with 
blocks. 
e. Frankly, his statement is most difficult to understand. 
f. Coming to my last point, the world is in a chaotic state. 
g. Have they finished up their work yet? 
h. I only want to take one book out of the library. 
i, He told me that I was rugged looking, which flattered me. 
j. When walking on thin ice, the slightest crack may give warning 
too late. 
30 
TOTAL SCORE 
100 
Appendix N 
McKenna's Variables Defined 
299 
Cohesion. 
300 
That property of text whereby the author uses 
such lexical ties as reference, substittttion, ellipsis, 
conjunction and lexical reiteration and collocation to 
create connections which tie discoLtrse together as a 
unit. 
Context. The physicfll nnd social setting which the 
Flllthor uses to carr;-.· out the communication goal. The 
phy~ic-al sett in~ r·pfers to thE' rlr:>t.errnination of the time 
and the plare within ~hich the text con be placed. Tlte 
soc:-i;:~.l setting of the text refers t.o the personal selUng: 
of tho? communi cat ion end<'a\'our, such as \\"hether or not 
the commtmique i~ a business one, an academic one or a 
personnl commutticolion. 
The implied contract between the rPader Hnd the 
that lhr writer wi_ll address one topic only and 
v:ill remain true to that topic throughont the text. 
Grammar. Those aspects of language ,,·hich are roncerned 
with traditional grammar usage as it 
lan.guage arts oL~ English rlassroorns. 
mechanics of v.:ritten langnage. 
taught in 
Includes the 
Intent. The concern here is the Blither's apparent intent 
and the clarity of that intent as it is conve;-.•ed b;-.-' the 
ntlthor's mPssagP ln tf1e tPxt. For example, 
text, is it c-lE>ar thHt the author's intent is to .... ~an\'ince 
Uw audif'nc£:> ,1f l..lHE' side or another of an issue? 
~truct.ul'e. The organisational plan thnt the aulhor uses 
to fulfiJ thP ::·ommunicution goc1l. Fo~ example, ar1 Rllthor 
mar choos0 to use a cornpMrison and contr·ast ('arndigm t.o 
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Appendix 0 
The Investigative Report 
THE INVESTIGATIVE REPORT 
Reports on the results of an investigation e.g. laboratory report in 
science or psychology 
r .......................... , ................................................... ~ 
=. An overview of the purpose of the: 
1 study. !-,_ 
~ •What is it trying to achieve? ~ ... ~ •What is its significance? ! "··..., 
\., .. , ............................................................................ J 
/'"''""'"'""'''"""""'"""'""'''"'"""""''"""''"""""''"'\ 
The Physical and Behavioural 
Development of Chickens: 
Egg to Six Weeks 
TABLE OF CONTENTS 
page 
' 1. Purpose of Study .................. 1 
: An overview of how the study w111 , 
1 be carried out. l 2. Methodology ......................... 2 
! •Who or what are you studying? ! "'"' 
~ •What size is the sample? , ., 2.1 Sample .......................... 3 --~ •How didyou select your i ,r 
1 sample? V' 
~ •How are you going to coflect i ~ the data? ! i •How are you going to record j 
i data? 3. ResuHs ................................. 5 
\,,,, ........... "'"""""''"'"'""'''""'"'""""''""'"'"'"'""J .# 
r"'"'"""""""""'"""'"""""""'""""'"""'""""'"""""\ ~, 3.1 Physical Changes ......... 5 
j A description of the findings of the-,!/'' 
~ study. 3.2 Behavioural Changes ... 6 
~ •Data is presented and described. ~ 
g •Thereisnoanalysisofthedata I }· Discussion ............................ 7 
\.. ... J!!!.tJt!.IJ!!!.!!!J..t'!. .. !!J.!.~ .. ~.£!£{{!!.'.!u. ............. ..l f 5- A 1 a . e erences ......................... .. 
2.2 Data Collection .............. 3 
22.1 Instruments .......... 3 
22.2 Records ................ 4 
1 The data is analysed and 6. Appendices .......................... 9 
~ interpreted. 
r"""'""""""""""""'"''""'"""""'"'""'""'""'"""""'V 
~ • The meaning and implications of ~==A:p:pe::n:d:ix:1:·:T:i:tl:•·:··:· : ...: .. :··:··:··1=0=~ j the data is discussed. 
~ •Limitations of study are outlined. 
~ •Suggestions for further research 
~ aremade. 
THE REPORT 
\. .............................................................................. .1 Purpose 
Methodology 
Resuhs 
Discussion 
I REFERENCES I 
I APPENDICES I 
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Appendix P 
The Action-Orientated Report 
304 
THE ACTION-ORIENTATED REPORT 
Recommends and outlines a course of action that should be taken 
to overcome a problem or to improve a situation. 
r .. -.................................................................... -............... '"" 
I •A brief pr9cis of the major issues f'\ 
I dealt with in the report. i ,, 
\.. ...... ,_,,,,_ ................... _ .. ,_,_,._,,, ......................... ) ' , ............................................................. _ ........................... "" 
; •Brief overviow of the nature of : 
· the problem. i 
. •The stages in the development of : 
i the problem. i.-··-· i •The factors contributing to the : 
i development of the problem. : 
i..!.lllrt..£!1CCfl.aL~t.IIJ!J§..9.t.IIJ.@.P.t:P.bl11m, . ..J 
r ...................................................................... _ ................. "" 
.. 
i •Proposed solution to the problem. i ..-! The benefits of proposed solution i_.--' 
l .... , .. ,_ ... ,_ .................................................. - ............. _ .. ,.1 
, ... _ ................................................. -........... -................... ""'\ 
i Programme details: i 
i •The components of the programme. / ~· ... ! •The objectives of each component. !'"' 
l •The stages of implementation. i 
! •When the various components of th~ 
' 
l programme w111 be implemented. 1 
L:!:!!!.o::. .. t~~r...o::.~!!..~.~~~!.~~~~!.~ ........... -J / 
I 
(fi~:~;;·;;;;;;;;;;,~··:;;;;·;~;;~~;~ 
\ to determine if it is achieving its aims 1 
L~?..~.?!!.!.~~!~~: ....................................................... J 
TITLE PAGE 
Overcoming the Poor Public 
Image of Banking In 
Western Australia. 
T AEILE OF CONTENTS 
page 
1. Summary1Abstract .......................... 1 
2 . lntroduction ..................................... 2 
....... .r 
2.1 Statement of Problem .............. 3 
2.2 Development of the Problem ... 3 
"3. Proposal/Rationale .......................... 5 
3.1 Programme Alms ..................... S 
3.2 Programme Benefits ................ Ei 
1-4. Programme Implementation .......... 7 
5. Programme Evaluatlon .................. 9 
~ 
6. References .................................. 10 
7. Appendices .................................. 11 
THE REPORT 
Summary/Abstract 
Introduction 
Proposal 
I!Tl>lementation 
Evaluation 
I REFERENCES 
I APPENDICES 
I 
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Appendix Q 
The Descriptive/Analytical Report 
306 
THE DESCRIPTIVE/ANALYTICAL REPORT 
Describes and analyses individual or social phenomena 
,.-............ ' ............................ ' .................................... ""'"'""""'\ 
l An overview of the phenomena: i j •Unda is a twenty~ssven year old l 
j unmarried woman, of Australian birthj 
f who has been drinking heavily since j 
, she was 12...... , 
l •In Western Australia there are · ~ ! currently 28,731people under the ! age of 21 who are unemployed ..... l •The Youth Hostels Association L.:.~.~!:!~-?. .. ~~.:.::.:;:::.: ......... _ ....................................... .1 
r;"T'fi£i'siages7r.·;Ji8''d8v8ia"Piiiiiiii""ai·1 
! the phenomenon l 
! • The factors contributing to the j 
J development of the phenomenon. ) 
1 • The current status of the ' 
! phenomenon, e.g. elements of ~ i present problem, nature and extent i 
i of present operations, and so on. ~ 1... ...... _ ... __ ,,_,_, ................. - ........ _,_,_,,_,.) 
r ............................................ _,,, ...................................... , 
,/ 
,. 
j •Differing interpretations of the 1 
! phenomena arising from different ! 
; perspectives. ·v'.' 
~ •Diffsring calls for action arising . / 
! from different perspectives. i 
\... ........................................................................................... .) 
(*'""""'"'"""'""'"""""""""""'""'"-''''"'"""""'"'""-"''""'\ 
. /' 1 •Your observations/interprstations/ 1 
1 evaluation of the phenomenon and 
! of the differing interpretations arising, 
: out at the various perspsctives. : \... ................................................................................... _ ..... ..) 
'
/ 
' I 
I 
("'"'""""""'"-""""""'"'"'""'""'"'""""""""""""''"""""i 
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MAJOR ASSIGNMENT 
!1.!1!;: 
WORTH: 
FORMAT: 
RATIONALE: 
Monday, 13 Hay at 9.00am 
(Assignments may be submitted before this date) 
40\ 
Essay, with a maximum length of 1800 words. Overlength essays 
will have marks deducted. 
The major assignment in EDrr 1100 is intended to give you practice in 
exploring a set of ideas about moral development and relating them to the 
school and classroom situations. These ideas will not be presented in any 
detail in lectures, since the intention is to encourage you to study the 
textbook and other suitable reference material, and so increase your 
ability to function as an independent learner. 
LQIT£: 
The specific topic relates to Kohlberg's theory of moral development. You 
are to: 
1. Outline Kohlberg's theory of moral development, noting the central 
assumptions that underlie it. (5 marks) 
2. Select the one stage which corresponds most closely with the age of 
the students whom you are preparing to teach (i.e. primary/secondary) 
and describe the most important features of that stage. (10 marks) 
3. Describe the features of the stage which immediately precedes it, 
also describe the features of the stage which follows, e.g. if you 
chose stage 3 you would describe stage 2 and 4. Include examples and 
observations of students and adults moral reasoning to provide 
illustrations of the different stages outlined. 
{IO marks) 
4. Contrast ~ohlberg's theory with Gilligan's and Eisenberg's theories 
of moral development. Which of the three theories do you think has 
most relevance to schools in the 1990's? Justify. your answer. 
{15 marks) 
Please note that success with this topic requires more than regurgitation 
of what is contained in one textbook. It requires that ypu learn and 
understand the process of moral development as described by Kohlberg and 
that you can explain the rel&Pance to schools ~n the present age. You 
will be expected to consult and refer to at least four other references. 
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Edu 1100: Second Assignment -Children's Moral Development 
Student Name ..................................... . 
Mark ...................................................... . 
Marker................................................... 'E 
'-----------------------------'~ 
1 . Structure and Organisation ~ 
ESSAY STRUCTURE 
Ideas are introduced and 
logically developed. 
PARAGRAPH SEQUENCE 
Relationships between 
paragraphs clearly signalled. 
PARAGRAPH 
Main points clearly stated and 
amplified within paragraphs. 
SENTENCE STRUCTURE 
Sentences clear and unambiguous. 
No syntax errors. 
2. Grammatical Features & Technical Conventions 
USAGE 
Follows conventions of standard English. 
CONSISTENCY OF PERSON 
Appropriate person is maintained 
throughout the essay. 
CONSISTENCY OF TENSE 
Appropriate tenses are maintained 
throughout the essay. 
AGREEMENT 
There is subject/verb and noun/pronoun 
agreement. 
SPELLING 
Accurate and consistent. 
PUNCTUATION 
Accurate and consistent 
REFERENCING In-Text 
~~propriate conventions 
o served. End-text 
ESSAY LENGTH 
" .5 
f 
.l! 
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TUTORIAL PRESENTATION AND PAPER 
DUE: Straight after the t~torial. 
WORTH: 40\ 
Of this 40%, 10% w1ll be awarded tor the quality of your 
tutorial presentation. 
Both the presentation and paper will be assessed on the criteria 
tor assessment, outlined below. 
1. TUTORIAL PRESENTATION 
In each at the tutorial sessions 
assignment topic is identified. 
topic for presentation as: 
commencing from week three, an 
Each student will be allocated one pa,.f. ollie 
a ::~hurt lecture to the tutondl ~roup. The presentation should 
not exceed 10 minutes. 'fa ·l:lSl::lt with the delivery students may 
use up to three overbead~projector transparencies Q!. one sheet 
of typed notes. Where there 1s more than one presenter the 
lecturer will allocate to each student one or 110re parts ot the 
topic. The tqtorlal top1c~ nave Deen divided into parts. 
Agreement between the multqJ!e presenters is to be finallzed at 
least one week prior to the tutorial. 
It 1s the responsibility o1 the presenter to attend the session 
at which the topic has been scheduled. A second opportunity to 
present can be granted bY the lecturer only in exceptional 
circu.stances. A claim ot illness must be supported by a 
medical certificate. 
Criteria for Allocation of Marks for Tutorial Presentation {10%): 
INTRODUCTION 
1. States purpose or obJectives. 
2. Gives overview or advance organizer. 
3. Distributes a study guide or instructs the students 
concerning how they are expected to respond (what 
notes to take, etc.) 
BODY OF PRESENTATION 
4. Is well prepared; speaks fluently without hesitation 
or confusion. 
5. Project~ enthusidsm for the material. 
b. Maintains eye contact vith the students. 
7. Speaks at an appropriate pace (neither too fast nor 
too slow'. 
8. Speaks with appropriate voice modulation (rather than 
a 110notone,. 
9. Uses appropriate expressions, aoveaents, and gestures 
(rather than speaking woodenly). 
10. Content is well structured and sequenced. 
11. New teras are clearly defined. 
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12. Key concepts or terms are emphasized (preferably not 
only verbally but by holding up or pointing to 
examples, writing or underlining on the board or 
overhead projector, etc.). 
lJ. Includes appropriate analogies or examples that are 
etfective in enabling ~tudents to relate the new to 
the tamtliat· and the abstract to the concrete. 
14. Where appropriate, facts are distinguished tram 
opinions. 
15. Where necessary, interacts with students to check 
understanding, invtte questions or encourage 
participation. 
16. Mon1tors student response; is encouraging and 
responsive regarding student questions and comments on 
the material. 
CONCLUSION 
11. Concludes with summary or integration of the 
presentation. 
18. Follows up on the presentation by making a transition 
to the next speaker. 
COMMENTS: 
(Baaed on Good, T. & Brophy, J. !1987). 
(4th ed.). New York: Harper and Row. 
2. TUTORIAL PAPER 
Looking in classrooms 
p.522.) 
A well researched and carefully reasoned and presented essay of 
between 1800 and 2000 words. The essay will exa•ine each part of the 
question and be in accord with academic conventions, especially 
referencing. Please use the College Referencing Guide. 
Criteria for Allocation of Marks for Tutorial Paper (30\): 
PRESEIITATION 
Foraat 
Spelling 
Sentence construction/punctuation 
Paragraph construction 
In-text referencing 
End-text referencing 
Length 
STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION 
Introduction/conclusion 
Clear organization of ~ontent/thougbts/argUIIent 
QUALITY OF ARGUMENT 
Question understood and addressed 
Awareness/analysis of issues contained in the question 
Arguaent supported by reading/examples 
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ADMINISTRATIVE POINTS ON WRITING AND SUBMISSION OF TUTORIAL PAPERS 
·rnese points should be read in conjunction with the School of Education 
rules and regulations. 
1. Assignments must be submitted in correct tormat. All sources must be 
acknowled~ed. This means that you acknowledge the source of ideas as 
well as direct quotations. The format to be used Is explalDed in 
the College Referencing Guide. {Available from Bookshop) 
2. Assignments musl be submitted $lraight after the tutorial in the 
locked assignment box outside Room 105. Assignment cover sheets have 
d tear otf receipt section which will be stamped by the secretary to 
verify receipt ot assignment. 
J. Assignments will not be accepted by individual staff meabers. 
4. It, for legitimate reasons lsee College rule 17.5) you are unable to 
submit an assignment by the due date. you must apply on the 
appropriate form to Kevin Barry lRoom 124) or through the 
Departmental Secretary (Room 105), 
5. Assignments submitted after the due date without approval shall incur 
a penalty of 5' of the possible mark for each day the assignment is 
overdue, except after seven (7) days when the mark for the assignment 
vill be 1 0 1 • 
6. Late assignments must be submitted to the departaeot secretary, Room 
105 and a receipt obtained to verity that the assignment has been 
sub•itted. 
7. Students should 11ake a copy of the assignment. 
8. Please note the College policy on all for•s of cheating, plagiarism 
and collusion - penalties are severe ranging fro• loss of assignment 
marks to termination from the course. 
9. Be sure to proal read your work thoroughly to check referencing, 
spelling, grammar, sentence structure, punctuation and legibility. 
Poor standards of literacy in any assignaent will attract up to a 20' 
deduction of the possible mark (& •arks). 
10. Do not 
plastic 
or each 
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TUTORIAL TOPICS AND READING 
READING 
All topics have a Text Retet·ence and a few Other References. The Text 
Reterence must be read by all students betore the tutorial. This will 
assist understanding, participation and d1scussion and •ake the tutorials 
an effective learning experience. Other References are pri•arily for the 
student writing the paper. Note, however, that further references should 
be obtained by the student writing the paper. Consult the reco .. ended 
reading list and appropriate journals in the library. This will help you 
become an effective and active learner at tertiary level. 
TUTORIAL ONE: EXPOSITION !SESSION 2, WEEK 3) 
[. With the class you 
exposition lesson. 
had on orientation practice in aind, plan a .adel 
Highlight the major steps in the strategy. 
(8 aarks) 
2. Discuss Ausubel's principles of learning which underlie the 
exposition strategy. 
(8 marks) 
J. Discuss the majo1 tactors teachers should take into account when 
planning an exposition lesson. Where appropriate, refer to your 
model lesson plan to illustrate your discussion. 
(5 •arks) 
4. Discuss tbe •ajar factors teachers should take into account when 
i•ple•enting an exposition lesson. Where appropriate, refer to your 
model lesson plan to illustrate your discussion. 
5. 
{5 marks} 
)Outline the strengths and limitations of the e~sition strategy. 
~ releyant is- it fer edacattou in the 1990'~ Give re.asons to 
support your answer. 
(4 marks) 
Text References 
Barry K. 'King, L. (1988), Beginning teaching. Sydney: Social Science 
Preas. pp.116-119. 
Wooltolk. A. (1987). Educational psychology (Jrd ed.), Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. pp.276-280. 
Other References 
Brady, L. (1985). Models and aethods of teaching. Sydney: Prentice-Hall. 
pp.16-51. (J71.102 CR) 
Jacobsen, o., Eggen, P. i Kauchak, D. {1989). ~Me.:t!Jh'!o!"d"'s'-f!o~r~t~e':a':c"b~in~g 
(Jrd ed.). Columbus, Ohio: MerrilL Chapter 7. (Earlier editions 
are suitable). (371. 102 CRJ 
13 
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Joyce, B. & We1l, M. (1983). Models of teaching (Jrd ed.). Englewood 
Clitts, N.J.: Prentice-Hal!. pp.70-7B. (370.3 CR) 
Joyce, B. & Weil, H.. U978). 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 
Information processing models of teaching. 
Prentice Hall. pp.l91-276. (371.102 CR) 
Wse the library to find other appropriate references). 
TUTORIAL TWO: GUIDED DISCOVERY (SESSION 2, WEEK 4) 
(Sometimes referred to in the literature as Inquiry or discovery) 
With the class you had on 
guided discovery lesson. 
orientation practice in mind, plan a model 
Highlight the major steps in the strategy. 
(8 marks) 
2. Discuss Bruner's principles of learning which underlie the gu1ded 
discovery strategy. 
(8 marks) 
3. Discuss the major factors teachers should take into account when 
planning a guided discovery lesson. Where appropriate, refer to your 
model lesson plan to illustrate your discussion. 
(5 marks) 
4. Discuss the major factors teachers should take into account when 
implementing a guided discovery lesson. Where appropriate, refer to 
your model lesson plan to illustrate your discussion. 
(5 marks) 
5. Outline the strengths and limitations at the guided discovery 
strategy. How relevant is it for educat{on in the 1990's? Give 
reasons to support your answer. 
(4 marks) 
Text References 
Barry, K. i King, L. (1988). Beginning teaching. Sydney: Social Science 
Press. pp.l36-139. 
Woolfolk, A. (1987). Educational psychology (Jrd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. pp.274-276. 
Other References 
Brady, L. (1985). Models and methods of teaching. Sydney: Prentice-Hall. 
pp.J04-105, 112-113, 118-119. 131, 194-195, 200. 
Bruner. J.D. (1977). The process of education. New York: Vintage Books. 
pp.55-80. (370 CR) 
Jacobsen, D., Eggen, P. i Kauchak, D. (1989). Methods tor teaching. 
Columbus, Ohio: Merrill. Chapter 7. (371.102 CR) 
Turney, c. (Ed.) (1971). Sydney micro skills series 5 handbook. Sydney: 
Sydney University Press. pp.l2-70. (370.733 CRI 
(Use the library to find other appropriate references). 
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TUTORIAL 'fDREE: OBSERVATIONAL LEARNING (SESSION 2, WEEK 6) 
(Sometimes referred to in the literature as social learning or modeling or 
learning by imitation). 
1. W1th the class you had on orientation pract1ce in mind, plan a model 
lesson in which students will learn by observation. 
(8 marks) 
2. Describe the major phase~ in Bandura's model of observational 
learning. Where appropriate, refer to your model lesson plan to 
illustrate your d1scussion. 
(8 marks) 
J. How can teachers use their role as a model to stimulate thinking and 
problem solving? 
(5 marks) 
4. How can teachers shape attitudes and values through obijervational 
learning? 
!5 marks) 
5. Outline the strengths and limltattons ot observational learning. How 
relevant is it for education 1r1 ttte 1990's? Give reasons to support 
your answer. 
(4 marks) 
Text References 
Barry, K. 'King, L. (1988). Beginning teaching. Sydney: Social Science 
Press. pp.49-58, 61-66, 120-124. 
Woolfolk, A. (1987). Educational psychology (3rd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. 
Other References 
Gage, N. 'Berliner, D. (1988). 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 
Educdtlonal psychology (4th ed.). 
pp. 2>8-278. (370.15 CR) 
Good, T. 'Brophy, G. (1987). Looking 10 classraa.s {4th ed.). New York: 
Harper and Row. pp.173-205. (]'11.102 CR) 
Slavin, R. (1988}. Educational psychology: Theory into 
(2nd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall. 
282. (370 .15 CR) 
-
practice 
pp.133-138, 268-
VanderZanden, G. 'Pace A. (1984). 
practice (2nd ed.). New York: 
(370 .1' CR) 
Educational psychology: In theory and 
Random House. pp.l47-151. 
(Use the library to tind other appropriate references). 
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TUTORIAL FOUR: EVALUATION (SESSION l, WEEK 7) 
"Evaluation is an integral part of teaching. 
of aU forms teaching is merely babysitting." 
in Barry & King, 1988, p.205). 
Without constant evaluation 
(Jodie Huggins, ATP student 
1. Outline the evaluation process as described by Barry and King and 
apply it to a lesson, or series of lessons, you took on your 
orientation practice. Define your terms carefully. 
(5 marks) 
~- Why is observation such an important technique in evaluation? 
Illustrate your answer with examples from teaching practice. 
(5 marks) 
J. What are the major purposes of evaluation in the classroom? Give 
examples from teaching practice to illustrate your answer. 
(10 marks) 
4. It bas been argued by some that there is not enough evaluation in our 
schools; by others that there is too much evaluation in our schools, 
especially secondary schools. What do you think are the likely 
effects on learning of: 
(i) insutticient evaluation? 
lii) too much evaluation? 
Give reasons to support your answer. 
(10 marks) 
Text References 
Barry, K. i King, L. {1988). Beginning teaching. Sydney: Social Science 
Press. pp.l67-213. 
Woolfolk, A. (1981). Educational psychology (Jrd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. pp.523-555. 
Other References 
Biggs, J, i Telfer, R. (1981). The process of learning. Sydney: 
Prentice-Hall. pp.427-485. (370.152) (See also the 1987 edition at 
the appropriate chapter}. 
Slavin, R. (1988). Educational psychology: Theory into 
(2nd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall. 
(370 .15 CR) A 
practice 
pp.540-574. 
TenBrink, T. (1914) • ~Ev"a,.l..,u~a~t~i,on~: __,A'="p,.r,..ac,_t.,i..,c,a"'l_,_qu,.>,· d.,e._.f,o._r_t,_,e,a.,c,.b"e"rs,. 
York: McGraw Hill. (371.27 CR) 
New 
(Use the library, especially under the 371.26 and 311.21 sections, to find 
other appropriate references). 
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TUTORIAL FIVE: BEHAVIOURAL LEARIIING !SECTION 2, WEEK 12) 
1. Explain the process of operant conditioning as it applies to learning 
new knowledge or a skill. Illustrate your explanation with an 
example from your own experience. 
(4 marks) 
2. Us1ng Skinner's guidelines for teaching on behavioural principles 
(see Woolfolk, 1987, pages 187 and 189) write a lesson plan to teach 
a sk1ll. Briefly explain how your lesson plan meets the criteria 
outlined in Woolfolk. 
(8 marks) 
3. Use operant conditioning to explain how the principles of operant 
conditioning might be used in a classroom to increase motivation. 
110 marks) 
4. What are the strengths and limitations of learning subject •atter 
through the principles of behavioural learning? 
(4 •arks) 
5. How relevant is behavioural learning, as manifested by learning 
laboratories and/or computer assisted instruction, for the 1990's? 
G1ve reasons to support your answer. 
(4 marks) 
Examples of programmed instruction are available in Roo. 105 (e.g. Distar 
learning laboratories). Especially recommended is the Distar, 
Morphographic Spelling, learning laboratory. The Edmark, program.ed 
learning activity is also very good. 
Text References 
Barry, K. & King, L. (1988). Beginning teaching. Sydney: Social Science 
Press. pp.113-116, 391-393. 
Woolfolk, A. (1987). Educational psycholqgy (Jrd ed.). 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. pp.165-166, 173-182, 187-192, 
430-435. 
Other References 
Englewood Cliffs, 
225-228, 313-314, 
Brady, L. (1985). Models and methods of teaching. Sydney: Prentice-Hall. 
pp.57-88. (371.102 CR) 
Gage, N.L. 'Berliner, D. (1988). EduCational psychologY (4th ed.). 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin. pp.235-256, 463-468, 364-368. 
(370.15 CR) 
Ha•acbek, D. (1985). Psvcholoqy in teaching, learning and growth 
(Jrd ed.). Newton, Mass: Allyn' Bacon. (370.15 CR) 
(3rd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, 
378-380. (370.15 CR) 
(Use the library to find other appropriate references). 
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TUTORIAL SIX: METACOGNITION (SESSION 2, WEEK 13) 
1. Explain the concept of metacognition and its role in learning. 
2. Select tour methods ot fostering metacognition in the classroom from 
the readings. 
Describe each method and show how each can be 
lessons from practice tor series of lessons). 
each method tasters metacognition. 
applied to one of your 
Explain clearly why 
(N.B. Tutorial Presentation: Up to tour students can do part 2. 
Liaison will be necessary to ensure that different methods are 
chosen). 
Text Reference 
Woolfolk, A. ll987). Educational psychology lJrd ed.), Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. pp.258-264, 283-308. 
Other References 
Costa, A.L. (1984). 
42 (3). 57-62. 
Mediating the metacognitive. 
(371.1) 
Educational Leadershlp, 
Biggs, J. 
1-3. 
(1987). Reflective thinking and school learning. 
(Q370.78) (On order Mt. Lawley) 
Set, No. 2, 
Bigys, J. ' Teller, R. (19811. 
Prentice-Hall of Ausralia. 
Mt. Lawley) 
The processes 
pp.l41-184. 
of learning. Sydney: 
(370.1523 CRI (On order 
Slavin, R. (1987). Educational psycboloqy (2nd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. pp.l96-215. (370.15 CRI 
(Use the library to find other appropriate references). 
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TUTORIAL PRESENTATION AND PAPER 
DUE: Straight after the tutorial. 
WORTH: 
Of this 40,, 10' will be awarded for the quality of your 
tutorial presentation. 
Both the presentation and paper will be assessed on the criteria 
for assessment, outlined below. 
1. TUTORIAL PRESENTATION 
In each of the tutorial sessions 
assignment topic is identified. 
topic for presentation as: 
commencing from week 
Each student will be 
three, an 
allocated one 
a short lecture to the tutorial group. The presentation should 
not exceed 10 minutes. To assist with the delivery students •ay 
use up to three overhead-projector transparencies or one sheet 
of typed notes. Where there is more than one preseDter the 
lecturer will allocate to each student one or more parts of the 
topic. The tutorial topics have been divided into parts. 
Agreement between the multiple presenters is to be finalized at 
least one week prior to the tutorial. 
It is the responsibility of the presenter to attend the session 
at which the topic has been scheduled. A second opportunity to 
present can be granted by the lecturer only in exceptional 
circumstances. A claim of illness must be supported by a 
medical certificate. 
CRITERIA FOR ALLOCATION OF MARKS FOR TUTORIAL PRESENTATION (IO'l 
INTRODUCTION 
1. States purpose or objectives. 
2. Gives overview or advance organizer. 
J. Distributes a study guide or instructs the students 
concerning bow they are expected to respond (what 
notes to take, etc.) 
BODY OF PRESENTATION 
4. Is well prepared; speaks fluently without hesitation 
or confusion. 
5. Projects entbusiasa for the •aterial. 
6. Maintains eye contact with the students. 
1. Speaks at an appropriate pace (neither too fast nor 
too slow). 
8. Speaks with appropriate voice modulation (rather than 
a monotone). 
9. Uses appropriate expressions, move•ents, and gestures 
(rather than speaking woodenly). 
10. Content is well structured and sequenced. 
11. New terms are clearly defined. 
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12. Key concepts or ter•s are e•phasized (preferably not 
only verbally but by holding up or pointiog to 
exa•ples, writing or underlining on the board or 
overhead projector, etc.), 
13. Includes appropriate analogies or exaeples that are 
effective in enabling students to relate the new to 
the familiar and the abstract to the concrete. 
14. Where appropriate, facts are distinguished fro• 
opinions. 
15. Where necessary, interacts with students to check 
understanding, invite questions or encourage 
participation. 
16. Monitors student response; is encouraging and 
responsive regarding student questions and comments on 
the material. 
CONCLUSION 
COMMENTS: 
17. Concludes with summary or integration of the 
presentation. 
18. Follows up on the presentation by making a transition 
to the next speaker. 
[Based on Good, T., & 
(5th ed.). New York: 
Brophy, J. (1991). ~L7oo7k~lp·•~•~i~n~c~l~•~•~•~r~oo~•~• Harper and Row. p.519.) 
ADMINISTRATIVE POINTS ON WRITING AND SUBMISSION OF TUTORIAL PAPERS 
These points should be read in conjunction with the Faculty of 
Education rules and regulations. 
1. Assignments must be submitted in correct for•at. All sources 
must be acknowledged. This means that you acknowledge the 
source of ideas as well as direct quotations. The for•at to be 
used is explained in the University Referencing Guide, 
{Available from Bookshop) 
2. Assiqnaents •ust be submitted straight after the tutorial in the 
locked assigna~nt box outside Roo• 155. Assign•ent cover sheets 
have a tear off receipt section which will be sta•ped by the 
secretary to verify receipt of assignment. Please fill these in 
if you wish the• to be returned to you. 
3. Assignments will not be accepted by individual staff members. 
4. If, for Iegitiaate reasons (see University rule 17.5) you are 
unable to submit an assignaent by the due date, you aust apply 
on the appropriate fora to Denise Chal•ers (Room 126) or through 
the departmental secretaries (RoOM 155 or 148}, 
5. Assignments submitted after the due date without approval shall 
incur a penalty of 5\ of the possible mark for each day the 
assignment is overdue, except after seven (7) days when the mark 
for the assignment will be '0'. 
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6. Late assignaents must be subaitted to the depart11ent secretary, 
Room 155 and a receipt obtained to verify that the assign•ent 
has been subBitted. 
1. Students should make a copy of the assignaent. 
8. Please note the University policy on all forms oj~ cheating, 
plagiarism and collusion - penalties are severe ranging fro• 
loss of assignment marks to ter•ination fro• the course. 
9. Be sure to proof read your work thoroughly to check referencing, 
spelling, grammar, sentence structure, punctuation and 
legibility. Poor standards of literacy in any assignaent will 
attract up to a 20' deduction of the possible mark (6 ~arks). 
10. Do not put your assignment, or each page of your assignment, in 
a plastic cover or plastic bags. 
2. TUTORIAL PAPER 
ESSAY WRITING GUIDE 
The questions contained in each assignaent topic have been framed to 
help guide you in your understanding of the content. They do not 
represent separate questions that must be answered. Your overall 
response to the assignment task must take the fora of an integrated 
essay which uses continuous pros~. This does not n~c~ssarily 
preclude the use of headings and sub-headings. However, if you 
choose to use headings and sub-headings, you are still required to 
use transition statements which show the links between the various 
ideas contained in your essay. 
Your essay should consist of: 
1. An Introduction. The introduction sets the broad context for 
the essay. The introduction contains relevant background 
material which establishes the iaportance of the topic being 
dealt with and leads to the focus stateaent. 
2. A Focus State•ent. The focus state•ent outlines the scope of 
the essay. 
3. An Elaboration. This section consists of a series of paragraphs 
and paragraph clusters which elaborate on the aain points 
outlined in the focus stateaent. Thus, each paragraph or 
paragraph cluster consists of a main point made in the form of a 
general stateaent. This state.ent is then explained and 
illustrated in the sentences/paragraphs that follow. 
4. A Conclusion. Conclusions should not contain new aaterial. The 
purpose of a cobclusion is to tie together the ideas contained 
in the essay. Conclusions most often either contain a suaaary 
of the main ideas linked back to the focus stateaent or they 
contain an evaluation state•ent. 
11 
CRITERIA FOR THE ALLOCATION OF MARKS FOR ESSAY 
Your essay should consist of between 1,800 and 2,000 
researched, and be carefully reasoned and presented. 
be assessed according to the following criteria: 
1. Structure and Organisation 
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words, be well 
Your essay will 
(a) Does the introduction contain relevant background material 
which establishes the importance of the topic? 
(b) Does the introduction lead to the focus at the essay? 
(c) Is the focus of the essay clearly defined? 
{d) Are ideas logically developed with relationships between 
paragraphs clearly signalled? 
(e) Are main points clearly stated and a•plified within 
paragraphs? 
(f) Are sentences clear and unambiguous? 
(g) Does the conclusion provide a suamary state•ent linked back 
to the focus or does the conclusion provide an evaluation 
statement? 
2. Grammatical Features and Technical Conventions 
(a} Is the essay written in the third person from an objective 
point of view? 
(b} Are there errors in the subject/verb, noun/pronoun 
aqree•ent? 
(c} Is spelling accurate and consistent? 
(d) Is punctuation accurate and consistent? 
(e) Are the appropriate conventions of in-text and end-text 
referencing observed? 
3. Content 
(a) Are the ideas presented relevant to the argu•ent? 
(b) Are all the important relevant ideas considered? 
(c) Are argu•ents supported by evidence? 
(d) Are ideas analysed in depth with appropriate explanations 
and examples given when required? 
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TUTORIAL TOPICS AND READING 
READING 
All topics have a Text Reference and a few Other References. Tbe Text 
Reference must be read by all students before the tutorial. This will 
assist understanding, participation and discussion and make the tutorials 
an effective learning experience. Other References are primarily for the 
student writing he paper. Note, however, that further references should 
be obtained by the student writing the paper. Consult the recommended 
reading list and appropriate journals in the library. This will help you 
become an effective and active learner at tertiary level. 
TUTORIAL ONE: MOTIVATION (SESSION 2, IEEI 3) 
ESSAY QUESTION 
i What is the role of motivation in learning and how relevant and useful j is an understanding of 1110tivation to classrooa teaching? 
You are required to write an essay which discusses .ativation, its role in 
learning, and evaluate the relevance and usefulness of an understanding of 
motivation to classroo• teaching. In order to discuss adequately all 
aspects of the topic, your essay will need to contain infor~aticn which 
answers the followinq questions: 
What is motivation and intrinsic and extrinsic ~otivation? 
What are the differences between behavioural, huaanistic and cognitive 
approaches to motivation? 
How do each of these approaches apply to classroo. teaching? 
What is the role of students' personal factors in influencing motivation? 
What is the relevance and usefulness of an understanding of motivation to 
classroo• teaching? 
TUTORIAL TOPICS 
1. Define activation and distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation. 
2. Differentiate between behavioural, bu.anistic and cognitive 
approaches to motivation. 
3. Identify bow each of these approaches applies to claasr~ teaching. 
4. Outline the role students' personal factors play in influencing 
110tivation. 
5. Evaluate the relevance and usefulness of an understanding of 
motivation to classroom teaching. 
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TEXT REFEREIICES 
Barry, K., 'King, L. (1988). Beginning teaching. Sydney: Social 
Science Press, pp.49-60, 67-14. 
Woolfolk, A. (1990). Educational psychology (4th ed.). Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, pp.J00-350. 
OTHER REFERENCES 
Biehler, R.F., & Snowman, J. (1990). 
ed.). Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Psychology applied to teaching 
Co. Chapter 11, p.514. 
(6th 
Biggs, J., & Telfer, R. (1987). ,T~llhfe~p~r~ollc~e~sfs_o~!~l~e~a~rlln~in~g (2nd ed.). 
Sydney: Prentice-Hall. (370.1523 CR) (First edition (1981) is 
also available). Chapter 3, p.94. 
Gage, N., & Berliner, 
York: Longman. 
D.C. (1984). 
(370.15 CRI 
Educational psycholoqy (6th ed.). 
Section D, p.328. 
Slavin, R.E. (1988). Educational psychology: 
(2nd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
(370.15 CRI Chapter 10, p.355. 
Theory into practice 
Prentice Hall. 
New 
VanderZanden, J.W., ' Pace, A. (1984). 
and practice (2nd ed.). New York: 
Educational psychology in theory 
Randoo House. (370.15 CR) 
Chapter 12, p.J43. 
Tll'I'ORIAL TYO: INFOIUIATIOI PROCESSIIIG A11D IIEIIORY (SESSIOI 2, IEEI 4) 
ESSAY QUESTION 
What is the role of me•ory in learning and bow relevant and useful is an 
understanding of memory to classroom teaching? 
You are required to write an essay wb.icb discusses •e.arv, its role in 
learning, and evaluate the relevance and usefulness of an understanding of 
meaory to classrooa teaching. In order to discuss adequately all aspects 
of the topic, your essay will need to contain infor•ation which answers 
the following questions: 
Hov is infor•ation processed according to information processing theory? 
What is the difference between long-tera and short-tera •e.ary? 
What does the teacher need to do to ensure tbat each student processes new 
information appropriately for each stage of the infor•ation process? 
What are soae strategies that students can be taught to help the• learn 
meaningless information? 
Wbat is the relevance and usefulness of an understanding of me.ary to 
classrooa teaching? 
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TUTORIAL TOPICS 
1. Describe bow information is processed according to infor•ation 
processing theory. 
2. Differentiate between long-ter• and short-ter• me•ory. 
3. Outline what the teacher needs to do to ensure that each student 
processes new information appropriately for each stage of the 
information process. 
4. Identity four strategies students can be taught to help thea learn 
meaningless information, and provide exaaples. 
5. Evaluate the relevance and usefulness of an understanding of meaory 
to classroom teaching. 
TEXT REFERENCES 
Woolfolk, A. (1990). Educational osvcholoov (4th ed.). Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Chapter 7, pp.226-251. 
OTHER REFERENCES 
Biehler, R.F., & Snowman, J. (1990). 
ed.). Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Psychology apPlied to teaching 
Co. Chapter 8, p.374. 
(6th 
Biggs, J. , & Telfer, R. (1981) .T fh~eY,pgr,!Jo!!ic~e\l'ss\'-'o'-\t:;;fl~e~a~rnl!!i"\nPfq. {2nd ed.} • 
Sydney: Prentice-Hall. (370 .1523 CR) (First edition (1981) is 
also available}. Chapter 2, p.43. 
Gage, N., & Berliner, 
York: Longman. 
D.C. (1984). 
(370.15 CR) 
Educational psychology 
Chapter 12, p.279. 
(6thed.). 
Slavin, R.E. (1988). Educational psychology: 
(2nd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, Hew Jersey: 
(370.15 CR) Chapter 5, p.143. 
Theory into practice 
Prentice Hall. 
New 
VanderZanden, J.W., & Pace, 
and practice (2nd ed.). 
Chapter 7, p.189. 
A. (1984). 
New York: 
Educational psycbology in theory 
Rand011 House. (370.15 CR) 
15 
TUTORIAL THREE: EXPOSITORY TEACBIIIG ( SESSIOI 2, lfEBI[ 5) 
ESSAY QUESTION 
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What is expository teaching and how relevant and useful is expository 
teaching to classroom teaching? 
You are required to write an essay which discusses the nature of 
expository teaching and evaluates the relevance and usefulness of 
expository teaching to classroom teaching. In order to discuss adequately 
all aspects of the topic, your essay will need to contain information 
which answers the following questions: 
What is expository teaching? 
What are the processes involved in expository teaching? 
What are the principles underlying expository teaching? 
How can expository teaching be applied to the planning and execution of a 
specific lesson in the classroom? 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of expository teaching and where can 
expository teaching be most usefully applied in the classroom? 
TUTORIAL TOPICS 
1. With the class you had on orientation practice in ~ind, plan a model 
exposition lesson. Highlight the major steps in the strategy. 
2. Discuss Ausubel's principles of learning which underlie the 
exposition strategy. 
3. Discuss the major factors teachers should take into account when 
planning an exposition lesson. Where appropriate, refer to your 
model lesson plan to illustrate your discussion. 
4. Discuss the major factors teachers should take into account when 
iapleaenting an exposition lesson. Where appropriate, refer to your 
aodel lesson plan to illustrate your discussion. 
5. Outline the strengths and li•itations of the exposition strategy. 
How relevant is it for education in the 1990's? Give reasons to 
support your answer. 
TEXT REFERENCES 
Barry K., & King, L. (1988). Beginning teaching. Sydney: Social Science 
Press. pp.ll6-119. · 
Woolfolk, A. (1990). Educational psychology (4th ed.). Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. pp.292-295. 
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OTHER REFERENCES 
Brady, L. (1985). Models and methods of teaching. Sydney: Prentice-Hall. 
pp.16-51. (371.102 CR) 
Jacobsen, D., Eggen, P., 'Kauchak, D. (1989). M~e~t~h~o~d~s-7fo~r~t~e~a~c~h1~·n~g 
(Jrd ed.). Colu11bus, Ohio: Merrill. Chapter 1. (Earlier editions 
are suitable). (371.102 CR) 
Joyce, 8., & Weil, 
Cliffs, N.J.: 
N. (1983). Node1s of teaching (3rd ed.). Englewood 
Prentice-Hal!. pp.70-78. (370.3 CR) 
Joyce, B., & Wei!, H. (1978). 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 
Information processing Models of teaching. 
Prentice-Hall. pp.197-276. (371.102 CR) 
(Use the library to find other appropriate references). 
TUTORIAL FOUR: GUIDED DISCOVERY* (SESSIOII 2, WEEI 6) 
~(Also known as Inquiry or Discovery Learning) 
ESSAY QUESTION 
What is guided discovery and how relevant and useful is 
to classroo• teaching? 
guided discovery I 
You are required to write an essay which discusses the nature of guided 
discovery and evaluates the relevance and usefulness of guided discovery 
to classroom teaching. In order to discuss adequately all aspects of the 
topic, your essay will need to contain information which answers the 
following questions: 
What is guided discovery? 
What are the processes involved in guided discovery? 
What are the principles underlying guided discovery? 
How can guided discovery be applied to the planning and execution of a 
specific lesson in the classroa.? 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of guided discovery and where can 
guided discovery be aost usefully applied in the classrooa? 
TUTORIAL TOPICS 
1. With the class you had on orientation practice in aind, plan a aodel 
guided discovery lesson. Highlight the major steps in the strategy. 
2. Discuss Bruner's principles of learning which underlie the guided 
discovery strategy. 
3. Discuss the •ajar factors teachers should take into account when 
planning a guided discovery lesson. Where appropriate, refer to your 
aodel lesson plan to illustrate your discussion. 
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4. Discuss the aajor factors teachers should take into account when 
iapleaenting a guided discovery lesson. Where appropriate, refer to 
your .adel lesson plan to illustrate your discussion. 
5. Outline the strengths and limitations of the guided discovery 
strategy. How relevant is it for education in the 1990's? Give 
reason~ to support your answer. 
TEXT REFERENCES 
Barry, K., ill 
Science 
King, L. (1988). Beginning teaching. 
Press. pp.136-!39. 
Sydney: Social 
Woolfolk, A. (1990). Educational psychology (4th ed.). Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. pp.289-291. 
OTHER REFERENCES 
Brady, L. (1985). Models and methods of teaching. Sydney: Prentice-
Hall. pp.l04-105, 112-113, 118-119, 131, 194-195, 200. 
Bruner, J.B. (1977). 
pp.55-80. (370 
Jacobsen, D., Eggen, 
ColuMbus, Ohio: 
The process of education. 
CR) 
New York: 
P., & Kauchak, D. (1989). Methods for 
Merrill. Chapter 7. (371.102 CRJ 
Vintage Books. 
teaching. 
Turney, C. (Ed.) (1917). Sydney micro skills series 5 handbook. Sydney: 
Sydney University Press. pp.!2-70. (370.733 CR) 
(Use the library to find other appropriate references). 
'l'U'IORIAL FIVE: BEHAVIOURAL LEARliiiG• (SBSSIOI 2, IEEI 12) 
~(Also known as Operant conditioning) 
ESSAY QUESTION 
What is behavioural learning and how relevant and useful is behavioural 
learning to classroa. teaching? 
You are required to write an essay which discusses the nature of 
behavioural learning and evaluates the relevance and usefulness of 
behavioural learning to classroa. teaching. In order to discuss 
adequately all aspects of the topic, your essay will need to contain 
information which answers the following questions: 
What is behavioural learning? 
What are the processes involved in behavioural learning? 
What are the principles underlying behavioural learning? 
How can behavioural learning be applied to the planning and execution of a 
specific lesson in the classroa.? 
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What are the strengths and weaknesses of behavioural learning and where 
can behavioural learning be •ost usefully applied in the clasaroo.? 
TUTORIAL TOPICS 
1. Explain the process of operant conditioning as it applies to learning 
new knowledge or a skill. Illustrate your explanation with an 
example fro• your own experience. 
2. Using Skinner's guidelines for teaching on behaviol\ral principles 
(see Woolfolk, 1990, page 182) write a lesson plan to teach a skill. 
Briefly explain how your lesson plan •eets the criteria outlined in 
Wool!olk. 
3. Use operant conditioning to explain how the principles of operant 
conditioning might be used in a classroa. to increase .ativation. 
4. What are the strengths and liaitations of learning subject •atter 
through the principles of behavioural learning? 
5. How relevant is behavioural learning for the 1990 1 s? Give reasons to 
support your answer. 
Exaaples of progra .. ed instruction are available in Roo• 156 (e.g. Distar 
learning laboratories). Especially reco .. ended is the Distar, 
Morphographic Spelling, learning laboratory. The Ed•ark, progra .. ed 
learning activity is also very good. 
TEXT REFERENCES 
Barry, K., ' 
Science 
King, L. (1988). Beginning teaching. 
Press. pp.113-116, 391-393. 
Sydney: Social 
Yool!olk, A. (1990). Educatiopa1 psychology (4th ed. l. Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. Chapters 5, 6, 10 and 13. 
OTHER REFERENCES 
Brady, L. (1985). Models and methods of teaching. Sydney: Prentice-
Hall. pp.57-88. (371.102 CR) 
Gage, N.L., 'Berliner, D. (1988). Educational psychology (4th ed.). 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin. pp.235-256, 463-468, 364-368. 
(370.15 CR) 
Ha•achek, D. (1985). Psychology in teaching, learning and growth 
(3rd ed.). Newton, Mass: Allyn 'Bacon. (370.15 CRl 
Slavin, R. (1986). Educational psychology (Jrd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. pp.283-290, 357-358, 378-380. (370.15 CRl 
(Use the library to find other appropriate references). 
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TUTORIAL SII: OBSERVATIONAL LEARNING* (SESSIOI 2, fEEl 13) 
~(So•eti•es referred to in the literature as Social Learning or Modelling 
or Learning by I•itation) 
ESSAY QUESTION 
What is observational learning and how relevant and useful is 
observational learning to classroo• teaching? 
You are required to write an essay wbicb discusses the nature of 
observational learning and evaluates the relevance and usefulness of 
observational learning to classrao• teaching. In order to discuss 
adequately all aspects of the topic. your essay will need to contain 
information which answers the following questions: 
What is observational learning? 
What are the processes involved in observational· learning? 
What are the principles underlying observational learning? 
How can observational learning be applied to the planning and execution of 
a specific lesson in the classroo•? 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of observational learning and where 
can observational learning be •ost usefully applied in the classroom? 
TUTORIAL TOPICS 
1. With the class you had on orientation or 2nd practice in 11ind, plan a 
model lesson in which students will learn by observation. 
2. Describe the •ajar phases in Bandura's .odel of observational 
learning. Where appropriate, refer to your model lesson plan to 
illustrate your discussion. 
3. Hov can teachers use their role as a model to stimulate thinking and 
problem solving? 
4. How can teachers shape attitudes and values through observational 
learning? 
5. Outline the strengths and limitations of observational le"arning. Hov 
relevant is it tor education in the 1990's? Give reasons to support 
your answer. 
TEXT REFERENCES 
Barry, K., 'King, 
Science Press. 
L. (1988). 
pp.49-58, 
Beginning teaching. 
61-66, 120-124. 
Sydney: Social 
Woolfolk, A. (1990). Educational psycboloqy (4th ed.). Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. 
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OTHER REFERENCES 
Gage, N., & Berliner, D. (1988). Educational psychology (4th ed.). 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin. pp.258-278. (370.15 CR) 
Good, T.,. & Brophy, G. {1987). Looking in classroo.s (4th ed.). Hew 
York: Harper and Row. pp.173-205. (371.102 CR) 
Slavin, R. (1988). Educational psychology: Theory into 
(2nd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall. 
282. (370.15 CR) 
practice 
pp.!33-!38, 268-
Vander Zanden, G., & Pace A. (1984). Educational psychology: In theory 
and practice {2nd ed.). New York: Rando. House. pp.l41-1Sl. 
(370.15 CR) 
(Use the library to find other appropriate references). 
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Appendix V 
Education 1200, 1991 Marking Key 
EDU 1200: TUTORIAL ASSIGNMENT MARKING KEY 336 
TOPIC ....•..........•...........•....•.•••.•.•...••..•..•....•.••...•......•.••.......•.. 
STUDENT ....•....................•••• MARKER .•..•...•..••..•..............•.... 
MARK ....••......•. DEDUCT •.•..•.•..•••• FINAL MARK ....•........•...•...•• 
A. STRUCTURE. ORGANISATION AND PREBEHTATION OF ~ i 
me CCHaENT IRA~ I MARKS I ~ i I i 
ackground material to provide 1. The Introduction usee relevant b 
a context tor the essay and lead a ta the focus ot the esaay. 
2. Eaay h .. a clearty defined tocu 
•• 
3. ldau are logically developed w 
paragraphe clearly algnalled. 
Hh relatlanahlpl between 
4. Mlln points are clearly alated a nd amplflled wHhln 
paraaraphll. 
5. Sentences are clear and unamblg uouo. 
6. Concluelon provldaa a summary 
the focus andAn an evaluation et 
atatamanl 
atemant. 
linked back lo 
MARKS 
w .. .. ::> 
B. OUAI.ITY OF THE COifTENT IRATlNGI 
..____.....____-.-__, r-r--r~ 
1. All the ideas presented are relevant to the essay question. 
2. All the ralavantldau have bean conaldared. 
3. All araumanta are supported by evidence. 
4. ldau are analysed In depth wHh IIJ)proprlata axplanalloRI 
and example• given where required. 
C. GRAIIUATlCAI. FEAlUREB AND TECHNICAL 
CONVENTJQN8 r::l M~:n=,::r:MAR=KS;::-D::::EDIJClB)=~I 
1. The auay Ill wrtttan In the third peraon from an objective 
palnl of vlow. 
2. TharallaubJactlverb and noun/pronoun agreement. 
3. Spelling II aceurata and conalltent. 
•· Punctuation Ia act::urate and conalatent. 
5. The appropriate canventbna far referencing •re 
observed. 
